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RESEARCHING STRATEGIES FOR RISK REDUCTION IN SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR 

by Denise Kirkland 

This thesis is based in two parallel strands of research. 

The first is an exploration of the theoretical distinctions between two 

competing paradigms dominant in sexual health research: social cognition 

models and discourse theory. 

The second is an exploration of the practical use of a discourse theoretical 

approach to research accounts from people in the forty-something' age 

bracket about their experience of developing new sexually intimate 

relationships. 

Some developments in connectionist theory are used to explore some 

possible distinctions between implicit and explicit knowledge. 

These distinctions are then used to explore the scope of the two paradigms 

and, drawing on findings from the practical research, to discuss some 

implications for sexual health research and intervention. 
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I returned to academia, thanks to a 'pay off' from the computer industry, in 

1993 and elected to study sexual health out of various interests, though with 

no very relevant background in the topic, but also in no small part because it 

seemed an appropriate topic to keep me away from the computer industry. 

Sexual behaviour does have other appeals as a research topic though! 

Apart from a 'natural' inclination to be interested in it anyway (which the 

research has led me to believe I share with many, if not most, other people) 

it is biologically fundamental' (in that the species could not continue without 

it, though I would resist many biological essentialist arguments which have 

arisen from this), social (in that, at least at this fundamental reproductive 

level 'it takes two') but also strongly cognitively mediated (and see '̂ 4 

persona/ sfandpo/nf below). 

The opportunity to carry out research in this area was available since the 

Centre for Sexual Health Research was in the process of being established 

at Southampton University, primarily in response to the demand for research 

in this area generated by concerns about the potential impact of HIV. The 

research topic was agreed as 'researching strategies for risk reduction in 

sexual behaviour", encompassing concerns about relevant theory and 

methodology, as well as conducting some relevant research. 

The next decision was to select an appropriate research approach and 

Chapter 1 seeks to explain why I adopted a social constructionist 

perspective in preference to anything based on social cognition models, the 

other dominant paradigm in this topic area, despite my technical, realist, 

reductionist background. 

But there are many social constructionist methodologies, each with some 

subtle distinction in its epistemological foundations. In Chapter 2 I explore 
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some of these methodologies in an effort to discover something of what is 

different about each, and in the end what they have in common, and to 

explain why I eventually adopted a primarily discursive, though still 

somewhat eclectic, methodology. 

In Chapter 3 I summarise exactly what that means for the present research 

and discuss other issues which contribute to the shape of the two studies on 

which the rest of the thesis is based, which are introduced in Chapter 4. 

These studies represent something of a break from most research in this 

area, which tends to focus on 'young people', by instead focusing exclusively 

on people in the (approximately) forty-something' age bracket. In Chapter 

4 I also draw on some of the data collected to explore the nature of these 

data and their strengths and limitations, since these have implications for 

how some findings reported in Chapters 5 and 6 should be understood. 

There I have combined discussion of the findings from the two studies since 

each set of data tends to contribute different, but overlapping, perspectives 

on some common themes. 

In Chapter 5 I explore the extent to which the interviewees' accounts reveal 

any sexual health risk in their lifestyles, as well as their (usually lack of) 

perceptions of such risk. More discursively I trace some of the events and 

discourses which appear to underlie such perceived 'invulnerability'. 

In Chapter 6 I explore some of the (more or less) active engagement in 

activities which contribute to increase or decrease in sexual risk; from 

pragmatic issues about condoms, through to the role of language: from 

again pragmatic issues of terminology, through uncertainty about ability to 

engage in any discussion about sexuality, to some discursive themes and 

fragments which appear to inform some of this uncertainty. 

In Chapter 7 I summarise some of the discursive 'themes and fragments' 

which have emerged, and some of their implications. 
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In Chapter 8 I revisit themes introduced in the earlier chapters regarding the 

relevance of alternative methodologies, and discuss how this is relevant to 

research findings. I then summarise some findings particularly relevant to 

sexual health intervention, before discussing how some problems in the 

research of sexual behaviour seem particularly intransigent, and the 

implications of these for the present research. 

In Chapter 8 I also suggest that the theme developed in Chapter 1, about 

distinctions between 'implicit' and 'explicit' knowledge, might be used to 

reconceptualise the relevance of the contribution of each chapter to the 

thesis as a whole. 

A persona/ 

A social constructionist approach requires some attempt to be reflexively 

aware of issues which mof/vafe research, and to be as explicit about these 

as possible. I have already indicated a little relevant personal history. What 

follows here is an attempt to explain why I consider this topic intrinsically 

interesting. 

In some ways sexual behaviour is a topic 'par excellence' against which to 

test any theory of social psychology. The behaviour is 'social' in that in its 

more 'conventional' forms it is generally enacted by two players - however, 

unlike any other behaviours^ it is never enacted in public (except for very 

recent developments in mainstream media) so we have no 'model' or 

opportunity of 'imitation' on which to draw^. 

Ît might be argued that defecation is a similar exception, but this behaviour is shaped with so much care 
and attention by primary carers in the very early years of our life that the issues seem quite distinct. 

^tiere is peitiaps a question as to wfiether this is atypical for humankind, arising fî om living conditions 
peculiar to 'advantaged' groups, especially since the seventeenth century (ie most people living in 'the west' 
today). It may even contribute to the current rise in 'sexual problems'. However, it is the case for most 
people, now. 
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On the other hand, (and here a sociobiological functionalist argument seems 

partly tenable) probably because it is essential for the continuance of the 

species, it seems mediated by sufficient physiological processes (including 

many complex hormonal interactions) to be genera/Zy accomplished 

'successfully' (at least in respect of procreating the species) despite this lack 

of previous observation, or much else in the way of relevant 'information'. 

Yet again, that the potential outcome of sexual intercourse is a child, a new 

member of a community and for some years an unproductive one, is an 

obvious (if simplistic) potential explanation of why sexual intercourse seems 

to be considered a behaviour of immense social consequence, and is 

perhaps one of the most strictly socially regulated behaviours. 

Similarly, for all that sexual 'drives' are generally considered to be (and are 

often experienced as) very powerful, we are expected to maintain them 

under some kind of control. Failure of control (for example 'exhibitionism', 

flashing', 'rape') are subject to social sanctions of increasing seventy. There 

are various indicators that this control is considered 'cognitive', not least that 

more 'private' 'loss of control' is often excused, or justified by, appeal to a 

socially acknowledged cognitive 'control reducing' context (for example 'I had 

too much to drink'). 

There are many angles to this notion of 'loss of control' and they appear to 

me entangled with issues around 'sexual risk taking', or failure to negotiate 

safe sex', which are central to this thesis topic of 'strategies for risk reduction 

in sexual behaviour'. 

I am interested in this research topic intellectually because it seems to offer 

the focus and opportunity to explore a point of complex interaction between 

the individual and the social, the biological and the cognitive. I am able to 

pursue this research topic because the advent of AIDS in the early nineteen 

eighties led to social aspects of sexual behaviour becoming a topic that 
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society needs to understand better (since no biological fix' seems imminent), 

so the topic became 'acceptable' - to public funding bodies, and therefore, 

and more relevant here, within academia. I am Interested In the topic 

'emotionally' since 'sexuality', and failures to manage sexual encounters to 

their own satisfaction, is a source of distress to so many people that any 

advance, however small, in our understanding of the subject seems a worth 

while enterprise. 
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'wAereas f/ie pnm/f/ye mmd dreads f/?e forces of nafure, f/)e sc/enfMc mmd 
c/readsf/ie power of f/)oug/?r (IVIoscovici, 1984, page 3) 

It is a shared assumption of many, though not all, psychologists that the way 

we think affects our behaviour and this is an underlying premise of the 

present thesis, along with the assumption that 'what we say' provides some 

kind of access to 'what we think'. 

Although the thought-behaviour link is not generally contested an adequate 

'explanation' of any linkage has proved elusive. For some it is only the 

structure of the brain that is considered relevant to this link, but for many it is 

in some way the 'content', and perhaps the organisation, of the 'mind'. 

Alternative theories regarding this linkage are sometimes complementary, 

but are more often characterised by paradigmatic (in the Kuhnian, 

1962/1970, sense) failure to discuss, much less resolve, differences. 

The thought-behaviour link is relevant to the present research in underlying 

the interpretation of the extent to which "ways of talking' relate to 'ways of 

doing' and the implications of any such relationships for safe(r) sex. Two, in 

many respects competing, paradigms for researching the thought-behaviour 

link have been dominant in sexual health research: Social Cognition Models 

(SCMs) and 'social constructionism'. The purpose of the present chapter is 

to explore these competing approaches in order to justify, or at least explain, 

the approach adopted here. 

Social cognition models include a range of specific models such as the 

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA, Fishbein, 1967, Fishbein and Ajzen, 

1975), the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB, Ajzen, 1985, 1991), and the 

Health Belief Model (HBM, Rosenstock, 1974) as well as more recent moves 

to 'integrate' them (eg Norman and Conner, 1996, Fisher and Fisher 1992). 

However Martin Fishbein (1967) has perhaps most clearly explained the 

rationale for such an approach, so his Theory of Reasoned Action will be 

taken as representative for the present discussion, though alternative models 
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will be touched on as relevant. 

Social constructionist approaches have typically used qualitative text 

analysis but otherwise tend to be more diverse. Like many 'users' of SC^/ls, 

social constructionist researchers are not always explicit about their 

theoretical underpinnings. However in part because the theoretical 

development of its use within psychology is relatively recent and traceable, 

but perhaps more especially because it calls for the most 'constructive' 

interpretation of texts (consideration of what has nof been said as well as 

what Aas been said), 'Discourse Theory' (Henriques et al., 1984, Potter and 

Wetherell, 1987, Parker, 1992, Yardley, 1997) will be taken as 

representative of this approach for the discussion in the present chapter. 

More detailed consideration will be given to some distinctions between this 

and other text analytic approaches in the next chapter. 

Initial reviews of a few papers which used a 'models' based approach to 

investigating the social psychology of sexual behaviour (eg Breakwell et al, 

1991; Richard et al, 1995; Rosenthal et al, 1991; van der Pligt et al, 1993), 

and some critiques (favourable and otherwise) of this approach (eg Abraham 

and Sheeran, 1993; Conner, 1993; Ingham, 1993; Abraham et al, 1993) 

revealed a number of recurring themes; 

1) a tendency (deriving it transpires from the original formulation of the 

Theory of Reasoned Action: Fishbein, 1967a, b, c and Fishbein and Ajzen, 

1975^) to study /nfenf rather than be/)8v/our, 

2) the apparent simplicity of particular models, versus the plethora and 

complexity of suggested 'improvements' and modifications, 

3) the limited, and sometimes apparently arbitrary, nature of the 'test items', 

Fishbein, 1967a, b, c and Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, are generally cited as primary texts, but note that 
the expression Theory of Reasoned Action is not evident in either. 
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4) the relatively low percentage of variance accounted for in any of the 

studies, 

5) an apparent pattern that the larger the study, the less variance was 

accounted for, 

6) above all, that the smaller, more focused, and more the test items were 

based on careful pilot work, then the better the apparent fit' of survey 

sample responses to the model (eg King, 1982 (cited in Abraham and 

Sheeran, 1993) where 83% of future attendance and non-attendance at a 

spec//7c clinic was accounted for - the highest reported claim of fit' for a 

model I have discovered, but note this is not a sex related behaviour). 

Consulting Fishbein (1967, 1993) revealed that, in particular the last of these 

observations, is precisely what is predicted - unfortunately some of these 

key issues have been overlooked in subsequent research. Here a small 

selection of social cognition model research is reviewed, drawing primarily 

on the TRA, and more specifically a collection of papers examining 77)e 

Theory of Reasoned Action: Its Application to AIDS-Preventlve Behaviour 

(edited by Terry et al, 1993), but consulting additional material as 

appropriate: first to trace the genesis of these limitations and illustrate how 

they are inherent in the TRA, Because Fishbein set out to map and 

measure 'how it is' with beliefs, attitude etcetera at the point of intending to 

behave, he has excluded by definition many of the concerns of applied 

research, especially intervention. 

I will also discuss some limitations inherent in the design of 'cross-sectional' 

research with the TRA, and that in particular proposing use of the TRA, in 

the context of large scale surveys, with the stated objective of addressing 

need /or more un/versa//y app//cab/e fAeones fo gu/de fAe deve/opmenf 

of g/oAa/ soWo/7S fo /V/l/a/7d /4/OS (Lewis and Kashima, 1993) 

is to have misunderstood the insights of the theory in question. 
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A further concern about the research organised around SCIVIs was that it 

seemed, at best, only incidentally to deliver much 'insight' into the evident 

difficulties people experienced in adopting safer sex strategies such as 

condom use. 

IVIuch greater insight was evident in more 'qualitative' research, for example 

the Women's Risk and AIDS Project (WRAP) reported by Holland et al. (eg 

1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1994) and Ingham's ESRC funded study^ of young 

peoples' understandings of sexual health risk (eg Ingham et al., 1991, 1992, 

Woodcock et al. 1992). 

However my technological 'realist' background found me initially somewhat 

sceptical about the intellectual standing of this (apparently) primarily 

descriptive, if extremely persuasive, material. So rather than 'accept that it 

works and get on with it' I found it necessary first to explore the theoretical 

basis, and something of the genesis, of this alternative approach. This 

chapter is in some respects a trace of some of that exploration, and a 

justification of that initial, rather more 'intuitive', selection of research 

paradigm. 

Only towards the end of this research have I realised that I have adopted a 

somewhat 'particular" interpretation of Discourse Theory. This is apparent in 

subsequent chapters, and is in many respects made explicit in the review of 

alternative approaches to text analysis in Chapter 2. This particular 

interpretation arises from broader sources than can be fully explored here, 

but is primarily informed by reading of extracts from, and accounts of, the 

work of Foucault (eg Rabinow, 1984; Eribon, 1989/1993) and issues this 

raises for psychology as discussed in Henriques et al. (1984). Nonetheless 

the most often referred to sources here, especially in respect of 

'Grant no. XA44250012 to R.I. 
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methodology, are Potter and Wetherell' (eg. Potter and Wetherell, 1987; 

Wetherell and Potter, 1992). 

I again draw on the constructionist demand for reflexivity to include a little 

more autobiography, here to provide some illumination of my research 

perspective and 'stance'. Though perhaps a more 'honest' reflexion is to 

acknowledge its purpose as a 'warrant' for some of my subsequent critique. 

My reading of theory of 'ways of thinking' is, perhaps inevitably, heavily 

influenced by five years working with primarily 'rule based', but towards the 

end 'neural network' (connectionist), 'knowledge based' technology, in a 

technical and application consultancy role to a range of leading UK 

industries. This included working on 'knowledge elicitation^' in a range of 

domains of expertise from insurance underwriting, through scheduling and 

ticket pricing in the airline industry, to loading pallets of biscuits in HGVs 

(Heavy Goods Vehicles). I draw on this experience to develop Eiser's 

(1994) discussion of connectionism and so highlight three further 

considerations of what it may (and may not) be possible to explore in terms 

of 'ways of thinking'. 

After the critique of SCMs and this consideration of how connectionist theory 

might further inform the problem, I will introduce some concepts of social 

constructionism, and more particularly Discourse Theory - not as a solution 

to all the problems, but as a different way of theorising 'ways of thinking' that 

encompasses complexity and contradiction and, perhaps above all, some 

theoretical insight into our 'potential for change'. 

"This influence was undoubtedly increased through my experience tutoring on the first offering of the 
Open University Social Psychology Course (D317, 1996) which is suffused with Wetherell's notion of social 
construction. 

'"That is: working with the experts in some industrial field to assist them make their 'implicit' knowledge 
'explicit', in particular in a form that will permit it to be operationalised in a computer system of some kind. 
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In particular I will argue, from a discourse theoretic perspective, that survey 

studies based in SCMs such as the TRA provide more or less 'predictive' 

(using the temninology of the paradigm, which I will also question) results 

depending on the extent to which they survey a 'coherent' social group, who, 

for the behaviour under examination, share a single but dichotomous 

'discourse' about that behaviour, and where this discourse has been 

uncovered in the pilot investigation for the survey in question, and reflected 

in the test items on the questionnaire. 

From this I will argue that it should prove more fruitful to focus on improving 

the more 'open' and 'qualitative' approaches adopted in 'pilot studies' in order 

to surface this stage of the research to the forefront. Discourse theory 

affords just such an approach, though it raises problems of its own. 

A more detailed treatment of some of the 'discourse theoretical' issues is 

developed in the discussion of text analysis, in Chapter 2. 
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1.1 Social Coanidon Models (SCMs) 

'Social Cognition IVIodel' is a relatively recent term used as an 'umbrella' for 

a range of models in social psychology which seek to identify discrete 

'components' of mind and how they intenrelate to contribute to observed, 

primarily social, behaviour. The term can be applied, for example, to 

Argyle's model of social skills, or Tajfel's theory of social identity and it is not 

clear why these have not been adopted more for sexual health research. 

However in this application area the TRA, TPB, HBM and social learning 

theory are more in evidence, possibly because they focus most directly on 

the role of attitudes and beliefs in (in this case health related) behaviour. 

Since it has the longest history, clearly articulated theoretical underpinnings 

and a broad literature in this area the TRA is explored as an exemplar, 

however this is partly to Illustrate some limitations of this kind of research in 

the exploration of potentially 'risky' sexual behaviour. 

It might be thought (certainly by discourse theorists) that Potter and 

Wetherell (1987) had adequately addressed the limitations of attitude theory 

research from a discursive perspective. However the TRA was mentioned 

only briefly there (ibid, pages 53-4) and, as Potter has noted when returning 

to the topic in 1996, Ajzen (in this case using the TPB) has been able to 

report better predictions of behaviour than would be anticipated from earlier 

attitude-behaviour research, including accounting for 61 per cent of variance 

in undergraduate attendance at a blood donation session (Potter, 1996, 

page 134). 

This suggests considerable 'explanatory power", and contributes to the 

appeal of such models in health related behaviour research. 

I will return to this data and Potter's (1996) comments on such models later, 

but here I want to explore what health researchers look for from the TRA, 
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compared with what its author more reasonably claims for it. 

The genesis of the TRA is found In research In 'attitude theory': some of the 

earliest explorations of the thought-behaviour link, ^/luch of this literature is 

collected in Fishbein's (1967) Read/ngs m 7"/7eory and Afeasummenf 

and, although the name 'Theory of Reasoned Action' does not appear there, 

the last chapter contains the first outline of the TRA model. 

1.1.1 Antecedents 

Fishbein has more recently conveniently summarised his early impressions 

of the literature in this area: 

f/?e number of sfud/es reporf/np fAe /a//ure of aff/fude fo pred/cf 

spec//7c Ae/7@y/06/rs gneky, fAere w/ene an /ncreas/ng numAer of ca//s fo 

e//m/nafe or /gnore fAe aff/fude consfrucf... as a /acfor underfy/ng 

be/iawour L/n/brfunafe/y, fAene were no rea/ suggesf/ons /or of/7er 

genera/ consfrucfs f/?af cou/d accounf /br subsfanf/a/ amounts of 

vanance /n a g/yen beAav/our Jusf as frad/Aona/ measures of aWfude 

and ya/ues o/fen /a/Ved fo pred/cf spec/Z/c bebawours, so foo d/d 

measures of personaWy and a /losf of demograpb/c yanab/es. /n /acf, 

eyen /n an/ma/ expenmenfs wbere fbe /nvesf/gafor bas fofa/ confro/ 

oyer fbe an/ma/'s enwronmenf, u/bere sbe or be can d/recf/y 

man^u/afe needs or drfyes feg. by yary/ng (be number of bours of 

/bod or wafer depnVa//on) and wbere be or sbe can vary bofb fbe 

amoun/ and /be scbedu/e of re/n/brcemenf /be an/ma/ rece/ves, one 

cou/d usua//y accoun/ /br on/y abou/ )0% of/be vanance /n /be 

an/ma/'s bebav/our. Tbus, /bere was a grow/ng consensus /ba/ 

bebav/oura/pred/c/zon was ve/ydZ/i^cu//, /fno/Zmposs/b/e.' (Fishbein, 

1993, p x/x.) 

Fishbein elected to pursue 'attitude' (his strong focus on measurement and 
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prediction will be considered later) and his 1967 collection of key papers 

(from a variety of authors) illustrates the varying and contested scope of the 

term 'attitude' over the preceding three decades. Allport's 1935 review 

ranges from the introspection based work of the Wurzburg school where 

'0#e/7 an aff/fude seemed fo Aave no rep/iesenfaf/on /n consciousness ofAer 

f/van a vague sense of need, or some /nde^n/fe and unana/yzab/e /ee/zng of 

doubf, assent, conv/ct/on, e/Tbrf, or/am///anfy'(Allport, 1935/1967, page 4) to 

'other wnters .. more pbys/o/og/ca/Zy /nc//ned, [who] subsumed att/tudes 

under neuro/og/ca/ rubncs. traces, neurograms, /nc/tograms, bram patterns, 

and tbe ///ce' (ibid., page 5). Yet Allport argues it was the psychoanalytic 

school which revitalised the concept of attitude in a form relevant to social 

psychology: 'ivb/cb dea/s above a// e/se w//tb /u//-b/ooded phenomena. For 

the exp/anat/on of pre/ud/ce, /oya/ty, creduZ/ty; patnot/sm, and the pass/ons of 

the mob, no anem/c concept/on of att/tudes m// sut/yce' (ibid.). 

From his wide review Allport concluded that the 'essent/a/ /Mature of att/tude' 

was 'as a preparat/on or read/ness tor response' and proposed a 

synthesised definition: '/In att/tude /s a menta/ and neura/ state of /lead/ness, 

organ/zed through experience, exert/ng a d/rect/ve or dynam/c /n^uence 

upon the /nd/v/dua/'s response to a// ob/ects and s/tuat/ons w/th ivh/ch /t /s 

relatecf (Allport, 1935/1967, page 8). 

However by 1967 Fishbein found a dominant multi-component, multi-

dimensional conception of attitude, 'wh/ch /s sa/d to have at/ect/ve 

('eva/uat/ve^, cogn/t/ve, and conat/ve (act/on,) components' (Fishbein, 1967a, 

page 257) though he argued this was not clearly taken into account in 

contemporary research where peop/e who constnvct "att/tude sca/es" /are/y 

ma/nta/n that the/r instruments are measuhng three co/nponents, instead, 

they usua/iy contend that their sca/es indicate peopie's evaiuations (pro -

conj of ob/ects or concepts. Thus, a/though "attitudes" are ot^en said to 

inciude aii three components, it is usua/iy on/y eva/uat/on or "the a/^ective 

component" which is measured and tmated by researchers as the essence 
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of aff/We' (Fishbein, 1967a, page 257) explaining, for Fishbein, why so little 

correlation was discovered between measures of attitude and behaviour. 

Allport's 'aff/fude as a sfafe of read/ness' became Fishbein's 'conaf/ye'^ 

component, or 'be/)ay/oufa/ /nfenf, with attitude representing only the 

affective component, and the cognitive component being equated with belief 

(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, page 12). This search for 'cognitive components' 

was clearly informed by the 'box model' cognitive research dominant in the 

nineteen sixties and seventies. 

Rather than seeking ever more complex models of attitude, Fishbein argued 

that beliefs and behavioural intentions 'can besf be wewed as deferm/nanfs 

orconsecyuenfs of aff/We' (Fishbein, 19G7c, page 491). This changed the 

nature of the investigation from the relationships between attitude and 

behaviour, to the interrelationships amongst attitudes, beliefs, behavioural 

intentions, and behaviour (Fishbein, 1967c, page 479), which in turn led to 

the development of the TRA. 

1.1.2 The Theory of Reasoned AcUon (TRA) 

Fishbein's primary concern was 'how does belief impact behaviour?' 

(Fishbein, 1993). Having determined that the relationship is not direct, as 

evidenced above, and from the 'repealed /a//unss fo pred/cf be/^awour /rom 

frad/f/onaZ measures of aff/fude (/e TAursfone, Ukerf, Guffman and semanf/c 

d//yerenf/a/ sca/e^' (ibid, page xy), it occurred to him that the most 

immediate way to predict what people were about to do would be to 'as/f 

about as specific a behaviour as possible, as near the time of the 

behaviour as possible. The response to such a question is, in the model, 

recorded as behavioural /nfenf and has been found to be quite well 

®This is somewhat consonant with the late twentieth century usage of attitude as a 'stance', as in 'he's 
got attitude'. 
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correlated with behaviour 'as one expecf, peop/e fumed ouf fo be very 

good pred/cfors of fAe/r own beAawour' (Fishbein, 1993, p x/x). However, as 

Fishbein goes on to acknowledge: 'a/f/)oug/) f/)/s 'so/uf/onVo fAe be/iawou/ia/ 

pred/cf/on prob/em does /ead fo accurate pred/cf/on, /f /s nof ve/y saf/s^/ng 

psycAo/og/ca////" (ibid). 

This shifted the problem to whether, and how, belief might predict intent. 

Fishbein had already explored the 'expectancy-value' model, showing that 

the affective component of attitude is related to evaluation of beliefs, rather 

than beliefs directly (Fishbein, 1967b). He then drew on a model of 

'prepositional control' of verbal response, attributed to Dulany, which 

includes an expression of an individual's normative beliefs, and their 

motivation to comply with those norms (Fishbein, 1967c, page 488). In the 

formula we now recognise as the TRA Fishbein reinterpreted Dulany's 

original model, simplifying the mathematical expressions, and labelling the 

affective attitude as 'attitude' and the normative component as 'subjective 

norm': 

(beliefs x evaluation) -> attitude ) 

) 
(significant others' beliefs ) > intention -> behaviour 

X -> subjective ) 

motivation to comply) norm ) 

The model captures something of the individuality of the interaction of 

beliefs, evaluations and subjective response to social norms - the various 

dimensions or factors ('cognitive components') we can conceptualise of 

ourselves and others which may contribute to behavioural intent, and intent 

has some correlation with behaviour (though as we will see below this 

correlation varies somewhat with the behaviour under consideration). 

The model helps interpret some of the complexity of interaction between 
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belief and behaviour which we occasionally hear in accounts from people 

around us: 

A) [belief and evaluation] 'I'd like a piece of that carrot cake, it looks really 

tasty.' [implied: and will eat it] 

B) [negative evaluation] They say the film is very funny, but that sort of 

thing is not my cup of tea.' [implied: so will not go to see it] 

C) [subjective norm] 'I know it's not far to walk, but they say it's not very 

safe along there after dark.' [implied: so I should not (and will not) walk] 

D) [negative motivation to comply] 'I'm not going to the opera just because 

she thinks it's a good idea.' 

Fishbein argues that behavioural intent is pred/cfab/e from attitude and 

subjective norm. Attitude is determined from the sum of interactions of belief 

X evaluation for sa/zenf characteristics, qualities or attributes of an 

object/behaviour. Subjective norm is determined from the sum of normative 

beliefs of significant others x motivation to comply. At an individual level this 

helps model how changing a be//ef about something may or may not 

contribute to a change in behaviour. For example, in A) if the speaker came 

to believe the cake didn't taste good, then s/he may not eat it (though other 

factors may also be salient, for example whether s/he is very hungry, or 

believes it is in some way 'good for you', etc). In B) there is clearly no point 

in emphasising how funny the film is to persuade the speaker to change 

intent to watch it - rather it will be necessary to change his/her evaluation of 

watching a funny film, or find another attribute of the film which the speaker 

does value (location, serious underlying plot or whatever might appeal to f/?/s 

person). In C) it is not the physical poss/6///fy of the walk that is at issue, 

but rather the perceived sa/efy and expectations of others about what one 

should, or should not, do after dark which must be addressed to change 
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behaviour intent, and in D) a possible over-ride might be the view of a more 

salient 'other" than the 'she' in the account. 

At this level the model has some utility in enhancing the rhetoric of 

persuasion. Whether at an individual level or in sexual health campaigns we 

observe attempts to persuade others to join in an activity, all the while using 

arguments that miss the point of the original objection. In this way the 

model is relevant to skills training for 'safer sex', from how to persuade a 

partner to comply with our wishes, through schools based education to 

media campaigns. 

However the model has several important limitations, especially in its 

application to sexual health research. These are partly inherent in the model 

and its presentation, and are partly due to the use of an individualistic model 

for 'cross-sectional' research, as explored in subsequent sections. 

1.1.3 Umltations 

'My /?and sAppecf up Aer s W 

sZ/ppecf my m/nd..." (Springsteen, 1995). 

That the Theory of Reasoned Action has limited application to behaviours 

that are inherently often unseasoned has been well rehearsed (eg Ingham, 

1994, Ingham et al. 1992, Lewis and Kashima, 1993), though the arguments 

presented often relate to 'alternative rationalities' rather than a consideration 

of 'cognitive control' being absent, abandoned or suppressed. If these latter 

considerations are valid they present a problem for any research method 

which seeks to explore behaviour via a cognitive route such as language. 

Kashima and Gallois's (1993) plea for a 'soda/ psycAo/og/ca/ fAeo/y... ab/e 

fo account /or be/?av/ours //?a/ are no/ under comp/e/e vo////ona/ con/no/" 

(ibid., page 219) then presents a major challenge which will be reconsidered 

in the concluding chapters. 
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Arguments such as Lewis and Kashima (1993) that the TRA might usefully 

be employed exploring aspects of sexual behaviour that are under volitional 

control are only valid to the extent that volitional precursors modify any non-

volitional behaviour. However it is not clear how one can identify the extent 

to which any action is volitional or non-volitional in a way that would facilitate 

an alternative application of the TRA. Any major effect of volitional 

precursors might be expected to lead to rather more variance being 

accounted for in existing studies. 

However here I want to set these problems of non-volition aside and explore 

some limitations inherent in the TRA which undermine any expectation of its 

pred/cf/ve (rather than exp/anafo/y) utility either at the individual level or, 

more especially, when applied to any larger 'populations' or 'sub-groups'. 

SpecAkAyafMyComBspondence 

When first developing the TRA Fishbein was explicit about several points of 

detail which have important implications for the application of the theory to 

problems in social psychology. 

First, following Dulany, he emphasised that 'behavioural intention' as used in 

the theory is the immediate antecedent of overt behaviour (Fishbein, 1967c, 

page 488). 

Secondly, again following Dulany, Fishbein is emphatic that the model is 

applicable to a spec/^c behaviour, rather than some 'acf "m genera/" (ibid). 

It is the 'aWWe fowarc/ pe/Ybrm/ng a g/ye/? beAawoura/ acf, and /s not an 

attitude toward a given object, person, or situation' and relevant beliefs are 

'be//e/5 abouf fAe per^rmance of fAe acf, and nof be//e/s abouf f/ie sf/mu/us 

ob/ecf or fAe s/fuaf/on' (ibid., page 489). 

Finally the theory 'recognizes the importance of situational variables, norms. 
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and mof/yaf/on as /acfors beAav/ouf' (ibid., page 490). For 

example a person's beliefs about the consequence of a behaviour may vary 

if it '/s fo be pe/Ybrmec/ mf/7 respecf fo someone Ae ///res [rather] fAa/? w/fA 

respecf fo someone /7e d/s/z/ces" (ibid ), or in a public rather than private 

situation (ibid ). 

Because of this specificity or 'c/ose co/responcfence', and because Fishbein 

is measuring 'fAe /mmed/afe anfecedenfs of oye/f beAawou/, then 'near-

pe/Yiecf come/af/ons' can be obtained but only 'w/?en one cons/ders an 

/nd/y/dua/'s mfenf/on fo pe/Ybmi a spec/^c acf /n a spec;#c s/fua(ion' (ibid., 

page 488). 

This emphasis persists. When reviewing the often weak, rather mixed 

findings of studies reported in Terry et al. (1993) Fishbein directs the reader 

to 'cons/der w/ZiefAer fAere /s (br ;s nof) correspondence [in the measure of 

constructs] befween be//e/s, aWfudes, no/777s, /nfenf/ons and be/?awouc and 

f/?en compare f/?e resu/fs of sfud/es w/fA igood' or 'poor' correspondence' 

(Fishbein, 1993, pagexx//.) 

Yet if one can only model the inter-relationship of spec/Z/c attitudes etc with 

spec/^c behavioural intent and thence spec//7c behaviour, implicitly one 

cannot expect from that model to make either general predictions about 

some one person's behaviour given some knowledge about his or her 

general attitudes, or predictions about the behaviour of a group of people 

given knowledge of some general group 'characteristic'. And if only a 

specific model is possible, as Fishbein has argued, then there is an 

implication that genem/ prediction will nof be possible. 
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Further, by concentrating on the situation of intent immediately prior to 

behaviour, the TRA incorporates 'context variables' within attitude and 

subjective norm, and excludes them as separate concepts of the model - yet 

these differential effects of context 'all else being equal' are amongst the 

concerns that social behaviour theorists would most like to interpret. 

By emphasising issues of specificity and conrespondence Fishbein has 

implied many limitations to the predictive scope of the theory, even perhaps 

to what it may ever be possible to predict about behaviour. But he has not 

made these limitations explicit. Yet they seem to preclude the possibility of 

achieving much of the predictive power sought either by earlier attitude 

theorists or by many contemporary sexual health researchers (see eg 

Kashima and Gallois, 1993). 

Some of the limitations and their implications are explored in more detail 

below. 

M/hAcA be/wwbuf? 

In sexual health research 'condom use' has been explored as one, amongst 

several possible, safe(r) sex behaviours. 'Saying no' is a safer strategy, but 

if someone is going to have intercourse 'protection' is essential. Similarly 

settling for one, or very few, partners reduces risk, but if intercourse is 

unprotected with those partners then risk is not eliminated. Therefore 'use a 

condom' has seemed a preferred safe sex message. 

However Fishbein (1993) argues that '"condom use" is not a single 

be/?av/our buf a be/78wou/ia/ cafego/y. He goes on to cite a number of 

distinctions, for example condom use with a new partner, or with an existing 

partner. Interestingly he suggests that 'w/)//e us/ng a condom /s a be/iav/our 

/or men, /s a goa/ /br women' noting that ;mp//es ... f/iaf /nfenf/ons fo 

'use a condom the next time I have sex' should be a better predictor of 
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me/?'s condom use beAawours f/78n of women's condom use beAawours" 

(Fishbein, 1993, pagexx/y). 

Again we can see how use of the TRA can help focus on the complexity of 

social behaviour. However, this example raises some further concerns. 

Fishbein suggests that 

/s appmpna/e fo deye/op /nfe/venf/ons fo /ncrease men's 

/nfenf/ons fo use condoms, /nfe/venf/ons d/recfed af women s/?ou/d 

/bcus on /ncneas/ng fAe/r /nfenf/ons fo engage /n 6e/7av/ours f/7af w/// 

/nc/iease f/7e ///ce///)ood fbaf f/?e/r partners w/// use condoms fieg. 

/nc/ieas;ng fAe/r /nfenf/on fo asAc, or fe//, fAe/r pa/fner fo use a condom; 

/ncreas/ng f/?e/r /nfenf/on fo band fbe/r partner a condom be/bre 

undress/ng orgeff/ng /nfo bed[).' (Fishbein, 1993, page xx/v.) 

Notice that he does not suggest that women should be encouraged to 

increase their intention to use femidoms, which, by analogy, could be 

considered a behaviour for women (and a goal for men?) The shift in the 

feel of this alternative argument challenges the simple goal/behaviour 

distinction. Pressure, resistance and lack of empowerment (Holland et al, 

1992) seem as likely to undermine a woman's intent to use femidoms as her 

intent to ask for, or demand, use of a condom. 

Some of the more discursive issues relevant here (for example unequal 

power in relationships, etc) will be discussed in more detail later. Here I 

want only to demonstrate that the specificity which Fishbein advocates is not 

always easy to achieve. In the case here even the behaviour/goal 

distinction is somewhat blurred. 

The assumption of the TRA is that specific, salient, and measurable 

instances of each of the relevant concepts can always be identified. What it 

does not capture is the contradictions and uncertainties which encompass 
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some of our less directed behaviours - perhaps especially prevalent in 

situations such as teenage sexuality, or indeed at any age the tentative 

nature of embarking on any new relationship, let alone a potentially intimate 

sexual relationship. A goal of 'condom use' may be, or seem to be, in direct 

conflict with a goal to 'please my partner', or a goal to 'present myself as a 

certain kind of person' (say, someone who looks to their partner to take the 

sexual lead). 

f Pmcess/CAange 

A strength of the TRA, as discussed above, is that it shows that to effect 

change in behaviour is not just a question of changing 'a belief, 'an 

evaluation', an 'affect', or 'an evaluation of other's expectation' or 'motivation 

to comply' but that it is necessary to evaluate this constellation of topics to 

identify potential salient point(s) of intervention. 

However by concentrating on the situation of intent immediately prior to a 

specific behaviour the TRA model excludes how the particular constellation 

of beliefs, attitudes, norms etcetera came about. It is a static model of 

factors contributing to behavioural intention, and thence behaviour, but is not 

a process model. In particular it does not specifically address the issue of 

cAange, yet this is the ultimate concern of most app/zed research which uses 

the TRA. With sexual behaviour we are interested in 'whence' the 

differences in behaviour, but with the assumption that 'thence' it will be 

possible to promote change. 

In his 1967 volume Fishbein had no space to address behaviour change 

(Fishbein, 1967, preface, page v), speculating briefly about some 

complexities of aff/fude (rather than 6e/?av/ou/^ change (Fishbein, 1967b, 

page 397) then commenting only that the 

7/We ewdence fAere /s fo support any fe/af/onsA/p befween aff/fude 
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and beAawour comes /mm sfud/es sAow/ng fhaf a person fends fo 

bnnp A/s aff/fude /nfo //ne w/f/7 /7/s beAawour mf/ier f/7an /rom sfud/es 

demonsfraf/ng fAaf be/)awour /s a /uncf/on of aff/fude' (Fishbein, 

1967c, p477). 

In 1975 Fishbein and Ajzen returned to this theme, reviewing extant findings 

from that literature against the new model (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, pages 

387-509). Outlining principles of change they again emphasised specificity, 

this time of behavioural criteria: 

'M//7/C/7 can vary WA respecf (o beAawour, fargef, s/fuaf/on, and f/me 

... C/earfy, fo be max/ma//y e/Tecf/ve /n c/?ang/ng a bebawour (br 

bebawoura/ /ndex^, an /n^uence affempf musf be d/recfed af fbe 

/nfenf/on fo pe/fbm? fbaf ye/y bebawour or bebaWoura/ paffem. fbaf 

/s, fbe /nfenf/on and fbe bebawoura/ cnfenon sbou/d correspond 

exacf/y /n ferms of fbe/r /eve/s of spec/^cffy. For examp/e, ;f fbe 

change /n bebawour /s fo be observed m a g/ven s/fuaf/on af some 

po/nf /n fbe fufune, fbe /nfenf/on af wb/cb /be /n/7uence a//emp/ /s 

directed should be the person's intention to perform the behaviour in 

question in that situation and at the specified point in time. The lower 

/be correspondence, /be /ess a change /n /n/en/zon can be expec/ed 

/o a/yec/ oyer/ bebav/our' (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, page 405.) 

They suggest determinants of change must consider primary 'underlying' 

beliefs and 'proximal' beliefs, and that 'The effects of an influence attempt on 

change in beliefs, attitudes, intentions, and behaviours depend, in that order, 

on an increasing number of intervening processes' (Ibid, page 408) since the 

determinants form hierarchies (eg belief, attitude, intent, behaviour) with 

more precursors accumulating at each stage in the hierarchy. 

They conclude that no 's/mp/e sys/ema//c e/Xec/s on change /n /n/eren/za/ 

be/zefis, a////udes, /n/en/Zons, or bebawours' (ibid, page 409) can be expected 
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from intervention. Dividing the extant literature in this area into 'active 

participation' (interpersonal contact, role play, counter attitudinal behaviour 

and choice) and 'persuasive communications' their main finding from each is 

that the manipulation is either non-predictive or predicted effects were not 

found. 

For example with interpersonal contact: 

TAe s/fuaf/on enfa/Zs a /arge number of/nA)rm8f/ona/ /ferns, /.e., a 

/a/pe number of ob/ecf-aff/76f/fe //n/rs. ... a/f/)oup/) f/7e person can 

obwous/y nof observe eacb and eve/y /fem of /n/b/imaf/on fo wb/cA be 

/s exposed. ... new/ descnpf/ve be//e/s abouf b/mse//^ abouf ofber 

peop/e, abouf fbe consecyuences of b/s own or ofbers' bebaWou/is and 

abouf b/s eny/mnmenf [may be acquired]... Tbe e/yecf of fbese 

changes on any parf/cu/ar dependent vanab/e, bowever; /s an 

emp/nca/ quesf/on. ... (be pmx/ma/ be/Ze/s a^ac/ced /n an /n/7uence 

affempf need nof be re/afed fo fbe dependent var/ab/e under 

/nvesf/gaf;on. 7"baf /s, cbang/ng prox/ma/ be//e/s may bave /mpacf 

e/i^cfs on re/evanf externa/ be/Zefs, fbereby pmduong unexpected 

changes /n pnma/y be//e/s and dependent vanab/es.' (Fishbein and 

Ajzen, 1975, page 412, my emphasis.) 

And from forced choice experiments in dissonance research: 

'Genera//y spea/c/ng, sfud/es deaZ/ng wVfb changes /b//ow/ng a dec/s/on 

bave /bund ne/fber cons/sfenf nor s/gn/^canf e%cfs, a/fbougb aux/Z/a/y 

dafa anaZyses somefZmes bai/e Zed fo apparently sZgnZ/ycanf #ndZngs.' 

(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, page 446, my emphasis.) 

Despite this recognition of the complexity of change they then explore 

complex mathematical and graphical demonstrations of the effects of 

interactions between various factors, using them to demonstrate the 
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impossibility of pred/cf/ng the impact of any particular intervention or 

manipulation on any one individual (see Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, pages 

439-444, 461-474, 484-488). 

IVIore recent developments in modelling complexity, such as the theory of 

deterministic chaos and neural networks / connectionist theory, provide 

further arguments as to why, to the extent attitude change and behaviour 

change may be linked at all, the relationship is unlikely to yield any 

predictive model even if some of the processes are deterministic (see 

/I for some references and further elaboration of this point). 

In any event in 1993 Fishbein is explicit that the TRA is nof an algorithmic 

model of process (Fishbein, 1993, page xw//). This is dearly a limitation to 

the utility of the model in a research area such as sexual health, where there 

is a focus on safer sex intervention. Although IVIcCamish et al. (1993) have 

drawn on the model concepfua/yy (much as described in the introduction to 

the model above) when devising sexual health interventions, it is rarely 

applied in this way. As Gallois et al. (1993) comment in their epilogue: 

'One /mpo/fanf beAawour fAaf rece/ves sufpnsmg/y # /e cons/deraf/on 

/s change fo sa/er sex. A/one of sfud/es reported /n boo/c 

exammed fA/s be/iawouf' (ibid., page 274). 

Given the complexities of behaviour c/7ange outlined above, and the 

inadequacy of the TRA in addressing 'change', this omission seems less 

surprising. 

Furthermore despite the complexity Fishbein and Ajzen discover in their 

attempt to reduce 'attitude behaviour change' to a computational model, they 

still fail to address the 'social and interpersonal dynamics' of change. They 

ignore for example the aetiology of the experience (was it sought out, or a 

surprise, or imposed, and who else was involved in the making of the 
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experience, and why?), and take little account of any effect of intra-personal 

processes: 'thinking over" a problem, or consciously puzzling about a 

contradiction or conflict. 

Gold (1993) notes that Ajzen (1985), proposing his Theory of Planned 

Behaviour" (TPB) extension to the TRA, 

'does //sf... /or examp/e, fAe e/ifecfs of sfrong emof/ons, and Aow fAe 

re/af/ye sa//e/7ce of a/7d d/sadyanfapes ofpe/Vb/77?//?p 

f/7e be/?awour may ya/y as f/?e f/me fo pe/Ybm? /f appmacAes'. But 

Gold argues this is 's/mp/y fo f/?e consfmcf of 

perce/Vecf beAawoura/ confro/" - 'fAe fAeo/y does nof d/recf 

researchers' affenf/on fo fAese /acfors as wo/fAy of sfudy and ana/ys/s 

m fAe/roivn rfgAf (Gold, 1993, page 246). 

It was Fishbein's intention to develop a model which would focus and clarify 

attitude theory, but the complexity of processes of change, and the 

limitations of computational models of such complexity, perhaps challenge 

the utility of this parsimonious approach. 

f .f .3.4 /nABfim summafy 

In summary, the Theory of Reasoned Action model seems to provide a 

useful framework for understanding and interpreting the inconsistencies in 

some of the earlier attitude research, and for highlighting the complexity of 

some of the factors in the complex inter-relationship between attitude, belief 

and behaviour. It is particularly helpful in emphasising that no correlation 

between any of the factors can be expected except where factors tightly 

corresponding to a very specific behaviour are considered, and even then, 

only when the other factors are measured at a time very close to the specific 

behaviour under consideration (and assuming a specific behaviour can 

easily be identified). 
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However, whilst the theory is of some limited help in understanding potential 

sites of change, it offers nothing in terms of the process of change. I want 

next to consider an anomaly in the way the theory has been tested and 

used. 

1.1.3.5 Modal saNent beliefs 

Fishbein is explicit that 

'a person's aff/fucfe foward an obyecf fs operaf/ona/Zy de/yned by fa/ong 

fAe proc/ucf of f/)e person's beZ/ef fbaf a parf/cu/ar affnbufe /s /*e/y fo 

accompany an aff/We ob/ecf and f/?e person's eva/uaf/on of f/?af 

affnbufe, summed across a// salient affnbufes fbe person assocfafes 

fbe aff/We o6/ecf (Fishbein, 1993, p xw, my emphasis). 

The above definition emphasises 'a person's attitude', 'fbe person's belief, 

'the person's evaluation' and salient attributes 'the person associates It 

seems odd then that the methodology most often used to test the TRA is a 

questionnaire administered to a group of people. But Fishbein 'wanfed a 

mode/ fbaf cou/d be used cmss-secf/ona/Zy' (Fishbein, 1993, p xv//), though 

whilst he is explicit about this in 1993, and it is /mp/Zc/f in some of the early 

writing, it is not discussed exp/zc/f// in the early texts. 

Nor is there any discussion in the early texts of the importance of pilot 

investigative work to discover beliefs, attitudes etcetera specific to the 

behaviour of interest, although where occasional examples of such research 

are described the importance of specificity is emphasised. Similarly 

although the concept of modal salient beliefs is present earlier, it is only 

named and elaborated later; 

®This is not an isolated extract, a similar emphasis can be found, for example, at all the references cited 
in Spec/Ac/fy & Comsspondence' above, again suggesting an individualistic, person specific, model. 
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"moGfa/ sa/zenf beOe/s;' fAaf /s, fAose be//e/5 f/?af were eWfed mosf 

/reqruenf/y (7e., w/ere mosf sa/zen^ w/YAm a g/yen popu/af/on.' (Fishbein, 

1993, pxw/) 

But this notion of 'modal salient beliefs' introduces some difficulties. 

Fishbein has earlier been clear that to predict intent one needs to elicit 

attitudes (directly, or via beliefs and evaluations) as close to the time of the 

activity as possible, and as specific to the particular instance as possible, 

thus acknowledging that even for one person attitudes, beliefs and 

evaluations can change over time. Similarly, which of these is most salient 

can change both over time, and from case to case (I might like to eat cake 

generally, but not if I expect to eat a substantial meal In an hour's time; I 

might decline a sexual liaison with one potential partner simply because 'I 

don't fancy him much', with another it may be more tempting, but other 

considerations, say the potential impact on a long term friendship, may be 

the deciding (ie salient) factor). 

Fishbein has discussed the topic of 'salient beliefs' at length (eg Fishbein, 

1967b, pages 395-396) concluding that 'f/7e bes/ esf/mafes of aA/We w/// be 

obfamed wben fbe esf/mafe /s based so/e/y on a co/is/deraf/on of an 

/nd/v/dua/'s salient be//e^' but also noting that '/f seems ///fe/y f/iaf on/y s/x fo 

e/even be//e/s are sa//enf, fbaf /s, are m fbe /ndMdua/'s b/erarcby, af any one 

f/me ... a/fbougb an /ndMdua/ may bave many be/Ze/s abouf any g/ven 

afMude ob/ecf (ibid., page 395)^. From these and other points Fishbein 

seems eventually to conclude that a questionnaire with a few response items 

is valid to survey a population, as long as the belief statements are salient to 

the population and to the behaviour in question. Yet this seems to overlook 

the diversity of beliefs from which the cu/irenf salient beliefs might be drawn 

for eacb respondent. 

^As Allport has reported 'EacA person possesses many confrad/cfofy aKffudes, and A)r fA/s reason A/s 
menfa/ sef af f/?e momenf of su6m/Wng fo a sca/e may (e// on// a pa;f of f/ie sfofy. Fu:f/?ermore, aff/fudes 
often change, and an investigation made under one set of conditions may not for long present a true picture 
of the attitudes of any given group.' (Allport, 1967 (1935), page 12.) 
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If what is salient can change for one person from case to case, then it 

seems unlikely that the 'most salient beliefs' will be the same for any two 

people, let alone a small group, and certainly not generalisable to a large 

population, unless it is a topic on which they share some strong, dominant, 

cohesive discourse. History suggests this was not too often the case even 

in the church dominated middle ages - it seems unlikely on any topic in 

these 'post modem' days, with the mass media presenting alternative 

interpretations of almost any topic daily, or even more frequently. 

Fishbein acknowledges that 

'switching from an idiosyncratic to a cross-sectional measurement 

mode/ meanf f/)af some nesponcfenfs cou/d d/sbe//eye f/)af an ob/ecf 

possessed or was assoc/afed w/f/? a g/ven aWnbufe.' (Fishbein, 1993, 

p xw/.) 

He goes on to assert the importance of allowing response options such that 

the 'double negative' of disbelief of some subjects will be appropriately 

recorded, yet seems to have overlooked the potentially more important 

consideration that factors which are salient for many respondents may 

already have been sysfemaf/ca/// exc/uded from the response options if they 

were expressed by only a mmo/ffy of the pilot sample (see also 'Soc/a/ 

sfaAsf/cs and nomiaf/ve nesearcA' below). Given this approach one might 

anticipate accounting for only a small proportion of variance in the responses 

collected. (Elliott et al., 1995, provide a useful literature review of some 

related points, and some relevant findings). 

Given Fishbein's emphasis of specificity in so many aspects of the model 

this major compromise is surprising. 
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f.f.3.6 CumuAAve reseafc/i 

Fishbein makes the move to modal salient beliefs in an attempt to find a 

model for 'cross-sectional measurement', and although he does not mal̂ e 

the point explicitly this seems to be with a desire to provide a tool for applied 

research. In much research in this area there is a tension between 'testing 

the theory' and discovering information relevant to an applied research 

domain (such as sexual health). The distinction is often not explicit, but the 

fact that a study provides further support for the TRA does not necessarily 

imply that the results of the study will further understanding of, say, safer 

sex behaviours. 

Reviewing the collection of papers in Terry et al. (1993) Fishbein is clear 

that 

'o/" a// f/?e Ae/7awou/3 sfucf/ed, / ca/? fAm/c of no beffer use of fAe 

f/)eo/y of /leasoned acf/on fAan /or fo be emp/oyed m fbe baWe 

agamsM/OS" (Fishbein, 1993, pagexx/) 

but he goes on to criticize much of that research for not taking account of 

many of the constraints of the theory, yet again without explicitly 

commenting that these aspects of the theory set limits to what is possible by 

way of cumulative research. 

Lewis and Kashima (1993) had justified that program of research specifically 

to address concerns that 

'prob/ems of poor concepfua/fsaf/on, macfequafe e/fc/faf/on research 

and a lack of a broad focus characterise this research [into HIV-

related behaviour]. Moreover, the non-cumulative nature of much of 

fbe resea/r/7 underm/nes /fs genera/ use/u/ness.' (ibid., page 37) and 
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'mosf of fAe mfervenf/on AYerafure /s afAeoref/ca/ and non-cumu/af/ye, 

w/)/cA) senous/y underm/nes /Ys use/u/ness m p/ann/ng A/fure 

/)/-eye/7//o/7 sf/ia/ep/es' (ibid., page 36). 

They proposed that: 

Y/)e besf opf/on /or organ/smg f/)e /ze/d of H/\Ap/ieyenf/on mseafcA f/)af 

eme/ges Aiom f/7e //ferafure fo dafe seems fo be fAe f/ieo/y of 

reasoned acf/on' (ibid., page 46). 

They acknowledged that 'the theory of reasoned action has its own 

pmb/ems', but perhaps minimised the impact of these for their project (as 

evidenced in part by Fishbein's critique). Again I will introduce some of 

these limitations of the TRA in cumulative and applied research by first 

exploring how they are inherent in the model and this particular approach to 

its use in 'cross-sectional' research. 

Fishbein's (more accessible) reinterpretation of Dulany's model omitted some 

detail, the most important being the inclusion in the formula of expressions 

of the weighting® of the contribution of the various factors. These are not 

universal and must be discovered empirically in each application, which has 

critical implications for the use of the 'formulaic' version of the theory as a 

predictive tool. FIshbein continued to regard these weightings as important 

(eg Fishbein, 1993, page xxw) but since they are not included in the formula 

other theorists have tended to overlook their significance. 

Reviewing the 'p/ef/7ora of resw/fs' reported in their book, Gallois et al. 

®This is the weighting of the relative importance of attitude overall, compared with subjective norm 
overall, for the particular case. It should not be confused with the individual's evaluation of particular beliefs, 
or motivation to comply with particular norms, which contribute to the 'measure' of attitude and subjective 
norm respectively. 
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acknowledge that there are 'confrad/cfory Andmgs reported /n d/^renf 

c/?apfe/3' (page 274), attributing them largely to issues related to 'specificity' 

and 'compatibility'^. However, their discussion, in its call for ever greater 

rigour In applying the model, and for further developments of the model, 

helps to highlight how focusing on the method and attempting to produce 

'cumulative' data has obscured critical implications of the theory. For 

example they complain that 

'/Ve/f/?er F/sAAe//? and M/dd/esfadf noryAyzen ... Aas made a fAo/uugA 

sysfemaf/c e/yb/f fo spec/^ fAeoref/ca/Zy f/)e beAav/ours or confexfs w/7ere 

one vanab/e or anofAer /s #e/y fo be more /mporfanf (Gallois et al, 1993, 

page 272.) 

This is true, but probably, at least in Fishbein's case, intentional, since he is 

quite specific that this cannot be theoretically specified; 

'One of fbe m^br q^uesf/ons concerns fAe ns/af/ye we/gbfs of 

aWfud/na/ and normaf/ye components as defem?/nanfs of /nfenf/on. 

/\ccord/ng fo fbe fAeo/y of reasoned acf/on, f/ie re/af/ve we/gbfs of 

fbese fwo components va/y as a Ayncf/on of bofb fbe bebav/our 

under cons/deraf/on and fbe popu/af/on be/ng sfud/ed ... L/n/brfunafe/y, 

M/b/cb component w/// be fbe most /mporfanf deferm/nanf of a g/ven 

/nfenf/on and/br bebav/our rema/ns an emp/nca/ quesf/on.' (Fishbein, 

1993, page xx/f.) 

So, rather than considering differences they found amongst 'Australian ethnic 

groups' (in the extent that attitude or subjective norm contributed to variance 

in behavioural intentions) as a limitation of the theory, Rigby et al. (1993, 

page 114) should recognise this finding as further confirmation of the TRA. 

®By 'compatibility' Gallois et al presumably mean what Fishbein refers to as 'correspondence'. See 
section 1.1.3.1, above, for a discussion of the usage of 'specifdty' and 'correspondence' in the TRA. 
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Of course this 'empirical question' dramatically undermines the possibility of 

collecting 'cumulative' data, even where the weights can be identified at a 

'population' level^°. However, as Fishbein commented when first re-

formulating Dulany's theory 

'yusf as of ... components may vary w/fA fype of 

beAawof/r fAaf /s 6e/np cons/ofe/ied, fAey may a/so ya/y /br d/ZMs/ien/ 

/ndMdua/s' (Fishbein, 1967c, page 491). 

That is, since the underlying theory is 'individualistic' then the weights might 

also be expected to be variable for individuals within these groups, so 

intensifying the problem for would be 'cumulative' research (and for 

intervention). 

Sub gnxjps and /cknfMy 

Similarly problems associated with specificity emerge again at the 'group' 

level. Gallois et al. (1993) suggest exploiting the 'specificity' of the TRA: 

'/f may be poss/A/e fo fesf su6f/y of/Zî renf AeAawours /n fAe area of 

sa/er sex, and fo defemi/ne f/7e mosf sa/zenf /n/7uences /br eacA one' 

(Gallois et al, 1993, page 274) and 

'f/)ere /s sf/// mucA room /or research based on TRA/TPB fbaf fakes 

up f/7e specMc c/7aracfensf/cs of a fargef group' (Gallois et al, 1993, 

page 275.) 

They draw on 'intention to have unsafe sex', from Gold's (1993) research 

with gay men, as a behaviour which might be studied with other groups. 

'"There must be some question about the validity of Rigby et al.'s findings, since they failed to 
operationalise other variables specifically for each sub population, as required by the TRA - but see also 
the discussion of 'cost' below. 
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But Lewis and Kashima raise concerns about the potential cosf to 

cumulative research raised by such issues of specificity: 

'Some of cnf/c/sms of fAeo/y of reasoned acf/on /?aye /gnored 

fAe expecfaf/on of yanaMYy /n f/?e p/iecf/cAon of f/?e 6e/?ay/our of 

different populations, or of different behaviours themselves. While it 

may 6e emp/nca/// and /nW/ye/y s://)po/fa6/e fo a//ow /or i^anaf/on m 

fAe ro/e of beAawoura/ or normaf/ve be//e/s af a fAeoref/ca/ /eve/, f/7ere 

/s an zssue of fAe pracf/ca//f/ of a mode/ f/)af necyu/res sue/) spec//7c/fy. 

G/ven //)e /arge number of sub-popu/af/ons //?af need fo be /nd/wdua/// 

/arpe/ed, as we// as f/?e eme/p/ng d//ye/ences befween spec/^c 

be/?avyours ... a ques//on off/me and resource //m/faf/ons /o researc/7 

anses ..." (Lewis and Kashima, 1993, page 45.) 

Aside from highlighting questions of resource to carry out the research the 

above description further highlights the problem of using groups as a basis 

for this cumulative research. Belonging to the sub-population 'homosexual 

men', does not prec/ude membership of other sub-populations, such as 

fathers', 'spouses'. Each of these 'sub-populations' may have their own 

patterns of beliefs, etc. Yet each kind of 'identity' or 'role' might be expected 

to have some implications for expectations, beliefs etc about sexual 

behaviour - so which is expected to influence the behaviour of our 'subject' 

who is a member of all three?^^ The problem seems to go beyond the cosf 

"Social Identity Theory (SIT, eg Tajfel, 1978; Hogg and Abrams, 1988) is perhaps the 'models approach' 
which most attempts to deal with this problem. SIT proposes a model whereby each 'individual's' identity 
is comprised of a set of 'social identities' each of which is made up of a hierarchy of attitudes, beliefs, etc. 
SIT acknowledges that each 'social identity' may include beliefs, attitudes etc which conflict with similar 
attitudes etc associated with a different social identity (for example, my attitude to a topic as a lecturer may 
differ from my attitude to a topic as a student). To this extent SIT seems an advance on models such as 
the TRA. Social identity theorists (see Hogg and Abrams, 1988 for an overview) suggest that different 
attitudes and beliefs will come into effect depending on the social identity most strongly evoked by the 
'context' of the current situation in which a person finds him- or her-self. However, aside from this invoking 
of 'context', SIT seems no better than TRA at addressing problems of 'change' in attitude/belief/behaviour 
of an individual, in particular how someone might deal with 'noticing' that they hold conflicting attitudes 
associated with different social identities. (On the other hand theorists have used this model to discuss 
issues of change in 'group identity'). More relevant to the current thesis there is relatively little SIT based 
research into sexual behaviour. 
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of conducting tlie cumulative research, to the need for a different kmd of 

theorising about group influence. 

This question of the inter-relatedness of individuals and groups also has 

implications for the theorising of social change, as Kippax and Crawford 

have commented: 

'Soc/a/ cAange may be generaf/ona/; raf/7er fAa/? mere// be/ng fbe sum 

of md/wdua/ change, /Y may be f/?e fa/c/ng up of new and d/ZMsrenf 

pracf/ces by st/cceedmg gene/af/ons. Or /f may msu/f /Tom bebawour 

change amongsf on/y a sma// number of persons, prowded fbaf sucb 

persons am /n^uenf/a/ /n re/e/anf ways, l/l/haf /s needed /s a fbeo/y 

or mode/ wb/cb w/// capture bofb fbe socfa/ processes of change and 

fbe soc/a/ nafure of fbe change /fse/f a mode/ /n wb/cb peop/e 

co//ecf/ye/x approphafe and consfrucf new mean/ngs and pracf/ces.' 

(Kippax and Crawford, 1993, p 256.) 

The TRA, with its emphasis on specificity and correspondence of the 

variables contributing to a particular behaviour, at a particular time, by a 

particular actor points up (by excluding it from the model) the complexity and 

dynamism of social behaviour and the non-generalisability of attitudes, 

beliefs or intentions from one instance to another. It seems odd then that it 

is adopted as a model for cumulative research by researchers who hope to 

generalise about potential sites of intervention (change) with a variety of 

target groups. But again the TRA is perhaps helpful in identifying the 

inherent constraints on such a goal. 

CumuA#ye eWokmce 

A noticeable finding in the literature from model based research using a 

group survey method, is that the amount of variability accounted for is 

typically /n/ense/y proportional to the survey sample size. This is not 
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surprising given the emphasis of the TRA theorists on the sped/yc/fy of the 

model. A similar case for greater validity when applied to specific cases can 

be made for many of the other SCIVIs. This inverse relationship between 

accounted variability and sample size is in evidence in literature reviews 

such as Fisher and Fisher (1992) and provides an alternative interpretation 

of the limited variance accounted in nationwide studies such as Reinecke et 

ai. (1996). 

Such findings become 'unsurprising' in the light of the limitations imposed by 

the theory, but present a particular problem for SCMs since part of their 

'utility' claim is the ability to collect data from broader population samples 

more quickly and more efficiently than research using more qualitative 

methods. This of course links back to the 'resource limitations' concerns of 

Lewis and Kashima, mentioned above. 

Soca/ and monnaAw nesea/cA 

A further challenge to this approach to 'cross sectional' research, at least in 

the context of sexual behaviour, is the comparatively low incidence of 

'unhealthy' outcomes. Incidence of under age teenage pregnancy is around 

one per cent or less. It is not the norm to get pregnant under the age of 

sixteen, and it is much less the norm (in the UK) to become infected with 

HIV. Although a more pervasive problem, it is not even the norm (in the UK) 

to become infected by other STDs. However more people expose 

themselves to risk than experience 'unhealthy' outcomes (see, for example, 

Chapter 5 'LucAy escapes') so there is no simple way to identify all those 

who place themselves 'at risk'. 

However if cross sectional research using the TRA includes only 'modal' 

salient beliefs the most pertinent beliefs for those most 'at risk' may be 

systematically excluded, so undermining the relevance or utility of any data 

collected. An alternative approach of targeting those who have experienced 
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an unwanted outcome excludes the wider (but unidentified) group who have 

been so far 'lucky' (see Chapters 5 and 7 below), and the 'luck' may or may 

not be systematic. If the target group is underage teenage mothers, 

although occasional (very small) clusters occur, the incidence is not only 

small but distributed (one or two per school per year group), so a 'collection' 

of even twenty or so teenage mothers would not constitute a 'group' in TRA 

terms. There is similar diversity amongst attendees at GU medicine clinics. 

These theoretical limitations of the relevance of the TRA to such research 

are aside from difficulties with confidentiality and access, but these, unlike 

the theoretical limitations, can be overcome. 

A further disadvantage of the normative focus of TRA based research is the 

tendency to report whether research supports the TRA, that is whether the 

responses to the consfe//af/on of test outcomes do or do not 'predict' a 

dichotomous outcome: participants do or do not 'intend to' and/or 'engage in' 

the target behaviour. But this explains little about how specific items 

contribute to the outcomes. It is possible to 'unpick' this constellation of data 

a little (by exploring the contribution of specific test items etc.) but this is 

rarely done, partly because it is somewhat atheoretical. Even when 

attempted there is a limit to what can be learned because of the format of 

the data collection. For example k/loore et al. (1993) report being unable to 

explain from their data why seven young women who intended to use a 

condom and had one available did not use it. 

A final concern is floor and ceiling effects in the data. Since 1990 

knowledge of HIV and main transmission routes has been universal in most 

groups researched, so belief about HIV no longer discriminates (or can 

discriminate) between condom users and non-users. However increased 

use of condoms over the last two decades is usually in part attributed to the 

response to the HIV epidemic (eg Wellings et al., 1994, page 337) so it 

would be inappropriate to conclude that knowledge of HIV plays no part in 

electing to use condoms. Unfortunately the structure of the TRA model 
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obscures the possibility that knowledge of HIV may still be a su/Wc/enf 

reason for condom use for some participants. It may be necessary though 

not sufficient for condom use 'every time' for others, and it may not be 

necessary at all for those who use condoms primarily for their contraceptive 

properties. 

The historical data leave us aware of the utility of teaching young people 

abouf HIV, but there is no way of discovering, through the TRA, whether 

other similarly 'universal' beliefs (or m/sbe//e^) contribute to condom use. 

We do not know what other, similar, information may be lost in these studies 

as floor or ceiling effects, and in particular we do not know what is 

happening to 'outliers'. 

Quantitative methods can be useful, as evidenced here by frequent 

references to Wellings et al.'s (1994) 'Sexua/ BeAawour //? However 

it is questionable how far quantitative methods can help further our 

undersfandmg of behaviour, and in particular the reasoning processes and 

beliefs, attitudes and concerns that may contribute to the occurrence of a 

particular behaviour. 

Tlafgedng and Measudng CAange 

The way some of the previously described limitations of the TRA come 

together, and can undermine its potential as a vehicle for targeting and 

measuring change^^ become apparent when Fisher and Fisher suggest 

'pmspecC/ve resean:/) may be usee/ fo iv/7/c/7 e/eme/yfs //? f/?e 

model are most strongly inhibitive and facilitative of AIDS prevention 

[for the target population], and these may then be targeted for 

intervention.' (Fisher and Fisher, 1992, page 467). 

opposed to suggesting change processes, which is discussed above. 
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This overlooks that the content of the various elements of the model for 

'unsafe' behaviours may be quite different from the content of the various 

elements for 'safe' behaviours (the beAawour?' problem). That is: the 

relevant elements may be just plain d/ZMerenf rather than facilitative' or 

'inhibitive'. What is required is not 'strengthening' or "weakening' of particular 

beliefs but a radical shift to a set of beliefs which are sa/Zenf to the preferred 

activity. The level of acknowledging a particular belief as true or false, or 

evaluating it as important of itself or not, is not what is at stake - appropriate 

evaluation of relevant beliefs must be both pertinent (salient) for this person 

and more pertinent than whatever would predispose an alternative 

behaviour. 

Relevant evaluation of an intervention may then depend on tracking all the 

elements pertinent to the target behaviour as well as any competing 

behaviours relevant to one or more individuals In the target group. Any 

resort to modal data may further mask the effectiveness or otherwise of an 

intervention. Unfortunately at this point the elegance of the original model 

breaks down - to be sensitive it would become unwieldy, but any 

streamlining is likely to mask such effects as the intervention achieves. This 

limitation of the technique may contribute to some apparently disappointing 

intervention assessments, but equally could mask relatively ineffective 

interventions. 

1.1.4 SCMs and Sex 

We have already considered that for sexua/ behaviour the emphasis on 

volitional behaviour may be problematic, and explored that identifying a 

specific target behaviour might be difficult (see 'Which behaviour?', section 

1.1.3.2 above). This is even more the case in the context of heterosex, not 

only because of the variety of 'protection' available, but also because of pre-

eminent concerns about contraception (see also Chapters 5 and 6 below). 
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A further major limitation of the TRA in respect of sexual behaviour is that 

risky sexual behaviours generally involve at least two participants, and it is 

not clear how outcomes can be predicted where each of the sexual dyad 

has a different pattern of beliefs, attitudes, subjective norm, behavioural 

intent and so on (see also Ingham and Kirkland, 1997a). 

However general limitations of the TRA discussed above surface other 

considerations relevant to researching sexual behaviour. 

The constraints of the model imply some pattern of correlation (prediction) 

may be found between elements of the model, but this will only account for 

any sizeable proportion of the variance in behaviour intention or outcome if 

all salient items are included, and only for a //mes/zce immediately prior to 

the behaviour. Of course the pattern may be more persistent for a very 

stable behaviour, suggesting there may be some potential for the TRA in 

specific application areas. 

Indeed the 'predictive power" of the model is often best for regular, if not 

habitual, behaviours like blood donation (for example Potter's account of 

Ajzen's findings, Potter, 1996, page 134, mentioned in the introduction to 

SCIVIs above), where one might anyway expect a reasonably stable 

constellation of associated beliefs and values. However in such a situation 

past behaviour often accounts for more of the variance than do the TRA 

constructs (see Terry, 1993, pages 147-148). Fishbein has argued that the 

TRA has more 'explanatory power' in such a situation, and the blood 

donation example certainly suggests the study has tapped into some 

relevant pattern of beliefs. However, as discussed above (see section 

1.1.3.10, 'Soc/a/ sfaf/sf/cs and normaf/ve resea/u/?'), it may still mask 

important elements which are lost as floor" or "ceiling" effects in the data. 

Making a similar point about specificity to those explored above Potter has 

proposed that 'fAere /s a danger' that "wAen peop/e are expressing f/ie/r 
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spec//7c aff/fude m /leseafcA sW/es of fA/s kznd, fAey am mere/y sfaf/ng fAe/r 

beAawoura/ mfenf/on m a (////erenf u/ay" (Potter, 1996, page 135). In this 

case one may merely have discovered stable 'ways of talking' associated 

with explaining or justifying a behaviour for a group, rather than what 

'motivates' a particular behaviour (see also Chapter 6, 'Buymg and cafTy/ng 

condoms', below). 

These various points come together to illustrate the argument outlined in the 

chapter introduction here: survey based studies provide more or less 

'predictive' results depending on the extent to which they survey a 'coherent' 

social group, who, for the behaviour under examination, share a single or, 

better, a clearly d/cAofom/sed way of talking or thinking about that behaviour, 

and where this discourse has been uncovered in the pilot investigation for 

the survey in question, and is reflected in the test items on the 

questionnaire. 

Unfortunately, whatever the value of the TRA in exploring these sfab/e 

behaviours, for sexual health intervention one of the most critical points is 

first intercourse with a new partner (since if that is unprotected later caution 

may be 'too late') which, even in the most 'casual' of sexual encounters, may 

be a particularly unsfab/e moment. 

A pilot study may surface interesting new information about beliefs and 

evaluations present in a target population, but the data collected through a 

TRA survey (rather than through the pilot study) seems to contribute 

relatively little in addition. 

1.1.5 Fix the model... ? 

I would not like to imply that no one has raised any of these concerns 

before, though I have not found them organised in this way elsewhere, or 

linked in quite the same way to the fundamental criteria of the theory. More 
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often they have been identified in a somewhat 'piecemeal' way and 

associated with research proposing how the model might be fixed'. 

Apumenfs A r AffAer Cons&wfs 

Many proposed extensions to the TRA can, in part, be attributed to 

limitations in the scope of the theory. The first of these extensions was 

Ajzen's introduction of 'perceived behavioural control', in order to develop the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1985) to account for some of the 

recorded disruption between behavioural intent and behaviour. Reviewing 

the many extensions proposed in studies reported in Terry et al. (1993) 

Lewis and Kashima note that these 

'exfens/ons fo fAe TRA go some way fo address/ng f/7e /ssue of non-

vo/Zf/ona/ conW of sexua/ beAav/ours by addmg one or more 

yanaA/es fo mode/s ... ya/faA/es sucA as se/Ae/i%;acy... peme/ved 

be/?8woura/ confro/... condom ava//aM/fy... ' (Ibid., page 45.) 

Fisher and Fisher (1992) proposed the integration of constructs from a range 

of SCIVIs into their Information l\^otivation Behaviour model, and Norman and 

Conner (1996) have proposed the development of a more complex multi 

stage model. 

These modifications are usually presented in the interest of accounting for a 

greater proportion of the variance. However as Kippax and Crawford (1993) 

have commented it is impracticable to introduce sufficient variables, 

exceptions and qualifiers to be predictive on an individual basis (ibid., page 

268). The associated question of cost was discussed above. 
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Noting the plethora of proposed further constructs^^ in the Terry et al. (1993) 

volume Fishbein also argues against such a 'kitchen sink' theory as 

untestable (Fishbein, 1993, page xx/). However an alternative interpretation 

would be that, given this plethora and complexity, much of which has been 

spelt out by Fishbein in the extracts above, human behaviour is simply 

unpredictable. 

f SeyoncT AfftherconsAucfs? 

Kashima and Gallois (1993) have also reviewed and summarised the 

challenges to the TRA reported in their book, again, at least nominally, from 

'within' the paradigm. They evaluate each of the claims, sometimes drawing 

together evidence from more than one chapter, but of most interest here are 

some of the modifications they suggest are required in the application of the 

model. These include: information about pe/sona/ salient beliefs (page 212); 

the vanefy of norms relevant to sexual behaviour, and in particular their 

implications for persuasion (pages 215-6); they describe the TRA as a 

decfs/on sfrafegy (page 222) and talk of its causa/ sfmcfu/ie (page 223) of 

which it would be useful to identify the 6ouA)da/y concf/f/ons (page 226) yet 

tie this to a discussion of op/n/on /eaders (page 223); and finally air the need 

to address 'f/7e commun/caf/on process befween partners m fhe sexua/ 

encounter' (ibid.). 

They also emphasise the need to target spec/#c behaviour (page 221), but 

we have already seen how difficult that is to identify in the context of safe(r) 

sexual behaviour. 

These examples not only illustrate the, not uncommon, reading of the TRA 

as a causal, process (decision strategy) model, but illustrate the applied 

^̂ 'ca//s fo geparafe/y measure eva/uaf/on and afifecf, (o mc/ude pa/fner norms, befiawoura/ norms, and 
persona/ norms, and, fb//ow/ng ,4/zen (̂ Y985, fo add percerved be/)awoura/ confro/ ancMar measures 
of se/f-el^cacy /n add/f/on, /n/esf/gafors Aa^e 'expanded' (Ae fAeory 6y /nc/udmg pasf beAawour; pe/ce/i/ed 
ns/f, and 'conW cond/f/ons" (Fishbein, 1993, page xx/). 
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researcher's need for a broader model, which might accommodate, or at 

least inform, processes such as decision making and persuasion, be it by 

opinion leaders or sexual partners. 

o f ^ e comsArucA 

Whilst Fishbein is careful to talk about Y/7e /acfors unde/Yy/ng f/)e dec/sW, 

rather than imply a process model, he is ultimately keen to highlight that the 

model has helped to identify some of these factors in the area of 'AIDS 

preyenf/on work" (Fishbein, 1993, page xx/y). However it is the pilot studies, 

and some associated theorising, that have these factors. Just as 

the weightings of the components of the model must be 'discovered 

empirically' so must all the confenf of any other construct in the model. 

Fishbein acknowledges that the model has been open to the charge of being 

'non-falsifiable' but defends against it arguing 'fAe fAeofy wou/cf be /a/sy#ed 

(at least in a given content domain) if a simultaneous consideration of 

appropnafe measures of aWfudes and norms /a//ed fo pred/cf an appmpnafe 

measure of f/7e correspond/ng mfenf/on' (ibid, page xx/w). However since 

these 'appropriate measures' must be 'discovered empirically' presumably by 

demonstrably 'fitting' the model, the test becomes circular and given the 

plethora of possible attitudes, beliefs, evaluations, normative motivations 

etcetera one might select from in any 'content domain' then a 'fitting' 

constellation might eventually be discovered. However having fit' the model 

one may or may not have learned anything useful relevant to the behaviour. 

Moreover although Fishbein continues from his above claim of falsifiability 

To besf of my /cnow/edge, /7as nof yef occurred" (ibid.) it is certainly 

the case that the constellation of items tested in any instantiation often 

account for only a very small portion of the variance in behavioural intent. 

Again though, I am not arguing that we should seek a more falsiflable' 

model, rather that this kind of criterion and usage may be unachievable, and 
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anyway inappropriate or irrelevant, in the present context. 

f .f .5.4 PredkAon and (#scrmma#on? 

Many of the points raised above undermine the potential of the TRA as a 

tool for prediction and discrimination which, according to theorists working in 

this paradigm, are amongst their key objectives (eg Fishbein, 1993, page 

xw/; Abraham and Sheeran, 1993, page 22)^t 

If Abraham and Sheeran are correct when they say that 

'7/76 of soc/a/ cogn/f/on mode/s depends cnf/ca//y upon fhe/r 

ab///fy fo dz/yerenf/afe befween fAose w/Ao do and do nof unde/fa/re 

spec//7edbe/7av70ufs' (Abraham and Sheeran, 1993, page 22) 

then the utility of the TRA (and similar models) must be questioned, since it 

seems that whilst they may be useful in guiding us to ask relevant questions 

when trying to understand someone's behaviour, there is little evidence that 

they help us predict which individuals, let alone (as these theorists would 

prefer) which groups of people, will, or will not, undertake a particular 

behaviour. 

On the other hand, there must be some question whether the form of 

'prediction' demanded by Abraham and Sheeran is either what we really 

need, and, even if it might be desirable, whether it is possible. 

In a summary of the same debate (about 'quantitative and qualitative 

methods in health psychology') this point is extended and Charles Abraham 

is reported as having argued that 

^"Some relevant issues in this area are illuminated, with hindsight, in earlier research into attitudes about 
race reported in Fishbein (1967). This topic is explored as a case study in Appendix B. 
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'/f was necessa/y fo esfab//sA (Ae pred/cf/ye yaM/fy of psycAo/og/ca/ 

explanations' and that to achieve this 'was seen to entail the 

c/ass//ycaf/on of mcf/wdua/s m ferms of c/?aracfe/7sf/cs denied 

psycAo/og/ca/ fAeo/y ... f/ie crucva/pomf... was ... fAe affempf fo 

cafegonze mdMdua/s and defermme fAe of suc/7 cafegonzaf/ons 

as be/^awoura/pred/cfors' (Abraham et al, 1993, page 16). 

This seems to raise at least two pressing questions; 

Firstly, can we classify individuals in such a way as to establish 'predictive 

validity' for psychological explanations? 

Much of the research cited above seems only to have demonstrated that 

even quite complex classification seems to be at best only minutely 

predictive. Further, it is a little unclear whether recording someone's current 

constellation of belief and attitude responses quite counts as 'psychological 

classification'. Certainly attempts to use coarser grained, if more 

'recognisable', psychological constructs such as extroversion-introversion 

measures seems to have had no success in predicting behaviour {vide the 

collection of papers in Fishbein, 1967) 

Secondly, need we classify individuals, or are there other approaches to 

psychological theorising? 

As LaPiere said at the end of his report of the mismatch between behaviour 

and attitude survey completion with regard to Chinese travellers 

7f?e quesf/onna/re /s c/7eap, easy, and mecAan/ca/. r/)e sfudy of Auman 

be/7av/ou/' /s W e consummg, /nfe//ecfua//y Zaf/gu/ng, and depends /or /fs 

success upon fAe ab/Y/fy of f/?e /nvesf/igafor. TAe /bmrer mefAod g/yes 

quanWaf/ye /lesu/fs, f/?e /affer ma/n/y qua//faf/ve. Ouanf/faf/ve measurements 

ane <yuanMaf/ve/y accurate; (yua//taf/ye ei/a/uaf/ons a/B a/ways sublet fo fAe 
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errors of /ftvman yudgemenf. Yef /f wou/d seem /ar more worf/? wA//e (o 

ma/ce a sArewd guess regardmg f/7af /s essenf/a/ f/?an fo accurafe/y 

measure f/?af wA/cA /s #e/y fo prove qu/fe /rre/evanf.' (LaPiere, 1967(1934), 

p31). 

Fishbein's own comment from the nineteen sixties seems strangely apt; 

We psyc/70/0g/sfs Aave been raf/?erna/ve ... we bave affempfed fo pred/cf 

some be/?av/our /iron? some measure of aff/fude and /bund /////e or no 

re/a//ons/)/p be/ween fbese vanab/es. Vie/, ra/ber /ban quesZ/on/ng our bas/c 

assump//on /ba/ /bere /s a s/mng re/a//onsb/p be/ween a////ude and 

bebav/ouc we bave /ended /o b/ame our ^//ures on our measunnp 

/ns/rumen/s, on ourde/7n;//on of a////ude, or on bo/b' (Fishbein, 1967c, p477). 

Perhaps if there is a relationship here it may be 'describable' but not 

'measurable'? Or perhaps we should allow that the TRA does facilitate 

some measure of behaviour, but in such a constrained way that what is 

measured provides nothing usefully 'generalisable' or 'predictable'? (Though 

the model does provide a framework which can con//7bu/e to a consideration 

of concepts which might usefully be taken into account in more qualitative 

work, see also Kirkland, 2000.) 

This is not to eschew Lewis and Kashlma's (1993) call for more theory 

based research, but rather to argue that a radically different theory is 

required: one that will embrace such concepts as personal importance, 

social norms, decision strategies (and perhaps the lack of them), 

communication processes and 'techniques of persuasion' (between a couple, 

or by opinion leaders or educators). 

In the next section I will explore some quan///a/fve theory which I will argue 

provides further evidence why any search for 'quantified' prediction in this 

area is inappropriate, but then I will introduce some qualitative techniques 
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which, indeed like LaPiere's own techniques, promise rather more 'shrewd' 

and rather less 'guess'. 

1.1.6 ... or accept the dynamics and unpredictability? 

'Variability' in 'personal accounts' was amongst the reasons, early in the 

twentieth century, for moving away from considering this kind of infomiation 

'valid' psychological data. Combined with the impossibility of 'verifying' such 

data, it contributed to the distrust of the introspection methods of the 

Wurzburg school, alongside dissatisfaction with a method which could 

identify little more than 'a vague se/?se of need, ... cfoubf, assenf, conwcf/on' 

and so on (reported by Allport, 1935/1967, see '/Infecedenfs' above). 

Behaviourist psychologists addressed this problem by attempting to exclude 

any consideration of thought processes from their theorising, and as a result 

discovered some interesting effects of reinforcement processes. However 

over a few decades it became apparent that this was not a sufficient 

explanation for all that was 'going on': their 'black box' inside the head 

seemed too often to disrupt such associative learning processes. 

Early cognitive psychology theorists were motivated to explore something of 

what this might be. However since the discipline of psychology as a whole 

was still in some ways dominated by a distrust of introspection and 

subjective account, with the associated implications of variability and non-

verifiability, it is perhaps not surprising that the cognitivists preferred to focus 

on what, if anything, might be persistent and unvarying about cognition. 

Thus in the nineteen nineties Eiser (1994) found that '/br mosf of 

cenfu/y, fAe pnmary concerns of aW/fuc/e fAeo/y Aave been s/mpZ/c/fy, 

sfa6///(x anof cons/sfency" (ibid, page 243). In contrast he found, consonant 

with the critique of the TRA above, 'aff/fudes can be s/mp/e, sfab/e and 
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cons/sfe/?( fAey am nof necessan/y or eas/Yy so' (ibid, original emphasis). 

However connectionist theory, a more recent development in cognitive 

research, provides a model which enables us to begin to understand some 

of the dynamism and complexity we find in 'attitudes', and thought processes 

more generally, and to begin to theorise them somewhat differently. 

Eiser (1994) discusses how a connectionist model can illuminate processes 

such as the behaviourists' theory of the role of reinforcement in operant 

conditioning (page 202), as well as our ability to detect or "discover" novel 

patterns (pages 202-3). This latter is particularly interesting since it could 

theoretically be applied from detection of patterning in novel 'perceptions' 

(we can identify something unusual we see as an "animal", and recognise it 

as discrete from any other animal we "know", even if we are not able to label 

it more precisely as, say, an aardvark) to detection of patterning amongst 

more abstract concepts or 'ideas'. In this way neural nets can capture 

something of the "dynamic" nature of our minds, through "change" 

(accumulation of new examples) and "learning" (selective preference of these 

through reinforcement) to 'discovery" (of some new pattern). 

Eiser seeks to emphasise how this 'interconnection' not only affects our 

intra-personal thought but, since we can also make our "thoughts' available 

externally, for example through our sharing of 'prepositional knowledge' via 

language (ibid, page 220), so this concept of an interconnected network 

extends externally. Beyond interpersonal communication, via recorded 

media, ideas may persist and interact, even beyond personal existence, 

Eiser is careful to emphasise that this sharing of prepositional knowledge is 

not the same as sharing experience - an important distinction to which I shall 

return. 

However Eiser ends by suggesting that, despite the multifarious state of our 

mind at any one time (consonant with the connectionist model), it is perhaps 
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the 'synchrony' detectable in any one mind that affords any 'co-ordinated 

awareness' or more organised thought. Moreover, it is our bounded but 

'thoroughly' embodied experience, and associated relationship to other 

minds, which finally affords the emergence of consciousness, our human 

notion of 'mind' and sense of self (Eiser, 1994, Chapter 10). Though he 

does not draw on Mead, many of Eiser's arguments here are both consonant 

with, and reminiscent of, Mead's, 1934/1967, account that our notions of 

'mind' and 'self arise partly from our sense perceptions, but predominantly 

from our social interactions. 

Here I want to develop three aspects of Eiser's account a little further, in 

order to discuss some implications for any approach to researching accounts 

of sexual relationship. These are some ramifications of: massive 

interconnectedness; implicit versus explicit 'thinking'; and the affective 

aspects of our embodied existence. 

Eiser emphasises the potential massive interconnectedness of human 

thought, and draws on deterministic chaos theory to argue that thought then 

becomes unpredictable. However he does not explore all the ramifications 

of this. 

He suggests a useful analogy of the 'connectedness' of our minds becoming 

individually, and semi permanently, patterned over time - rather like traces of 

a long gone river bed as a permanent 'valley' in the landscape (page 224). 

He also discusses how patterning in the net from one dimension may have 

an effect elsewhere. But when he likens this to pages in a book of maps 

each representing some different aspect of the same geographic area, he 

does not draw our attention to the implication that a change invoked by 

interaction in one dimension may massively disrupt a process elsewhere; 

when we 'turn the page' to another map it may have changed beyond 
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recognition. 

(Notice that this account is reassuringly consonant with Fishbein and Ajzen's 

meticulous accounts of the variability and 'unexpectedness' of change 

processes (eg Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, page 412) discussed earlier, see 

section 1.1.3.3, 'SCMs. L/m/faf/ons. Pmcess/C/iange' above.) 

So, as we are sauntering down the valley of a comfortable old way of 

reasoning that has served us well, we may suddenly encounter a precipice, 

something has changed so that this conceptual pattern no longer 'works'. 

This perhaps illuminates how we may suddenly recognise some 

contradiction inherent in our thinking, or the disruption of the sudden 

reinterpretation of an 'old' memory in the light of new information: as when a 

partner is revealed as having been 'cheating'. It perhaps also reveals 

something of the 'dis-location' of such an experience. However I will argue 

subsequently that such 'dislocations' can be particularly revealing of 

otherwise often 'implicit' aspects of thinking. 

/mpAc*/ 

Working in the insurance industry in the early nineteen nineties, it was at 

first puzzling that, despite using the best available knowledge elicitation 

techniques, co-operative 'expert' underwriters seemed often unable to 

explain their reasoning in a way that could be captured in logical rules and 

operationalised in a computer program - though they could put together a 

perfectly reasonable justificatory case for any individual pricing decision. 

When 'neural network' (connectionist) technologies were applied to the same 

^^Thinking' and 'thought' are not entirely felicitous labels for discussing the 'implicit' processes I am 
considering here, since the word 'thought' more often entails at least some degree of 'intentionaiity'. 
However alternative words from cognitive psychology (such as Fishbein's 'cognitions' and 'connations') all 
have their own loadings which worsen the problem. So I stay with 'thought' but (quotation) mark it to 
'problematise' it. 
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problem they seemed often to achieve as good as', and sometimes better, 

'prediction' of insurance risk (based on tests against historic records) than 

'expert' underwriters (those who historically had outperformed their peers by 

realising greater profitability for the company in the 'risk management' 

problem of balancing pricing against cost of subsequent claims). However 

this technology could not be implemented in the Insurance market because 

the neural networks could 'do' the reasoning, but could not 'explain' the 

reasoning, and insurance companies are required to 'justify' their pricing. 

The neural networks produced their results by sorting thousands of cases on 

the basis of whatever data (treated as input parameters) was available from 

the historic records. Records were sorted into 'categories', and this process 

could be repeated on many different levels through coarser or finer grained 

connection adjustments in the network. Interestingly underwriters could 

'explain' some of the 'sorts' produced^", though not others. Nonetheless 

since the records were sorted by fine tuning' of the net, rather than by 'rule', 

even where the sorts could be explained the technology could not be used. 

More relevant here, this exercise revealed something of why the 

underwriters could not always explain their reasoning. Much of their 

'success' was undoubtedly due to the tacit knowledge gained over many 

years. Just as with the neural network technology, there was no 

straightforward way to make 'explicit" this 'implicit' knowledge which 

contributed to their fine tuning of prices, and hence to their marginally better 

performance than their peers^^. Unlike the neural network technology, the 

expert's pricing justifications of course did not need to be complete, merely 

convincing. 

^®Some they 'recognised' as dependent upon criteria they already used, others provided novel insights 
into potentially useful criteria. 

"similarly it is unclear how one might elicit the implicit knowledge that was leading their less 'expert' 
colleagues to 'under perform' - though in retrospect it would have been interesting to try! 
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Moreover, in this example 'implicit' knowledge suffers some of the 

characteristics of the 'yague sense of/7ee(/, ... assenf, conwcf/on' 

which Allport (1935/1967) attributed to the Wurzburg school's account of 

'attitude' - suggesting that their analysis may have been amongst the more 

accurate, even though 'anti-relativist' psychologists have found it frustrating. 

For social psychology, connectionism then elucidates some of the difficulties 

inherent in understanding 'how people think', and therefore some limitations 

as to what it may be possible to learn about how 'the way we think' may 

affect 'what we do'. However this connectionist theory explains very little of 

how such 'implicit' processes might map to our 'explicit' thinking, reasoning 

and communication. Nonetheless this clarification of some of the distinctions 

between implicit and explicit thought processes may help us improve our 

approach to both collecting and analysing relevant information. 

Eiser perhaps seeks too much from connectionist theory with his leap to 

language and prepositional knowledge, even with his delightful example of 

Beethoven's 'action at a distance' on his piano playing. Once it is 'codified' 

through the black marks on a sheet of paper it is at least in principle 

available to other minds, but that is only part of the story. In part this is 

because whilst connectionism illustrates how we may detect categories, it 

offers little insight into how we attach a label to them, how we 'name' them. 

Nor does it illuminate anything of our 'serial reasoning'. Yet these are the 

processes that enable us to communicate. I cannot transfer my total 'net' of 

experience to someone else, as exemplified in the insurance example 

above^'. Indeed Eiser makes this same point when he comments that '/f 

ivou/d be va/nesf of conce/fs /or me fo say f/iaf / f/iereby have 

8eef/70ven's fAoug/ifs ...' (Eiser 1994, page 221). 

^Harre and Gillett (1994, chapters 5 & 6) have discussed some similar considerations of neural 
networks and 'fuzzy logic, but they use an unattributed and rather deterministic example of a network, and 
rather fudge, or overlook, these naming and serialisation problems. 
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As Eiser has indicated, we are susceptible to 'top down' processes. Labels 

are provided by others (from 'ma' 'da', through 'red' 'green', to abstract 

concepts like 'abstract concept'). These are all socially derived and explicit, 

yet hook into and shape some fuzzy' neural network kind of substrate. 

Whilst connectionism illustrates that at a primitive level these 'associations' 

might be developed through some process such as the reinforcement of 

operant conditioning, it does not explain how slightly more skilled language 

users can 'learn' a new term from a simple definition, or one or two 

examples. Still less does it elucidate how anyone is able to string the words 

together to produce such an example. (Though it perhaps explains 

something of why it is such a sfrugg/e to present a coherent argument here). 

Moreover we are able to reason quite differently when we have access to 

new symbols (my own piano playing is much enhanced recently through 

reading an account, heavily dependent on 'symbolic' representations, of the 

jazz theory of chord structure and relationships). This 'other kind' of explicit, 

serial, reasoning is evidently available as an internal process, as well as 

being a key route to external communication. Indeed it may be the key to 

gaining 'cognitive control' in those behaviours which are volitional (see 

section 1.1.3, 'SCMs. Um/faf/ons' above). 

Both the insurance industry example and the music examples illustrate how 

'explication' or making our ideas or knowledge 'explicit' facilitates s/?anng 

ideas, though not completely transferring them. Indeed to share ideas we 

generally have to use language, or some similar fomi of 'symbolic' 

representation, which is very different from the inarticulate 'pattern match' or 

pattern detection of connectionist models, though these too seem an 

essential component of our //7/eAoa/ thought processes. 

Finally, although as yet we have no very satisfactory theory or model of the 

explicit reasoning process from cognitive research it seems unlikely that 

solving that problem will address concerns about specific 'content' of mind. 
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Connectionism illustrates how other patterns (other 'thoughts'?) may 

'interfere with' some (intervention) pattern which cogently argues for condom 

use, but connectionism will not help us identify what those 'interfering' 

patterns are. This parallels the way the TRA model helps researchers think 

about what questions may be relevant in a pilot study, but cannot help 

identify whether all the relevant questions have been asked, or all the 

potentially relevant answers given (see eg the discussion of floor and ceiling 

effects in section 1.1.3.10 'Soc/a/ sfaf/sf/cs and normaf/\/e /%sea/c/)' and 

section 1.1.5.3, 'Confenf offAe consfruc/s' above). 

Again interesting antecedents can be discovered for this distinction, since 

Wundt made a clear divide (in the late eighteen hundreds) between 

psychology as a laboratory science and social psychology. He differentiated 

the study of how people think from what people think about, then pursued 

them in parallel, but using distinct methodologies. He produced ten volumes 

of 'Vt)//(e/psyc/?o/ogfe' (Farr, 1984). 

However connectionist theory helps clarify something of the kind of 'thinking' 

that is implicit and how it might relate to what we can make 'explicit' (to 

ourselves or to others). This sets some limitations and challenges to 

research concerned with how we think, let alone how that relates to what we 

do. 

f . f .6.3 Body and 

It is only in a passing summary, when he seeks to identify what makes 

humans discrete from computers or robots, that Eiser mentions our 

experiences of 'body, of movement, of p/7ys/ca/ growfA and pa/n and 

tiredness, of hormonal fluctuations, of hunger and sexual desire' (Eiser, 

1994, page 240). In sum these are many of the processes related to our 

human need to sustain our bodies and to procreate but, though Eiser clearly 

des/res some such more fundamental distinction between humans and 
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computers, he does not draw these out. However it is perhaps because 

these needs are fundamental' that they are associated with the more 

affective aspects of our embodied existence which he does include. 

This raises a further consideration relevant to 'thinking' and sexuality since 

'affect' seems generally to effect a massive hormone release, which bathes 

our 'neural networks', or at least large portions of them, in neuro transmitters 

which disrupt their more usual processing. At least some of this 

physiological process seems related to some 'state' shift in our 'processing' 

or, in more human terms, may shift our focus of attention. (This relates to 

some concerns raised by Gold, as discussed above, see section 1.1.3.3, 

'PfDcess/k/?ange', and in Chapter 3). Of course this implies that the affective 

effects on our thinking may be the most diffuse, so the most difficult to make 

explicit or interpret, whether we are trying to account our own experience, or 

research the experience of others. 

Summafy 

In summary I have argued that a connectionist model can help us to 

understand and theorise some of the complexity, dynamism, and 

unpredictability which undermine the utility of the TRA as a tool for applied 

research, but it also makes explicit some of the challenges inherent in that 

research. 

Connectionism can clarify some of the issues, for example illustrating a 

possible source of some of the 'dis-location' we can experience in our 

thinking. It also provides a model of associative learning and 'pattern 

matching' which illustrate how these processes can occur independently of 

any 'explicit' knowledge or reasoning. But by doing this it highlights the 

disjunction between implicit and explicit 'thought'. 

This disjunction also sets constraints on explicit (prepositional) knowledge: 
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that is on what we can describe or explain of what we think. For example it 

illustrates how 'explication' can never deliver all the nuance of some 

underlying thought pattern. It helps illustrate some implications of the 

observation that our s/?ared knowledge, Eiser's 'prepositional' 'external' 

thought, is typically explicit. 

We clearly have the capacity to make some of our 'implicit' thinking 'explicit' 

which implies that we have some facility with two distinct processes 

'internally', but connectionism does not provide a model of that process of 

explication, or of any other 'internal' processes related to explicit knowledge, 

or indeed of the organisation of explicit knowledge internally or externally. 

However it does, as Eiser has pointed out, illustrate why we cannot 'have' 

Beethoven's mind, or experience, and therefore why this 'explicit' encoded 

data (spoken, written, picture, irrespective of medium of transmission) will 

necessarily be interpreted (or 'understood') subtly differently by every 

'reader'. 

Above all the relevance of connectionism to the present research is in 

helping to clarify some distinctions between what may be implicit and what 

may be explicit in our motivations, thinking and reasoning. It highlights that 

it is only the 'explicit' which is readily accessible, but that in making 

something explicit we necessan/y lose much of the subtlety and nuance of 

the original. It also provides a potential model to account for why such 

limitations seem even greater when 'affect' affects our thinking! 

There are a number of epistemological considerations that are illuminated by 

all this. When modernist psychologists come up against processes which 

are dynamic and uncertain but seem to recoil, sure that 'it cannot be like 

that', a connectionist model illustrates how it can be like that. This brings 

with it the necessity to theorise in a way that includes the uncertainty, rather 
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than a way that seeks to explain it away. 

The implicit / explicit disjuncture nicely illustrates the Saussurian / Lacanian 

theorising of 'sliding' in meaning (see Chapter 2, 'Conyersaf/on ana/ys/s') and 

helps to illuminate the conundrum that, whilst our thought seems massively 

constrained by language, yet it also seems to go beyond language. 

At a more pragmatic level connectionism provides some illumination of why 

some disruptions in our patternings of meaning can be so disorientating and, 

conversely, a possible model of how affect, via hormonal processes, can be 

so disrupting to a wide range of 'thought' processes. 

The more pragmatic implications for research methodology are that it will be 

inappropriate to seek stable categories, or consider 'meanings' too 

permanent. The only 'ready access' is to the more accessible 'explicit' 

accounts, but it is then important to remain aware that they only provide a 

'relative' account of a more subtle, complex, dynamic substrate of implicit 

'meanings'. 

Since what is explicit constrains meaning through the social 'shaping' of our 

thinking through language, it will be helpful to seek some way to theorise 

that. However it will also be useful to seek techniques that may penetrate, 

by any means, through what is explicit in order to further illuminate what is 

implicit. 

1.1.7 Where next? 

The critique of the TRA combined with the insights afforded by a 

connectionist analysis provide some indications why an SCM approach to 

researching 'strategising' in sexual relationships may not be very helpful. 

However they also set some very testing criteria for any research program. 
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Freud provides one of the few accounts which, at least in its essentials, 

recognises the presence of body and society in mind (psyche) with a notion 

of ego managing the interactions. Furthermore he has some space for 'non 

explicit' thought, an emphasis on the 'shaping' role of primary carers, and the 

persistence of patterns laid down in early infancy all of which are compatible 

with the connectionist account explored above. 

However Freud is inclined to 'take for granted' the 'social' and, perhaps also 

because of the time consuming requirements of the psychoanalytic process, 

there is no substantial body of work based on his insights addressing 

problems of soc/a/ psychology (though see below for an account of some 

moves in this direction). 

I will return to psychodynamic theory from time to time when considering 

some limitations of alternative approaches. 

However, as mentioned in the introduction, the other substantial body of 

extant research into sexual health and risk taking adopted a qualitative, 

broadly social constructionist, text analysis approach, drawing to some 

extent on the insights of discourse theory. Since the literature based in this 

approach offers useful insights into the 'real life' problems considered, I will 

now introduce it, and briefly explore some of its strengths and limitations, 

both in comparison to an SCM approach and in comparison to some of the 

criteria surfaced by this brief connectionist account. 
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1.2 Social Construction 

Although early in the nineteenth century mainstream psychology moved 

away from taking any serious account of social processes as consfrucf/ye of 

psychological processes, some of Wundt's insights persisted, notably 

through the work of G H Mead in Chicago. Although nominally 

acknowledging some of the behaviourist claims, in his undergraduate 

lectures Mead maintained a focus on the interactions between 'Mind, Self 

and Society' (Mead, 1934/1967) going so far as to argue that it is in our very 

interaction with the social that we develop a sense of self at all. 

He also argues that our access to words (and therefore ultimately language 

in a fuller sense) is through social interaction organised through 'gesture' 

(which may be anything from a gross bodily movement to the production of a 

subtly modulated sound). Through shared use, a gesture can first become 

associated with some particular thing^^, but can eventually come to 'stand 

for" that thing. That is, it can become a 'symbor^°. This is potentially a part 

of the process necessary for the shift from implicit to explicit thought 

discussed above. Mead argues that once we have some capacity for 

symbol manipulation we will develop a symbolic representation of the 'other". 

He calls this the 'internalised other' and argues that hence we develop some 

symbolic 'objectified' representation of our 'self. 

Very briefly these are some of the key concepts underlying 'symbolic 

interactionism'. It follows from this that much of our thought and thinking, 

particularly any that is 'explicit' rather than 'implicit' may be, even will be, 

heavily influenced by ideas we draw from society around us. However Mead 

^®Through something like the associative learning processes discussed above, where the 'gesture', or 
sound pattern, becomes associated with other features of the shaped concept. 

^°This could perhaps develop through the 'laying down' in our network of a 'copy' of the gesture -
perhaps initially just a discrete separating out of the 'other' producing the gesture - a version of Mead's 
'internalisation' process but which, at least in principle, is consonant with connectionism. 
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in his account rather 'takes society for granted', and his 'society' is rather 

'western' and 'modem' and 'perfectible'^^ Possible alternative social values 

are simply not considered^^. 

Nonetheless some account of social variability re-emerged in the symbolic 

interactionism research tradition, eventually reappearing in French sociology 

and psychology. There, in the mid twentieth century, as Fan" has noted, 

'"aWfudes" and "stances" are [theorised as] soc/a//y negof/aW ancf a/ie 

usua//y sfud/ed by means of a ana^s/s of f/7e messages d//%/sed by 

fbe vanous med/a' (Farr, 1984, page 133). 

An early route^^ through which this social constructionist approach became 

known to the English speaking community, and eventually reappeared In 

British psychology, was the work of Moscovici (eg 1963, 1973), in particular 

his 'social representation theory' (see Farr and Moscovici, 1984). 

^/loscovici has described social representations as: 

'cogn/f/ve sysfems w/fb a /og/c and /anguage of fbe/r ow/n ... Tbey do 

not represent simply 'opinions about', 'images of or 'attitudes towards' 

buf Ybeo/Yes' or branches of /cnow/edge' m f/ze/r own /7g/?t /br fbe 

discovery and organisation of reality ... systems of values, ideas and 

pracf/ces w/fb a fwo-/b/d A/ncf/on. /yrsf, fo esfab//sb an order w/b/cb m// 

enable individuals to orientate themselves in their material and social 

world and to master it; secondly to enable communication to take 

^^Not unlike Hegel, another rather 'absolutist' progenitor of contemporary social constructionism who 
might be quite horrified by some of his 'relativist' offspring. 

^Something after the manner of the 'racial superiority' and inevitable 'fatal impact' discourses explored 
by Wetherell and Potter, 1992, page 124, and all perhaps inherent in the hegemonic patriarchal discourse 
of the last two or more centuries which sought, amongst other things, social stability, or perhaps stasis in 
the interests of dominant groups. 

^®There were of course many other precursors, for example Harre and Secord (1972) drew on Goffman's 
(1969) 'dramaturgy' to develop their more psychologically focused 'role/rule' theory and Gagnon and Simon's 
(1973) discussion of 'schemas and scripts' was particularly pertinent for sexual behaviour. 
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p/ace among members of a commun/fy by prowc/mg fAem w?f/? a code 

/or soc/a/ exchange and a code /or nam/ng and c/ass/Vy/ng 

unamb/guous/y fbe vanous aspecfs of fbe/r worfd and f/ie/r /ndMdua/ 

and group /?/sforx.'̂ '' (IVIoscovici, 1973, page xiii, cited in Farr, 1984, 

page 133.) 

Social representations are concerned with what is represented, how it comes 

to be represented, and how the representations change. Moscovici's major 

research explored the impact of Freud's work on psychoanalysis in changes 

in French culture - he used this as an exemplar of the more general claim 

that 'any new fbeo/y or fbe app//caf/on of any prewous/y un/cnown fecbn/que 

m/g/)f, pofenf/a//y bave a s/m/7ar /mpacf m cbang/ng fbe cu/fure wffb/n wb/cb 

/f/sconce/ved' (Farr, 1984, page 130). 

However social representations theory maintains a primary interest in the 

'representation'. For the present research I will turn to discourse theory, 

which takes more interest in the use and effects of such 'sysfems of ya/ues, 

/deas and pracf/ces". Meanwhile Freud's reputed comment to Jung on 

disembarking in New York We are importing the plague' (reported in Farr, 

1984, page 131), nicely illustrates that the innovators of novel concepts 

might be reflexively aware of the potential change they initiate. 

1.2.1 Discourse Theory 

In the discussion of Social Cognition Models I emphasised the limitations of 

any determinist predictive model of behaviour or behaviour change. 

However, deterministic chaos mathematics can be used in some 

circumstances to predict boundary conditions of change and an 'envelope' 

within which change may take place (for an example in fluid mechanics, see 

Appendix A). Generally it seems improbable that even this much would be 

^"Moscovici (1984) provides an exceptionally clear more extended account of social construction. 
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achieved in the far more complex arena of human behaviour. However 

human behaviour can be predicted in any context of sufficient coercion and 

control, as in what Goffman has called a 'totalising institution' (Goffman, 

1968). 

Foucault's experience in just such totalising institutions' (the psychological / 

psychiatric unit in the Hopital Sainte Anne, and psychological services with 

the Paris prison service, see Eribon, 1989/1993) contributed to his 

development of a very different way of theorising the relationship between 

ways of thinking and ways of behaving^®. 

He argued that such institutions constituted boundaries of society where 

'power" operated coercively, but that their influence was much wider. For 

example if evidence of 'insanity' constituted sufficient justification for 

someone to be restrained in a psychiatric institution, that in turn would be 

sufficient to motivate anyone in the target population to monitor their own 

and their neighbours' behaviours in order to extinguish any that might be 

mistaken as such 'evidence' (see eg. Foucault, 1961/1984). He argued that 

such processes operated through, and were mediated by, 'discourses' about 

concepts such as 'insanity'. Foucault's discourses, something like 

Moscovici's 'sysfems of va/ues, /deas and pracf/ces', thereby constrain what 

it is possible to say, or think, or do (Foucault, 1975/1977, 1976/1990). 

In this way although Foucault begins from consideration of large scale social 

institutions, a long way from the 'structuring of mind' which is the starting 

point for SCIVI theorists such as Fishbein, his theory is nonetheless relevant 

to concerns about the relationships between 'what people say and think' and 

'what they do'. 

^1 am not suggesting that Foucault exploited developments in mathematics! However this mathematical 
model perhaps elucidates some of the structural insight of Foucault's theoretical development and may 
make it more accessible to quantitative psychologists. 
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Moreover Foucault (1961/1984) further observed that such 'discourses' were 

mutable, as exemplified by shifts in ways of talking about the 'insane' over 

previous centuries (for example from 'sub human' to 'sick human'). From 

this he argued that any discourse could be 'resisted', so that not only were 

people constructed and constrained by prevailing discourses (for example by 

being subjectively positioned as 'sick human') but they could also, through 

discursive means, challenge and contribute to the re-construction of any 

discourse (Foucault, 1988)^^. 

On this account discourse theory already meets some of the criteria 

identified for the present research, such as a consideration of variability, 

mutability and change. Foucault's interest was primarily the social and 

political implications of discourse, and the associated 'possibilities' afforded 

people. Since any dominant discourse tends to be experienced as 'taken for 

granted' 'common sense' a relevant strategy here is to document this 

'common sense' and thus demonstrate that things could be otherwise (a 

process often referred to as de-construction). 

From this a premise of the present research would be that documenting 

'ordinary talk' about sexual relationships might reveal those "ways of talking' 

that contribute more or less to safe(r) sex. 

For psychology however there is also a subtle shift, to a primary focus on 

the 'individual', and the implications for a 'person' of this notion that they use 

and are 'used by' discourses. 

Henriques et al. (1984) were amongst the earliest researchers to introduce 

^ h i s section Is necessarily a gross simplification of Foucaulfs much more subtle and complex 
theorising. I seek here merely to surface some concepts which seem key to its subsequent adoption and 
development within psychology. 
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discourse theory into British psychology and neatly combined both the 

political and the psychological, using discourse theory to deconstruct the 

notion of an individual as 'a subject' in psychology, thereby exploring the 

concept of 'subjectivity' at the same time as challenging the very subject of 

the discipline. In part this was with the intent of shifting psychological 

theorising to address some 'moral science' issues, such as how to take 

account of 'minority' positions. (The previous bias in psychology towards 

research based on, and about, the white middle class male, a /le/af/ve/y 

homogeneous population, perhaps explains how a 'nomothetic' model held 

up for so long.) 

Particularly pertinent to the present research is one of Hollway's 

contributions to that volume, where she explores the potential 'subjectivities' 

afforded by different discourses of sexuality. Analysing transcripts of 

interviews and conversations with a number of men and women who were 

all in heterosexual 'couple' relationships she identified three discrete, more 

or less organised, discourses about sexuality. These were: 'male sex drive', 

roughly premised on the notion that men 'need' sex; 'have/hold', roughly 

premised on the notion that women need to find a man to settle down and 

raise a family; and 'permissive', roughly premised on the liberalising notions 

of the early and mid twentieth century (see eg. Russell, 1936/1979) that sex 

is in general a good healthy pursuit and as appropriate for single women as 

for single men (Hollway, 1984). 

Hollway illustrated how the 'subjective positionings' afforded by the different 

discourses were often contradictory. For example in the male sex drive 

discourse she argues the only position for a woman is 'object' of man's 

(temporary) desire, whereas in the 'have/hold' discourse a woman has a 

more active positioning, and seeks a more permanent relationship. Hollway 

also points out that these contradictory subjectivities can be 'in use' 

simultaneously. For example a woman may interpret the move into a new 

relationship in the latter discourse, but subsequently discover that her 
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partner understood it in the former. Not only can this present a dislocation in 

the woman's subjective experience, but in the context of the present 

research, if intercourse has occurred It may account for conflicting 

interpretations of the use, or not, of contraception or protection. 

Subsequently and independently Wight (1996) identified very similar, though 

subtly different, discourses of sexuality in the talk of young men living in a 

housing estate on the outskirts of Glasgow. He found a very similar 

'permissive' discourse, but a variant on the 'have/hold' discourse which he 

had labelled 'romantic', and in which men were perceived as more 'active' in 

pursuing such a relationship than allowed in Hollway's account. He also 

Identified a variant of the 'male sex drive' discourse which he labelled 

'predatory', since in the young men's accounts there was far more emphasis 

on competition and 'scoring', than on any 'biological necessity'. 

The divergences In these discourses reinforce the notion of the 'relativity' in 

the accounting" of any behaviours, and so the 'relativity' of discourses. Yet 

the presence of such very similar discourses amongst quite disparate and 

geographically separated groups suggests they have some persistence and, 

contrary to the implications of some 'realist' critiques, have some kind of 

existence beyond the creative imagination of the discourse analyst. 

Wight (1996) also provides a telling example of how different tags relating to 

young women ('slags' or 'nice girls') are associated with distinct discourses. 

It Illustrates how the young men can use discourse selectively to 'construct' 

someone in a particular way so that as a result the 'young women' come to 

be 'constructed by' the subjective positionings afforded by the discourse they 

are situated into af fAe f/me. A discursive analysis helps uncover how the 

persistence of such 'labelling' (or 'being subjectively positioned') is variable. 

Lees (1993) has discussed the possibilities and limitations of resisting such 

^̂ 1 use this expression intentionally as a shorthand to denote that any 'accounf of behaviour will typically 
encompass some attempt to justify, or 'account for' it, in the 'recounting'. 
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a construction. 

Finally Wight (1996) also identified a 'not interested' discourse. A comment 

after mention of this in a seminar revealed an unsettling discursive 

construction of the subjectivity of 'those who research sex'; 'I'm glad you put 

up that 'not interested' discourse - at least you don't think eve/yone is sex 

mad'! However this example also illustrates how recording, and thus to 

some extent deconstructing, 'taken for granted' discourses provides a useful 

basis for discussion and further interpretation, and space for 'resistance', not 

least by the introduction of alternative explanation. It may even provide a 

site for 'explication' or making the implicit explicit (see section 1.1.6.2, 

'Implicit / explicit thinking' above). 

These various examples illustrate some of the key themes and concerns of 

a discursive analysis, as well as something of how such an approach might 

be applied to talk of sexuality. I will return to some of these dominant 

discourses of sexuality from time to time. 

GemeaAogy - sources 

Foucault's 'genealogical' method of exploring changes in discourse through 

history, or history through changes in discourse (Ramazanoglu, 1993, page 

18), is exemplified in the discussion of discourses of 'insanity' above. (It 

also partly informs the structure of the present chapter, where I seek, by 

illustrating something of the interplay of competing strands in the discourses 

of psychological theory and method, to make clearer some of the distinctions 

and overlaps between the main 'competing paradigms' under consideration. 

However the treatment here makes no claims to be comprehensive.) 

Within psychology Wetherell and Potter (1992) use a genealogical approach 

to explore how turns in a contemporary discussion of 'race' can be traced 

back to earlier discourses which have, at some time, been more, or less, 
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coherent and comprehensive. They have proposed the expression 

'interpretative repertoires' in preference to 'discourses' (Potter and Wetherell, 

1987) primarily to emphasise the 'active' use of discourse, but it also 

captures something of the way that fragments' of discourse 'in use' often 

appear somewhat separated from any more comprehensive source. 

The need to consider the implications of such minutiae arises from the shift, 

in psychology, from 'discourses' as they appear in the broad sweep of 

history, to an interest in their more fragmentary appearance (and effects) in 

'day to day' talk. Some practical implications of both genealogy and the shift 

in perspective are explored in Chapter 2. 

f .2.1.3 

From the outset Foucault was interested in the mafena/ implications of 

'discourse', through its role in 'disciplining bodies', as in the discussion of the 

wider effects of a discourse of insanity, above, to the state justification of 

'the right to fa/ce life or /ef live' (Foucault, 1976/1990, page 136). On other 

occasions he discussed the organisation of 'bio-power" in the interests of 

industry (see Rabinow, 1984). 

Yardley (1997) has pointed out that it is this engagement with 'materiality' 

which makes discourse theory particularly relevant in the context of health 

psychology, going so far as to suggest a renaming of the approach to 

'material discourse'. This does have the advantage of 'making explicit' (more 

of) the scope of the theory, lest researchers of a more 'realist' persuasion 

might incline to dismiss it cursorily by interpreting a theory labelled 

'discourse' as 'merely about talk'. 

Yardley subsequently discusses how embracing a material discursive 

epistemology requires us to be aware of both the material influences on our 

discursive products (here for example it is the advent of HIV which has 
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generated funding which in turn has led to some 'academic respectability' for 

research about sexuality) and the material ramifications of our academic 

discourses (what will people do with what we publish). However, whilst 

acknowledging those considerations (which are explored further in Chapters 

2 and 3), the primary focus of the present research will be the 'material 

ramifications of "everyday" discourses'. 

At a more 'personal' level we can see how a discursive analysis can often 

deconstruct a 'physicalist' account of sexuality. For example Oscar Wilde 

was incarcerated in London in the early twentieth century, not due to any 

predisposing p/iys/o/ogy of homosexuality, but rather due to a particular 

(//scourse abouf homosexuality prevalent at the time. 

Thus a further premise of the present research is that the scope of discourse 

theory has the capacity to encompass the 'material' (through such potentially 

diverse concerns as persuasive talk, physical coercion, the more or less 

consensual coupling of bodies, and the very materiality of a condom) 

moreover whilst still maintaining some psychological focus on the 'personal'. 

Compfex^ amd pmcess 

However, the relation between a person and a discourse is not simple. 

Discourses can be regarded as both constraining and enabling. First they 

are 'constraining' in that they restrict the possible understandings of events 

and concepts (see eg. Harre and Gillett, 1994). Here discourse is the 

'taken-for-granted' understandings of life, with the implication at the extreme 

that people may be 'trapped' by, or within, particular discursive worlds; that 

there is for them, no other conceivable way of thinking about the issue in 

question. Second, discourses are 'enabling' in that they afford (diverse) 

possible ways of being. Harr6 and Gillett (1994) have argued that the 

presence of more than one discourse affords the possibility of some agency 

in selecting where and how to situate oneself, though Hoilway (1984) is 
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more inclined to emphasise that any apparent 'choice' of subjectivity can 

often be more 'apparent' than 'real'. 

The 'changing the subject' enterprise, and the gradual take-up of this new 

understanding of 'what psychology is', is of course in itself an example of 

competing discourses - and of the ever present possibility of 'resisting' a 

dominant discourse^® (see Foucault 1976/1990, Ramazanoglu 1993, Bordo 

1993). 

Something of the nature of the transmission and complexity of, and 

resistance to, discourses is captured nicely in the by now (in)famous Larkin 

poem about parenting: 

r/?ey A/c/c you up, your mum and dad. 

TV̂ ey may nof mean fo, buf f/?ey do. 

T77ey #// you f/?e /au/fs f/)ey Aad 

/\nd add some exfra, yusf /or you. 

8uf fAey were /uc/red up m fAe/r fur/? 

By /bo/s /n o/d-sfy/e /)afs and coafs, 

14/7)0 /?a/f f/)e f/me ivere soppy-sfern 

/\nd /?a/f af one anofAer's fAmafs. 

Man /lands on m/se/y /o man. 

// deepens ///re a coasfa/ s/7e//: 

Gef ouf as ea/Yy as you can, 

/And donY /7a ye any W s yourse/f 

(Larkin, 1974/1991, page 30.) 

The poem also nicely exemplifies that discourses go well beyond words. 

The impact of what is told to and done fo you has a 'material' impact on 

^®Successful in this case - The BPS no longer finds the term 'subject' acceptable (see 'No more 
'subjects", The Psychologist, 10(7), p293, July 1997). 
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what you do in turn - and the suggested resistance here is also 'material': 

'cfonY Aaye any W s youfse/f. 

Of course one might wish to resist the pessimism of the poem. Or travel 

with Larkin in his rhetorical (in this case ironic) undermining of pessimism? 

This is perhaps an example of what Foucault meant by the possibility of 

resistance being ever-present vv/fAm a discourse - Larkin does not have to 

step outside the discourse of 'it was all my parents' fault' to render it an 

ineffectual 'excuse'. 

Billig et al. (1988) have argued that the interplay between rhetoric and 

dilemma are key to understanding the acf/wfy of thinking (see also Chapter 

2), and the role of rhetoric in the 'art' of persuasion has been understood 

since ancient times. It was a compulsory academic topic for ancient Greek 

youths, and was perhaps most clearly exemplified by Shakespeare with 

Mark Anthony's '/ come fo bufy Caesac nof fo p/a/se A/m However 

there is no mention of rhetoric in Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) long 

discussion of attitude change. Conversely discourse theory provides a 

language and framework which may enable some integration of 'old 

knowledge' into the findings of contemporary psychology. 

Unlike attitude theory, a discourse analysis enables us to explore the more 

difficult world of meanings and uncertainty (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). 

Ofscoufse and (he TiRA 

I have identified many dimensions on which Discourse Theory appears to 

offer more than Social Cognition Models such as the TRA. 

Nonetheless TRA based research does sometimes deliver research which 

'juAus Caesar, Act 3, Scene 2, lines 74ff, Alexander, 1974, page 986. 
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appears to account for variance in both behavioural intention and outcome. 

However in the light of the present outline of a discursive analysis I return to 

my introductory argument that, from a discourse theoretic perspective, TRA 

survey based studies provide more or less 'predictive' results depending on 

the extent to which they survey a 'coherent' social group, who, for the 

behaviour under examination, share a single but dichotomous 'discourse' 

about that behaviour, and where this discourse has been uncovered in the 

pilot investigation for the survey in question, and reflected in the test items 

on the questionnaire. 

A part of this argument has already been addressed in the critique of the 

TRA. But one might also consider the TRA model as a means of recording 

a 'snapshot' of one person in the midst of the dynamic complexity of life: a 

record of what is salient to them at an instant in time. It can only be usefully 

generalisable to the extent that such salient concerns are persistent and 

shared by others. The TRA survey perhaps becomes a wide angled shot so 

that we can discover to what extent anyone else is 'wearing the same 

uniform'. Unlike the wide angled shot, if they are not wearing the same 

uniform (the items in the questionnaire are not relevant to them) the TRA 

survey tells us nothing of what they are wearing, nothing of what /s salient to 

No analytic model can represent the whole of the original dynamism and 

complexity of life, nor would it be useful if it could, but discourse theory 

perhaps provides a framework to help us pick out some of the strands and 

explore their implications for the overall pattern of the fabric. 

Discourse theory enables us to shift the focus from the TRA's 'can you 

measure 'how it is' at the time of a specific behaviour?' to: 'What 

constellations of ideas are around in society that may have informed 'how it 

is'?' 'What is the genesis of this constellation of ideas - their genealogy?' 
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'What 'argumentative' processes (internal as well as external) draw together 

particular themes and fragments from these various constellations of ideas 

to produce the 'how it is' that the TRA may be 'measuring'?' 

Eiser eschews the concept of 'discourse'^" yet it is intriguingly analogous to 

his concept, discussed above (see section 1.1.6,"... accepf f/ie dynam/cs 

...'), of sharing 'prepositional knowledge' through an interconnected network 

which extends externally, beyond interpersonal communication. 

However in that earlier discussion I explored how this 'external' knowledge is 

necessarily 'explicit' ('propositional' in Eiser's terms) and therefore is unable 

to carry much of the nuance and subtlety of some of our more implicit 

'thinking'. This constraint must necessarily transfer to much of what 

constitutes 'discourse'. I have identified in the preceding account some 

spaces where a discursive analysis might hope to make what is 'implicit' 

explicit, or where such analysis might at least reveal where something 

implicit has some 'effect'. However at the outset it is pertinent to consider 

that not everything will necessarily yield to a discursive analysis. In 

subsequent chapters I will suggest this may in part explain the 'shift to 

psychodynamics' prevalent amongst discourse theorists (see Chapter 2). 

It is also the case that 'making explicit' has effects; for example, as 

discussed earlier, losing much of the subtlety of a concept's origins. This is 

associated to a process which has been discussed elsewhere as 'reification' 

- the turning of what is transitory and perhaps 'nebulous' into a 'thing'. 

Making 'a discourse' explicit inevitably suffers many of the worst effects of 

this 'reification'. 

"1996 seminar presentation at the University of Southampton, 
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This can be further compounded through particular usage of new terms: 

talking, for example, of 'the have/hold discourse', even when discussing the 

many and various ways 'it' occurs. IVIore appropriate would be to refer to 

'discourse about have/hold aspects of relationships, and more especially 

sexual relationships' - but of course this becomes so unwieldy as to be 

counter productive. So although one can mitigate the effects of reification to 

some extent through the use of sufficient circumlocution and caveat, this is 

neither always possible, nor usually in the best interests of the reader. 

Again one can only hope that making such considerations 'explicit' will go 

some way towards mitigating their effects. 

More opf/m/sf/ca/Zy one m/gAf anf/c/pafe f/?8f /s fA/s ye/y process of 'ma/ong 

exp/zc/r IV/7/C/7 bnngs our f/?ougf/7fs, and oCAer mof/i/af/ons under 

some mone "voMona/' confmA 

Having identified sufficient grounds to pursue a discourse theoretic 

approach, I will identify, in Chapter 2, some of the material which exists as a 

potential resource for researching the genealogy of discourses, though 

space limits what is possible in this respect in the present thesis. 

I will then discuss some of the techniques available for exploring discourse 

through texts, and some of their implications. 

In Chapter 3 I will consider the potential of discourse theory as a basis for 

cumulative research and possibilities of intervention, before moving on to 

consider the background to some of the more content specific concerns of 

the present research. 
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Having established that the present research will adopt a broadly social 

constructionist approach with a primarily discursive emphasis it becomes 

necessary to establish what other research might be relevant, and what 

techniques are available for the analysis. 

In this chapter I first introduce the range of extant material potentially 

relevant to illuminating discourses of sex and sexuality. Space has limited 

this introduction, but the main purpose of its inclusion here is to indicate 

something of the 'shape' of the range of material available. 

IVIaintaining the focus on msearcA/ng strategies for risk reduction, rather 

more attention is then given to a range of techniques that have been used 

for analysing texts, and a discussion of the extent to which they may be 

relevant here. 

This is followed by a discussion of the rather limited guidance available for 

conducfmg specifically discourse analytic research, and a note about one 

limitation of this approach which is apparent from the outset. 

In Chapter 3 I will discuss more specifically how points raised here will 

inform the methodology of studies reported in Chapters 4 through 6. 
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2.1 Text based analyses of sex, sexuality and sexual heaNh 

Although 'sex' (except as a 'gender" variable in experimental work) 

disappeared from acacfem/c psychology for most of the twentieth century, 

Freudian and post-Freudian schools of psychodynamics ensured it did not 

disappear from psychology entirely, and a series of 'sexologists' from 

Havelock-Ellis (Ellis, 1913), through Kinsey (Kinsey et al. 1948) and Masters 

and Johnson (1966), to more recent and contemporary practitioners such as 

Kaplan (1974), Bancroft (1989) and Tiefer (1995) and populists such as 

Friday (1991/1992) and Hite (1993/1994) have maintained a general 

literature, and some research focus, in this area. 

Sex has always been a topic of interest in popular culture, though here, as 

Zilbergeld (1980) has noted, accounts have as often been fantastical as 

useful. 

Some relevant academic research can be found in sociological, historical 

and gender identity theory texts: both homosexuality and feminist, and more 

recently 'masculinisf, theory literature. Overall these literatures more often 

pursue a specific political agenda, but since the advent of AIDS awareness 

in the early nineteen eighties all have included some more specifically 

sexual themes. They also include a number of texts which provide some 

useful 'historical' background (eg Coveney et al., 1984, Jeffreys, 1985) which 

are a potential resource to help identify something of the genealogy of 

contemporary discursive themes. 

It was not until the nineteen eighties, and the shift in public discourse about 

sexual behaviour, related in many respects to the recognition of the sexual 

transmission route of AIDS, that 'sex' reappeared as a topic in academic 

psychology journals, ^/luch of the 'conventional' psychological research in 

this area (in the sense of being published in 'core' journals, for example the 

British Journal of Psychology, the British Journal of Social Psychology or the 
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European Journal of Social Psychology) is based on the models of social 

cognition discussed in Chapter 1. This approach is also popular in journals 

of health psychology. Although it comprises a substantial body of research it 

seems unsatisfactory in many respects as discussed in Chapter 1, and given 

the limitations discussed there, a catalogue of findings from SCM research 

would be of rather limited value, though some relevant findings are 

mentioned in Chapter 1. 

The body of research of most interest here arises at something of an 

intersection between more discursive schools within psychology and work 

from within sociology and gender theory. In the former I include work such 

as that of Hollway (eg 1984, 1989) and Wight (1996) introduced in Chapter 

1. Because the present research is based exclusively within the context of 

'heterosex' (for some contrasting explorations of heterosexuality see eg. 

Segal, 1994, Connell, 1995, Ussher, 1997) the field has been narrowed a 

little by taking only a limited account of the literature grounded in 

homosexuality, though some work from within this domain has influenced 

detail of both the interview schedules and subsequent analyses (eg Gold, 

1993, Gold et al. 1992, Flowers et al. 1996) as discussed in Chapter 3 and 

subsequent chapters. 

However the work that has most informed the approach of the present 

research, depending on textual, though not quite discursive, analyses of in 

depth interview accounts of sexual experience, is that of the WRAP 

(Women's Risk and Aids Project) group (eg. Holland et al., 1991, 1992a, 

1992b, 1994) and Ingham's ESRC funded project^ (eg Ingham et al., 1991, 

1992, Woodcock et al. 1992). The focus of work from the two groups has 

been slightly different, with the WRAP group exhibiting a particular interest in 

'power relationships' and Ingham's group a particular interest in concepts of 

rationality. They are not the only researchers to take such an approach 

Ĝrant no. XA44250012 to R.I. 
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(more recently Gavey et al., 1999, have reported some particularly relevant 

work) but have a particularly strong overlap with the interests of the research 

here. However most of the research in this area has been with 'young 

people' (typically age 16 to 25) which has in part prompted the focus on an 

older age group in the present research, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

^/lore conventionally at this point one might expect a more detailed review of 

this literature. However partly because the relevant literature is so wide, and 

partly because of the specific second focus here on research methods, 

space precludes any further review of the sex/sexuality literature. 

Nonetheless relevant texts are referred to throughout, as required in the 

presentation and discussion of the data. 
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2.2 Analysing Texts - Discoveiina a Dbcourse for a ifaamentl 

Given ttie fluid, dynamic and contestable nature of 'discourses' any attempt 

to document them is inevitably open to the charge of inappropriate 

reification. However even a brief outline of Hollway's identification of three 

discourses of sexuality illustrate that one can first capture something 

'communicable' about a discourse^, even one as fragmentary as the 'male 

sex drive', and then use such outlines to illuminate other psychological 

processes, such as conflicting interpretations of presence or absence of 

'relationship' in a sexual encounter. 

2.2.1 What is a Text ? 

The next question must be 'where does one look' for such discourses?' 

especially since I have argued that they are perhaps at their most powerful 

when being 'used' to 'do' something - be that to persuade someone to a 

course of action, justify a previous action or whatever. Yet to some extent 

this is perhaps when discourse is at its most fluid, and most difficult to 

identify. At the other extreme discourse can become rigidly codified - as for 

example when it is codified into the legal system. Stevens has analysed a 

part of this process in her study of the House of Lords debate on revisions 

to the 1993 Education Act (see Ingham and Kirkland, 1997a) and illustrates 

both the fluidity of the process of use of various discourses in the course of 

the debate, and the resultant fixing' of a particular discourse about 'parental 

rights' (and much more) in an eventual amendment to the act. 

Foucault studied very broad canvases to develop his notion of discourse, 

exploring both the discourses implied by institutional structures and their 

effects on 'people' at a micro level. Psychologists such as Hollway (eg 

1989) and Potter and Wetherell (1987) have tended to explore discourse at 

^Of course the great difRculty here is documenting discourse without 'reifying' it - see discussion later 
in this chapter. 
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the more detailed interactional level of interview, discussion and 

conversation - but analysing this data against the wider social background, 

drawing on sources as varied as legislative practice, historical documents, 

and literature. On these bases 'text' becomes a very broad term, 

encompassing institutional structures and practices, formal works of art and 

literature, ephemeral writings from newspapers, magazines and journals 

through to GUIVI (genito-urinary medicine) health awareness pamphlets, 

including say, any kind of advertisement for condoms'. 

Yet 'text' also includes words used by people - albeit, for research purposes, 

the focus is then often limited to specific interviews or conversations which 

have been intentionally recorded, and usually transcribed, with all the 

resultant gains and losses from the dynamics of the original encounter. 

Since the analytic approach used by discourse theorists tends to be 

somewhat eclectic, and selective, and ultimately may focus as much on what 

is nof said as on what is said, and comments mosf about what is /mp//ed, it 

can appear arbitrary, haphazard and uninformed. For this reason I want 

briefly to review a variety of other approaches to the analysis of texts, and 

the strengths and limitations of each of these, by way of explaining and 

justifying discourse analysis - as well as highlighting /fs strengths and 

limitations. 

2.2.2 Conversation Analysis 

Austin's theory of Speech Acts (1962) reinforced the growing realisation 

amongst psychologists that language was about more than words. It was 

becoming increasingly evident that whilst the neat dissection of language 

into syntax and semantics was extremely useful for many purposes, there 

"Perhaps including such items as the large condom machine, clearly labelled 'Durex' in large letters on 
all sides, which in summer 1997 was positioned centrally by the main entrance in the main foyer of the 
Students' Union building at Southampton University. 
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was much remaining beyond these to the successful use of language. 

Brown and Yule (1984) provide a useful summary of many of the further 

issues explored over the next two or three decades (providing in their 

preface a broad outline of four further usages of the label 'discourse 

analysis' beyond those discussed in this thesis). Psycholinguistic issues 

which they review range from the complexities of the successful use of 

referents, both within and between sentences, further complicated in 'natural' 

speech by the complexities of shared referents between speakers, through 

the complexities of the overall 'shaping' of a story (thematisation and 

'staging') to some tentative speculation on the usage of 'background 

information' and inference. 

A particularly illuminating reference in this collection is to Grice's (1975) 

notion of 'the co-operative principle' - the simple, but powerful, observation 

that the reason we can find our way' through the jungle of language, with 

whatever errors, diversions, incompletions etc. along the way, is that 

ultimately we assume that if someone is speaking to us they are trying to 

communicate something of potential interest to us - and if someone is 

listening to us they will assume we are trying to convey something 

interesting to them - that we will mutually co-operate in trying to 'make 

sense' (see Levinson, 1983 for a more comprehensive discussion). 

Immediately our tolerance (or lack of awareness) of minor language errors 

during conversation becomes a 'non' problem - and the potential difficulties 

of finding formal analyses of speech figures such as metaphor and irony fall 

away - since, if the surface meaning of what is said to us conveys nothing 

new or of value, we will assume the speaker intends to convey more, and 

hence seek 'referents' for the words used until we achieve some kind of 

'patterning' or 'hook' such that what is said does convey something novel or 

of value -or at least 'intelligible' (a notion nicely ironised in the Peter Seller's 

film 'Being There'). 
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Such a complex processing of 'what we hear" may at first seem a chore, 

however, firstly it is not a great step beyond the basic skills essential for 

language use. De Saussure, 1915/1988, has shown that amongst the many 

non-trivial aspects of semantics we must be able to cope with the 

'arbitrariness' of the sign, and Lacan (1957/1988) that we must continuously 

manage a 'sliding' in meanings, h^oscovici (1984) has suggested that 

techniques such as anchoring and objectification enable us to apprehend 

new concepts. We may at some level crave simple and consistent 

definitions, but we seem well enough equipped to deal with considerably 

more fluidity and vaguery in language use. Secondly comes the evidence 

that even from our earliest experience with language we gain considerable 

enyoymenf not only from resolving ambiguities, but from nof/c/ng all the 

potential 'ambiguity' and 'nonsense' of language. Vygotsky (1933/1976) and 

Cazden (1973/1976) have described the enjoyment of children, very early in 

language use, in learning to recognise, and then use, 'punning' - an ongoing 

pleasure exploited in sometimes gross, oftentimes subtle and complex, ways 

by comedians. 

This cursory review^ of a century of research into language (ignoring the 

doubtless valuable contributions of the structuralists such as Chomsky, 

details of debates about language acquisition devices and so forth) is by 

way of providing a minimal rationale to introducing some contemporary 

techniques of the analysis of texts. Psycho-linguists have shown at a 

detailed level that it is not only legitimate, but necessary, to go beyond the 

syntax and semantics of texts to gain access to 'meaning' and 'intent'. The 

value of this work to social psychologists is the provision of additional 'cues' 

to interpreting texts. For some this has provided a basis for more detailed 

exploration of the social processes involved in conversation - for example 

"The concepts are presented here at a very minimal level, and each warrants further development in 
its own right, as well as a review ofthe detailed critiques available. As usual further discussion is precluded 
by word count constraints - but I include some material to indicate the direction of psychological, linguistic 
and philosophical argument I would pursue if called upon to defend this aspect of the methodological 
approach in more detail. 
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the significance of 'pauses', or of what is 'not said', and the complexities of 

analysing such speech turns (again Levinson, 1983, provides a 

comprehensive review, see also Drew, 1995). A detailed analysis of very 

specific use of words, part words and pauses can convey meaning well 

beyond the 'surface' or 'conventional' content of a sentence - a half complete 

utterance may convey far more than a syntactically perfect sentence - the 

former 'hint' may cany weight, where the same meaning conveyed in a 

complete sentence may be socially 'objectionable' and therefore outright 

'rejectable'. 

Potter has commented that 'conversaf/on ana/ys/s currenf/y pmwcfes 

examp/es of mosf ngorous and f/iorougAgo/ng qua//faf/ve /%searc/? /n 

confempom/y soc/a/ sc/ence' (Potter, 1994, page 4). But the point is not 

that discourse analysts can adopt precisely the same techniques, rather that 

they can exploit the findings of conversation analysis. The surface content 

of a dominant discourse may be captured and illuminated by a clear 

statement, perhaps from a legal document, a lecture, or a parent's injunction 

to a child - but the more uncertain and contested boundaries of a discourse 

are more likely to be marked by incompletions and hesitation - so these also 

become aspects of 'texts', especially conversational speech, of interest to 

discourse analysts. Since they possibly indicate heightened sensitivity, 

nervousness, ambiguity and so forth, they might be argued to mark issues of 

maximal concern to the speaker, and hence the points of greatest interest to 

discourse analysts. 

In summary, my argument is that conversation analysis provides us with 

techniques to highlight where 'something interesting seems to be going on' -

and with some insights into interpreting the kinds of process that might be 

'going on' - though with no hard and fast laws of analysis. 

2.2.3 Content Analysis 
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Conversation analysis is clearly concerned to some extent with the 'content" 

of 'texts', but the emphasis is on 'process'. 'Content analysis' is a term 

which I wrote confidently as a heading, then had some difficulty finding 

specific references. However a typical example can be found in Millward 

(1995) in the context of analysing focus group transcripts in Breakwell et al.'s 

(1995) handbook of 'Research MefAods m PsycAo/ogy". Her description is 

then referenced from several other chapters in the same volume. The term 

seems conveniently to encapsulate an aspect present in all text analysis, but 

described under various headings depending on the research approach 

adopted (eg. Smith, 1995 pages 18-23 'qualitative analysis'). I want to use it 

to subsume the concern with what the text is 'about', what is the 'topic', and 

so on. The precise focus of such analysis can vary markedly with the intent 

of the research. In practice all the approaches discussed below start with 

some kind of 'content' analysis, and there are many more approaches than 

discussed here (see for example, Holland et al., 1992b for a discussion of 

the use of 'semantic networks' by the WRAP group). 

There are just a few general comments to make about 'content' analysis. 

One is to note its somewhat 'arbitrary' nature. Whatever the approach (and 

this is as true of quantitative as qualitative approaches) the researcher must 

make some initial decisions as to what 'topics' might be interesting, and how 

to 'seek them out' from the text. The starting point will to some extent be 

pre-empted by the research question, and an initial attempt will have been 

made to select texts because they are already in some way to 

address relevant topics. If the texts are interview transcripts, or equivalent, 

they will have been created to address relevant topics (even the most 'open' 

interviews start with some kind of research question). 

In subsequent sections I will discuss some differences in how this process 

proceeds, but in nearly every case further reading of the text(s) will lead to 

the identification of new topics' of interest, mostly on the basis that the 

researcher(s) 'notice' something of apparent further interest - some 
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unexpected concept which seems to recur, some patterning of argument, or 

whatever. The amount of text which is considered to be a 'unit of interest' 

will again vary depending on the approach taken. What is generally 

common though is that whatever constitutes these units they will be 'tagged' 

or 'coded' in some way, to allow more ready manipulation of the data. 

At the simplest level such 'coding' will be a tagging and count of the 

occurrence of specific words, or of groups of 'synonymous' words (though 

again note that the researcher will be required to justify any such grouping). 

The advantage of such content analysis is that it facilitates the noting and 

recording of prevalence, absence and patterns of association of concepts. 

(Millward, 1995, suggests that content analysis can be qualitative, 

quantitative or 'structural'.) 

2.2.4 Identifying themes and topics 

A straightforward way of organising and reporting the interpretation of 

'content' of texts is to group the concepts which emerge into some kind of 

theme(s). This approach has a long and respectable history, being more or 

less that adopted by William James in his organisation of anecdotal material 

to explore issues of social and psychological interest (eg 1902/1982, The 

Varieties of Religious Experience), but also adopted by noteworthy 

experimental social psychologists such as Asch (1955) and Milgram (1963) 

when reporting the introspective debriefing accounts of their 'subjects'. 

Thematic analysis minimally requires the researcher to justify the themes 

reported as relevant and to provide some kind of 'evidence' for their 

existence. This is usually achieved by reference back to 'content analysis', 

perhaps drawing on quotations from the source to illustrate the themes. 

More recently a number of more formal approaches to such analysis have 

been developed, and I now review just a few of these, to emphasise some 
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strengths (especially where they might be incorporated into a discursive 

analytic approach), and some limitations (to explain why other approaches 

might be more useful). 

2.2.5 Grounded Theory 

One of the more rigorous techniques for the interpretation of texts has been 

developed under the banner of Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, 

Strauss and Corbin, 1990). An early premise of this approach was that the 

emphasis within psychology on the rigorous testing of deductive hypotheses 

was premature, since there had not been sufficient attention paid to initial 

data gathering to support adequate theory development and hence warrant 

hypothesis generation. Glaser and Strauss proposed a more rigorous 

methodology for the inductive, theory generation, phase of research^ 

'd/recfed fowa/icf /mprovmg soc/a/ sc/enf/sfs' capac/f/es /br generafmg fAeo/y" 

in order to Ye/ease energ/es fAeonzmg (Aaf are now /mzen by fAe undue 

empAas/s or? ven^caf/on' (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, page vii, cited in Bartlett 

& Payne, 1997, pages 178-9). 

A somewhat simplistic overview of the methodology is that, starting with no 

preconceptions, the researcher will read the text(s) marking any concepts 

which occur. These will subsequently be grouped in categories. This does 

not differ greatly from the process of content analysis discussed above. The 

rigour of the approach is evinced in three further steps. 

Having identified some potential categories the texts are then re-searched to 

identify any further concepts which might belong to this category. 

Having confirmed the category as of interest further texts are sought and 

°lt should be noted though that the technique described involves considerable testing' of the proposed 
'theory' against the source data, which has led some (eg. O'Connell Davidson & Layder, 1994, page 47) 
to argue that the theory generate / theory test distinction begins to blur, whilst Hood (1996) has argued that 
it is rather a process of abduction' (an iteration of induction / deduction). 
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searched for further concepts within the same category, until 'category 

saturation' is achieved - that is, no further variety of concept can be found in 

this area. The process for this further search is based on 'theoretical 

sampling' guided by the concepts and categories already discovered. At 

'saturation' it is argued that all variation in this conceptual area has been 

discovered. 

'Validity' of concepts and categories is maintained through the technique of 

'constant comparison' - so concepts and categories are continuously 

checked against each other, and against novel examples from the same, 

and other, texts (Charmaz, 1995). Perhaps one of the most useful insights 

of this approach is that texts are also searched for evidence of 

the concepts and categories. 

Having identified all the variety of concepts and categories of interest the 

relationships between them are explored, and they are re-arranged to be 

presented as the 'theory'. 

This approach has been very popular amongst social psychologists, and 

especially health psychologists, I suspect primarily because it adopts a 

number of procedures which appear to satisfy the demands of empirical 

positivism, and which therefore gain for interpretive research a gloss of 

conventional respectability in the psychological mainstream. More 

constructively, the fecAn/ques of Grounded Theory are a well documented 

approach to exploring the expenence of illness. 

However, from a discursive perspective Grounded Theory seems to make 

many 'universalist' claims for what are perhaps at best transitory phenomena 

and at worst illusory. I wish to explore some of these, not with the intent of 

undermining grounded theory based research, much of which is both 

admirable in its execution and fruitful in its findings. IVIy aim here is rather 

secondarily to argue for some restraint in the claims of 'generalisability' of 
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such research, but primarily to highlight how the claims of discourse analysis 

are different. 

Charmaz has celebrated that f/7eo/y ca/9 be used by 

researchers w/70 subscnbe fo rea//sf, ob/ecf/wsf assumpf/ons as we// as by 

f/?ose W//70 subscnbe fo /nfe/prefaf/ye, consfrucf/on/sf perspecf/ves' 

(Charmaz, 1995, page 31), arguing that the former (positivist) lead to studies 

from the 'outside' relying more on the observer's concerns whereas the latter 

(hermeneutic?) rely on knowledge from the 'inside', portraying the 

participants' lives and voices (ethnomethodological?) (ibid ). Such claims 

inevitably lead one to suspect a degree of epistemological fudge', and 

indeed the literature records some heated debate. 

The first question must be the relationship of the researcher to the data. 

The original emphasis was on the /nducf/ve aspect of the research, and 

researchers were encouraged to 

'go ouf /nfo f/?e /ye/d /?av/ng rev/ewed f/?e ex/sf/ng 

//ferafure. 77?/s /s a coro//ary of fbe /nducf/ve nafure of 

grDt/nc/ed f/feo/y and fAe des/ne fo bonfam/nafe o/7e's e/Tb/f 

fo generate concepts /mm fbe dafa m/b preconce/ved concepts 

//?a/ may nof rea//y /7f... r/?e danger /s /o /brce f/?e dafa //? f/7e 

wrong d/recf/on /f one /s foo /mbued w/f/7 concepts /mm /be 

///era/um' (G/asec Y976, page SY/ (Bartlett & Payne, 1997, 

page 181) 

A not un-common cry of grounded theory practitioners is 'See! It's there in 

the data!' Bartlett & Payne (1997) cite Levy (1981) who has commented on 

premature separation of data and theory, and 'ca///ng da/a "/ac/'". From a 

discursive perspective there is clearly a problem with the notion that, 'imbued 

with concepts from the literature' or not, one could read any/b/ng without 

bringing along personal concepts which might be different from those of the 
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'speakers' of the texts. This seems partly to be recognised by Glaser, who 

adds that 

'w/Aen read/ng /or A/s [sic] researc/?, fAe ana/ysf sAou/d read /or 

/deas' which will 'ma/ce one fAeoref/ca/Zy sens/f/ye, and... ma/ce 

f/7e ana/ysf sens/f/Ve fo w/Zvaf Ae may d/scoyer /n /?/s dafa' 

(Glaser, 1978, cited in Bartlett & Payne, 1997, page 181). 

Yet Bartlett and Payne go on to argue that 

T/?e s M of grounded fAeonsf //es m readmp amund f/?e 

prp/ecf //? 0/%/er fo become f/)eoref/ca/^ sens/f/ye, w/?//e af f/)e 

same f/me pAenomeno/og/ca/// "b/ac/cef/np' spec/^c fbeoref/ca/ 

/cnoMz/edge wMe acfua/Zypedbrm/ng f/?e ana/ys/s.' (ibid., page 

181) 

This account seems to highlight the ambivalence of grounded theory 

practitioners about the inter-relationship between researcher, concepts and 

texts. Charmaz notes that Tbe ba/Zmarfc of grounded fAeo/y sW/es cons/sfs 

of f/7e researcher denv/ng /?/s or /ler ana/yf/c cafegones d/recf/y /rom f/?e 

dafa, nof /mm preconce/ved concepts or/7ypof/?eses' (Charmaz, 1995, page 

32). At one level we are told the concepts 'emerge' from the text (O'Connell 

Davidson & Layder, 1994, page 47), in some sense 'real' and 'immutable'. 

Yet at another level there is the practical / pragmatic recognition that 

familiarity with other concepts might change a reading. Furthermore, for 

many grounded theorists this 'change' seems to be perceived as some kind 

of 'contamination' which must, and can be avoided. From a discourse 

perspective the situation is a little different. The notion of the researcher 

'stepping outside of or 'bracketing' their knowledge, theoretical or otherwise, 

is not a possibility. I can only start to understand what someone is telling 

me about any topic area from the basis of what I already know about it, 
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however 'rich', or however limited, that is". On the other hand I can through 

discussion and other means gain access to alternative discourses. 

Charmaz notes this possibility of 'learning' new meanings, but with a strange 

'positivist' gloss: 

'Here / adopf pos/Wsf assumpf/on /s f/?e reseamAer's 

respons/b/Z/fy fo //nd /s YAere' and fAaf /f /s poss/b/e fo do 

so because we a/ready sAare or can /earn fo s/7are fbe 

/anguage and mean/ngs of fbose we sfudy.' (Charmaz, 1995, 

page 34). 

despite having earlier rejected a 'realist' view of categories: 

'G/aser and Sfrai/ss CYgGZ, /n?p/y /n fbe/r ea/Yy wor/cs f/7af 

fbe cafegones /nbere /n f/?e dafa and may even /eap ouf af f/?e 

researcher. / d/sagree.' (Ibid., page 32). 

The notion that there is something 'there' is implicit in the concept of 

'category saturation'. The claim is that if theoretical sampling is completed 

effectively, then one can achieve some kind of 'complete' theory, embracing 

all possible variants. Again this has to be at odds with a discursive analysis, 

where the emphasis is on the dynamic and developing nature of ideas. 

Billig et al. (1988) have noted that seeking data from more sources, far from 

providing the 'confirmatory evidence' lauded by proponents of 'triangulation' 

as a method of confirming theory, is generally characterised by introducing 

more variability for the research to take account of. From a discursive 

perspective even were it conceivable to gather data from all existing 

language users you could still not hope to 'saturate' a category, since even 

as you write people will be devising new concepts. 

^See also the discussion of anchoring' and objectifcation' under social representations theory, below. 
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Again, tlie difficulty seems not to be with the recommended practice. 

Looking as widely as possible for alternative perspectives on a concept 

which appears in the data, and which you wish to discuss, seems a 

particularly useful research technique. The difficulty is only with what it is 

claimed one has achieved through this strategy. Elsewhere I have seen 

grounded theory guidelines which suggest concepts should be discarded if 

they are not present in some minimum portion of the sample data. Again as 

a discourse theorist (particularly one interested in 'relatively infrequent 

occurrences' such as teenage pregnancy, and transmission of HIV) I would 

be concerned with this apparent suppression of minority 'representations'. 

Part of the underlying difficulty is perhaps trying to understand wAose 

meaning or theory is being researched. Bartlett and Payne tend to 

emphasize that like phenomenologists they are 'exp/o/fmg nc/?, 

descnpf/on of Auman expenence and see/ong undersfandmg of a pmb/em 

fArougA a pa/Y/c/panf's own words and /rames of m/erence' (Bartlett and 

Payne, 1997, page 182) At first glance this seems akin to the 

ethnomethodologists seeking to understand participants' own meanings and 

theory (eg Harre and Secord, 1972), but note Bartlett and Payne are 

'seeking understanding fAroug/) a participant's own ...', not of the 

participant's understanding. Similarly O'Connell Davidson and Layder (1994, 

page 46) comment that '/deas wA/c/? beg//? fo exp/a//? fAe be/?av/our of f/?ose 

be/ng sfud/ed w/// sfa/f fo emerge', the emphasis here apparently firmly on 

the researcher's ideas. Charmaz presents a more complex picture 'Unlike 

G/ase/; / assume f/7af fAe mfe/acf/o/? befwee/? fbe /esea/rber a/?d fbe 

researched produces fbe dafa, a/?d fbe/e/bre fbe /neanmgs fbaf f/?e 

fesea/uber observes and de/znes" (Charmaz, 1995, page 35, original 

emphasis). But, according to Charmaz, Glaser holds that significant issues 

are 'there in the field setting' and will be 'readily apparent to the researcher" 

(ibid ). So we have tensions between the 'objective', 'realist', 'there in the 

data' meanings, the discovery and use of parf/c/pa/if's meanings, the 

msea/Tcber's discerned meanings, or the /nufua/ consfri/cf/o/7 described by 
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Charmaz. Surprisingly the one view held in common seems to be that there 

is only one theory to be discovered. 

In contrast, discourse theory would not expect one 'objective' meaning, but 

would anf/c/pafe the multiplicity of meanings present, and, along with 

Charmaz's constructionist view, that some of them would be unknown to the 

researcher(s) prior to the study, but can be learned. However, the emphasis 

would be on use of meanings which might be available, or not, to 

participant(s), researcher(s) or anyone else. Moreover, there might be many 

con/7/cfmg meanings attaching, even to a single 'concept' (consider 'sexual 

partner", and the discourses discussed by Hollway), and these con/7/cfmg 

meanings might be 'held' and used by the same 'participant'. This does not 

preclude, but perhaps seeks to explain, Charmaz's comment that meanings 

and accounts are negof/afed. Even researchers are sometimes aware of 

more than one meaning at a time 'It's like ..., but it's also like ...'. This would 

not preclude seeking patterning or 'organisation' which might suggest the 

presence of a more, or less, coherent discourse, or discourses. 

'Coherent discourse' imply some 'scientific realist' status to 'discourse' 

(ie. like 'gravity' it is a useful label for a rather elusive phenomenon, which 

will do until some better description can be found) but it must be 

remembered that such 'discourses' are but a more or less recognisable and 

coherent 'way of talking' about something. Moreover, the process of 

documenting a discourse to some extent changes it (as is implicit in 

Charmaz's account, above). 

Given the difficulty in describing 'what' counts as a discourse it is perhaps a 

little presumptuous to challenge 'what kind of thing' a 'grounded theory' is. 

However Charmaz raises this same point, suggesting that 

'A/owce resea/uAefs may /Fnd fAaf fAey re/y mosf on in vivo [ie 

'faken d/ziecf/y /mm nsspondenfs' d/scourse'] and subsfanf/ve 
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codes. Oo/ng so nefs a grounded ana/ys/s more f/?an a f/reory. 

A/onefAe/ess, sfudymg Aotv f/rese codes fogef/?er m 

cafegones can /?e/p you freaf f/7em more f/7eoref/ca/^.' 

(Charmaz, 1995, page 41-2.) 

Perhaps it is the work of such 'novice researchers' which has led to 

discussion of grounded theory producing 'typologies' rather than theories 

(discussion at Hood, 1996, seminar). However this more 'naive' approach 

would seem in line with the view ascribed to Glaser that the meaning is 

'there' in the texts. (Charmaz prefers to include categories reflecting more 

theoretical development.) 

This brings us back to the discussions about distinction between 'theory' and 

'application'. Grounded theory seems to inhabit a somewhat hybrid space. 

In itself it perhaps /s more a 'methodology' than a 'theory', claiming primarily 

to be a set of techniques to aid 'theory development'. Yet it does contain 

some implicit theory about what constitutes theory in some challenging areas 

(early work in this area included '̂ Awareness of d/mg', Glaser and Strauss, 

1965), and the account above only touches on the sometimes heated 

theoretical and epistemological debate the approach has generated. My 

preference here would be to reserve 'theory' for discussion at this 'meta' 

level, whilst acknowledging that the methodology has yielded some valuable 

insights into meanings and structure in erstwhile obscure areas (eg. Sque 

and Payne, 1996). 

On the whole Grounded Theory seeks some structure in meaning, where 

discourse theory is post structural, in the sense of looking beyond structure, 

paying more attention to variability, dislocation and contradiction. 

2.2.6 Interpretative Phenomenologlcal Analysis 

Whilst Grounded Theory has some uncertain roots in phenomenology, other 
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psychological theorists have adopted a more "wholehearted' 

phenomenological stance. A useful example is the group working with Smith 

(see eg. Smith et al., 1997). Their primary concern is to 'a//ow 

parf/c/panfs fo fe// own sfo/y", and to 'exp/ore fAe parf/c/panf's wew of 

wo/YoT in order to gain an 'ms/der's perspecf/ye' (Smith et al. 1997, pages 

68-9). They present the approach as phenomenological insofar as the focus 

is the individual's personal perception, whilst noting that most work in the 

phenomenological tradition has been rather more sociological than 

psychological. 

Smith et al. however seek to focus on the concerns of particular individuals^ 

(ibid, page 74) in their use of this affempfs fo fap mfo a 

nafura/ pwpens/fy /br se/f re/Zecf/on on fAe parf of parf/c/pa/ifs' (ibid, page 

68). 'Reflection' is important since the intent is to discover meanings rather 

than elicit facts, but they note that 'f/)e degree fo w/7/c/7 /nd/wdua/s are used 

fo expressmg sue/? re^ecf/ons ... can va/y (ibid ), so the first role of the 

researcher is as facilitator. However, they argue that gaining access to 

mean/ngs also requires considerable interpretation and analysis by the 

researcher - hence '/nfe/prefaf/ve Phenomenological /\na/ys/s'. In this sense 

they claim the research account is a 'joint product', much as Charmaz 

argues for Grounded Theory (see above). 

Again, like Charmaz, they argue that research is a dynamic process and 

there is no 'direct access' to other people's meanings since the researchers' 

own conceptions will colour their interpretation. This follows from the 

'individual' and subjective nature of perceptual processes, and what is 

relevant from a research perspective is that two people might speak 

differently about what is 'ostensibly' the same experience, be that living with 

symptoms of a particular illness (Smith et al., 1997, page 71) or a problem 

of caring for someone with a particular illness (Jarman et al., in prep ). 

^This is somewhat parallel to the shift in focus (from societal to personal) in the adoption of discourse 
theory by psychologists, discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Indeed Jarman cites telling examples of one person providing multiple 

accounts of a s/ng/e action (ibid., page 22), and in this context cites Billig et 

al.'s (1988) 'Ideological Dilemmas'. 

From this. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis seems to have much in 

common with Discourse Analysis, beyond the shared recognition of the 

socially constructed nature of experience. However, Smith et al. (1997) 

emphasise what they consider a fundamental difference from Discourse 

Analysis in their 'pe/cepf/on off/fe sfafus ofcogn/f/on' (ibid., page 70), 

highlighting their concern with 'u/?de/3/a/?d//?p kvAaf fAe parf/cu/ar mspondenf 

or be//eves abouf f/)e fop/c uncfer d/scuss/on' unlike discourse analysis 

which they say is 'genera/// scepf/ca/ of f/?e poss/b///fy of mapp//?g verba/ 

reports on fo unde/fy/ng cogn/f/ons and /s concerned iv/f/? affempf/ng fo 

e/uc/dafe f/?e /nferacf/ve fas/cs be/ng pe/Ybrmed by verba/ sfafemenfs' (ibid ). 

This is a subtle, but important, distinction. 

However when Jarman starts to explicate 'multiple accounts' in terms such 

as 'f/)e downp/ay/ng of /ov/ng aspecf of /?er acf/on' and '/70w Margaref iv/sAes 

fo present /?erse/f (Jarman et al., in prep., page 22) it becomes clear that at 

the practical research level the distinctions are somewhat blurred, especially 

since Jarman links these 'interactive tasks' to 'meanings about being a 

nurse', which seem remarkably akin to a discourse about being a nurse. 

It would seem that to make a clear distinction with their own work Smith et 

al. highlight the functional' aspect of Discourse Analysis, and stress their 

own interest in 'underlying cognitions' (though, despite some suggestion that 

their work could provide a basis for further development through 'social 

cognition' research, they do not seem interested in proposing cognitive 

structures of the 'cognitive model' variety discussed in Chapter 1 above) and 

elucidating the 'nafure of f/)e gap between ob/ecf and percepf/on' (Smith et 

al., 1997, page 71). In practice these aspects seem less in evidence in the 

published research of their own group than does the simple recounting of 
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'meanings' discovered amongst their respondents - similar to the case for 

Discourse based research (see also Chapter 3, 'Resea/r/7 /bcus'), and whilst 

they advocate Grounded Theory as an appropriate 'next step' towards 

broadening and generalising from any I PA research, Jarman's work 

exemplifies how it might felicitously lead into a Discourse Analytic approach. 

The distinction seems not so much in terms of what it is hoped to 'uncover', 

but how these findings are to be understood. So Smith et al. discuss how 

they research 'individual conditions and issues' such as back pain or safer 

sex, as well as 'general concepts and constructs' such as control, social 

comparison and relational commitment (ibid., page 87) - a dichotomous 

grouping of concepts which does not seem particularly significant from a 

discursive perspective. 

However I PA stands very effectively in its own right. The power of simply 

reporting individual's own accounts is exemplified by Flowers' record of the 

varieties of understandings offered by just a few gay men of the same 

physical act, penetrative anal intercourse (see also Flowers et al., 1996). 

His record serves to undermine any reductionist analysis of the 'meaning' of 

penetrative intercourse. In this light it also provides an example of how 

studies based on detailed analysis of the accounts of a few respondents 

might provide a basis for 'case law' (Smith et al., 1997, page 87). 

2.2.7 Social Representations 

I mentioned earlier IVIoscovici's convincing account of social construction in 

his exposition of Social Representations Theory (IVIoscovici, 1984). But he 

was not only interested in the notion that our 'representations' are socially 

derived. He discusses social representations as 'cognitive structures' (in a 

similar manner to the discussion in I PA, see above) though he emphasises 

the notion of a 'social representation' as a 'theory' rather than as a discrete 

'attitude'. However his primary interest is in how particular representations 

'come about'. Based on his research into how concepts from 
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psychoanalysis came to be adopted and adapted in everyday usage, he 

proposes processes of 'anchoring' and 'objectification'. These processes 

have some resonance with Piaget's (1951/1976) notions of 'assimilation' and 

'accommodation'. 

'Anchoring' (Moscovici, 1984, page 33) is the process by which we classify 

the 'unfamiliar'. This mechanism 'sf/Yves fo anchor sfrange /cfeas, fo reduce 

fAem fo ordma/y cafegones and /mages, fo sef f/iem /n a /am///ar confexf 

(ibid, page 29). This process is necessary because TA/ngs f W are 

unc/ass//7e(/ and unnamed are a//en, non-ex/sfenf and af fAe same f/me 

f/)reafen/ng' (ibid, page 30). Moscovici notes that this process of 

categorising brings with it specific costs; for example specific features may 

be exaggerated (ibid, page 33). The separate process of 'naming' enables 

us to represent something, whence it can be described, acquire certain 

characteristics, become distinct from other things, and becomes the object of 

a convention of usage. TAe resu/f /s a/ivays someM//?af arb/fra/y buf, /nso/ar 

as a consensus /s esfab/zsAed, fAe word's assoc/af/on fAe f/7/ng 

becomes cusfoma/y and necessary" (ibid, page 34). IVIoscovici cites as 

examples concepts such as fatigue' or 'neurosis' - words that bring various 

associations along with them. Such associations are perhaps the source of 

the richness of language and communication, but at a price, since 'By fb/s 

means, fbose w/bo spea/f and fbose w/bo are spo/cen of are /breed /nfo an 

/denf/fy mafnx fbey bave nof cbosen and over M/b/cb fbey Aave no confrof 

(ibid, page 35). 

Subsequent to anchoring (classification and naming), concepts may become 

'objectified' - through usage that which is 'un/am/Z/ar and unperce/ved /n one 

generaf/on becomes /am/Z/ar and obv/ous /n fbe nexf" (ibid, page 37). A 

prime example is of course Moscovici's own research topic, the concepts of 

psychoanalytic theory. 

^Postmodernists might argue that this process is considerably accelerated at present. 
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These processes raise a number of questions over the nature of what is 

'rear (see Chapter 3 and Appendix C). IVIore pertinent here is that, unlike 

the other approaches discussed in this section, IVIoscovici does not prescribe 

any particular methodology for exploring social representations. Indeed he 

and the group working with him are fairly eclectic, adopting techniques as 

wide ranging as experiment, social survey, historiography and, occasionally, 

analysis of interviews and conversations. 

In particular there is no methodology recommended for identifying and 

tracing the processes of 'anchoring' and 'objectification'. Jodelet's (1984) 

useful analysis of social representations of the body is not atypical in using 

'diachronic' (taken at two discrete time periods) 'depth' interview samples 

(from 1965 and 1980) yet reducing the data to 'normalised' tabular 

presentation of quantitatively summarised content analysis and focusing on 

trends in emphasis, rather than discussing specific new, or changed, 

'representations'. She then infers possible social sources of pressure for the 

observed changes, but without presenting any specific evidence from the 

interview data, and without further discussion of the processes of anchoring 

or objectification^. Whilst conceptually appealing, it is difficult to argue with 

Potter and Wetherell's claim that 'Moscov/cf's accounf o/" c/ua/ processes 

of anc/7onng and ob/ecf/^caf/on ... /s //We mom fAan an exerc/se /n 

specu/af/ve cogn/f/ve psyc/io/ogy" (Potter & Wetherell, 1987, page 145). 

Potter and Wetherell go on to argue that it might be difficult to find an 

'instance' of anchoring, especially given the 'metaphorical language' of 

Moscovici's account (ibid.). On the other hand, speculative or not, the 

concepts might help structure accounts of the historical development of 

ideas (the use proposed by IVIoscovici) and one might argue that Wetherell 

and Potter (1992) provide such an example when they recount how the early 

Victorians associated the Maori with contemporary notions of a 'primitive' 

'chombart de Lauwe (1984) In the same volume, provides a little more detail, but adopts essentially the 
same approach relying on percentage change across a 'time slice' with no discussion or evidence regarding 
anchoring or objectification. 
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race (ibid, eg page 124). So whilst not providing any 'techniques' which are 

especially helpful here, there seems no fundamental incompatibility between 

such concepts and a discursive account, and the terminology may on 

occasion be useful. 

A second distinction between social representations and discourse theory 

seems more problematic. IVIoscovici argues that particular social 

representations will be co-extensive with particular social groups. However, 

the data do not seem to support this argument, more often being presented, 

as in the example above from Jodelet, in the form of trends within the 

sampled population(s). Potter and Wetherell (1987, page 143) have pointed 

out that this claim tends to be circular; a social group becomes defined as a 

population who share the same social representations. More importantly 

groups are rarely (perhaps never) discovered where all members share the 

same representation. Furthermore the search for a group's 'representation' 

tends to lead to a 'normalising' of the reported representations, and a 

consequent submerging of diversity. This is seen in Jodelet's report. 

Despite providing a definition of social representations which emphasises 

them as '... a /brm of /cnow/edge, a cogn/f/ve e/aboraf/on, soc/a/ 

sub/ecfs, defined by their group membership, e/Tecf under of 

soc/a/ /brms of f/70ug/7f and co//ecf/ve norms concern/np beAav/our...' 

(Jodelet, 1984, page 214, my emphasis), her data are presented to 

emphasise the 'normalised' pattern of occurrence (i.e. what constituted 

'normal' representations of the body within each of the samples), but with the 

only hint of any 'group' effect within her fairly heterogeneous samples being 

related to the under-thirty-five age cohort (Jodelet, 1984, page 226). 

Again it is not that discourse theorists would be uninterested in a shift in 

prevalence of concepts between the two time frames - but theoretically the 

emphasis would focus on complexity and underlying continuities and dis-

continuities rather than normalisation. More importantly it is a tenet of 

discourse theory that people may be familiar with many discourses, and use 
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them selectively. The focus would shift to use rather than p/ieya/ence. On 

this understanding it cannot be the case that a discourse is very tightly 

associated with any one 'social group' except, as pointed out by Potter and 

Wetherell, in the circular sense that a discourse is a social product, and one 

could identify a social group as all those people cun^ently familiar, to some 

extent, with any particular discourse. However, this is not a very helpful 

definition since media advances continue to widen the dispersal of any such 

group. We no longer have to consider all those who have read a particular 

book, or seen a particular film or television broadcast, but now include all 

those who have viewed some item on the world-wide web - so that the 

group may be widening second by second, any time of the day or night, in 

any part of the world^°. 

Nor is this multiplicity of competing discourses only a feature of 'post modem 

communications'. Rommetveit (1984), in the same collection of Social 

Representations papers, discusses competing public and private accounts of 

belief in particular Lutheran 'articles of faith'. Adolescent boys were asked 

their private view, then what they thought their peers believed, and finally to 

collaborate in pairs and work out a joint answer. came ouf 

d/scuss/ons ... was recfpmca//y assumed agnosf/c/sm rafAer fAan 

p/fvafe W/? of md/wdua/s' (Rommetveit, 1984, page 343) even where bof/? 

individuals had expressed private faith^\ These data seem to pose some 

problems for social representations theory with its emphasis on the shaping 

of private thoughts by group representations. On the other hand, it might be 

argued there is competition between, perhaps, family group derived 'private' 

representations and those within a school peer group - with the immediate 

social group representation setting the norm for what was expressed in the 

"and potentially moditying in Interaction with thie diversity of pre-existing cultures encountered along the 
way - hence the undermining of 'category saturation' discussed above (grounded theory). 

Although Rommetveit's study is in an area which may seem remote from sexual behaviour there are 
clear parallels here with a situation which arises frequently in clinical psycho-sexual counselling, where each 
partner behaves on the basis of what they believe the other wants, and as a consequence both are unhappy 
with the outcome. 
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dyadic exercise. Social identity theorists would no doubt argue that the 

attitudes related to the most salient group would be expressed at any 

particular time. This begs the question why, in the initial interview where 

presumably peers were not far away but family were more distant, the 

particular views were presented as 'private'. Such questions appear less 

problematic within the discourse framework, since access to competing 

discourses is expected - and use would be expected to vary in any given 

situation. Indeed discourse theorists might be a little more sceptical at the 

notion that the 'private' views reported had any particularly special status, 

since it may have been some characteristic of the interviewer which elicited 

the initial expression of faith rather than agnosticism. 

Either way, Rommetveit's data clearly highlights the danger of collecting 

individual responses to any one particular question and, on the basis of their 

accumulation, claiming to have identified a group 'norm'. He also points a 

way towards collecting a richer picture of the complexity of competing 

representations (discourses?) available to a research participant (eg. asking 

variants on a question, and setting tasks which may elicit further and 

different views). However it is not clear that this was his intent. 

Social representations theory and discourse analysis share a common 

interest in the role of language and social processes in the development and 

variability of concepts. Moscovici has suggested a cognitive process 

(anchoring and objectification) which might underlie this development, but no 

precise method to 'track' the process. Discourse analysis methods do not 

(generally) discuss cognitive processes, though Foucault has shown how the 

50c/a/ 'genealogy' of ideas can be traced. Although this more 

'historiographic' approach is rarely discussed explicitly in the context of 

Discourse analysis within psychology it is perhaps implicit when Potter and 

Wetherell (1987, page 162) discuss the use of records and documents, and 

it is clearly demonstrated in their account of the genealogy of the various 

discourses of racism they discovered in New Zealand (Wetherell and Potter, 
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1992, Chapter 5). It is not clear that, in practice, Moscovici has identified 

access to a more 'internal' cognitive mapping of development of 'ideas'. 

Perhaps the greatest distinction between the approaches (aside from 

discourse theory's greater acceptance of the multiplicity of discourse) is the 

emphasis within discourse theory on use of concepts. It is this using (and 

challenging) of concepts which Potter and Wetherell emphasise when 

discussing the advantages of the use of 'records' (current or historical). 

'Peop/e undemime eacA offers' vers/ons m f/?ese documents m a way wA/c/? 

/s ///ummafmg ancf probab/y beyond f/7e bounds of f/?e /lesearcber's 

competence ...you can use peop/e's own ab///(y fo arOl/Z/y (and ve/y Ae^/u///) 

po/ce bo/es /n eacb ofbers' pos/f/ons fo reyea/ fbe/r consfrucfed nafure.' 

(Potter and Wetherell, 1987, page 162). 

However, we find discussion of 'use' of social representations in all the 

authors cited in this section. This is particularly apparent in Jodelet's later 

work on the way French villagers use shared social representations to 

manage their daily interaction with 'people with mental health problems' who 

lodge with them (discussed in IVIoscovici, 1984, Potter, 1996). So, despite 

differences in theory and methodology, we find here, as with Grounded 

theory (eg Charmaz, discussed above) and I PA (eg Jarman, discussed 

above), a common interest in the way the social construction of ideas has 

implications not only for what people think, but also how that may lead to 

social construction of what they do. Whilst the various approaches may 

often lead to this common outcome it is perhaps articulated more clearly 

within discourse theory, though here too there are competing versions. 
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2.3 Competinq emphases 

Although there are some epistemological differences between the various 

approaches discussed, what emerges most clearly from the previous section 

is that, at least when deployed in health related research, each approach will 

lead to a, usually subtle, difference in empAas/s in the reported findings, 

rather than any more substantial difference in their scope or interests. 

For example the phenomenological approaches (IPA, and to some extent 

Grounded Theory) are most concerned that we take seriously the meaning 

for him or herse/f of what someone says. Social representations theory is 

perhaps more concerned with what meanings are ava/Zab/e, and something 

of their derivation and change over time, so there is an inherent overlap 

between their concerns. 

With discourse theory, as introduced in the previous chapter, whilst specific 

emphases vary with different theorists and in different pieces of research, 

the overarching focus is to explore how socially available 'systems of 

meaning' draw together a number of personal and social issues. As a result 

discourse theory overlaps with the other approaches in diverse ways. A 

focus on how discourses organise systems of meaning to consfmcf possible 

meanings of the self (eg Hollway, 1984, Wetherell and Potter, 1992) 

overlaps some of the concerns of the phenomenological approaches. The 

genealogy and ongoing development of those systems of meaning (eg 

Foucault, 1976/1990, Wetherell and Potter, 1992) overlaps to some extent 

with social representations. Discourse in use, either as a source or 

'interpretative repertoire' (eg Potter and Wetherell, 1987, Wetherell and 

Potter, 1992), or with a focus on the 'action' of discourse (eg Edwards and 

Potter, 1992), is to some extent dependent on techniques such as 

conversation analysis, though it has a quite distinct objective. 

In other ways the explicit concerns of discourse theory extend beyond those 
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of the other approaches discussed here. In particular the 'political' 

implications of discourse: either as a tool to document oppressive ideologies 

(eg Parker, 1991) or as a tool to deconstruct them, whether to document 

and understand how they are open to resistance (eg. Foucault, 1988, 

Ramazanoglu and Holland, 1993) or explicitly to challenge dominant 

discourses (eg. Henriques et al., 1984). However, as demonstrated above, 

health related research which nominally and methodologically adopts other 

approaches often seeks to deconstruct, for example, the organisation of 

health services or to propose resistance to current practice. 

Equally, different discourse theorists suggest often quite distinct approaches 

to analysing texts, and Potter and Wetherell (1987) are not alone in 

suggesting one can usefully exploit techniques of text analysis originally 

developed for other purposes. 
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2.4 Discourse Analysis of Texts 

As Coyle has noted, one of the difficulties of embarking onto discourse 

analysis is the limited, and often conflictory, nature of any specific guidance: 

V/7ere /s no ng/d sef of /brma/ pmcedures fo gu/de d/scourse ana/ys/s' 

(Coyle, 1995, page 247). 

Although Henriques et al.'s (1984) 'C/)a/7g//7g f/7e Si/b/ecf was perhaps the 

earliest discourse theoretical research reported within UK psychology they 

offered little account of the pmcess of discourse analysis and Hollway did 

not document her approach to analysis until 1989. Even then, whilst 

providing an illuminating account of her personal, and somewhat 

psychoanalytically informed, approach to this research, and in particular 

illustrating the 'principles', she did not surface many 'pragmatic' steps to 

guide others (Hollway, 1989). 

Meanwhile Potter and Wetherell (1987), as well as describing the process a 

little more explicitly, also addressed distinctions against previous 

psychological research. (Of course, in their topic area of race / prejudice, 

there was rather more previous 'academic psychology' research to discuss 

than in Hollway's area of sex / sexuality). In a reverse sequence from 

Hollway, they did not publish the substantial account of their research 

/yndmgs until 1992, but then included a useful extended revision of their 

earlier account of the process of analysis (Wetherell and Potter, 1992), 

though they are careful to resist any suggestion of any 'regularised' 

pmcedure. 

Rather than suggest a process, Parker (1992) identified criteria for 

distinguishing discourses, but little practical advice on how to discover them. 

He then, and subsequently, has provided some examples but, especially in 

his chapter in Banister et al. (1994), his 'process' seems to extend little 
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beyond creative use of his own 'opinion' (his own word^^, ibid, page 105). 

He describes this approach as 'Foucauldian' in contrast to 'a sfrand of ivor/c 

c/ose/y f/ed fo efAnomefAodo/og/ca/ sfud/es ... iv/?/c/7 was a condu/f enfry 

of d/scourse a/?a/ys/s /nfo psycAo/ogy" (ibid, page 104), citing Potter and 

Wetherell (1987) as exemplifying this latter approach. 

Since he has 'made no affempf fo yaZ/dafe /f [his interpretation] aga/nsf of/?er 

/brms of ana/ys/s' (Banister et al., page 105), but more particularly since he 

has drawn on no other texts to fesf his, quite elaborate, re-reading of the 

text on a toothpaste tube, his 'Foucauldian' claim is perhaps open to 

question. However more relevant here, whilst his analysis may still have 

some value to, say, an analysis of the marketing and retail of toothpaste, it 

is unclear what, if anything, it offers as 'psychology', where the interest must 

be in people's re/af/ons/?/p to discourses rather than in discourses per se 

(though identifying the latter may be prerequisite to pursuing the former). 

For health related research (and perhaps most psyc/70/0g/ca/ research) we 

might be more interested in the discourses arising around the toothpaste 

tube 'in use' rather 'in stasis' as it sits on the tube. For example will anyone 

even notice what is written? What will they make of it? In effect these are 

some of the 'ethnomethodological' concerns raised by Potter and Wetherell. 

(For an example of the relevance of such concerns for the present research 

see the discussion of condoms, in Chapter 6). 

Since Foucault's concepts of discourse arose out of his interest in the role of 

(material) institutions via social practice into the 'disciplining' of the (material) 

body, this may anyway be construed as closer to a Foucauldian reading of 

discourse than the 'idealist' and 'ideological' focus of Parker's example. 

However, where an ethnomethodological reading would tend to present a 

^̂ AHhough chapters are not independently attributed in the contents page, the chapter (6) under 
discussion is written in the first person, and attributed primarily' to Parker in the preface (page y). 
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'realist' and 'local' interpretation of tlie data, a discursive reading would seek 

to identify variable and contested meanings rather than reify any one, and 

would seek to relate these, through the use of other appropriate materials, to 

more general 'public' discourses. 

However there is a shift, particularly in app//ed psychology research, from 

Foucault's theorising about the effects of discourse on a 'societal' scale, to 

an exploration of the 'working out' of this process at a more local level. This 

has led Potter and Wetherell (1987) to prefer talking of exploring the 

'interpretative repertoires' of their participants, rather than making claims 

about broader 'discourses' - though they do go on to relate these 

interpretative repertoires to wider discourses (see for example Wetherell and 

Potter, 1992, Chapter 5). 

Unfortunately the expression 'interpretative repertoire', in particular 

'repertoire', seems to carry with it the notion of something a person 'has' -

not so far removed from Tajfel's 'social identities' or Fishbein's constellation 

of 'beliefs and evaluations'. Whilst it is important and relevant to make 

Potter and Wetherell's distinction between the fragments of discourse one 

can identify 'in use' in discursive 'action' or 'activity' and the somewhat more 

coherent and comprehensive patterns of ideas which we identify at a social 

level (and are calling 'discourses') - it seems important to avoid any notion of 

'stasis' in 'local' use. 

Whilst people do often exhibit enduring and more or less stable allegiances 

and often repeated 'idiomatic' expression of ideas, these are open to 

disruption. But perhaps more relevant in the analysis of 'discursive turns' it 

is not unusual to observe someone pick up 'temporarily' some phrase or 

terminology from the immediately preceding discourse (even an interviewer 

interjection) only to discard it, or even outright reject it, within that or the next 

discursive turn. Themes and fragments' of discourse then seems a more 

helpful expression for the concept which Potter and Wetherell identify -
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though since the intention is to distinguish fragments from 'discourse in use' 

so that they can be related to 'discourse as a constellation of ideas' this 

expression perhaps suffers from the converse tendency to reify the latter 

usage of 'discourse'. 

In any event Potter and Wetherell seem to provide the most practical guide 

to discourse analysis relevant to the present research that is available to 

date. 

In both their texts cited, they emphasise the importance of being clear about 

the research question; provide some guidance about how to identify 

appropriate participants (especially noting the irrelevance of the sampling 

criteria of nomothetic psychology, see also Hollway, 1989); discuss potential 

'document' sources; and something of how to organise interviews - where 

they are necessary. 

As with much else in discourse theory (including much in this and the 

preceding chapter) a discourse theoretic approach to interviewing is 

introduced in conf/iasf - to 'conventional interviews' by Potter and Wetherell 

(1987, pages 163-5), and in contrast to feminist approaches to interviewing 

by Hollway (1989, page 40 ff). The debates turn around considerations 

about 'reifying' the data, the extent to which participants' accounts should, or 

should not, be 'privileged', and the importance of surfacing, rather than 

hiding, inconsistency and contradiction within the accounts. Since these 

concerns have been aired above, in the context of discussing other 

approaches to text analysis, I will not pursue them further here. 

Potter and Wetherell go on to discuss the importance of detailed 

transcription; how to select sections of text for closer examination; and the 

features to pay attention to in this further analysis, drawing on techniques 

from conversation analysis to explore nuance, contradiction and variability, 

but ultimately to consider the Avncf/on and consequence of what is spoken 
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(or written). It is at this stage that new hypotheses can be formulated but, 

unlike Parker, Potter and Wetherell go on to emphasise the importance of 

va/zdaf/ng these hypotheses. 

Since so much of the process of discourse analysis is interpretative, 

'validation' becomes a thorny problem. Potter and Wetherell suggest that 

coherence, and to some extent the ability to 'make a case' in the final report, 

are relevant here (amongst more traditional concerns such as the generation 

of new problems, and general fruitfulness'. Potter and Wetherell, page 171). 

But perhaps the ultimate defence of discourse theory in this respect is that 

the problem is only apparent because the interpretative processes are 

surfaced - there is as much interpretation in the design and execution of any 

research but it is typically 'hidden' - in the definition of parameters which 

exclude much of the variability of the data, in what is 'excluded' from an 

observation, and so on. 

However in the present context, researching strategies for risk reduction in 

sexual behaviour, a major consideration in terms of 'validation' must be the 

extent to which the findings might be relevant to any safe(r) sex intervention. 

This is inevitably related to the questions about 'cumulative research' raised 

in Chapter 1. I will discuss the general question of the relevance of 

discourse analysis to cumulative research and intervention in the next 

chapter, and return to it in Chapter 8, in the light of the present research. 

Finally, in the light of Potter's (1994) and Edwards and Potter's (1992) 

emphasis that discourse 'in use' will be different from discourse in an 

account, it is necessary to return briefly to the ;s a fexf?' question 

posed earlier in the chapter. This is not a new distinction, Harre & Secord 

(1972) drew attention some time ago to 'explaining' and 'justifying' as distinct 

social processes. This clearly sets theoretical limits on what can be 

discovered about 'negotiating safe(r) sex' from research based on interviews 
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(rather than direct observation of such negotiation). I will return to this, 

along with other questions about how the discussion here informs the 

methodology for the present studies, in Chapter 3. 

2.5 Discourse. Desire and the Unconscious 

Before leaving this exploration of the techniques of text analysis, and in 

particular what a discursive analysis might reveal, a caveat is required. 

Discourse analysis provides techniques to help us consider what is absent, 

as well as what is present, from/in a text, and this and similar techniques 

would seem to provide at least some kind of access to the 'unspoken' 

'dilemmatic' thinking discussed by Billig (Billig, 1996, Billig et al., 1988). 

However from the earliest discourse theoretic texts in psychology (eg 

Henriques et al., 1984, Hollway, 1989) theorists have recognised the 

presence of dynamic processes not readily accessible to discursive analysis. 

This has typically triggered a 'turn to psychoanalysis', as found with 

Henriques and Hollway. More recently Billig has argued that 'repness/on fs 

/fse/f a d/a/og/c, orof/scuns/ve process' (Billig, 1997, page 139), superficially 

not an unreasonable observation, given that psychoanalysis was very early 

dubbed 'the talking cure'. However Billig argues this on somewhat different 

grounds which seem to overlook much of what psychoanalysis might 

contribute to the debate. 

Parker has also been tempted by the turn to psychodynamics, as an 

additional resource for the interpretation of processes such as reflexivity 

(Parker, 1992). IVIore recently he has suggested further 'connecf/ons fAaf 

use/u//y be mac/e befwee/? d/scourse ana/ys/s and psycAoana/ys/s" 

(Parker, 1997, page 479) but, like Billig, seeking these connections in a 

reduction of some psychoanalytic concepts back onto a more discourse 

theoretic framework. There is not space here to discuss all the issues 
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raised, but Parker's coolly discursive accounts of 'desire' in both these 

sources successfully mask any personal encounter with vibrant passion he 

may have experienced, which stance nicely illustrates what is missing from 

any discourse theoretic account. 

I will return to this topic briefly in the final chapter, in relation to some data 

from the studies reported here, but I incline, along with the earlier theorists, 

to acknowledge some limitations to discourse theory in this respect, which 

are not insignificant when exploring the affect laden topic of sexual 

relationships. 
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In Chapter 1 I explored the rationale for adopting, at least broadly, a 

Discourse Theoretic approach to researching strategies for risk reduction in 

sexual behaviour. In this chapter I discuss some of the implications of this 

theoretical stance for the research and how it is conducted. 

First (section 3.1) the relationship between 'Discourse' and the 'thought -

behaviour' problem (discussed in Chapter 1) is reviewed. This surfaces a 

concern that the 'relativism' inherent in the 'problem', and acknowledged 

within a Discourse Theoretic approach, might preclude the possibility of 

discovering research findings of any relevance to intervention. This concern 

is addressed in section 3.2, in the interest of confirming the rationale for the 

approach adopted here. 

Some particular concerns of the present studies are discussed in section 3.3 

and include topics such as the selection of the target population for each 

study, the constraints which determine the use of interviews, the rationale of 

the particular interview schedules, the initial approach to analysis of the data 

and an introduction to the rationale guiding the selection of topics to be 

analysed and reported in detail. 

3.1 Thouahf. behaviour' and "Dkcourse' 

In Chapter 1 I argued that through documenting (and subsequently 

analysing) 'ordinary talk' about sexual relationships it might be possible to 

reveal those "ways of talking' that contribute to more or less safe(r) sex, 

since the 'systems of values, ideas and practices' embedded in 'ordinary talk' 

constrain what it is possible to say, or think, or do (section 1.2.1). Analysis 

of this talk using a Discourse theoretical approach will then enable the 

identification of prevalent discourses, the 'possible subjectivities' associated 

with them, the interaction between discourse and materiality, and so on 
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(again see Chapter 1, section 1.2.1), all of which might illuminate something 

of the relationship between this 'talk' and thought and behaviour. 

However in Chapter 1 I argued that the relationship between 'thought' (or 

'mind' or 'cognition')^ and 'behaviour' (in the sense of some 'action' or even in 

a more general sense of our "way of being')^ is far from straightforward. I 

drew on the computational theories of 'chaos' and 'connectionism' to argue 

that any such relationship is not merely 'illusive' but will inevitably be 

somewhat fluid', 'dynamic' and 'unpredictable' (see section 1.1.6). 

3.1.1 ExpHcK - Implicit: dbUncUons and AnNabons 

The 'chaos and connectionism' analysis provides some theoretical insight 

into the limitations (already evident in the TRA literature) of approaching the 

'thought - behaviour' problem through 'Social Cognition Models'. In particular 

it calls into question the assumption that 'cognition' is organised as a reliable 

and stable structure to some extent common across topic areas and 

persons. 

Nonetheless we are inclined to attribute some persistence to 'mind' -1 tend 

to imagine that I will be able to recall tomorrow what I was thinking today. 

However we can only 'check' this recall if it is made 'explicit' in some way -

yet when we consult old (and not so old) notebooks we often find the past is 

nof as we remembered it. 

I have also argued (section 1.1.6.2) that whilst some of the 'content' of what 

we think may be made 'explicit' much remains 'implicit' and we have no 

There is no term which readily encompasses what I seek to address here since each of these terms 
is often used in a limited sense to address only the conscious' component of what goes on in our heads' -
but here I want to encompass more than that. Freud's psyche' may be most apt - but might be taken to 

presume his psychic structure' which is not relevant here. 

^Notice that in the UK the concept of 'criminal responsibility' is dependent on the notion of such a 
relationship. 
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ready access to the latter. 

Such constraints might lead us to despair of exploring the 'thought -

behaviour" relationship in any useful way - however language (along with the 

use of other kinds of 'symbol') does appear to provide some (albeit limited 

and transitory) access to 'thought' (or whatever 'goes on in our heads') via 

what is made 'explicit' (section 1.1.6.4 above). Therefore I have argued that 

it may be possible to explore something of thought / mind / cognition and its 

relation to behaviour / practice via a 'language' route, given a theoretical 

approach and associated methodology that acknowledges the relevant 

constraints. 

However whilst, as in the example above, I might use language as a means 

of 'explicating' my thought to myself (now, or to 'record' it for myself at a 

later date) I can only know I have made my thought thoroughly 'explicit' (in 

the sense that the 'explication' is not still dependent on something 'implicit' -

still 'known' only to me) if someone else understands the 'explication'. 

IVIoreover if someone does not understand my initial account it remains an 

open question whether I will be able to explain ('explicate') enough of how I 

'understand' the problem to make my solution clear to the other person (see 

the 'insurance' example, section 1.1.6.2). So our concern here is not with 

language in some 'abstract' sense, but with language 'in use', as both an 

'intra-personal' process (cf Billig, 1996) and as an interactive social process. 

Discourse Theory potentially fulfils the relevant requirements since, although 

it arose out of somewhat different concerns it also addresses aspects of 

language 'in use'. Discourse theorists have also been concerned to develop 

techniques to surface meaning 'implicit' in (or 'carried along with') words 'in 

use', 'taken for granted' ways of speaking and so on. They are also 

concerned with what speakers 'bring about' by their use (or avoidance) of 

particular fragments of discourse (see section 1.2.1). However it is 

important to note that 'implications' in these senses are primarily those 
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attaching to particular discourses, or discursive usages. They are subtly 

different from the 'melee' (including perhaps fragments of memory of 

unordered perceptions; unconsidered, though 'detected', patterns and 

relationships; and so on) which I have suggested may form the 'implicit' 

substrate of our (slightly) more ordered, conscious and 'speakable' thoughts. 

However since 'discourse' (as 'discussion', 'conversation', etcetera) is our 

practised approach to 'explicating' our 'thoughts'. Discourse Analysis seems 

a promising starting point, not only to exploring what is already made 

'explicit' and what that might illuminate, but perhaps also to exploring what 

more might be surfaced ('explicated') from that 'implicit' substrate (see for 

example findings from the present studies, Chapter 4, section 4.2.4, below). 

This provides a further argument for the appropriateness of a Discourse 

Theoretic approach to the present research (see also section 2.5) beyond 

Discourse Theory's more conventional interest in the genesis, exchange and 

interchange of meanings and ideas and the personal and social effects of 

these (all of which are also relevant here). 

This is not to argue that all the problems are then resolved. One must 

beware, for example, that with interview data (perhaps the most common 

research resource for the present topic) we only have an 'account' of 

'thought' and 'behaviour". And even in the preferred case of analysing some 

record of 'actual' behaviour (where this is available) we have access to 

'thought' only to the extent that it is made 'explicit' in the interaction. 

However discourse theory has the advantage of being compatible with an 

awareness of these limitations (though there remain further limitations, for 

example regarding 'affect', see section 1.2.1.6 above). 

3.1.2 A shNt away from cognlUon' 

It is important also to notice that the shift in theoretical approach towards 

Discourse Theory shifts the 'psychological' focus - away from the search for 
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the 'structure' of some kind of internal organisation of 'cognitions' of SCM 

research ('what are the main /cmds of concepts?', 'what is the best model of 

how they are organised?', etcetera) towards a firmer interest in the 'subject 

matter" of thought, irrespective of how permanent or transient it is, or of how 

it is 'organised'. Discourse theorists have generally shown little interest in 

internal 'cognitive processes' which may underpin our thinking (see Chapter 

2 above although, as mentioned there, there have been exceptions, eg 

HarrA and Gillett, 1994). 

This disregard for the structure of internal thought processes persists for the 

research here, except for the concern already outlined that these processes 

seem ordered such that much (perhaps most) that underlies our 'thinking' is 

not readily accessible to us, which sets constraints on the available 'data'. 

3.1.3 Relativism 

The last difficulty that must be addressed before proceeding to more specific 

details of the studies also emerged from the earlier discussion of 

methodologies. Whilst arguing that the TRA may not be falsifiable, and is 

not 'predictive' or 'discriminative' in any pracf/ca/ sense, I highlighted that 

these attributes will be unattainable for any research into the relationship 

between thought and behaviour (section 1.1.6), despite our strong sense 

that our explanations and justifications of our behaviour are in some sense 

both 'accurate' and 'causative'. These limitations require further exploration. 

Functionally our explanations and even descriptions are always 'relative' to 

some present goal (cf Antaki, 1994), though at best they may also, helpfully, 

be closely related to some underlying thought process, supported by a 

possibly deterministic, but certainly not predictive, neuronal substrate. I 

have argued that this relativity is an inevitable consequence of the 

'simplification' necessary to the verbalisation of our thoughts. In contrast to 

the definitive 'transparent access' of language to our thought processes 
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assumed in earlier research I argue that even our 'best' account cannot 

capture the subtlety and nuance of our motivating thought processes. This 

is because we are translating a massively interconnected, massively parallel 

process into a simple linear stream. We can only be 'relativist' in our 

accounts. 

So, whilst our ability to 'discourse' can be presented as our capacity to 

'capture' something of our 'thinking' and even to share it with others, this 

capacity is nonetheless severely constrained in comparison to the richness 

and complexity of any underlying 'cognitions' (even those which could, in 

principle and at a separate time, be 'explicated'). 

Fortunately the underlying epistemology of Discourse Theory is compatible 

with this relativism and a discursive analysis anticipates, explores and 

exploits the variability in our discourse which inevitably arises from it. 

However any acceptance of 'relativity' makes implications of non falsifiability, 

non discriminability and non predictability overf, which is perhaps what most 

troubles researchers imbedded in more modernist epistemologies when 

faced with such a constructivist approach. Suggesting that social cognition 

models share the same features may trouble such researchers further but, 

more pressingly, if research findings cannot be falsifiable, or discriminative, 

or predictive begs the question what then, if anything, can be learned that 

may have any utility in terms of cumulative research, and in the present 

context, for intervention?^ This question is explored in the next section. 

^his social constructionist approach brings with it the need to consider a number of other issues arising 
from this associated relativist epistemology. Some of these have been considered in the preceding 
chapters, but a particular concern is that any acknowledgement of 'relativity' surfaces a number of conflicts 
with cherished notions such as 'objectivity' from the conventional 'modernist' psychological paradigms. 
Some fairly 'basic' attempts at addressing just a few of these concerns are included in Appendix C. 
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3.2 Cumulative research and intervention 

It is the integration of the 'material' within the discursive model (see Chapter 

1 above) that makes discourse theory especially relevant to applied research 

and intervention (see also Yardley, 1997). Yet the utility of discourse theory 

has been challenged, in part because of its acknowledged constructivist, 

relativist theoretical positioning (see eg Abraham et al. 1993). 

3.2.1 Discourse method - a medical comparison 

It is important to note at the outset that it is not only in the social sciences 

that 'diversity, relativity and change' can present a challenge. For example 

in physiology and medicine it is the very mutability of viruses such as the 

'common cold' and 'influenza' that make them particularly resistant to 

prophylactic intervention or instant 'cure'. Moreover the nature of the 

expressed 'symptoms' of such a virus is always relative to the pre-existing 

'physiological condition' of the person infected. 

In medicine the first step in exploring some new problem is to document the 

'symptoms', initially just of the person experiencing some novel 'condition'. If 

a pattern emerges, that is if a number of people seem to be exhibiting 

s/m//ar (nof identical) patterns of symptoms, then this will be documented as 

a new 'syndrome' - as with AIDS, the Acquired Immune Deficiency 

Syndrome. Extra information will then be sought in an effort to detect any 

further patterning, not least in an attempt to identify the aetiology of the new 

'disease'. 

Notice that the focus here is on description, the identification of patterns 

which are 'exceptional' to anything which has gone before, and inductive 
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detection of any further patterning amongst these exceptions'*. 

The language of such descriptive research is 'symptom', 'infection', 

'syndrome' and so on. 

Although I do not intend to suggest too close an analogy between a 

'discourse' and an 'infection' (though there are some potential analogies with 

the notion of experiencing or 'taking in' a mutable virus such as the common 

cold, and passing it on slightly altered), I do want to argue that discourse 

theory provides a 'language' or conceptual framework for 'talking about talk' 

comparable to the medical language (or discourse) available for talking 

about health or, more specifically, illness. 

For example the language of discourse enabled Hollway (1984) to explore 

talk of sex and sexual relationships in such a way as to identify three quite 

distinct "ways of talking' about sexuality. In turn these provide a basis for 

further discussion and interpretation of sexual relationships. In particular the 

notion of the 'subjective positionings' afforded by a discourse contribute to 

the framework against which people might better 'understand their options', 

both in the sense of choices available, and behavioural choices made. 

Conversely Wight's (1996) discussion of the 'labelling' associated with 

discourses ('slag' or 'nice girl') illustrates how one might be constructed by 

discourse in a particular way, which may not only be emotionally distressing 

(or enjoyable) but may also have other material impacts, for example the 

future opportunities opened up, or denied, by association with the label. 

"Notice also that further data collection seems to be guided by the needs, identified inductively, of the 
specific documented syndrome. This is very diflerent from ffie TRA survey, with its normalised reduction 
of test items drawn from a pilot study sample of eight to fifteen people then presupposed relevant for the 
bulk of the sample in advance of the research. 
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3.2.2 Cumulative findings in discourse research 

The parallels between the discourses of sexuality identified by Hollway 

(1984) and Wight (1996) in two very different populations and different 

geographic locations (see Chapter 1 above) reinforce the argument that 

although 'discourse' is a constructed concept, nonetheless these 'patterned 

ways of speaking' have some persistence across time and space. (Much as 

the influenza virus still produces a recognisable syndrome of 'influenza' 

symptoms despite having circled the globe several times, and passed 

through many mutations, before it is next able to penetrate someone's 

immune defences and so re-Infect them). 

Rather contrary to the viral analogy, the differences found between 'versions' 

of discourses of sexuality perhaps open up spaces for resistance. For 

example if Wight's (1996) 'predatory' discourse is less firmly based in the 

'biological imperative' than Hollway's (1984), parallel, 'male sex drive' 

discourse, this opens potential avenues for discussion with young men, and 

women, to disrupt either discourse, or both. 

Closer to the viral analogy, these discourses seem to have some permanent 

presence, yet people respond to them very differently. Just as the effect of 

a virus is to some extent dependent on a person's previous physical state, 

including any previous encounter with the same, or a similar, virus, so the 

'effect' of a discourse may depend on previous experience with the same or 

other discourses. Indeed experience of some discourse will affect the way 

we perceive the world, for example seeing a 'slag' or a 'nice girl' or some 

other kind of person, or perhaps some conflation arising at the intersection 

of several or many discourses. 

3.2.3 Cumulative "shifts' in dominant discourses 

This 'shift in perceptions' can be traced in shifts in dominant discourses over 
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the past two or three decades. 

In 1967 I was considered anti-social (in a Royal Navy environment, but I 

suspect it would have been much the same elsewhere) for smoking on// one 

or two cigarettes at a party. IVIy same smoking habit is considered anti-

social today - but now to smoke af a// is considered undesirable. However 

this 'reverse' in 'social attitudes' has taken three decades to accomplish. 

Similar shifts can be tracked in public 'attitudes' related to the 'drink driving' 

campaign. 

Over the past decade discursive moves to challenge discourses of rape 

have met with some success, with a marked shift in police response. 

However there are continuing challenges to related legal discourses (eg 

Jamieson, 1996, on the meaning of 'consent') and some confusion in 

'personal' discourses (eg Hollway and Jefferson, 1998, on 'meaning' in the 

context of 'date rape'). 

Sarah Dunant (1997) has used the medium of a 'novel' to explore how a 're-

interpretation' of rape might lead to more effective strategies of resistance, 

even in the face of p/)ys/ca/ pressure. Though she has subsequently 

acknowledged that such responses are not always available to everyone, or 

perhaps even oAen available to anyone, arguably this 'discursive turn' as a 

further move to disrupt discourses of rape, is only possible in the context of 

preceding shifts in these discourses (another 'cumulative' effect). 

Further, the small sample of discursive 'shifts' outlined above perhaps 

indicate something of the potential role of a more 'intentional' discursive 

approach to intervention. For example, despite some apparent limitations of 

Dunant's approach, it may yet be possible, through the introduction of 

alternative discourses, to effect some shift in the 'self blame' still present in 

women's accounts of sexual violence (Pizzey, 1979/1974, Hooper et al., 

1984) or of other 'unwanted intercourse' (Kirkland, 1995). 
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3.2.4 Discursive lacunae - missing discourse 

However difficulties may not lie only in the presence of 'unhelpful' 

discourses, since the /ac/c of any appropriate discourse about sexuality has 

been implicated with unsatisfactory experience of first intercourse 

(Thompson, 1990, Fine, 1988) and more recently earlier age of first 

intercourse and increased incidence of teenage conception (see Ingham and 

Kirkland, 1997a). 

Because this illustrates that intercourse can happen "without' any apparent 

discursive framework it might be used as an argument to discount the 

relevance of 'discourse' to this primarily physical activity. However 

Thompson illustrated how a lack of any appropriate 'language' of sexuality 

not only precluded young women from giving a clear account of what had 

happened to them, but also left them confused and unclear about just what 

/)ad happened. In this context of uncertainty it becomes apparent that 

saying 'no', let alone 'not just now' may become difficult if not impossible. 

This not only reinforces the argument that the discourses with which we are, 

or are not, familiar can both constrain and construct what it is possible to do, 

but opens up further opportunities for discursive intervention. 

3.2.5 Intervention 

A straightforward intervention at this point might be for parents or guardians 

to ensure that young people are introduced to some appropriate discourse 

about sex and intimate relationships. A discursive analysis of Thompson's 

account of course highlights that any candidate discourse would need to 

encompass the notion of intercourse as an embodied experience, including 

how to recognise it might be about to happen, rather than merely delivering 

warnings of the potential consequences. (Extending the viral analogy, such 

an introduction to an appropriate discourse might be likened to an 
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'inoculation'). 

That parental intervention is not always readily practicable is made clear in 

Thompson's account, but derives in part from the 'mystique' which pervades 

a number of discourses of sexuality (Ingham and Kirkland, 1997a). 

At this point the possibility of introducing some appropriate discourse often 

falls back on teachers. 

Before discussing what a discursive approach could contribute to such an 

intervention it is again useful to consider how this differs from the 'medical 

model'. There any intervention is usually delivered on a personal basis, and 

tuned, and timed, to the needs of the individual (even enroling at a health 

club usually now entails some individual assessment to prescribe which 

equipment one may use and to develop a personal exercise plan). However 

a classroom teacher is required to meet the needs of an often disparate 

group of youngsters, with mixed backgrounds in the diversity of discourses 

afforded, or withheld, by their various families. (The effectiveness of any 

outcome might perhaps benefit by comparison with the investment made in 

the intervention.) 

There are a number of problems attaching to such a social (rather than 

individual) approach to intervention. Stevens (discussed in Ingham and 

Kirkland, 1997a) has explored some of the parliamentary discourse which 

led to the curious compromise in the legal position of sex education in 

schools (see Department for Education, 1994) whereby provision of sex 

education became compulsory, but not part of the national curriculum, and 

parents could withdraw their children if they wished. 

Nonetheless, at a sufficiently abstract level people were able to agree to the 

concept of 'sex education delivered within a moral framework'. However the 

difficulties emerged when it came to 'anchoring' (to borrow Moscovici's 
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expression) that concept to any particular social milieu. The principle proved 

so difficult to implement that the Family Planning Association (FPA) 

developed a special workshop package (see Mullinar, 1994) to help school 

governors work out what a 'moral framework' mean for their school. 

This FPA intervention provides a useful demonstration of a discursive 

approach in practice: based as it is on discussion and negotiation with 

parent representatives and other local 'interested' bodies. But this outcome 

provides a stark contrast to any more conventional modernist approach, 

which would anticipate a 'normative' solution at a naf/ona/ level. That such a 

solution might not be possible would perhaps have seemed incredible a few 

decades ago, yet a discursive analysis might, in retrospect, reveal why this 

and similar goals which have seemed desirable in the past, have not been 

found pracf/cab/e. 

However it is important to notice that whilst a discursive analysis can reveal 

that there are competing discourses disrupting any potential for 

'straightforward' intervention in some domain, and can reveal something of 

the 'shape' of those discourses, any practical intervention must take account 

of the detailed /oca/ "working out' of those differences. This draws out some 

distinctions between the identification of 'discourses' and the consideration of 

discourse as a 'process'. 

Pessimistically it might be deduced that some problems are intractable, 

some discourses irresolvable, and, even if outright hostility is avoided, the 

only alternative recourse may be 'dis-solution' into a laissez-faire relativism -

'anything goes' and there is no possibility for constructive intervention. Harre 

and Gillett (1994) have argued from a discursive perspective that 

'understanding and empathy' is all we can and should hope to achieve. 

Set against this, most school governing bodies Aave now succeeded in 

developing an agreed sex education policy (with or without the help of the 
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FPA program). However, as in this case, a discursive analysis will typically 

afford a framework for /oca/ rather than un/yersa/ solutions. For example in 

the classroom environment depicted earlier it may be useful to encourage 

young people to recognise that there a/ie different discourses around 

sexuality, each encompassing different expectations, without these 

differences necessarily being 'better" or "worse". An important consideration 

though may be to recognise that there is a degree of "coherence" in each of 

these different discourses - apparent increase in "latitude" in one dimension 

may come along with increased expectations of responsibilities in another. 

In this context social, rather than personal, intervention may prove 

advantageous, by affording exposure to a variety of discourse from disparate 

family backgrounds. 

Increased facility in negotiating a variety of such discourse may prove 

invaluable when negotiating some new sexual relationship - though of 

course may provide only limited protection when facing a determined 

seducer (or seductress) set to exploit any cleavages between competing 

discourses. 

3.2.6 Research focus 

Discourse theory seems then to offer the possibility of at least two different 

research foci relevant to intervention: the tracking and documentation of 

specific discourses (similar to the identification of the "syndrome" of 

symptoms which might identify an illness) and the identification of discursive 

processes and features. Both may be combined in the design of 

interventions - though whilst the design of the intervention package may, up 

to a point, be widely applicable, implementation would still require some 

local resolution. 

The identification of discursive processes and features may also, along with 
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other developments in cognition, help illuminate, as well as be informed by, 

more physiological levels of description of brain/mind. However, as with the 

influenza virus, whilst a more refined understanding of what constitutes a 

discourse will leave us better able to identify one when we find it, it will 

never predict precisely how our new variant will look. 

A difficulty to date has been that, as in other approaches to social 

psychology, these distinctions in research focus have been confounded. It 

would be helpful, not least in application and intervention focused research, 

to be more specific about the relationship and distinctions between various 

aspects of research goals and findings. Despite, or more appropriately 

'because of, its 'relativity', discourse theory would seem to have an edge 

over earlier approaches in social psychology for research focused towards 

application and intervention. Of course the fudge' between 'application 

domain research' and 'development of theory' is often an intentional 

discursive turn to meet the competing demands inherent in the various 

discourses of academic departments and research funding bodies. 

3.2.7 Scope 

Currently the medical establishment have a considerable investment tracking 

mutations in influenza virus in an attempt to keep immunisation 'ahead' of 

viral mutations, in order to provide intervention, at least for those in the 

population considered particularly vulnerable - primarily the 'aged' and or 

'infirm'. There is rather less (though now some) investment tracking 

discourses of sexuality - despite their implication in the transmission of the 

similarly mutable, slower acting, but more deadly (even for those in the 

'prime' of life) Human Immunodeficiency Virus. 

At present there seems no more possibility of a 'once for all' map of sexual, 

or any other, discourse than there is of a 'once for all' version of the 

influenza virus, or a once for all influenza vaccine. As a consequence it 
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would be inappropriate to anticipate a 'once for all' social intervention to 

resolve all the issues relating to safe(r) sex. 

Another lesson from medicine may be to set more realistic expectations for 

intervention in social behaviour. This might also direct us to more 

appropriate research projects. This is not to lose sight of the possibility of 

achieving major reversals in social discourses and expectations over time 

(as with 'smoking'). Moreover insights from discourse theory may enable us 

to accelerate the process. 

However we may discover that some discourses, much like the 'common 

cold' virus, are particularly intractable - how hard we work at continuing to 

seek an intervention may then be measured against the social cost of the 

problematic discourse 'running its course'. 
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3.3 Methodokxiv 

Exploration of competing methodologies has established the rationale for 

adopting a Discourse Theory approach for the present research. However, 

before exploring the particular way Discourse Theory will be used here there 

remain some concerns specific to the research topic. 

3.3.1 Who? 

In the early nineteen nineties much of the research into heterosexual 

approaches to sexual behaviour had been conducted with 'young people', 

not least perhaps because they were perceived as most at risk of infection. 

l\^oreover there was an often implicit, and sometimes explicit, suggestion 

that sexual risk taking was a rather irresponsible 'young person' kind of 

thing. For example commenting on some findings of a tendency for first 

intercourse to be more often protected when the woman was slightly older 

Ingham et al. (1991) suggested cou/d be exp/amed by greafer 

/cnowVedge amongsf o/der women regardmg concepf/on and confracepf/o/?, or 

mcreased asserf/yeness fo ms/sf on condom (/se. Ft/zfAec // f/7e pa/fne/3 of 

o/der women are fbemse/yes o/dec f/?ey may adopf a more respons/b/e 

appmacb' (ibid, page 129). 

Developing this notion one can also consider that older, sexually active, 

people may have developed and established patterns or 'scenarios' or 

'scripts' or discourses which they draw on to negotiate and maintain safer 

sexual behaviour. If this were the case it may be possible to document such 

'safer" strategies, and make them more widely available, and perhaps 

available to younger people (assuming they were not in some way 'age 

specific'). 

It has been suggested that interviews are more effective if conducted with 

some 'matching' in regard of age and gender, so identifying a fit' between 
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potentially useful research and my age fixed one criterion of the present 

research. 

Some of the more pragmatic criteria which contributed to the specific 

characteristics of the participants in each study are discussed in Chapter 4, 

but they are perhaps most clearly distinguished, with respect to sexual 

relationships, between the 'parent group' who were predominantly in stable 

long term relationships, and the 'dating group' who, by definition, were not. 

3.3.2 Why interviews? 

Potter (eg Potter, 1994, Edwards and Potter, 1992) has emphasised that 

discourse 'in use' will be different from discourse in an account (see Chapter 

2 above). This is not a new distinction (cf Harre & Secord, 1972) but does 

have implications of what particular discourses may emerge in different 

situations. Potter therefore argues that one can only explore the discourses 

relevant to any 'behaviour" by observing the actual behaviour and recording 

discourse 'in action'. He suggests that discourse brought into use to 

recount, or account for, some behaviour may be quite distinct. 

This raises immediate difficulties if the behaviour we are interested in is 

negotiation of safer sexual behaviour. Not only is 'sex' not typically an 

observed behaviour but there are quite wide ranging sanctions against such 

observation (in itself perhaps contributing to difficulties managing such 

behaviour, as suggested in the introduction). Some research based 

observation of sexual behaviour has come into being since the late nineteen 

sixties (eg IVIasters and Johnson, 1966) and 'late night tv" suggests 

increasing public tolerance in this respect. However, first intercourse with a 

new partner is a relatively infrequent occurrence (with few exceptions such 

as sex workers) so, even if one negotiated social 'permission', it is unclear 
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where one could collect observational data^. 

However, interviews have already proved to be a source of relevant data for 

this topic (see Chapter 2), though this may be because the topic area is still 

relatively novel and because the behaviour is never, or rarely, observed. 

So, despite reservations about these potential limitations (and see section 

3.1.1 above), interviews with a different age group seemed to offer at least 

the possibility of new insights. 

3.3.3 What questions? 

I have already suggested (Chapter 1) that, for sexual health intervention, first 

intercourse with a new partner is of particular interest, not only because, if 

there is no protection then, 'later' may be too late' but also because it is a 

potentially 'unstable moment' (often carrying considerable 'signification', 

perhaps because of the weight of social taboo mentioned above?) This 

therefore seemed a potentially useful overall focus for the interviews. 

Some research by Gold (Gold, 1993, Gold et al. 1992) then suggested an 

approach to specific questions which might uncover critical distinctions even 

within one person's account. Initially in research with homosexual men. 

Gold developed the technique of asking people to recall a spec/#c sexual 

encounter and then explore their feelings as well as they could recall them 

at various stages leading up to that encounter (early in the day, that 

evening, just before intercourse). In this way he tapped into specific 

memories rather than more abstracted generalisations (this again fits with 

considerations about making the implicit explicit). Having explored that 

particular encounter Gold then asked participants to consider a contrasting 

case (safe if the first was unsafe, or vice versa), and again to consider a 

specific incident. Not only do these questions focus into specific memories, 

^he advent, since this research was conducted, of broadcast of continuous monitoring programs (eg 
Big Brother" - Channel 4, 2000) perhaps makes such real time' observation a future possibility! 
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but by drawing out the contrasts may also surface some of the potential 'dis-

location' between discourses discussed above. 

Although not theorised in quite this way at the time, these seemed 

particularly useful research strategies, and were adopted, slightly modified, 

in the design of the interview schedules. 

However the research here is also particularly concerned with the 

'materiality' of sexuality, so some questions were concerned with simply 

asking what experience people had, for example with different 

contraceptives, or any health problems they associated with sex, or where 

they would get their condoms. 

Finally, returning to the consideration that much, especially about our sexual 

experience, may be rather more 'implicit' than 'explicit', questions were 

organised to elicit initially, as far as possible, participants' accounts of topics 

as they had already 'thought about' them. But questions then focused in', 

asking for more detail and eventually prompting for any comment on aspects 

of a topic not yet covered (see also Chapter 4, section 4.1.5.1 'C/iecMsf -

(////erence an mfemeiv ma/ces' below). As far as possible the interviewer 

contributed nothing that might be expected to colour or influence the 

participant's answer. However occasionally, if unremarked by the 

participant, an apparent contradiction might be highlighted by the interviewer. 

This sometimes elicited particularly interesting novel observations from the 

participant (perhaps an 'explication' of the erstwhile 'implicit'? see section 

4.2.4.2 below). In this respect the present research has perhaps extended 

beyond a more 'conventional' Discourse Theory approach. 

3.3.4 How to Interpret the answers? 

As already indicated the analysis here was informed throughout by a 

Discourse Theory perspective, based primarily on Potter and Wetherell's 
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(1987) approach, though taking account of various further considerations 

raised in Chapter 2. However the careful reader will already have noticed 

some 'sliding in meaning' in the usage of the term discourse'. Three 

somewhat distinctive usages will be found in the account of the analysis. 

The first usage indicates 'a' or 'the' previously documented discourse, for 

example 'the Have/hold discourse' (Hollway 1984). 

The second usage is where themes and fragments from an interview 

transcript suggest that an 'assumption' of some 'shared knowledge' (with the 

interviewer or some other person mentioned) is 'taken for granted' by the 

participant. However this may not be 'a discourse' in the sense above of 

already being documented in the psychology literature. Here, even if there 

were space to document such a discourse more fully, there may not be 

sufficient detail in the interviews to support a full analysis (not least because 

the focus of the discourse may be only peripheral to the interview topic). 

For example participants often anticipated some shared understanding of 

'sex in the sixties' - even though extracts from the present interviews 

suggest these understandings are somewhat contradictory (see eg. Chapter 

5, section 5.1.1 '/VumAer of ...'). This usage might occur as in 'the 

participant drew on some discourse about 'sex in the sixties". 

The third usage here is 'discourse' in the more general sense, as discussion, 

conversation etcetera, but where used 'discourse' is preferred to these other 

terms since the intention is to emphasise some exchange which 'draws in', 

'draws on' and uses wider understandings - it emphasises something beyond 

any assumed transparent 'referential' exchange of information. 

Finally, as discussed above (sections 3.2.6 and 3.2.7), the research here is 

concerned partly with 'tracking and documenting specific discourses' (and 

themes and fragments of discourse in use) but also with 'identifying 

discursive processes and features'. This latter is partly (as discussed in 
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section 3.2.7) in the hope of improving our understanding of the effects of 

discourse (sense 3) and the process of change in discourse(s) (sense 1). 

However in the present analysis it is primarily used to explore key discursive 

processes which occurred within the interview, and to consider their effects 

and implications for the research data. At a more metatheoretical level it 

perhaps also surfaces something of how what is 'implicit' might be 

'explicated' (see Chapter 8). 

Most of this 'process' analysis is presented in Chapter 4 ('Abouf f/ie dafa', 

section 4.2.4, but see also 4.1.5.1 'C/?ecA//sf - f/?e (///Terence and /nfemetv 

ma/ces'). As explained there it emerged from an iterative analysis of the 

data, drawing initially on an identification of 'problematic' content in the 

interview transcripts, ranging from '/nfemewer ferm/no/ogy'^ 

through ordinary 'Co/)//ac//cf/o/7S' to apparent 'dissembling' by a participant. 

In contrast, other aspects of the analysis were concerned simply to 

document something of the range of relevant experience in this relatively 

under-researched cohort. Some of the report in subsequent chapters simply 

records what is 'manifest' in the participants' accounts, or draws attention to 

more experiential concerns, or more pragmatic concerns (what was said and 

done, what is it about condoms?) prior to exploring the discursive 

underpinnings. 

Whilst much of this analysis (particularly in Chapter 5 TAe parf/c/panfs; sex, 

sa/efy, nsA, percepf/o/is', where some 'background' to participants' 

experience is introduced) is superficially 'thematic' it is nonetheless 

thoroughly permeated by a discursive epistemology. Throughout the focus 

is on surfacing, rather than hiding, inconsistency and contradiction within the 

accounts using, as Potter and Wetherell (1987) suggest, techniques drawn 

from, for example, conversation analysis to explore nuance, contradiction 

^Content analysis 'headings' are introduced in Chapter 4 along with further practical detail of the process 
of analysis (see section 4.2.2.5). They are explained in more detail and then listed, in Af. 
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and variability (see Chapter 2 above). The intention here is to reveal 

something of the complexity inherent in the data (in contrast to the 

reductionist categorisation of many approaches to thematic analysis - again 

see Chapter 2). 

In Chapter 6 ('8a/er sex. sf/9feg/es and //m/faf/ons') the focus shifts more 

often beyond this somewhat thematic analysis (though it continues) to 

considering the function and consequence of what is spoken as well as 

noting apparent allusion to more specific discourses (in either the first or 

second usage above). A particular focus is any 'material consequence' 

especially relevant to the research topic (for example the use, or not, of 

condoms). 

In Chapter 7 ('Mafena/ - d/scu/s/ve f/remes and /ragmenfs') a more 

conventional Discourse Theoretic analysis of the effects, interplay and 

consequences of a few selected specific discourses are pursued more 

thoroughly (for example some particular effects of gendered discourse are 

explored in section 7.3). 

The approach adopted for initial analysis was particularly 'inclusive' and 

'exhaustive' - perhaps more so than one could generally resource - and 

included the identification of any topic potentially relevant to the participant's 

approach to dating, relationships, sex, safe sex, etcetera, as well as selected 

examples of 'ways of talking' in the interviews which seemed potentially 

relevant to a discursive analysis^ (see also Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.5, and 

Appendix M). As a result difficult choices had to be made about which 

topics should be pursued further (see Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.6). To some 

extent the choices made favoured some of the less obviously 'discursive' 

material since, in this relatively under-researched area, the approach 

outlined above, based in Discourse Theory but not pursuing solely the goal 

The latter informed the 'process' analysis mentioned above. 
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of tracking and identifying specific 'discourses' (in the first usage above), 

yielded a considerable volume of data of potential relevance to safe(r) sex 

intervention. 

Though the initially 'exhaustive' analysis here may not always be necessary 

or appropriate, it has enabled a presentation of the participants' accounts 

from a number of perspectives. 

The details of the studies are introduced in the next chapter. 

Some more specific information about the rationale for selection and about 

the nature of the data presented is included in the introduction to each 

chapter. 
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The following sections provide an outline of the preliminary study, interviews 

with parents of adolescents, and the main study, interviews with people in 

the forty-something age group who are 'dating' (as opposed to in settled 

relationships). 

The rationale for adopting a discourse theoretical approach, and in particular 

the approach to analysing the data, is not addressed directly here, since it is 

discussed in detail in Chapters 1, 2 and 3. 

Findings from the two studies which are relevant to sexual health in 

relationships are presented in Chapters 5 and 6 and discussed in Chapters 

7 and 8. The rationale for merging the data from the two studies is 

discussed at the end of this chapter. 

Findings from the two studies which are relevant to methodological concerns 

are also discussed in this chapter in respect of their implications for the 

ensuing analysis and the findings reported in Chapters 5 through 7. They 

are discussed in relation to theoretical concerns in Chapter 8. More detail of 

some aspects of the studies can be found in appendices, as indicated 

below. 

4.1 Pnelimlnarv Study - 7%e Pananf Gmop 

This preliminary study was carried out in 1994, in part to explore some of 

the pragmatic aspects of conducting research in sexual behaviour. For 

example to establish whether people from the target population, identified in 

the study proposal as 'older, sexually active people, who may have 

established patterns / scenarios / scripts / discourses to draw on to negotiate 

and maintain safe sexual behaviour' would be prepared to come forward for 

interview, to what extent they would be prepared to discuss sexual issues 

with the interviewer, and to uncover as far as possible what issues appeared 

salient to them. 
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The study was designed with the primary goal of eliciting information about 

how interviewees negotiated or maintained safe sexual behaviour. 

4.1.1 Rationale 

Since it was anticipated (probably wrongly) that people would not feel 

comfortable coming into an interview and immediately talking about their 

own sexual behaviour this study was combined with some research to 

explore the effects of a touring theatre group presenting a play about HIV 

and AIDS which was being presented at schools in a nearby city at the time. 

Parents of adolescents who would see the play could then be recruited, and 

information about their involvement with their child's sex education could be 

explored, as well as any perceived impact of the play, leading more gently 

into discussion of their own sexual behaviour. However it was made clear at 

the outset that they would be asked questions of a more personal nature. 

4.1.2 Method 

In depth semi-structured interviews were conducted in a private room in the 

local health promotion centre. Interviews were transcribed and analysed for 

content and for discursive themes. 

Parents were recruited from a specific year group in a girls' grammar school 

in a small city in the south of England. Girls in this year group (aged 14-15) 

had seen the touring play a few weeks before the parents were interviewed. 

(In the event, although parents had been notified of the play by letter, at the 

time of the interviews most parents 'did not know' about the play.) 

It was anticipated, and was the case, that parents of girls of this age would 
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be in the target forty-something' age group. Only one parent of any 'couple' 

was recruited to avoid any possible compromise arising from the interviewer 

being privy to confidential information from the 'other" partner. 

Parents were recruited through a brief 'invitation to participate' letter (see 

Appendix D). 

Demographic information about the participants, which was only available as 

a resu/f of the interviews, is described below (see 'Pa/f/c/panfs'). 

Three further participants are included who were interviewed prior to 

interviews with the parents from the school, in order to gain some 

experience and verify the interview schedule. These were volunteers from 

the University and the local health promotion centre (who, in this instance, 

were the gateway for access to the school). They were of a similar age to 

the school parents, were also parents, and had children of a similar age. 

However their children had not seen the play (insofar as they knew!) 

The initial phase of recruitment was straightforward, since the PSE teacher 

kindly approached parents on my behalf at a parents' evening for the 

relevant year group. She passed on telephone numbers of the nine parents 

who agreed to take part. 

Participants were then contacted by telephone, to confirm they were happy 

to participate, ask if they were prepared to be recorded, confirm they 

understood that quite personal topics might be addressed, and to arrange a 

time for the interview. All participants who had agreed in principle, or their 

partner, took part in the study. 

4.f .2.2 RecmAmg cKOku/Kes 

Nine participants was fewer than hoped but still a viable sample, though 
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initially there were only two men. 

However when making telephone contact, if the male partner answered I 

explained the need for more male participants and asked whether he might 

consider taking part in the study rather than his wife. In each case I assured 

him that relative lack of involvement in his children's sex education, the 

primary reason given for non-participation, was precisely why it was 

important his views be included. Using this strategy two further men were 

recruited, increasing the number to four, which was deemed sufficient to 

warrant continuing the study. 

The interview covered topics about sex education (home and school), the 

play, and an example of participants personal experience, if any, of safe and 

unsafe intercourse (see Chapter 3 for rationale of question focus). Some 

participants had only experienced intercourse within their present marriage, 

in which case the questions were modified to ask about situations that might 

have led to infidelity, and how they were managed / avoided. 

Appendix E includes the topics to be addressed during the interview, and the 

associated interview schedule. 

A checklist, extracted from a questionnaire based study running in parallel 

(see Appendix F) was used as a prompt to elicit views about any topics the 

parents did not raise themselves. 

4 ).2.4 TVaMSc/ipfKM afxf ex&acA 

Interviews were transcribed with all pauses, hesitations and false starts, part 

words etcetera. 
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All extracts from transcripts are presented here Yfa/fc/sed and m quofaf/on 

mar/fs', thus. 

Pauses were marked as very brief brief (...), or longer ( ) or with a 

comment (for the few occasions when there was a long pause). For 

presentation in this text these pauses have been converted to appropriate 

punctuation marks where relevant (where pauses marked a change of topic, 

separable clause, etc.). It was not found necessary to record 'timed' pauses 

for the present purposes. 

Overlaps were marked '[' in the text of each speaker where the overlap 

began. IVIost overlaps were non-content markers such as 'mm', and have 

usually been omitted when extracts are presented here, though any potential 

effect on the original speech was considered (see also '/nferwewer e/ifecf 

below). 

In the transcripts emphasis was marked with a capitalised initial letter. 

When presented here 'emphasised wo/t/s w/// be de-zfa/yc/secT within the 

quotation marks. 

In the first instance the transcripts here were analysed for content and for 

discursive themes (see Chapters 2 and 3). However subsequent re-analysis 

for the purposes of the present report is discussed below (see section 4.3, 

'Me/gmg fAe dafa'). 

4.1.3 Participants 

Twelve people were interviewed in this study, eight women, including the 

three 'pilot' interviews, and four men. Precise age information was not 

requested, but five people (two male, three female) volunteered their age at 
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some stage during tlie interview as 45, 46, 46, 47 and 52. The remaining 

participants' ages were estimated, on the basis of other information supplied 

(such as age at marriage, age of children, etc), as three at around age 40, 

two in their early forties, and two in their mid forties. All participants were or 

had been manned (two were divorced) and one woman whose first husband 

had died when quite young had remarried. All had children, two of these 

were adopted, with family age patterns as follows: 

Table 1: CMdnen's ace oaffems - oarenf omuo 

girls 15 15 12 15 15 15 15 22 9 15 9,10 

15 16 17 15,16 

Boys 1 12 13 18 19 18 19 22 13 12,15 

4.1.4 Sex education, and the play 

A major focus of these interviews was sex education and the play which had 

recently been performed at the school. However these are not primary 

concerns of the present research report (see 'Aferg/ng fAe dafa' below). 

Some aspects of parental interaction in sex education have been discussed 

elsewhere (Ingham & Kirkland, 1997a, 1997b). 

Disappointingly very few parents knew about the play and only one had 

discussed it with her daughter, so whatever the value in terms of promoting 

talk between peers it seemed not to have prompted discussion at home -

even with this sample of parents who might have seemed 'ideal' in that 

respect (PTA, volunteered for interview, etc.). 

It emerged from the interviews that a primary facilitator" for discussion at 
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home was topics raised in the storyline of television soap opera. Some 

parents used this platform both intentionally and reflexively. 

4.1.5 About the data 

The use of a checklist drawn from a previous questionnaire, not only 

provided the function intended (see above) but illustrated some points 

relevant to the research method focus here. 

CAeckBsf- Ae cKObrence an WefWewrmaAes 

Although there is not space to consider them in detail a number of points 

emerged here. 

Firstly the points parents raised ahead of the checklist did generally appear 

more salient to them - the response to the checklist items was more often of 

the form 'I hadn't thought of that', or 'I hadn't thought of that as sex 

education' than it was 'Oh yes, I'd forgotten about that'. 

There were a number of examples of very diverse interpretations of the 

questionnaire items, for example one woman mentioned 'oral sex' in the 

context of the 'obtaining sexual pleasure without intercourse' item, but when 

I asked what she included in oral sex talked of 'deeper kissing' and 'nipples', 

whereas most participants were quite clear about oral genital contact, using 

varied terminology, though often expressing reservations about the topic. 

Discussion of 'how a baby is made (conceived)' ranged from 'egg and seed' 

to 'penetration' and so on. 

As in the main study the expression 'STD' was unknown to several 

participants - this is discussed further in later chapters. 

A frequent consideration in regard to appropriate age for sex education 

topics was that children vary, participants commented on differences 
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between their own children, as well as differences with children from other 

families. However when this topic is raised in a questionnaire format there 

is no space to record this diversity. Furthermore there were several 

examples of people 'revising down' ages they first suggested for various 

topics as a result of considering more issues. Most, but not all, who did this 

became aware of their shifting assessment and commented on it. 

There was also considerable diversity in the extent to which people had 

given any previous thought to the question, some participants having a 

carefully considered position and a 'rationale' for their answers, others 

apparently thinking about the topic for perhaps the first time (there was no 

apparent gender bias in this respect from the small sample here, despite the 

difficulties recruiting men). 

Since, over the last decade, there has been a considerable growth in the 

literature regarding the ambiguity of questionnaire items, and the related 

difficulties identified here, these points will not be developed any further, 

except to note that they raise further difficulties for SCM based studies. 

On a more constructive note, in a few instances the checklist provided a 

useful prompt to more personal accounts of related topics. 

4.1.6 Limitations 

The other pertinent consideration arising from the parent study was my 

personal feeling of inadequacy from time to time in the face of the data. For 

example a number of participants mentioned that sexual intimacy had 

ceased after the birth of a child. What eventually became apparent was that 

this cessation of intimacy, usually temporary, sometimes long lasting and in 

at least one case apparently permanent, was almost certainly related to a 

wide range of factors - but I had little idea what they might be, or 

how to ask. I've noticed subsequently how 'since the baby ...' operates as a 
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useful catch-all, one does not need to explain further, everyone understands 

The question is 'what do they understand?' It was in the hope of at least 

being able to ask that question before I undertook any further interviews -

that I took the first step into psycho-sexual counselling training. 
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4.2 Main Study - TTie O a # g Gmup 

The 'main' study was earned out in 1998, set to collect very specific data 

about negotiation and management of sexual risk, though by this stage it 

was recognised that accounts were more often found of lack of any effective 

management of risk. The target population remained older, sexually active 

people, who may have established patterns / scenarios / scripts / discourses 

to draw on to negotiate and maintain safe sexual behaviour, though by this 

stage it was recognised that established 'habitual' patterns of behaviour may 

turn out to be rigid and/or may be counter productive regarding sexual health 

risks. 

4.2.1 Rationale 

Participants in the parent study were, for the most part, in long standing 

stable relationships, so had little cunrent experience of negotiating new 

intimate relationships. In an attempt to recruit participants from this age 

group for whom the research topic might have more immediacy, initial 

recruitment was through the personal column, in particular the 'Heartline' 

section, of the local free newspaper. 

In the light of the previous study a more direct approach was adopted, and 

with a little more confidence in the light of some intervening training and 

practice in psycho-sexual counselling. 

4.2.2 Method 

In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted, in a private room either 

at King Alfred's, College Winchester, or at my home (where interviewees had 

been recruited via 'snowball' through friends). 
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4.2.2.f RecmAmg 

Initial recruitment was by leaving a telephone message in response to 

advertisements placed in the 'Heartlines' column, the 'lonely heart' section of 

The Extra' (a free weekly paper distributed in Winchester and outlying 

areas). 

This target population was selected as a useful source of pofenf/a/Zy sexually 

active people. The target age range was 35-50. The newspaper column 

was preferred as potentially more inclusive than an expensive dating 

agency. There were typically some fifty or so ads placed each week, about 

half in the target age range. Only 8 to 12 interviews were required but, 

since potential response rate was uncertain, it was anticipated from the 

outset that further recruitment might be necessary using a 'snowball' 

approach. 

When recruitment was slow the original, more formal, message was modified 

slightly (see Appendix G). 

4.2.2.2 RecmAmg 

Recruiting started out very promisingly, with a reply from one of the two 

women I left messages for the first day. An interview was arranged, and 

duly carried out. However this initial success was never repeated. There 

were no further responses the first week, and none at all the second. By the 

third week I adopted a slightly different tactic, leaving a message for five 

men saying I would 'like to talk to them', but not being explicit that this would 

be a formal interview, though I attempted to make this clear as soon as they 

returned the call. By the fourth and fifth weeks I left messages for everyone 

who was in the appropriate age range, did not live too far away (this was 

sometimes only apparent from the recorded message), and for whom I had 

not previously left a message. 
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Seventy eight initial calls were made in all, at a premium call rate (50p a 

minute), with each call taking three to four minutes: to listen to the 

advertisers message; work through the various Heartlines messages about 

options (I became fairly adept at bypassing some of these but others could 

not be avoided); and to leave my own message and contact number. 

Only about half the thirty one men for whom I left an 'ambiguous' message 

returned my call, a few ringing off fairly abruptly, and not unreasonably, 

when I explained about the interview. However ten expressed more interest, 

some saying they were prepared to answer questions over the telephone but 

not to meet, others making some (in the event abortive) arrangement for an 

interview. These calls proved interesting, if, for the most part, somewhat 

frustrating from a recruitment perspective not least because a number of 

appointments were made but not kept (see Appendix H). 

There were no further replies at the time, and as this was proving a time 

consuming and expensive approach to recruitment it was abandoned in 

favour of alternatives. 

The first, and most productive, of these alternatives was 'snowball' recruiting 

via friends. No attempt was made to recruit close personal friends, as it was 

felt that pre-knowledge of the interviewee might undermine the interview 

process (for example some key information might already be known, and 

therefore 'taken for granted' in any discussion, and thence not be available 

to support subsequent analysis of the data). Two male and two female 

participants were recruited in the first round, and one further female was 

recruited via one of these four. All these participants were single, or in 

relatively new relationships. Two had some experience of using formalised' 

approaches to dating (agencies, personal columns, or singles clubs), though 

in one case this experience was indirect - following up a contact passed on 

by a friend. As a group they also reported a range of other approaches to 

meeting new partners. Other potential participants were approached, but 
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either declined, or were not available during the time frame of the interviews. 

Some interviewees offered to pass on further contacts, but when this was 

followed up they were less enthusiastic. These leads were not pursued 

further since participants had already given up time to the project, and by 

this time nine wide ranging and diverse interviews had been recorded. 

To support the 'snowball' recruitment a brief A5 flyer' had been produced to 

be passed on to any potential 'candidate' (see Appendix I). Some of these 

flyers were left in public spaces where it was felt there may be potential 

candidates, for example GU medicine at RHCH, Winchester. There was no 

response via any of these routes. 

Although recruitment via the 'Heartlines' column had little success an 

advertisement placed in the same evening paper (see Appendix J), and with 

wording similar to the flyer, elicited two responses, leading to successful 

interviews. These two participants had experience of using a slightly wider 

range of dating agencies. 

Quite late in the interview period there was a further reply to one of the 

messages left via Heartlines, and this last male was recruited and kept the 

appointment so contributing the final interview. 

These varied recruiting techniques led to a somewhat 'ad hoc', albeit varied 

and interesting, sample. However there was some common experience 

within the sample as indicated above, and despite the diversity the 

interviews also revealed a number of overlapping themes regarding sexual 

relationships, as discussed below and in the following chapters. 

4.2.2.3 /nflenwiv 

The interview was focused towards the main questions about negotiating a 

new sexual relationship. However it drew three main features from Gold 
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(1993) as discussed in Chapter 3. Firstly questions were asked about a 

specific (and most recent) relationship, secondly questions were asked about 

various points in time leading up to eventual intercourse (here taking a 

longer timeframe than Gold), and finally participants were asked to recall a 

d/ss/m/Zar incident (ie 'safe' if the first had been 'unsafe', or vice versa). 

However a number of more 'material' questions were asked, for example 

about any previous experience of STDs. 

Appendix K includes the topics to be addressed during the interview, and the 

associated interview schedule. 

Some supplementary demographic questions were asked, and recorded at 

the interview on a brief questionnaire, see Appendix L. 

4.2.2.4 TranscrpAon and exAacfs 

Transcription, and presentation of the extracts throughout this report, are as 

for the preliminary study, see above. 

4.2.2.5 - * e baacs 

The principles of the analysis adopted here are introduced in Chapter 3, 

based on the discussion of the wide range of options and considerations 

discussed in Chapter 2. 

The approach to analysis was comprehensive and inclusive and 'headings' 

(see below) were suggested by careful reading of the data (informed by 

some sensitivity to what might be relevant informed by reading and previous 

research). 

Although many researchers call this initial process coding (eg Potter and 
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Wetherell, 1987) I have resisted this label. Instead I simply use 'headings'. 

This is to reflect that the headings do not 'code' the data, the contents under 

each heading are loosely related (as in a 'collection' in its 'set theory' usage 

of 'association' rather than 'identity', and allowing multiple set membership). 

There is no sense in which the headings should be considered as 

'categories' and they are in no way 'exclusive' - so for example some 

comment about a condom breaking might appear under the heading 

'condom: failure and other problems' as well as the heading 'contraceptive 

failure'. In this and other respects the principles for inclusion under a 

heading are as advised by Potter and Wetherell for 'coding'. New headings 

'emerged' and others were merged or split as analysis (especially in the 

early stages) progressed. The eventual index was organised under five 

broad headings: dating and relationships; sex; safe sex; other relationships; 

and 'ways of talking'. 

The large number of headings used in the initial analysis can be found in 

Appendix IVI, along with a description of the card file index used to contain 

the analysis, and the rationale for that approach. 

Given the large number of 'headings' used, even with very careful analysis it 

cannot be claimed that ev/e/y instance was collected under each heading. 

However, where cases from a particular heading were to be used in the 

report the transcripts were re-searched for further examples, using a word 

search facility if this seemed appropriate (it could not be used for a category 

such as 'lifestyle' for example). This, infrequently, yielded an additional 

case, suggesting that the initial analysis was reasonably comprehensive. 

I use 'reasonably' intentionally here for a number of reasons. Firstly not all 

headings were intended to generate an exhaustive collection. For example 

the interviews included many examples of 'false starts' and 'hesitation', but 

only a few of the more striking examples were collected on the relevant 

index card (under 'R/?efoncaf/D/scurs/Ve') to serve as a 'quick index' into 
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more marked examples within the transcripts, selecting particularly those 

seeming indicative of some turn in the interview (avoidance, uncertainty, 

pending disclosure etc), should it prove appropriate to discuss this particular 

conversational feature in more detail. Secondly, it was never expected that 

all the topics analysed could be discussed in any detail, so a reasonably 

comprehensive collection under each heading would be sufficient to indicate 

where findings were such that they would provide a relevant point of 

discussion, and where a re-search of the data would be appropriate. 

Finally, even with this level of detail, this preliminary analysis could not 

represent an 'exhaustive' account of the data. Nor is such an account 

possible. Some considerations in this respect, and their implications for 

further analysis of the data, are discussed below (see dafa'). 

Whenever a heading was identified as relevant to a subsequent topic of 

analysis particular attention was paid to use a more mechanised search to 

find any further examples, to seek counter examples, and where relevant to 

revisit data from the parent study. 

Some subtler concerns for the analysis arising from, for example, the 

'retelling' emerging from participants reflexive engagement in the interviews, 

are discussed below (see /br ana/ys/s'). 

4.2.2.6 SeAecAhg (opjcs 

This comprehensive approach to analysis yielded a very useful indication of 

the breadth of inter-related issues contributing to presence or absence of 

safe(r) sex, and provided a useful backdrop of the 'scope' of the topic 

against which to set more detailed analysis and reporting of any specific 

topic. However it also became evident that not all aspects of the research 

question could be reported within the scope of the present volume. Some 

selection had to be made from the substantial range of candidate topics. In 

many ways this was the most difficult part of the research, and I mention it 
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here since it is omitted, or given scant attention, in accounts of how to 

approach discourse analysis (eg. Parker, 1992, Potter and Wetherell, 1987, 

Wetherell and Potter, 1992). 

Two themes emerged which seemed intrinsically interesting. These were 

the, to some extent interwoven, strands of 'loneliness' and the 'meaning of a 

relationship'. Since both slipped in and out (both claimed and disclaimed) of 

accounts of unprotected intercourse they seemed a particularly relevant 

focus of a discursive analysis. However their presence in the present 

interviews was fragmentary, fleeting and transitory. They had occurred 'in 

passing' and had not been picked up for further exploration in the discussion 

in the interviews. Moreover they seemed often to be associated with some 

kind of suppressed affective response which is not readily accommodated by 

a discursive analysis. This and a preliminary exploration of some relevant 

literature indicated that any adequate treatment of these topics would require 

some recourse to a more psychoanalytic literature. Since there was neither 

time nor space for that here they were reluctantly abandoned for the 

present. 

A more pragmatic consideration was that those themes would be better 

presented against an account of some of the more 'manifest' aspects of 

participants lives, and the data indicated many sexual aspects of the lives of 

a 'forty-something' population which had not previously received much 

integrated qualitative discussion. Since this would be relevant to, and 

required by, any further topics selected, it appeared a 'necessary' candidate 

for inclusion. Chapter 5 represents a preliminary outline of some of the 

relevant themes. 

It is perhaps inevitable as a mafena/ discourse analyst that the next major 

criterion for selection of topics for inclusion here should be the extent to 

which they more directly informed presence or absence of safe(r) sex, and in 

particular use or absence of condoms. Hence in Chapter 6 I seek to provide 
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an integrated account of some aspects of the many themes which emerged 

under the general heading 'Safer sex' in the preliminary analysis. However 

in both chapters other related topics from the preliminary analysis are drawn 

on as required to add depth to the analysis. 

In Chapters 5 and 6 a number of discursive themes and fragments emerge 

in the more 'manifest' accounts of the data there. These 'material discursive' 

themes and fragments are drawn together and discussed in Chapter 7. To 

some extent these chapters represent successive phases of the analysis, 

however the process was in practice considerably more 'iterative' than that 

might suggest (see also, Chapter 3, section 3.2.4). 

l\^oreover, before embarking on those accounts of the data, the focus in the 

preceding chapters on the nafure of the data which can be collected using 

different research methods necessitated some consideration of the nature of 

the data collected here. Using a somewhat 'cannibalistic' technique (of 

using the present analysis of the data to justify that analysis) this is 

addressed in the present chapter (section 4.2.4). 

4.2.2.7 Wefwewee comments 

Given that the approach for this study is in depth analysis of in depth 

interviews, it would be interesting to identify "who said what', so that the 

reader could build up some overall picture of distinct participants, who exist 

against a social backdrop structured by recurring themes. From that base it 

could be made more apparent that the themes emerge from discussion with 

discrete identifiable 'persons', yet at the same time we can see 'individual 

persons' emerge from varied interactions with the background 'structure' 

afforded by biology, social institutions, social discourse, etc. 

In principal this would be a desirable, and straightforward, way to proceed, 

using the indexed analysis described above to link all quotations etc back to 
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their source. However people agreed to participate in the study because 

they were offered confidentiality. Furthermore, because of the snowballing 

approach to recruitment, two of the participants are friends of mine and of 

one or two other participants. IVIore importantly one or two, and one or two 

close mutual friends, have expressed an interest in reading this report. This 

presents a greater than usual challenge to maintaining anonymity, especially 

since these various friends are aware of some incidental details of each 

other's sex lives - though clearly not all. Typically participants were not too 

concerned about disclosing personal details, but were concerned to avoid 

embarrassment, hurt, etc potentially arising from accounts which inevitably 

include mention of pa/fners, amongst others\ 

This has made me perhaps more than usually alert to the possibility, unlikely 

(less of a 'risk') where there are a larger number of 'unknown' and 

'unidentified' participants, that a reader may recognise the occasional 

extract, so that if extracts from a single source were linked by an identifier 

then previously 'unknown' thoughts, relationships, incidents, could easily be 

identified and attributed to that same person. To minimise such a possibility 

only the minimal links necessary to achieve coherence will be provided 

within accounts. Similarly statistics, such as present age and age of first 

intercourse, will only be presented in summary form for the group, rather 

than in a table showing their patterns of inter-relationship with gender 

etcetera person by person. 

I see this as an unfortunate and undesirable, as well as unforseen', outcome 

'some participants went to considerable lengths to protect the identity of partners they talked about, for 
example in the final extracts in the section about HIV testing in Chapter 8, the interviewee talks about 'the 
first one', 'the other partner', 'the one ... who had' and so on. Another man in his mid forties raised the 
concern YAe on/y (A/ng f/?af / am womecf abouf /s conMenf/a///y (5226). I reassured him, 
commenting that I did not know his surname, and explained that I would not use names, though 'actually 
you haven't mentioned any names anyway' (5239) to which he replied 'no I that was fairly deliberate 
oAwous/y". 

'Of course I should have foreseen it. 
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of this recruitment process^ when 

working with a small number of participants. 

4.2.2.8 OaA 

The lack of participant identifier in the text, discussed above, also raises a 

problem of maintaining an adequate index of the source of quotations, 

accounts etcetera. This has been addressed by including line number 

references on all quotations in the usual way, which may serve to reassure 

the reader that there is a 'real' source for the material, and by holding a 

participant identifier along with this as a WordPerfect 'hidden comment' on 

the soft copy of the document. A single hardcopy with this information 

printed will be secured for any future research reference purposes. 

4.2.3 PaMfclpants 

Five women and four men were interviewed in this study . Ages were 37, 

42, 43, 45, 46(x2), 47, 48 and 53 a very similar range to those in the pilot 

study. Though none of these participants was living with a partner at the 

time of the interview (a clear distinction from the 'parent group'), all had 

some past experience of 'live in' relationships. Two who had never /named 

chose the status 'single'. Seven participants had been married and 

subsequently divorced, one had also been widowed from a second marriage. 

Four of these chose the 'compound' status 'single, divorced'. These seven 

all had children (one adopted) with age patterns as shown in the table 

below. 

"It would be interesting to hear how, for example, Wendy Hollway's participants (Hollway, 1984, 1989) 
responded to the publication of details of their (inter)-relationships - perhaps they expressed no interest in 
reading her academic work, or she 'took the risk', as I am tempted, to assume that in practice they would 
not read it. 
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Table 2: CMcfmn's aoe oaffems - cfafmo amuo 

girls >15 21 21,23 23,25 

Boys 3:6 5 24,26 

The age range of children is quite distinct from that of the pilot study, largely 

an artefact of the pilot study being recruited primarily from parents of one 

particular school year group. However it is not clear why the children's ages 

here tend to be either very young, or an 'over twenty' ('leaving home'?) age -

given the common range of the parent ages across the two groups. The 

younger children were not living with the parent interviewed, though in all 

cases the parent had 'right of access'. Some of the older children lived with 

the interviewed parent on occasion. This is a further lifestyle difference 

between the groups since even the divorced parents in the earlier group had 

all their children living with them'*. 

Demographic data for both groups pertaining to more specifically sexual 

topics are presented and discussed in Chapter 8. 

"There is insufficient data here to test whether this difference between the groups is anything more than 
chance. It might be argued that raising teenage children is fulfilling in itself (see 'Parents' in Chapter 8), 
leaving no space for seeking another partner. Alternatively it might be that parents of teenage children do 
not have hme to engage in any dating' activity. One man in his mid forties (nwsing that he might like to 
be a parent again, to 'make a better job of it' (4212) this time) talked of how, as a single parent, he 'worked, 
and looked after the kids But it also meant there was quite a period of time, with the hours that I did, when 

fAey Aed fo be af Aome on fAe/r own wAen we/s sorf of fen, hve/ye ' (4160) so he seems to 
have had little enough time to talk to them, let alone meet anyone else. In accounts of dating from both 
groups, all mention of partner's children are as young (under five) or 'grown up' (left, or ready to leave, 
home), except in cases of extra-marital affairs. It may be that teenage children tend to inhibit (heir parents 
from engaging in any overt dating activity. However the Heartlines columns include entries from women in 
their forties styling themselves 'single mother', and whilst some of these may have young children it would 
seem probable that some in this age group would also have older children. So it may just be that, with 
everything else that is happening in their lives, single parents of teenage children have no time to take part 
in research interviews. 
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4.2.4 About the data 

Interviewees' accounts regarding relationships in general, sexual 

relationships in particular and, most relevant here, strategies (or lack of 

strategies) for negotiating safe(r) sexual behaviour are discussed at length in 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

A variety of methodological approaches to analysing texts and their 

underlying theory and epistemology were explored in detail in Chapter 2. 

Before moving on to the more substantive findings relevant to sexual health I 

will discuss here some findings related to the p/iocess of the interviews 

which have implications for the interpretation of the data. (Inevitably, there 

is some circularity here, since it was necessary to analyse and interpret the 

data in order to present this account.) 

Some of these findings reinforce confidence in the verity' of the accounts 

offered, others raise concerns about the possible scope of interpretation of 

such accounts. Either way I discuss what practical measures were adopted 

to address the concerns raised, insofar as that is possible. 

A more theoretical account of these issues is developed in Chapter 8. 

The present analysis might more usually be expected towards the end of the 

report, but given the emphasis here on methodology it seems appropriate to 

be clear about both the strengths and limitations of the present data, before 

exploring it further. 

4.2.4.f /nferWewereAbcf 

In the interviews with parents (see 'Pns//mma/y sfudy" above) I adopted a 

somewhat more 'conversational' engagement than here. But on occasion 

that led to slight 'interviewer contamination' of interviewees' responses. 
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In the main study I aimed for an engaged but non-contributory style and was 

pleased that transcripts show very little beyond 'mm' by way of response to 

interviewees' comments. It must be acknowledged that a transcript hides 

the variety of intonation, and associated semantic weight, that I can achieve 

with an 'mm' so it may be difficult to exclude any appearance of subjective 

evaluation of participants' contributions. Indeed to do so might be unnerving 

for the interviewee since it is usual to seek some response when talking^ -

not only to ensure you have been heard but also to ensure that, at least up 

to a point, you have been understood. 

In any event, despite their range, 'mm's have the advantage of contributing 

little substantive (as opposed to perceived evaluative) content. 

Nonetheless there were a few examples of some 'interviewer interjection'. In 

such cases interviewees nearly always 'picked up' any new terminology or 

concept that was introduced. For example in the following exchange: 

Interviewee: ... depends on /nd/wdua/ 

DK: on f/7e s/fuaf/on? 

Interviewee: On fAe s/fuaf/on ... 

(Woman, early forties, 1561ff)" 

Clearly one cannot be sure whether 'the situation' was particularly relevant 

'"In the preliminary study, one of the parents was particularly concerned throughout with what was 
'normal': 'I think that's normal', 'is that normal?' and so on. I resisted engaging in any exchange which would 
involve stating my personal view, replying to his more outright 'what do you think?' by negotiating that I 
would be happy to answer or discuss any questions alter the interview. However it is dear from the 
transcript that this rhetorical device was part of his usual conversational style, which I upset somewhat by 
resisting the more usual conversational responses to such discursive turns. 

One might anticipate that someone engaging in such conversational moves would be particularly well versed 
in 'dominant' discourses. Unfortunately it was not clear whether that was the case from the interview 
content - but that may be an outcome of the disruption of his conversational style. Conversely it may be 
that such a style is deployed primarily to seek afRrmation - or may primarily achieve this effect even 
unintentionally. Discussion after the interview indicated a genuine interest in the research. 

®See 'Data trait above for an explanation of source references. 
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for this woman, and in some cases later exchanges in a transcript indicate 

that such interviewee responses have been 'counter factual'. However there 

were only some dozen or so examples throughout, and to avoid mis-

attribution they were treated parsimoniously - that is the interviewee content 

was discounted unless it was elaborated or reappeared elsewhere. 

However, the interviewee would sometimes specifically resist my 'terms' - a 

useful indication of where a view was already 'thought through' and held 

quite firmly and independently (at least independently of me, the interviewer 

- the original source was of course not identifiable through the interview 

methodology used here). 

This however was the more straightforward of the issues. 

4.2.4.2 /nfenww as pmcess 

Although by conducting semi-structured interviews one seeks to elicit how 

participants a/ready would choose to report and account some particular 

topic, nonetheless the very activity of answering (often novel) questions 

promotes some 'thinking', which may include some 'rethinking' of previously 

held attitudes, beliefs, or even interpretations of events. Hence an interview 

is a pmcess not only for the interviewer (who, in other approaches might be 

seen as some ob/ecf/ve gatherer of static pre-existing data, as perhaps 

claimed by those using questionnaires with items to check to measure 

attitude scales, or to explore social cognition models), but it is also a 

process for the participant. 

A striking, and relevant, example of this from the present study was the 

development for one of the men of a gradual self revelation of his 'acfuaf, 

rather than his '/c/ea/zsed', practice regarding using condoms. I will describe 

it in a little detail to show how a new understanding developed out of the 

context of the interview. 
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Although relationships were always with people he had known for some time 

they were never pre-planned '/ ofo/?? p/a/? / /(/sf see /?ow fAZ/rgrs 

evo/ve ... So bas/ca/Zy iv/7af /happens /s, you gef dmn/c.. S/ie be 

M/eanng a n/ce arf/c/e of c/ofAmg, s/?e be /oo/ong pa/f/cu/ar^ gooof f/?af 

n/gbf, l/l/hafever /f /s you fb/nk.. fAe cbem/sf/y sfarfs fo work, /f rea/Zy /s as 

s/mp/e as fbaf (2075ff). Referring to just such a start to a particular 

relationship, I asked "... /^ny precauf/ons?' (2461). After a pause he replied 

'A/o .. /Vof fbe /zrsf f/me ... Ws// [pause] er fbe Pope's mefbod [laughing]... 

yv?f/7draiva/... / musf aofm/Y /Ve .. w/fb fbe p/zY be/bre fbaf / d/d fbaf... fbe 

nexf mommg fbougbf.. "l/Wiaf bave / done?"... Sfup/cT (2464ff). 

Subsequently intercourse would usually be protected 'genera/Zy yusf us/ng 

condoms' (2523). 

The next relationship we discussed was relatively brief, but again unplanned 

and unprotected '/f was more an accident fo be bonesf w/fb you. ... yusf 

happened fbaf.. [laughing slightly] bod/es we/ie /n fbe n/rong p/ace af fbe 

wmng f/me rafber fban me fb/n/dng "fb/s ;s go/ng fo fum mfo penefraf/ve 

sex" (3097). Later in the interview it emerged this relationship had 

developed more gradually than suggested here, consonant with his 

explanation that'/ fb/n/c fbaf̂ s fbe /eason wby fbe //me .. on Am 

occas/ons, / d/dnY fa/ce any af a// p/iecauf/ons. Because / knew fbem. /f's 

/ond of # e / trusted fbem wb/cb /s stupid rea//y g/ven /l/OS and fb/ngs and 

goodness Arnows w/baf e/se' (3172ff). 

At this point I reminded him this was now three occasions where first 

intercourse with a new partner was unprotected, to which he assented 

Tbree occas/ons, fbaf's ngbf [DK: Vs fbaf wbaf usua/// happens? /n a new 

re/af/onsb/p?'] '/f sounds ///ce /f, doesnlf /f? .. /f's yusf somefb/ng fbaf / . . Yes /f 

/s, /fs /usf dawned on me, /Ve never fbougbf abouf /Y be/bre un% ngbf af 

fb/s momenf (3190ff). Though as he had emphasised a little earlier '8uf / 

on/y fend fo do /f.. fbe first f/me ..' (3157). 
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As well as raising some interesting issues regarding (lack of) safe(r) sex 

which will be taken up in subsequent chapters, this series of extracts 

illustrates again the limitations of any approach to gathering this kind of data, 

since we are not always aware of paffems in our behaviour, even where we 

have (as in the present case) quite clear memories of the relevant incidents. 

It illustrates a strength of the semi structured interview as a way of gathering 

data that such topics can be explored in more detail, and a more accurate 

picture of 'risk' can be developed. At the same time the research tool has 

certainly had an impact on what is being researched. Returning to this topic 

towards the end of the interview, the man commented '/f̂ s A/nda sfup/d /s 

f/)af / /(now /Y buf / s # cf/cf /f. ... /f's a w/e/rd aM/fude and /'d never cyu/fe 

exp/ored ...' (4659ff). But now he /?as explored it, albeit briefly, and this 

exploration may have consequences for his subsequent behaviour. Any 

such consequences (if only adding to a general increase of awareness of 

'risk' behaviours) may be valuable from the perspective of health 

intervention. But they also illustrate why 'test re-test reliability' is an 

irrelevant concept in the context of this methodology. 

His was not the only such experience commenced upon in the course of the 

interview. One of the women at first described herself as 'nof pusby enoug/) 

fo ma/ce f/7e move' (861) in a relationship, but later recounted how she 

had eventually said "'Oon'f you /ancy me?" (1550) to a partner who had 

seemed somewhat reticent. She noticed this contradiction, and commented 

'so / lied ea/Y/er rea//y d/dnY /?' (1559) but thought that perhaps it 'depends 

on fbe /nd/v/dua/?' (1561). She described a later incident when she had said 

to a partner "'Have you boo/red a room?" (2277) but this was some time into 

an extended courtship, when an earlier approach on his part (when he bad 

booked a room) had been firmly turned down. However further incidents 

also suggested she had considerable control over when first intercourse with 

a new partner would occur. 

These two examples were not the only occurrences of re-evaluation during 
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the course of the interviews, but it was not always clear to what extent the 

'marking' of a contradiction triggered any re-evaluation, nor was it only 

contradictions that would mark reconsideration. Nor is it the case that 

reconsideration would necessarily occur during the course of the interview, 

since many people ponder experiences 'after the event' (cf Billig et al, 1988). 

Here I merely use these examples to illustrate the dynamic nature of the 

data explored in this study. 

4.2.4.3 layers' of anaiysfs 

The examples in the previous section already point to some difficulties with 

any simplistic approach to 'coding' the interview data. For example how 

should the man's initial claims to 'use condoms regularly' be coded? Should 

those claims be re-coded in the light of his later re-evaluation? Or is the 

only potential use of these data, as here and in the next chapter, to illustrate 

the complexity and limitations of people's understanding of their own 

behaviour? 

At this point I want to demonstrate some further difficulties about interpreting 

'what /s in the text' using extracts from the account of a man in his late 

forties, where the 'meaning' was perhaps always clear to him, but much less 

so to me, or a reader: 

'... one f/iaf / rea/Zy ///cecf... we mef on a .. / cfonY know fwo or 

fAree occas/ons .. sAe /nv/fecf me back fo /)erp/ace A)r d/nner.. em .. 

/ sfayed oyem/g/7f.. fAaf so/f of f/?/ng, and em, .. you know we /?ad 

sex...' (3788ff) 

At the level of straightforward content analysis this information might be 

coded under 'time to first intercourse', 'location of first intercourse', 'staying 

overnight', etc. 
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However it begins to look a little more complex when the interviewee 

continues: 

and.. and - and - /f deve/oped .. "nornia/Zy" /f you # e ..." (3823ff) 

Again there is a straightforward surface interpretation, something like 'this is 

the norm for this participant', but this might be re-interpreted in the light of 

the continuation: 

' . . em .. kv/YA .. (pause) an - and vwfA woman / saw /bur or Ave 

Ames .. /DK. yea/7?y.. em .. e'.. on //le .. third occas/on .. em_ / - S/?e 

/nv/fed me /o d/nner af /?er p/ace .. and em .. (pause) we were yusf 

s////ng wa/c/7/ng /e/ev/s/on .. and .. / Aad me arm nound Aer and sAe 

sa/d "Oo you wan/ me /o v/deo //?/s?".. /^nd / /(new exac//y w/)a/ s/)e 

meant and / sa/d "M/b//, no no/ neaZ/y" / sa/d 7oo/c /Aem's no n/s/?" 

'cos /. . /'m no/ /n any nvs/) and /f / . . /f / ///ce somebody / donY need /o 

rus/? any//)/ng ...' (3828ff) 

There appears to be an attempt to contrast the 'normal' progression, with the 

woman he liked, against the 'rushed' progression with the other woman. 

However, the accounts he offers do not support the contrast very easily, 

since both examples follow the same pattern: meet two or three times, 

dinner at her place, stay over. After some digressions he returns to this 

scene: 

' . . and //?en ... s/7e sa/d "/oofc we're no/ schoo/cMdwn" and / sa/d 

[laughing as he tells this] "0/7 a/np/7/ /Aen" and so we wen/ /o bed and 

/7ad sex. .. /)u/ 8u/ // wasn'/ w/7a/ / wan/ed .. ' (4000ff) 

This m/g/)/ take us back to the earlier interpretation that this is the 'norm for 

this participant' - irrespective of whether he is 'keen' on the potential partner. 

Later he gave a more detailed account of sleeping with the first woman the 
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first time he went to dinner (4209 through 4293). However, in the light of 

later questions it became apparent this did not happen until a second or 

third visit, and he backtracked with some emban^assment: 

'... / .. f/?e f/me ... / wenf round /br d/nner.. we 

oAwot/s/y .. Aav̂ e sex so a// fAaf.. was wrong .. sorry... ' 

(649Gff) 

It is only towards the end of the interview, in answer to the question 'Aave 

you ... ever experienced any Aea/f/? prob/ems assocfafed sex?', that the 

precise nature of the difficulty becomes clear; 

/ /?ave, yes. ... /mpofence ... On a grand sca/e ..." (7027ff) 

On closer examination of the transcript there is a much earlier clue to the 

distinctions between the two cases: 

" ... yusf f/?af fbere was obvfous/y somef/i/ng between us .. fhaf fbaf 

chemistry /fyou //Vfe .. fbaf was .. f/?ere Aon? fbe sfarf.. fbaf made 

f/7/ngs so mucb eas/e/ ... fbe other one .. fbere wasnY fbaf 

cAem/sf/y fbere..." (4283ff) 

This interview had seemed particularly difficult to conduct, with apparent 

'blocks' to questions along the way. It is only after 'impotence' has been 

voiced that some earlier difficulties become more intelligible. For example 

when I asked 'were fbere any fb/ngs fbaf you fbougbf abouf... on f/?e way fo 

bed?' (which I used if contraception or protection had not been mentioned) 

he replied: 

" ... /V77 nof rea//y sure wbaf you're fry/np /o - /f / /mew wAaf you were 

fry/ng fo gef af.. / mean you can be qu/fe /ran/c w/f/? me ... ' (5136) 
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This question had not seemed a problem with other participants (whether or 

not contraception / protection occurred to them at this stage), but the 

difficulty becomes intelligible in the circumstances of this interviewee, 

especially if he had not yet decided to be frank with me. 

I have explored this case in some depth because it illustrates quite clearly 

some rather more complex questions about interpreting texts than those 

discussed in the sections above (eg. 'C/iecAZ/sf. dz/yerence an mfe/v/ew 

ma/ces', section 4.1.5.1, V/^fe/v/etve/' e/^ecf, section 4.2.4.1). The disclosure, 

which occurs very near the end of the interview (page 109 of 125), acts as a 

kind of 'key' which unlocks much of the preceding material. It is impossible 

to tell whether 'errors' in accounts early in the interview are straightforward 

lapses of memory, conscious constructions of a particular 'version' of events, 

or traces of some kind of psychodynamic repression. The mfemewee 

eventually noticed contradictions in his account and I am sure his intent was 

not to mislead. However this example does illustrate the 'relativity' of what 

we can, and do, 'tell' about our lives. There are always questions about 

'what kind of truth' can be found in conversations, or transcripts, and the 

situation is even more problematic when, as a reader, you are limited to the 

quotations I have selected. There is no clear distinction between accounting 

a life and constructing a life. And this is as much the case for accounts 

which appear clear and straightforward as for the more difficult interview 

discussed here. 

Finally it is worth noting that the difficulty can be as much with the listener, 

or the reader, as with the speaker. As a psycho-sexual counsellor I might 

have been expected to pick up on certain cues early in the account and 

prompt for the possible underlying difficulty, and so make disclosure easier 

for the interviewee. Switching too firmly to 'interviewer" role may on 

occasion be counter-productive. 

7| Further examples are not provided since 'too many' might jeopardise the identity of the interviewee. 
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It is unclear what conclusions might have been drawn from this text if the 

disclosure had not eventually been forthcoming, and this and further 

examples (see eg under 'Parents' in Chapter 5) again illustrate the value of 

a longer 'depth' interview - when the participant might eventually feel 

sufficiently comfortable to reveal what he or she experiences as distressing, 

or perhaps considers relatively 'taboo', information. 

4.2.4.4 /nfBfWewr cKOkuAy 

I have already mentioned that as well as presenting difficulties for analysis, 

the interview above was at times difficult to conduct. 

Early in the interview the man returned so many times to the topic of women 

he met through the dating agency 'not paying for drinks' that I eventually 

was prompted to interject and comment about the number of times men had 

made something of a scene about being offended when I had offered to pay, 

or had paid, for drinks. 

This interrupted the precise reiteration of the theme, but some apparent 

resistance to focusing on the interview questions persisted. 

I can still recall a strong feeling of irritation, evoked to some extent at the 

time of the interview, even more so when transcribing it and subsequently 

beginning to analyse it, since on each occasion I forgot" the denouement -

until it appeared again, close to the end. 

Wearing my 'therapist hat' I incline to interpret this tension as some 

response to the undoubted concern of the interviewee regarding his 

'impotence'. There are several possible psycho dynamic interpretations, 

beyond the scope of the present thesis. However at a more pragmatic level 

it may be appropriate to consider that if such problems are evident in an 

interview they may indicate some underlying difficulty, which may have 
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consequences for the interpretation of the data - especially if the problem is 

not identified. 

Fortunately here, as far as one can tell, the problem was identified - with 

considerable repercussions for the interpretation of the data, as discussed 

above. 

Again some circularity has been forced on the discussion here, since the 

difficulties were experienced beA)re the impotence was disclosed, and before 

the analysis of the text above shed any light on the situation. In the interest 

of chronicity, and of the point at which it might first be addressed in the 

interview, this problem should perhaps be introduced in the section (4.2.4.1) 

on '/nferv/ei/i/er e/Tecf above. However it is easier to present and discuss 

'contextualised' by the previous section. 

4.2.4.5 /mpAcadbms Ar 

I have argued above ('/nferwew as process', section 4.2.4.2) that participants 

not only but /ie-f/y/n/c their experience, beliefs, attitudes and so on in the 

course of the interview. The examples discussed suggest some 

not only in the accounts, but in the course of accouof/ng. 

Those accounts, like the one in the last section, also indicate participants 

are, at least to some extent se/f aware, though there is evidence elsewhere 

of some rep/iess/on (conscious or otherwise) in the accounts. For example 

there is a very 'self assured' sounding extract in one man's account: 

'f/rese are my parameters, f/iey donf % / wa/k away" (837ff) 

which sounds very assured, until we see it in context: 

'a of se/f profecf/on, fAese are my parameters, /f fAey dont / 

wa/^ away - be/bre / canY wa//( away" (837ff). 
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To argue that any examples of the present data provided evidence of 

'repression' in a more psychodynamic sense is beyond the scope of the 

present research. At a more 'manifest' level of analysis there were a 

number of examples of use of terminology deriving from psychodynamic 

theory ('inhibitions', 'subconsciously' and so on) indicating the use of such 

concepts (at least in an 'ordinary use' sense, cf Moscovici, 1984) in 

participants' 'everyday theorising' and as in the reflexive consideration of 

'pmfecfmg myse/f in the account above. 

From such an example it becomes clear that there is no straightforward way 

to 'code' data here (or perhaps anywhere). Extracts taken out of context can 

be very mis-leading. Even the approach here of collecting sometimes quite 

long extracts together on a particular topic can be problematic. It is useful to 

bring such extracts together, to explore them for common themes, contrasts 

and so on. However it is then essential to revisit each extract in its original 

context, since the meta-analysis is then sometimes 'undone' by some further 

association evident in the original. 

This may be more, or less, of a problem depending on the extent to which 

the analysis at this point is more, or less, either experiential or discursive. 

Some theoretical and methodological considerations arise out of this, 

including the extent to which the problem might, or not, warrant a return to 

the interviewee for clarification. 

In the studies presented here there was no return to the interviewees, but 

there was an attempt to go back to the original transcripts to ensure that the 

accounts presented here and in Chapters 5 through 7 do not mis-represent 

the participants or their contributions, insofar as that is possible from the 

data available, and acknowledging that inevitably my interpretation of what 

they said cannof be the same as their understanding of what they said (see 

Chapter 1). 
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4.2.4.6 T/lDfacAy'and o#?er concerns 

The contradiction and mutability in participants' accounts presented in the 

preceding sections might be seized upon by psychologists of a more realist 

and quantitative persuasion to denounce qualitative research as self 

evidently 'unreliable'. However here, and in Chapter 1, I have sought to 

indicate that one cannot expect, could not find, things to be otherwise. 

The question then is what can we assume of the data? What use can we 

make of it? 

Firstly, the evident e/Tb/f participants appear to invest in trying to get their 

account 'right' undermines previous arguments that people 'will never tell the 

truth about sex'. In the final analysis this seems as much the case for the 

man who eventually revealed impotence as for any of the other participants. 

Therefore if we take 'veracity' to mean 'the truth in so far as they are able to 

tell it', then there is little doubt about the verity of these accounts. 

However they are always only an 'account', and to meet a specific purpose, 

as discussed in preceding chapters. 

Inevitably there are contradictions within each interview but, as illustrated 

above, these often serve as a useful entry point: for example to exploring 

the presence of contradictory discourse, or to making implicit knowledge 

manifest. 

Nonetheless a certain 'unwillingness' to reveal some kinds of personal 

information early in an interview, amongst other considerations discussed 

above, places limits on the value of placing too much emphasis on the 

meaning of de-contextualised extracts - and, as in the case above, it may be 

that the "whole interview" is the relevant context. Since practical, as well as 

ethical, considerations preclude presenting very much context when extracts 
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from interviews are presented as 'evidence' in the discussion of various 

findings, then the reader must be prevailed upon to 'trust' that the author has 

taken the wider context into account. In the preceding sections I have 

indicated some of the techniques used to achieve this. 

However as I have argued in earlier chapters one cannot know all that may 

be relevant to any particular behaviour, underlying effects may not be 

'known' in the sense of 'explicit' to the person him or herself. The accounts 

in the following chapters do not therefore claim or even seek to be universal 

truths about negotiating safer sex - merely to explore some of the factors 

and processes which may be contributing to various outcomes. At best one 

might hope that by making some of these points explicit they will make their 

way into public discourse in such a way as to change it so that the effects 

will nof appear in subsequent research. An ironic twist to any call for 'robust' 

findings. 

Part of the intention of the present discussion is to invoke trust in the author, 

much as increased willingness to divulge more personal information as the 

interview progressed provides some indication that participants came to 

'trust' the interviewer. 

Further examples of gradual increase in disclosure can be found amongst 

the analyses that follow. I can only hope that my presentation of the 

accounts does not betray the trust they evidence. 
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4.3 Merging the data 

The original intention of the present studies was to analyse them and write 

up each as a discrete account. In particular one might draw on the data 

from the first study to discuss many aspects of sex education within the 

home. However the intention was always to use the later parts of those 

interviews to explore accounts of acfua/ safe or less safe negotiation of 

intercourse. 

As discussed above there were some limitations of data collected there in 

terms of lack of directness in focus, and insufficient expertise to tease out 

detail at the time of the interview. These contributed to the design of the 

second interview, which in the event yielded more than enough data for one 

70,000 word volume. 

However since there was both overlap and difference between the 

participants in the two studies (see Chapter 5) it became apparent that 

findings from the preliminary analysis of the first study could usefully 

illuminate and contrast findings from the second. 

There were also some concerns about presenting the data in such a way as 

to maintain confidentiality for participants, since they were few in number, 

but people in each group knew each other. Some of these concerns for the 

'dating' group are discussed above (see 'Reporf/ng /nfe/v/ewee comments') 

but there were also some reports of infidelity (of self or partner) in both 

groups. Combining the data has the advantage of further protecting the 

identities of those concerned. 

The parent study data was not analysed using the same exhaustive method 

as for the dating group transcripts, but where data was identified as 

potentially relevant from the preliminary analysis then, before extracts were 

used, similar techniques of re-reading in context, seeking counter examples 
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within the transcript and so on were used as discussed in the sections 

(4.2.4, inclusive) 'Abouf f/7e ofafa' above. 

In the end, as Potter and Wetherell (1987) have argued (see Chapter 2), this 

move can only be justified to the extent that the ensuing chapters succeed in 

'making a case'. 
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In Chapter 6 I will present some of the key issues relating to strategies for 

safe(r) sex, and lack of such strategies, which emerge from the accounts of 

participants (age, approximately, forty something') in the two studies 

introduced above. However, the introduction in the present chapter to the 

complex and varied nature of the lives from which these strategies emerge, 

provides a base from which to evaluate those contributions. This partly 

redresses the limitation, due to the ethical constraints discussed in Chapter 

4, regarding attributing interview extracts to specific participants. 

A further intention in this chapter is to discover something of the perceptions 

of sexual health risk prevalent in this cohort, insofar as it is represented by 

the interview participants. In subsequent chapters it will be possible to 

explore how these perceptions inform, or not, the accounts of sexual 

behaviour, and something of how they may relate to any wider discourses. 

The interpretations presented here are drawn from how people recounf and 

account /or their sexual relationships and, insofar as is possible to ascertain 

from these data, how they conducf their sexual behaviour. 

Despite devoting the present chapter to this introduction to the participants, 

the range of information which can be discussed in any detail is severely 

limited in comparison to the wealth of information they supplied. I begin with 

a rather 'simple' summary of a few key 'sexual statistics', before moving on 

to review aspects of relationships recounted which seem to suggest some 

degree of sexual 'safety' ('/s anyone sa/e?'), and other aspects which 

perhaps suggest sexual risk^ ('Ewdence of pofenW sexua/ 

If there was no potential sexual health risk for anyone interviewed then 

suggesting there was evidence of any strategy for risk reduction would be 

highly questionable. From a 'health promotion' perspective it is always 

I refer intentionally to sexual risk' rather than sexual risk taking' since, as will be seen from the data 
below, it is not clear that the interviewees were always 'aware' (if and when) they were 'taking' risks. 
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possible to argue that while sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) continue 

to exist then there must be some risk for anyone within the population (even 

a virgin may be so unfortunate as to be raped). However the aim here is to 

explore the extent to which there is evidence of potential risk factors from 

within participants' own accounts, though of course acknowledging that what 

is known to one may not be known to all. Despite these caveats this 

information is particularly salient when it comes to the main section within 

this chapter ('Pemepf/on of ns/c") which focuses on the extent to which 

participants appear aivare of any sexual health risk, especially for 

themselves. 

The 1992 HOTN report outlined two areas of concern regarding sexual 

health. Teenage pregnancy is clearly not a concern of this group for 

f/?emse/ves, though for the most part we will see that pregnancy certainly is, 

and has perhaps dominated any concepts of 'safe sex' for many of the 

participants. Of greater interest for this cohort, who gained much of their 

early sexual experience in the 'newly permissive' era of the nineteen sixties 

and nineteen seventies and well before the emergence of HIV as a known 

risk, is the extent to which they perceive STDs in general, and HIV in 

particular, as a risk, and whether they have any experience in these areas. 

(The next chapter will be focused on the extent to which, and ways in which, 

they modify their sexual behaviour accordingly.) 

However I begin with a 'quantitative' summary of some aspects of the 

participants' sexual and relationship histories. 
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6.1 A quantMative' IntmducUon 

These data provide, albeit in a very limited way, an opportunity to present 

some similarities and differences between the two samples beyond those 

introduced in Chapter 4. The data presented in tables (age of first 

intercourse, number of sexual partners disclosed, and time since last 

intercourse) are all of a kind often considered of questionable veracity. 

Overall I believe the summaries here are a fair and accurate representation 

of these participants' accounts. However one or two participants were 

probably intentionally attempting to be a little 'inscrutable' on some points, 

and others appeared to have some difficulty with recall irrespective of the 

extent to which they may, or not, have wished to give accurate information. 

For these reasons, even in this supposedly 'quantitative' analysis, I include 

some quotations illustrating the way the data was presented, especially 

where it was presented with any apparent 'uncertainty', to help the reader 

assess, or better 'get a feel of, the quality of the information. 

5.1.1 Number of partners (and associated embarrassment) 

One pofenf/a/ sexual health risk indicator is number of lifetime partners. Of 

the twelve participants in the 'parent group' ten were currently married at the 

time of the interview, one of these in a second marriage. For five (three 

women, two men) their spouse was f/7e/r only partner ever, and two (both 

women) had only one previous partner. There was no specific question 

about number of partners in that study, but the two women (one early, one 

mid, forties) who were divorced each mentioned several partners, as did one 

of the males. The fourth male mentioned two partners, but there was an 

implication of more. The remaining woman said 'Hundreds^ (4217ff)^. 

These were during a period between two marriages after her first husband 

'Numbers in brackets indicate the line number of the entry, or beginning of the entry, in the relevant 
transcript. The 'data trace' is explained in Chapter 4, along with the rationale for not indicating participant 
identifier in this text. 
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had died of a long illness, however she went on to qualify wAen / say 

At/nofreds fAaf's ofneadA// /s/?'/ /// (laughing^) A/o :?o ... / a/ways mac/e /o/75r 

/asf/ng Mends ... f/?ere werenY f/7af many rea/Zy" (4264fF) though it 'seemed 

///ce fAaf - other aspects of her account suggest perhaps somewhere 

between ten and twenty (in the light of similar accounts in the main study). 

In the main study all participants reported at least five sexual partners, and 

numbers ranged through 6, 6-7, 7-8, unspecified but at least 7 mentioned, 

10, about 20, over 20, and about 35. As the numbers increased so did the 

uncertainty, and to some extent the reluctance to proffer even an estimate. 

Interestingly this topic was the most frequent cause of apparent 

emba/irassme/?f to interviewees, affecting five of the eight participants in the 

main study who were asked. For example a woman in her mid forties 

commented '/ know /f sounds femb/e, don? /f?' (210) having recounted six 

partners in the previous six months, and later regarding total numbers 'Oh er 

- / donY /cnoiv - Qu/fe a /of /'m a/ra/d ...' (2947ff) and after a little prompting 

'A/o, / wou/dnY over 50 - / ivou/d abouf - probab/y abouf 2(7. And 

from a man of similar age '/ canY g/ve you f/?e exacf - SomeM/Ziem befween 

abouf.. fwenfy /yve and fb/rfy /Fve.' (3009ff). However in conversation over a 

cup of tea later '/b/iy/sA' was mentioned - and that 'young b/o/ces now/ would 

comment on that as being high (3011, interviewer note). During the 

interview he went on 'But er I'd like t'er qualify that slightly bee' er you gotta 

remembe/" / - / w/as em ()3ause^ a young n/nefeen year o/d - /n fbe .. /afe 

s/xf/es earfy sevenf/es ..' (3018). This is the first of several appeals to 'sex 

in the sixties' as explanation or justification and this epoch (Foucault, 

1976/1990) appears particularly salient to the present cohort, perhaps not 

surprisingly given its overlap with their teenage years. However, although 

themes and fragments were used as though from a coherent shared 

understanding (an assumed shared discourse?) overall usage was wide and 

somewhat contradictory, as will be seen below. 
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Embarrassment could occur whatever the actual number of partners 

reported, for example from another man in his mid forties: 'nof (Aaf many / 

mean /Ve probab/y - fb/s /s pmbab/y gomg fo sound terrible, pmbab/y on// 

abouf.. s/Y se/en' (1846ff). A woman two years younger had hesitated 

earlier in the interview '/ f/7/n/c - f/iere Aacf been m/nor re/af/onsb/ps /n fbe 

mean' - fbere bad - /n fbe meanf/me (2122ff) and in answer to the 

direct question replied 'em - A/of foo .. foo many, a/fbougb fbaf's re/af/ye /snY 

/Y?' (3162ff) a long pause as she counted silently on her fingers '/ can, / can 

fb/n/c of s/x af fbe momenf. There were also examples from amongst the 

'safest' reports from the parent group as, from a woman of about forty, 

fwo ... preffy poor by foe/ay's sfandarc//' (2249). The latter also provides a 

contradictory perception of sexual trends from the 'sex in the sixties' appeal 

above. 

Since precise data regarding number of partners were not collected in the 

pilot study, and since estimates were clearly imprecise for some people in 

the main study, it is not possible to carry out any statistical comparison 

between the groups, nor even to present any meaningful graphical 

comparison of the data. However one can describe some apparent 'overlap' 

between the majority of the main study participants (six) who reported 

between five and ten partners, and the three 'parents' (which includes the 

two who are divorced) who described several relationships. The parent, 

discussed above, who said 'hundreds' seemed to have a pattern of sexual 

relationships more similar to the three remaining main study participants who 

reported twenty or more partners. However the most striking comparison is 

that most (eight, or two thirds) of the 'parent' group reported only one or two 

partners, a pattern not found at all within the main study group. 

5.1.2 Age of first Intercourse 

Age of first intercourse has also been suggested as a possible 'health risk' 

factor. Again this was not a direct question in the parent study, however 
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most participants volunteered the information during the course of the 

interview and ages ranged: 14, 16, 17, 17:6, 18, >20, 21 and 23 

(years:months). One person said 'older" and two gave no indication. In the 

main study ages were: 15, 17, 17, 18, 18, 18, 19, 20 (years) and one 

unspecified. Once more there seems to be considerable overlap between 

the groups, though ages over twenty only appear in the 'parent' group. 

Previous studies have suggested some relationship between lower age of 

first intercourse and increased number of partners (Wellings, et al., 1994, 

page 108). Again the data here are not amenable to statistical analysis, 

however they are summarised for the two groups together in the following 

table (where 'n' indicates 'several'): 

Table 3: vAoe of /yrsf mfercoi/rse. compared number of sexua/ partners 

d/sc/osed 

age 1st i/c 14 15 16 17 17 17 17 

number of 

partners 

n -20 n 2 2 6-7 10 

age 1st i/c 18 18 18 18 19 20 20 20 21 23 

number of 

partners 

1 7-8 20+ 35? 5-6 1 1 6 1 1 

Whilst there is some slight support here for the previously reported 

correlation, these data would suggest a more varied pattern, or even a 

particular shift in probability around the age of eighteen. However that is 

offset a little since the interviewee who reported 'hundreds' (see above) 

accounted age of first intercourse as 'older" and whilst this might indicate 

eighteen the context seemed to suggest around age twenty. For the three 

participants where age of first intercourse is unknown, number of partners is 
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also uncertain (perhaps indicating a style of interview response) with 

evidence individually for 'more than two', 'several', and 'more than seven'. 

5.1.3 Time since last sexual Intercourse 

This last descriptive statistic is again derived from information volunteered 

through the course of the interviews, rather than in response to a specific 

question, and so is incomplete. Given the recruitment criteria it is not 

surprising that more interviewees from the 'parent' study are in current 

sexual relationships, than from the 'dating' study. However, the 

interpretation of other 'times' presented in the table below is somewhat 

complex, and, as will emerge in subsequent analyses, considerable care is 

needed in the interpretation of this superficially straightforward 'safe sex' 

indicator. Nonetheless the summary here illustrates something of the 

'shape' of the diverse patterns of sexual history of the interviewees. 
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Table 4: 7/me smce /asf sexua/ /nfercoufse 

Time -15y -10y ~8y 3-4y >3y 1-2y -1y -4m 3w 

Study P P P d d d d d d 

Gender F IVI F F IVI F IVI IVI F 

Time x1 per 3m infrequent not current ? current 

Study d P P P P 

Gender F F F IVI IVI 

Time current 

Study P P P P P d d 

Gender F F F F IVI F 

Key; y-year, m-month, w-week, -approximate, ?-possible, current-'sexually active in 

current relationship'; p-'parents', d-'dating'; F-female, M-male 

NB for times >8 year, data indicate beginning of difficulties (see 'Parents' below). 

Of the twenty one people interviewed only seven were in current 

unequivocally sexually active relationships, by contrast seven had not had 

intercourse for a year or more. The 'intermediate' third included: two where 

it is not entirely clear whether marriage still included a sexually active 

relationship (comments made during the interview were similar to those 

made by other interviewees who subsequently disclosed that their 

relationships were no longer sexual); two where intercourse was infrequent 

because of absence of partner (in one case due to work commitments, in 

the other case as a matter of preference); and three where there was some 

sexually active relationship within the previous year but of a more transitory, 

or transitionary, status. 
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This brief quantitative introduction to the range of interviewees' sexual 

histories might already suggest a range of potential sexual risk. However 

safe(r) sex depends substantially on partner's sexual history, and what a 

couple do together. Here the accounts become more complex, requiring the 

more qualitative exploration presented in the following sections, always 

bearing in mind that these are constructed accounts (though see Chapter 4, 

Data validity) and that there are, inevitably, further reservations about the 

status of any information volunteered about partners. 
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5.2 Is anyone safe? 

Several people from the main study had not had a sexual relationship for 

some time, in four cases this was over a year, and for two of these it was 

over three years. So they must be considered, at least temporarily, free of 

new sexual health risk. 

From this group only one man identified himself as specifically 'celibate' 

having been so for a 'cons/demb/e f/me' (2194) before the first occasion with 

his 'wife to be' (his most recent relationship) and for the three or more years 

since their marriage ended. However that first intercourse was not entirely 

risk free. Moreover he was currently keen to establish a new relationship, 

and considers a sexual relationship important '/'m on/y ... rea//y comp/efe 

/ am m a sexua/ re/af/ons/r/p somebody" (2612). It '/s fAe nafura/ 

way /or a buman bemg fo be' (2626). 

The woman, in her early forties, who had not had intercourse since her last 

relationship ended nearly four years previously was somewhat cautious 

since that had not ended happily, nor 'safely' from the perspective of sexual 

health. She would only like to be sexually active fbe ngbf person' 

(3188) though earlier she had remarked '/ know .. / am a sexua/ an/maf 

(2935) and '/ w/ou/dnY M/anf a /Te/af/onsb/p fbaf wasn'f a sexua/ re/af/ons/?^' 

(3020). However the previous experience had left her somewhat 

apprehensive about starting a new relationship '/yusf cfonY /mow wbaf.. How 

wou/d go' (3021). 

Given the recruiting criteria it is perhaps not surprising that everyone else in 

this study identified as either 'currently sexually active' or 'would like to be'. 

In the words of another woman in her early forties 'we// fbe /asf W e / /lad 

/(/// sexua/ /nfe/Tcourse w/// be ... fwo years come Vune ... and fbaf's nof /br 

fbe wanf of f/y/ngf (1491). 
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The significant point here is that no-one in this group identified 'celibacy' as 

a deliberate strategy for safe sex, nor did extended periods of celibacy seem 

indicative of successful safe(r) sexual intercourse when it happened^. 

Although several people in the main study identified themselves as using 

condoms on a more, or less, regular basis, it was impossible to identify 

anyone in that group who did not seem to have been in a position of sexual 

health risk at some time, including within the last ten years when, with the 

presence of HIV, such risk has been arguably higher. 

One parfner of one of these interviewees insisted they both have an HIV test 

before first intercourse together (see below) indicating some care and 

concern. However, given the 'inconsistency' of sexual protective practice in 

this group as a whole (see Chapter 6), there is no guarantee that even Aer 

sexual behaviour has been cons/sfenf/y 'safe'. 

Some of the complex patterns of sexual health protection versus risk will be 

explored in Chapter 6 taking account of data from both groups. But first 

there is evidence of a somewhat different situation regarding safe(r) sex for 

many interviewees in the 'parent group'. 

6.2.1 Parents 

Since condoms can fail and even the most convincingly faithful partner may 

stray, the only absolutely safe sex is 'no sex'. Three of the twelve 

interviewees in the parent group had not had intercourse for several years 

and (unlike those in a similar situation in the main study) seemed unlikely to 

in the foreseeable future. This included one woman who had not had a 

relationship since she was divorced from her husband eight years previously 

Ît might be argued that the first woman described above had just been 'unlucky". However her 

experience emphasises the dyadic interdependencies in safe(r) sex, a theme which will be seen to emerge 
repeatedly below. 
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- an intentional choice, since she felt any such relationship might prove very 

disruptive for her children. It also included two of the married participants. 

One woman (age 42) had difficulties ever since a 'massive episiotomy' at the 

birth of her only child, a daughter who is now 15. Painful intercourse 

disrupted the sexual side of a previously active happy relationship to the 

extent that eventually the couple settled for a physical separation, each 

having separate rooms within their home. They are still very good friends, 

and feel that so long as neither is involved in another relationship the 

arrangement works quite well in terms of providing a family home for their 

daughter. However the daughter had recently commented 'You Avo - you Ye 

marned and you're nof rea/Zy are you?' 'You arenY fogef/?er' (2362ff). 

The other married but sexually inactive interviewee, a man aged 45, 

experienced acute loss of libido after a vasectomy ten years previously. His 

first comments on this were somewhat equivocal '/Ve /?ea/%y f/7af acfua///.. 

reduces your.. sex dnVe a b/Y - buf /Yn /brfy / cfonY /enow, you /mow / 

cfonY need /f qu/fe so oAen. (laughing)' (2152ff) To my query 'nof fo an 

unaccepfab/e degree?' he replied '/ don'f /enow wbaf's accepfab/e and 

unaccepfab/e ... /Vo-o probab/y nof.' It was only later, in answer to a 

question about whether his children might have any idea about his and his 

wife's sex life', that he commented '77?ey pmbab// //7@/ we don? /7aye 

one (long paused Because .. bas/ca//y now we donY (slight laugh/ (2531ff). 

He went on to emphasize that they do get on well as a couple, and seldom 

argue - which he sees as good, particularly for the children who get 

concerned if there are arguments. 

Whilst 'safe' from a medical view of sexual health, and whilst all three of 

these interviewees gave accounts of otherwise interesting and fulfilled lives 

(especially in respect to raising their children), none presented their situation 

as ideal or desirable. 
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A more optimistic picture emerged from ttie five interviewees who 

considered themselves to be in entirely monogamous marriages. In two 

cases (both women in their early forties) they must be considered 'safe' on 

all counts, albeit somewhat by default, since they also use condoms - but for 

contraceptive purposes. In three further cases there seemed no reason to 

doubt the monogamous status of the marriage - in all of these cases both 

partners had no other experience of penetrative intercourse, though there 

may have been other sexual experimentation during adolescence or late 

teens. Two men gave very positive accounts. One described his marriage 

developing out of an ongoing teenage friendship. Although the ultimate 

outcome has been entirely 'safe' this seems not associated with any 

'strategy'. Experimentation had led to unprotected intercourse, and some 

'pan/c' (1749ff) but 'we were /uc/cy... S///y worcf fo use' - but perhaps 

appropriate, at least regarding pregnancy and the development of a sound 

long term relationship. STDs were not an issue in this gradually developing 

first time relationship. The other man (in his early forties) and a woman 

(46) gave accounts, the latter not entirely happy, of marrying as virgins (see 

Chapter 6). 

Two other interviewees are probably in safe monogamous relationships, but 

at least one of each couple had other partner(s) before marriage, and, like 

others in this overall group, were aware of having 'nearly' become involved 

in an extramarital relationship or feel their partner may have done so. 

A common and striking aspect of this group is the extent to which concern 

for their children informs their approach to sexual relationships. Of the 

remaining parents one has doubts about her husband's fidelity but has had 

no other relationships herself '/Vo .. because of/c/augAfer's name/...' 

(3925ff). The other (female, divorced) insists on use of condoms, even 

though this had jeopardised one newly developing relationship, '/ yusf /e/f / 

cou/dnY fa/ce fAe ns/c and .. you /enow /Ve gof a respons/b/Z/fy fo keep myse/f 

/7e8///7y /br //?e/' cMcf/e/ry...' (1467ff). However the prevalence of this 
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concern for children may be related to the particular sample, drawn for the 

most part from parents sufficiently concerned about their children to attend 

parents evening, and, at the behest of the PSE teacher, concerned or 

interested enough in the research topic to give up an hour or more of their 

time to take part in the Interview. Nonetheless concern for children seems 

'reasonable' and is so common a theme here that one might expect to 

discover it more widely. However, some of the data discussed below 

indicate that it is not universal, or at least that it does not prevent all sexual 

health risk taking. It does though seem a theme that might be 'exploited' in 

intervention programs aimed at raising awareness of HIV risk in this age 

cohort, and perhaps for reinforcing the message for younger parents. 

5.2.2 Lucky escapes? 

It is important to record that whilst many of the 'parent group' did seem to be 

in a situation safe from any sexual health risk they were generally neither 

smug nor complacent about this. 

A lifetime monogamous couple whose first intercourse (and second and 

maybe third) was not protected has been mentioned above. A similar 

experience was recounted by another presently 'safe' (monogamous and 

condoms) interviewee. Her first intercourse, at 17 and unprotected, was with 

a different boyfriend '/ fA/n/c... / wasyusf so (long pausej / suppose 

spontaneous ... /Y_/usf never occurred fo me' (2292ff) but she worried 

afterwards and 'gof one of fAose sorf of.. mom/ng aM êr p///s' (2265ff). A 

further example comes from a woman in her mid forties. Her husband is Aer 

only partner but she believes he probably had previous experience. Through 

her teens with boys 'as soon as f/?ey gof /ceen ... / was 'cos / rea/Zy wasnY 

/eady.. /branyfA/ng sexua/' (289Iff). She elaborated '... f/?ey wanf fo puf 

f/?e/r /?an(/s /n your panfs, or somefA/ng. /Vo. r/)af was /f. /Vo f/rey cou/cf 

/bnd/e me and /ove me and ma/ce me /ee/ wanfecf and .. Zoss/ng and 

cuddZ/ng .. and f/ien f/)af was /f... unW / mef my Ausband.' (294Iff) But with 
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him it was 'Loye af /y/isf s/g/?f. Same /or /7/m. # was Aeavy peffmg, and 

masfurbaf/ng, and / remember #ve monf/7S af?er / mef A/m / fAougAf 7 wanf 

fo marry A/m' and we made /o/e .. and em .. buf mfb w/f/)drayva/.. wb/c/? 

/oo/ong bac/f... / mean /yusf fb/n/c flong paused Lady Luc/f's been on my 

s/de a// my ///e.' (29G8ff) She expressed the view that '/f you ma/// ///ce 

someone f/ien you, you rea//y wan/ some//?/ng more /o happen' (2928) and '/f 

/'d me/ someone w/70 was a b// of a ro/Zer wbo /'d ///ced .. and /'d been nu/s 

abou/ b/m / mean er... / cou/d baye eas//y been pregnan/...' (3170ff). 

In these accounts there is little sense of any 'strategy' leading to the present 

experiences of happy monogamous relationships, and there is neither 

strategy for, nor existence of, 'safe' early experience of sexual intercourse -

beyond ill-informed (withdrawal) or belated ('morning after pill') attempts at 

contraception. This seems to be acknowledged in the interviewees' allusions 

(in retrospect) to a discursive theme of 'luck'. 
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5.3 Evidence of potential sexual risk - /s (here a rkfc? 

Although not universally the case there are people of all ages who say that 

they cannot imagine their parents 'having sex', and the accounts above 

suggest that certainly some may be correct in this judgement. A substantial 

minority in the forty-something' cohort are no longer 'sexually active' so 

there is no potential sexual health risk. Another sizeable minority are in 

agreeable, sexually active, monogamous relationships so they also are not 

at risk. However whilst the remainder of the interviewees have all spent 

some (often considerable) period(s) of time in long term monogamous 

relationships these have typically been interspersed with some penod(s) of a 

series of briefer relationships, and some instances of 'overlapping' or 

'parallel' relationships. Evidence of these more 'risky' (from a sexual health 

perspective) pattems, drawn from participants' own descriptions, is 

presented in this section, followed by evidence of at least some (albeit 

limited) presence of sexually transmitted disease within the populations 

sampled. 

5.3.1 Extramarital aHalrs & other paraUer relationships 

Evidence of 'extra marital' and other 'parallel' relationships comes partly from 

self report, which seems unlikely to be fabricated in the present 

circumstances, and partly from report of partner behaviour. Reports of 

partners having cheated were generally accompanied by some degree of 

affect, and were usually associated with some account of 'break up' of a 

relationship. Again they appear convincing, particularly since where there 

was any uncertainty, especially regarding a current partner, interviewees 

seemed keen to highlight the uncertainty and doubt and to disavow that 

anything had 'really happened'. 

The following discussion explores the complex range of these relationships 

first within marriage, then outside, and some of the implications in relation to 
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sexual health. 

Whenever at least one partner in a relationship was married to someone 

else, the relationship was typically referred to as 'an affair" (though this was 

not the only usage of the term). Amongst the parent group one woman 

reported having an affair whilst she was married (4537), and one man 

reported two affairs (2183, 2280). A woman from the main study reported 

how whilst living with her husband for practical reasons after their 

relationship had ended, she was having an affair with another man whose 

wife 'was Aawng an a%/r w/f/7.. a goocf /nend of Ae' - /?e 

was w/f/7 me .. and /f was rea//y - nea/// we/rcf and wonderfu/.. .. 

f/?ey were sorf of qu/fe /?appy m fAe/r # e domesf/c s/fuaf/on .. # e f/?e 

k/ds and /)on?e' (1887). In retrospect she describes it as 've/y 

/ncesf(/o(/s so/f of f/?/ng wAen / fA/n/c abouf - God, /f was d/eadA/f (1885). 

At least in the latter case everyone involved seems to have been aware of 

the situation, unlike one of the men in the main study whose wife had 

'cAeafed on me' (6189) bringing her boyfriend into the family home as a 

lodger. A woman in the main study reported 'he//... fwo years of ., me 

/eawng and go/ng back and /7/m say/ng /f's a// over, and me /eav/ng aga/n 

'cos / /bund ouf // wasnY and /oads of lies and deceit' (2104). 

Although the incidents above seem mostly to have occurred before the days 

of HIV (in the words of the last woman '//)a/ was years ago', 2105) 

nonetheless at least two included the further complication of an STD. 

However sexual health issues were never introduced unprompted in these 

accounts, which were usually recounted in relationship terms, often 

accompanied with strong affect even where the interviewee had been the 

active party (the first woman above talked about her sense of 'gu/Zf, 4654, 

even though 'pene/raf/on' had occurred only once, 4617). 

Similar affect was associated with accounts where the interviewee was 
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single but described a relationship with someone who was married. A man 

described his dismay when a married woman he was very fond of 'r^ecfecT 

him and went back to her husband (3885ff). A woman discussed the 

Yrauma .. of Aavmg a re/af/ons/)^ W/) someone was mameoT (156ff) 

yet when it came to the 'poss/M/fy of f/?/s man /eawng A/s w/As and com/ng 

fo me / gof very /ngAfened ... uncerfa/n abouf wAefAer fAaf was w/?af / rea//y 

wanfecT (179ff). A new relationship is perhaps difficult enough to manage 

without the complexity of disrupting one or more other relationships 

(wife/husband, children, etc). There seems little space to be concerned 

about sexual health amongst all this. 

Another woman in the main study recounted the 'b/ffer fasfe' (2888) of 

discovering that a long term partner had been 'cheating' on her. This had 

been just three or four years before the interview. Since neither wanted 

children he had had a vasectomy, so intercourse had been otherwise 

unprotected and, in this more recent case, possibility of HIV infection was an 

added concern to her (see also '^/asecfomy", Chapter 7). 

Three further accounts included some revelation of the interviewee 

him/herself having two relationships in parallel on one or more occasion. I 

use 'revelation' intentionally since these cases seemed to be acknowledged 

reluctantly or were hedged about with uncertainty. One, a man from the 

main study, explained how a new relationship 'yusf sfarfecT whilst he was still 

seeing somebody he had known for a while, but it 'd/cfn'f ^e / (6298ff). 

The nature of these accounts perhaps suggests the influence of some 

discourse of monogamy, or at least 'serial monogamy'. A similar sentiment 

appears in the same man's account of hesitation in starting a relationship 

with a woman who was already dating someone else. He explained that'm 

some respects /'m qu/fe o/d /asA/onecT (1211) but here the link is to the 

notion that '/f/f's a /nenc/'s g/YYMencf ... /f's bas/ca/^ "ouf of fouc/?" 

(1262ff) though it became 'dz/yerenf as regards my own pnncfp/es" when she 

became involved with someone he did not like. In any event she seems to 
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have discouraged the new relationship out of some sense of 'guf/f (2112) 

regarding the other relationship which seemed 'unfinished', perhaps not least 

because a child was involved. 

Once again it is the complex relationship issues which are at stake, not 

concerns about sexual health, as with all but one of the four further 

participants who expressed doubt about the faithfulness of a long term 

partner. The exception was a woman whose partner worked away quite a 

lot. She used one of the most explicit safe(r) sex strategies recounted, but 

as explained below (see 'Vt/sf pwf /Y o/?', Chapter 6) she still eventually 

abandoned it in deference to other concerns about the relationship. 

On a more optimistic note two or three interviewees expressed confidence in 

the fidelity of a long term partner. I have recounted an example of how such 

confidence may be misplaced, however, other interviewees talked of 

avoiding a new relationship. For example a mid forties woman was 'sf/// 

mvo/ved w/Y/7 somebody e/se ... so /... wasnY ... mferesfed [in an advance 

from a potential new partner]' (302ff). Others, as discussed in the previous 

section, gave positive and convincing accounts of a monogamous marriage. 

Perhaps of most interest in the context of seeking strategies for safe sex are 

the accounts of three people who reported 'nearly' having an affair, and how 

they avoided it. These are explored in the discussion of 'Monogamy" as a 

strategy for safe sex (see Chapter 6). 

Nonetheless perhaps the over-riding sense one gains from the above 

accounts is the 'unpredictability' of potential partners. One participant who 

'sounded' quite promiscuous '/'m mfo Ao/c/mg Aaods sAannp fo/yee 

cnsps - no no no. /f's gof fo be eve/yf/?/ng - /f's gof fo be fbe wAo/e n/ne 

yards' (739) reported only five partners throughout her lifetime. Another 

woman who is now in a steady faithful relationship reported many partners 

during a previous phase in her life. This 'unpredictability' has implications for 

sexual health issues beyond any personal risk assessment of potential 
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partners. A GP advised a woman in the main study that she was '/n a ye/y 

/ow ns/( group' (2798) regarding HIV. He was apparently unaware that she 

belonged to a 'no commitment' dating agency, where she described some of 

the men she met as 'a //We b/f.. /onAy ... /ook/ng /or some/A/ng .. //)8/ 

perfiaps .. /s a ///f/e beyond //7e norm' (322ff). She was not interested in 

such potential partners, but seems not to have taken into account that they 

may introduce an increased level of risk to the circle within which she does 

select partners. 

In all, five people explicitly reported personal participation in extra marital 

relationships and a further three in some other parallel relationship. A 

further three reported being 'cheated on' either within marriage or by a long 

term partner. Other parallel relationships were reported as having possibly 

occurred, and in other accounts the possibility of parallel relationships was 

implicit as in the last account above. 

5.3.2 Experience of STDs 

As commented earlier a simple measure of number of partners does not of 

itself necessitate there being a sexual health risk, so neither does the 

existence of non-monogamous relationships. It is only an underlying 

presence of sexually transmitted disease within the 'involved' population that 

makes such behaviour, especially if 'unprotected', risky^. This was 

commented on specifically by a woman who had a higher number of 

partners during one particular period of her life. She had 'never /7ac/ /mub/e' 

(4332) with VD^ (her terminology), again drawing on the concept of 'w/^e/Aer 

"This is of course risky in health terms. There are other issues about the long term prognosis of the 
impact of infidelity, for example in relationship terms, but there is not space to address these quite different 
questions here. 

^Several of the parents and three people in the main study were unaware of the term 'STD' for 'sexually 
transmitted disease', usually simply asking 'What's that?' (3191) or 'Sorry, what's that?' (7622), though one 
man tried to bluff his way through, unfortunately miss-guessing 'contraceptive'. All recognised the somewhat 
anachronistic 'VD' when it was offered in explanation. One mother who said 'Actually I don't even know 
what STDs are (sounding puzzled)' (1966) was pleased and amused to find out, adding 'Oh good! ye-yes 
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/ was yusf /ucAy" (4336). However she also suggested 'One parf/cu/ar Wow 

... was f/7e ns/f /acfor m f/?e groc/p f/?af / wenf 06/f He was fAe on/y one 

f/)af wasnY m our.. c/rc/e of /nends' (4337ff). The 'circle of friends' were 

deemed safe, apparently on the basis of longer term 'knowledge' (see also 

Waldby et al., 1993b). 

The only 'transmissible' disease experienced commonly by participants (at 

least eight of the nine in the main study) was 'thrush' (vaginal candidiasis) or 

'A/StV [non-specific urethritis] which, in the words of one of the men, '/s ///ce 

f/?rus/7 /snY /f... ' (7559ff). Whilst thrush is not necessarily sexually 

transmitted^, several participants reported 'catching it' from unprotected 

intercourse with specific partners. Most other 'common' STDs gained some 

kind of mention (genital warts, herpes, gonorrhoea, pubic lice, syphilis) but in 

most cases in reference to some experience of a friend or acquaintance, 

and in the last simply by way of contrast with thrush 'fo be Aonesf ff's preffy 

/ow /cey ... nof sypM/s or somef/7/ng # e f/)af (3071). One woman recounted 

'we /7ad crabs [pubic lice] once and my husband swore be gof o/f a d/rfy 

/avafo/y seaf (2930ff). This is the one STD where this is a feasible 

transmission route, and since he had complained to her of having to work in 

a fairly derelict office with '/7/fby Zoos' some time earlier she was inclined to 

believe him. 

In all the cases cited so far, medical help was sought from the GP, or, for 

thrush only, and when confident of self diagnosis, medication was purchased 

direct from the chemist. 

Although several people mentioned friends or acquaintances who had visited 

so now - w/7@n fhey (a//f abouf and a// g/gg/e, fhaf's one /'/f have fo /earn fsnf ff... ' (1980). This seems a 

rather basic potential educational intervention for this age group, though it is not too clear how it would be 
delivered (see Chapter 8). 

"There was also quite a high incidence of cystitis reported (fve participants, three female, two male -

of themselves and/or a partner), which whilst commonly sexually 'aggravated' is not usually considered 
sexually transmitted. 
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GUM (genito-urinary medicine) clinics (or 'VD' clinics, or 'special' clinics) only 

two participants described tiieir own experience of doing so, and only one 

was positively diagnosed as having an STD. '/ Aave fo say fAaf / cf/cf gef 

caup/7f (pause) em .. Wee .. a/7Gf / /?a(y fo ĝ o /o fAe Spec/a/ CWc Mce 

(laughing)' (1846). He discussed what an embarrassing experience this 

was, and that he went to a different town for treatment. As far as changing 

his perceptions or behaviour he 'became ye/y.. muc/? more .. an/are of/f. 

/ sf;// pof caugAf agam ' (1902ff). At the time he used condoms 

'genera/// (pause) 'And of course f/7e .. f/?e hvo f/mes .. were f/mes f/)af.. we 

d/dn'f.. / d/cfnY .. er because (pause) one of f/ie g/r/s (pause) assurec/ me 

f/?af s/7e cou/c/nY become pregnane /or some reason (pause) ancf //7e o/ber 

one sa/d .. fbaf // was fbe //me of/be mon/b /ba/.. d/c/n'/ ma/Zer" (1916ff)^. 

As well as providing at least some, albeit limited, evidence of underlying 

sexual health risk in this population, this last example also illustrates that the 

over-arching concern is risk of pregnancy, even for someone who has 

experienced other physical risks associated with unprotected sexual 

intercourse. In subsequent sections it will be seen that this is generally the 

case for this cohort, as much, or perhaps more so, than for the younger 

people reported elsewhere (eg Woodcock et al., 1992, Holland et al., 1991). 

Overall most participants presented a fairly 'positive' view of sex and health, 

some volunteering comments such as '/Ve a/ways bad /ba/ op/n/on .. /ba/ 

sex fs beaZ/by" (650) from a woman and from a man '/ /b/n/c a bea//by sex ///e 

means .. a bea//by person' (3306ff). 

Unfortunately this man did not volunteer the diagnosis of these STDs, and as these data come from 
the pilot study the specific question was not asked. The absence of any subsequent problems suggests 
it was not a viral infection such as Herpes. His faidy relaxed approach suggests perhaps NSU, which, as 
suggested by the participant above, might relate to a Candida infection. However the episodes occurred 
some twenty years ago, before specific diagnosis of certain bacterial infections such as Chlamydia. The 
latter is now considered rather more serious, particularly since it can lead to infertility in women. 
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5.4 Perception of risk - As (ha coAoff aware of Ae 

Just as multiple partners and parallel relationships are necessary, but not 

sufficient, precursors of sexual health risk, so presence of sexual health risk 

is not a sufficient reason for adopting risk reduction strategies. It would 

seem that at least some awareness of potential risk would be needed, and 

some awareness that the risk was persona/// relevant. 

Unfortunately a quotation from a woman from the ma/n study, discussing 

concerns about her daughter, seems to 'sum up' the risk perception of this 

cohort: 

young peop/e /f's ve/y /mpo/fanf [pause] / suppose /f 

s/70u/d be /or eve/ybocfy rea/Zy" (woman in her early fifties, 

2795). 

It is not that participants do not know about sexual health risks, in particular 

HIV, but, with one or two notable exceptions, there is little evidence they see 

any senous risk to themselves. 

However this summary is perhaps an oversimplification. In the remainder of 

this chapter, and in the next, the complexity of the accounts of risk offered 

by participants is explored. As far as possible the accounts are presented in 

participants' own words. As well as providing 'evidence' for the analysis 

presented, the extracts also convey some of the affect associated with the 

comments, and often indicate something of their rhetorical nature. Due to 

space constraints, some of this 'richness' of the data must be left to speak 

for itself, though some rhetorical constructions such as 'justification' are 

explored further below. These constructions are perhaps an inevitable 

aspect of accounts developed during a discussion of (often lack of) safe(r) 

sex strategies. 
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In the remainder of this chapter a more detailed analysis of the range of 

perceptions of sexual health risk, particularly in relation to self, is presented. 

In the next chapter a range of more specific risk management strategies, 

arguments and perceptions are explored. 

5.4.1 Aware? 

From the data in the last section it would seem that direct experience of 

STDs is minimal' so it is perhaps not surprising that these are not a priority 

concern to most participants here. However there were exceptions. One 

woman was quite firm in her resolve to use protection, even though it had 

'spoilt' a previous relationship, and despite some 'inner conflict' since she 

knows the risk is quite low: '/'m abso/ufe/y fAaf /'m go/ng /or fAe sa/is 

sex - you /enow f/iene's no way fAaf / wou/cfnY ... /f's /\/OS /'m womed 

abouf...' (1320). 

Others at least expressed some concern about risks. For example when 

discussing some men's resistance to using condoms a woman in her early 

forties commented 'T7)e/ie /or a moments p/easune f/)ere goes sorf of a - a 

dose down fAe c/ap c//n/c or more //ke a W e squaZ/mg whaW nme monfhs 

/afe/' (3171ff). This seems not to reflect any particular awareness of HIV, 

though that might be present in a slightly later comment '/f fAey wanf fo ns/c 

fAe/r w/)o/e //ves .. a// we// and good buf / a/nt ns/ong m/nef (3183) however 

the latter may still refer to unwanted pregnancy. At a practical level this 

woman did not use condoms consistently. 

A man in his mid forties was more explicit'/ donY /ee/ fAaf / wanf fo r/s/c f/^e 

/l/OS f/?/ng, because / enjoy of/ier f/i/ngs /n ///e .. fb' f/?af fbaf wou/d fofaZ/y 

curfa//" (2282) and later'/ donY wanf fo cafc/7 /4/OS, / donY wanf fo become 

®The only exception is 'thrush', which on the available evidence seems somewhat akin to 'catching a 
cold', ie the pathogen is around, most people will succumb to it at some time, some more frequently, and 
in different circumstances, than others. 
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e' eyen a' a poss/M/fy" (2385ff) however these comments were in the context 

of resisting 'outside advances' from within a settled marriage and were 

supplementary to his account that u/ge goes you gef a //We o/deX 

(2281ff). 

A woman in her mid forties expressed some awareness of risk '/ f/)/n/( a// 

re/af/ons/7/ps ane ns/y fA/s - /n f/7/s day and age ... because of ., a// f/7e soc/a/ 

[sic] d/seases f/)af go around.. ' (407ff), going on to acknowledge '/ must 

say /'m nof ve/y care/u/" (417) and after a thoughtful pause '/'m nof cans/u/ af 

a// acfua//y .. wAen / f/)/n/( abouf /f... because ive don'f use .. con/racepf/ves' 

(421ff). 'Contraceptives' is apparently a euphemism here, since this 

participant had already indicated that she had a hysterectomy. This 

apparent awareness of risk, and using the /anguage and d/scurs/ve fAemes 

of risk, yet doing nothing about it, or only somef/mes acting on perceived 

risk, was quite a common feature of the accounts, as emerges further in 

examples below. 

5.4.2 Dismissal / Denial? 

We have seen in previous sections two examples where some 'sense' of 

potential sexual health risk has been fairly readily dismissed, in one case on 

the basis that the immediate circle of friends (lovers) does not carry such a 

risk, and in the other where a GP's assurance, based on an assumption of a 

rather different lifestyle, has been adopted as reassurance despite more 

'risky' cu/renf dating behaviour". On occasion this dismissal stretched close 

to outright denial of risk '/ mean you do even /lear of coup/es, w/iere one's 

/-//\/pos/f/ve and .. fAeyVe been fogefber /or years and fbe ofber one /)as 

never become pos/f/ye' (2871ff) [DK 'fbaf's rafber /n/neqruenf fbougb'] 'We//.. / 

don'f know .. [pause] /f... used fo worry me a /of buf /f doesnf now" (2880ff). 

^Anecdotally I have heard similar accounts regarding GP comments from at least two personal friends, 
where their behaviour includes some risk elements, in one case several instances of unprotected casual 
sex in eastern europe, 1997 through 1999. 
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5.4.3 SlxUes' hangover? 

Perception of risl( is often informed by previous experience, and two of the 

men referred to this explicitly. For example 'you goffa remember / - / was 

em [pause] a young nmefee/? year o/d m f/?e /afe sM/es ea/Vy se\/enf/es' 

(3019) was an introduction to discussing number of partners at that time, but 

in the course of this discussion he added YAere was no real bad sexua/ 

d/seases around.. er a/rfgbf fbey were buf / mean fbey were .. er l/Vb we' -

fbere was nofb/ng abouf / \ /08 or anyfb/ng ///ce fbaf.. f/7e ones fbaf /ngbfened 

you. rbe ofber ones you cou/d gef an /n/ecf/on /or.. or fbaf was f/?e fbe 

view you /enow so ... ' (3119ff). In this first example there is some sense of 

"what I knew then' versus "what I know now', not only the emergence of 

AIDS as a serious problem, but also perhaps a sense of some reevaluation 

of the seriousness of other STDs. The other man, also in his mid forties, 

presents a similar account comparing 'then' and 'now', though the latter 

primarily for his children '/f was a / #e d/^renf wben / was younger 

perf?aps? On/y /rom fbe po/nf of wew fbaf.. em .. norma/ - fbe mayonfy of 

fran' sexua//y fransm/ffed d/seases .. er.. are /a/rfy easy fo gef nd of /A/OS 

of course /s .. /s nof so easy fo gef nd of . .. /Vow . / - / donY f/?/n/c /(/OS /s .. 

per/7aps qru/fe so er qu/fe sucb fbe prob/em f/?af yf was pa/nfed fo be a 

coup/e or fbree years ago .. ? or more [pause] buf /f's sW/ somefb/ng fbaf 

you wanf fo avo/d /snf /f?' (1655ff). In this second case the 'cure for 

everything' optimism persists, and seems to attach even to AIDS, which 

becomes not 'qu/fe sucb fbe prob/em fbaf was pa/nfecT, rather than 

persistently incurable. 

5.4.4 Other STD risks? 

A further concern for sexual health promoters must be the lack of evidence 

in the last account of any awareness of the potential risks to fertility from the 

'easy fo gef nd of STDs. 
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Only one participant seemed well informed on this point / suppose ;s ... 

f/?e on/y one one /s /lea/Zy [pause] pa/f/cu/a/Vy concerned abouf, a// f/)e 

of/)ers are freafab/e - a/f/?oug/7 some of f/?em /?aye nasf/ e/Tecfs. / mean 

you don'f ivanf fo /laye a young g/zY geff/ng gono/rAoea because of .. f/?e 

e ^ c f on /?er Ze/f/Afy ancf f/)/ngs ..." (1888ff). However he was not sure 

whether his daughter was aware of this risk, and also felt it not 'f/ie m^or 

concern /n c/?//cfren go/ng ouf and embark/ng on sexua/ re/af/onsA/ps' (1858) 

he 'wou/d be nrucZ) mone concerned abouf fAe/r en7of/ona/ bea/f/?', (1938). 

This is partly because 'af fbe momenf fbe ns/( of H/V Aiom .. Aefemsexua/ 

re/af/ons/?/ps /s rea//y.. cyu/fe /otv /n fA/s counf/y' (1867), but also '/f fbeyYe 

go/ng fo Aai/e a sexua/ re/af/ons/?^ .. en?.. /f!s go/ng fo be w/fb boys of 

abouf fbe same age' (2013) and he 'wou/d /n?ag/ne fbaf fbe preya/ence of 

mosf.. sexua//y fransm/ffed d/seases /n .. /burfeen /y/teen year o/ds .. . /s nof 

femb/y b/gb' (2027). This is akin to the 'circle of friends' argument again, but 

ignores two potentially important considerations, first the relative permeability 

of sexual relationships in this age group, with a few young people having 

more relationships and/or relationships with a wider age range of partners, 

and secondly the 'habit' factor in condom use, especially since, as he 

acknowledges, 'buf fbaf [STD prevalence] goes up gu/fe a /of er - af em .. 

yusf a s//gbf/y o/der age ... ' (2035ff). 

5.4.5 Life is nsky? 

Alongside the downplay of seriousness or prevalence of HIV risk seen above 

was the positioning of sexual health risk as one amongst the many risks in 

life, as in concern for 'emotional health' in the last example. Several of the 

parent group commented that sexual health risk fell within a broad remit of 

concerns for their children and, for most, fears about possible engagement 

in drug taking (which for some included inappropriate use of alcohol) was a 

more 'immediate' concern. 

Participants from the main study similarly positioned sexual health risk 
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against the background of general life risks, sometimes quite explicitly. One 

woman pointed out We// you /mow ///e /n genera/ /s ns/(y / suppose' (3963), 

and one of the men ' y o u V e goffa fa/re cerfa/n ns/cs //? f/r/s ///e ... ' (4819) 

and later 'you fa/re a ce/Ya/n amounf of ns/c somef/mes of/7env/se you 

wou/ofn'f go ouf f/?e bac/c door... ' (4964ff). Woodcock et al. (1992) report a 

similar line of argument from their interviews with young people, where 

'^/OS" was discussed as 'a ns/c you fa/ce /n //wng' (Woodcock et al., 1992, 

page 235). 

An unexpected 'general life risk' emerged, in the main study here, amongst 

the reasons for using dating agencies. In the words of a single man looking 

for a regular relationship 'cfeve/op/ng re/af/ons/i/ps af wor/c /s a ve/y ns/cy 

/ fW/( ("s/Zg/ff /aug/)^ you ne^er /enow wAaf's go/ng fo /?appen f/?ere ..' 

(124). The woman already mentioned made a similar point about men using 

the 'no commitments' agency: 'per/7aps f/?ey fA/n/c //?/s /s a be#er way fo go 

abouf f/7/ngs f/?an ... go/ng o/iFw/f/? someone /n fAe o/)9ce or someone foo 

c/ose af /?and, you /enow /am//y or f/)e/r parfner n?/g/7f /enow ... fAeyYe foo 

Gfangerous' (1699ff). 

Avoiding risk to 'other' relationships may seem a concern particular to the 'no 

commitments' setting, however a single woman in the main study made a 

similar point about caution in developing a more conventional relationship: '/f 

/f was someone f/)af / /cnew f/?mug/? /nends ... or my brof/?er.. /f wou/d fa/ce 

a /of /onger... / wou/d /lafe anyf/7/ng / d/d fo re^ecf bad/y.. on .. my bmfAer 

[with whom she worked] or.. my fam/// (1177). This was associated with 

another attraction of dating through Heartlines, the opportunity to develop a 

more independent relationship 'f/?af's ... nof sorf of a /nend of f/?e /am//y ... 

somebody f/7af's .. youVe /bundyourse/f (ype f/)/ng ... ' (389ff). 

Far from considering dating through an agency as 'risky', participants who 

had used such an approach often, as in the examples here, perceived it as 
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relieving a number of wider relationship 'risks'^" (at the same time as 

widening the choice of potential partners). The possibility that the 

associated lack of 'historical' (friends and family) knowledge about the 

person might /ncmase the potential health risk (compare the 'circle of friends' 

discussion in the previous section) seems not to be considered, or is of 

lesser importance. 

5.4.6 Risk groups' 

Again as found by Woodcock et al. (1992) participants often associated HIV 

risk with specific 'groups' of people,'/ mean nowadays mosf peop/e 

assoc/afe v4/0S / w/f/7 Aomosexua/s wAo - AavenY gof f/7e sense f fo 

fa/ce precauf/ons ... and - f/?ey assoc/afe /f mfA f/7e cfrng fa/cers, ancf f/?ey 

assoc/afe /Y w/f/7 a a cerfa/n - em - ///esfy/e [pause] and / f/?fnk ffiaf's whaf / 

did .. and s # do ... ' (4920ff). The reference to 'Aomosexua/s wAo /?aven'f 

gof f/ve sense fo fa/re precauf/ons' is interesting here, since the extract is 

from this man's response to some exploration of why Ae did not take 

precautions in a particular encounter. Attribution of these accounts to the 

ubiquitous 'they' is also interesting, providing here some kind of 'I'm only 

doing what everybody else does' rationale, or even 'justification', of 'wAaf / 

suppose was a ca/cu/afed ns/c, /f you ///ce (3007). One of the women 

mentioned a similar range of 'risk' groups, then more specifically a bi-sexual 

friend whom '/n f/)e pasf / may Aave been fempfed fo have a .. //a/son w/fh 

A/m .. buf now /yusf f/7/n/(.. 0/7 f/7an/c goodness / d/dnY Aave - / mean no 

way wou/d / even cons/der /n a m////on years .. now/ (2105). 

Further 'risk groups' were mentioned by participants in the present studies, 

including an account of a friend who had 's/epf w/f/? somebody... /mm ^Afca' 

"Data were also collected about pahidpantB' approaches to managing the risk of Arst meetings with a 
'stranger' via a dating agency, but this is not reported in detail here, since beyond some comments (mostly 
from men) that there was more risk for women than for men, the responses mostly reflected the fairly 
standard advice printed in the Heartlines column (and other similar columns). 
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(1663)/^ IVIore often these 'groups' were mentioned as nof part of the 

interviewee's experience, for example: '/ mean /'m nof so/f of ., [sigh] p/c/ong 

up /o/yy cf/vye/s af semce sfaf/ons' (3287). This last example occurs, as with 

the man above, as perhaps 'justification'^^, here in response to exploration of 

a more general reluctance to use condoms. The example also reflects an 

awareness of potential transmission routes reported more recently through 

the media. However it illustrates how these reports tend to be interpreted in 

terms of new 'risk groups', rather than in terms of a new reason to anticipate 

that HIV might become more prevalent in the general population, and 

therefore a reason for everyone to be more cautious. 

A further 'group' example occurred in discussion of knowing 'a /#e M abouf 

(1686). '/ wou/dnYyump mfo bed w/f/? a SfoneAenge .. fype 

/)/ppy, /br/nsfance' (1696). This more idiosyncratic, perhaps geographically 

salient, 'risk group' was offered as a contrast since '/fs down fo [pause] (Ae 

(ype of person, /f fAe person .. /' /oo/cs vague/y, /s .. obv/ous/y o-of a decenf 

qfua//fy of person' (1692, leads into 1696 above). Since this man adds that'/ 

donY yump /nfo bed Wb /ofs of peop/e anyway" (1702) the point at first 

seems a little academic, however it reappears later in the context of his 

children: '/f's down fo fbe fype of person fAaf (hey.. w # . .. / guess. Em 

. . nof /emb// /?@ppy abouf fbe (ype of person f/?af.. [daughter's 

name]'s m/x/ng w/fb. .. 8uf ff?en .. sbe /s go/ng ouf.. /a/r/y sfeady w/fb one 

person now ... ' (2417). 

See also HIV test', Chapter 6. 

^^This and the previous extract suggest a certain 'defensiveness' from participants which I had not 
intended to promote, but which is perhaps inevitable since any 'exploration' of behaviours implicitly begs 
justification. However a 'defensive' response perhaps also indicates some lack of confidence in the 
behaviour 'choice', and may indicate a 'knowledge' of risk which is generally 'suppressed' from day to day 
'awareness'. Alternatively simply engaging with the interview topic might prompt participants to question, 
and challenge, their previous behaviours and assumptions in this area. 

^^Prostitutes in Amsterdam were mentioned in a similar context, see 'sexual history' below. 
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5.4.7 Type of person' 

The first man above who mentioned a range of risk groups Aad found 

himself in bed with a partner rather sooner than anticipated. He continued 

his account of unprotected intercourse on that occasion drawing on a similar 

'type of person' explanation to the one above:'/ so/Y of /oo/ced af /?er and / 

.. f/7/s isn't fAe sorf of person fAaf em .. gets because .. er 

/f so/f's - /f is a so/f of snobbishness and e/A/sm / suppose .. because sbe 

//Ves /n a n/ce house and.. sAe obwous^ /reeps // clean ands/7e!s a clearly 

nof sexua//y prom/scuous so how could /f happen ... ' (4943). Later stages 

of this extract were subject to some 'interviewer contamination' since I could 

not suppress a little laughter at the notion of a 'nice house' 'kept clean' as a 

prophylactic to HIV infection, but it is an interesting extension to the 'nof fbaf 

soft of person' accounts of young people (see Woodcock et al., 1992, page 

239). 

5.4.8 Promiscuity 

Absence of sexual promiscuity, the final appeal in the account above, is a 

more intelligible risk indicator, and /s relevant to population health risk. It is 

not practically relevant at the level of an individual encounter, since one 

interaction with one previously infected partner is sufficient for transmission 

of any STD. However it is perhaps the interaction of these two 

considerations that lead people to focus risk evaluation on 'risk groups' as 

seen above. The following extract, from a man discussing risk from 'more 

serious' STDs, acknowledges the relevance of personal and partner history, 

yet still perhaps attempts to 'play down' risk at the level of an individual 

encounter: '/ fb/n/c fbe ns/f of fbose sorts of/n/ecf/ons comes mucb more 

/mm - /mm .. a very.. pmm/scuous .. paffem of sexua/ acfMfy or mMng vw/A 

partners f/?af go /n /or /baf sorf of //7/ng .. ' (2001). 

'Sexual promiscuity' (or not) of self or partner appeared in several more 
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accounts, some of which are discussed in later sections/chapters. They 

included a man who drew on his own lack of promiscuity as mitigating risk, 

but combined this with a 'know your partner" argument, as well as identifying 

a further risk group: 'because /'m nof parf/cu/a/Yy pmm/scuous / / donY s/eep 

around... / fend fo s/eep mf/? peop/e /Ve /cnown .. /or a ve/y /ong penod of 

f/me .. and .. Pmbab/y cyu/fe sfup/d/y, .. / // musf be sa/e. .. Because / 

/cnoiv f/?em. .. Rafber f/?an /f be/ng somebody /Ve yusf p/c/red up m a d/sco. .. 

' (3129ff). This nicely indicates the way several strategies to downplay risk 

are often integrated, and often with some kind of wry acknowledgement 

('probab/y qu/fe sfup/d//) of the inadequacy of the argument presented. 

5.4.9 Protection' or contraception'? 

I have suggested that some of the arguments were presented as 

'justification' for not considering sexual health risk. This might seem an 

inappropriate interpretation of the contributions if participants were simply 

'unaware' of risk, or genuinely believed there to be no risk. That this is not 

quite the case can be further illustrated with an extract from one of the men 

quoted earlier. He first talks about carrying condoms as '//7ce most ma/es .. 

espec/a//y w/fb fbe v4/0S pmb/em .. em you fend fo ca/7y son?efb/ng w/fb you 

yusf /n case .. er.. be prepared /s [laughing]' (2914ff). Yet the condoms 

were not used, as he continues immediately: ' . . and / fb/n/c sbe n?usf baye 

sa/d 'yeab fbaf's a/ngbf /'n? on fbe p///" so .. o^ n/e wenf (2928f f ) . 

However when I then asked 'so you wou/d usua//y.. car/y condoms &v/fb 

you?' he replied 'Yes. em .. yeab / fb/nk /f's essenf/a/.. and .. / fbm/c 

anybody w/bo doesn't.. /s ye/y/rrespons/b/e because .. fb/ngs can happen 

very qru/cWy ... /f... you're nof pnepared or iv' /f's .. /f's either /rusfraf/on or /f's 

era b/g ns/c... ' (2935ff). When I questioned the apparent contradiction here 

there was some back tracking, and memory of discussion of previous 

partners and so on, and eventually a reconsideration that ' . . / suppose fbe 

o^ fb' fbe reason /Ve a/ways gone .. o' o' tried fo be equ' suitably eqru/pped 

/7 you ///fe /s rafber fo avo/d [breathes in] concepf/on .. fban fo .. profecf 
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aga/nsf H/l/ and [pause] m fAose days .. e' a' and still .. f/?ese days / (/7/nff 

/f's a r /' / / Wew /f as a s' /a/r/y sma// ns/r.. compared fo fAe ns/c of an 

unwanted pregnancy" (3026ff). 

The way the 'condoms for AIDS' versus 'not used because of pill' dichotomy 

emerged in this particular interview made it possible to explore it in some 

detail. However the contradiction seems implicit in many other accounts 

where at some point participants expressed knowledge, awareness of, or, 

often, specific intentions to use condoms because of potential health risks, 

yet did not use them when there was no risk of pregnancy (because of a 

partner using the pill, as here, or partner vasectomy, or hysterectomy and so 

on, see Chapter 7). In the account here themes from a discourse about 

'condoms for AIDS' appear to be used to legitimise carrying condoms rather 

than to report an actual concern, except that later in the interview this man 

recalled being 'kvorned /or a //We w//)//e, (yu/fe a //We w/?//e a/!^e/wards f/?/n/f/np 

"0/3, my God suppos/ng ..somef/?/ng's gone wmng /lere you /enow suppos/ng 

.. s/7e - sAe poss/b/y /7as /n/ecfed me buf /'m su'.. sune s/)e pmbab/y f/70ug/?f 

f/?e same f/?/ng /lerse/f.. ' (4870ff). 

However, as with young people, the most salient 'risk' associated with sex 

for this group seems to be pregnancy, in the words of this same man '/ 

mean .. once upon a f/me pregnancy was .. er' unwanted pregnancy was a .. 

a rea/.. fear /br me .. / f/?/n/( now [he has a three year old son] /f's even 

mone of a /ear /or me [laughing]' (4763ff), but then '/ fA/nk /'d make damn 

sure f/7af f/iaf.. f/?af sorf of prob/em d/dnT anse' (4787). 

This primacy of concern about pregnancy can also appear implicitly, as 

where a man reports not using a condom first time with a partner on two of 

the four most recent occasions (over a period of about four years), despite 

not knowing the partner's contraceptive status until later. Although 

elsewhere in the interview he expresses some knowledge and concern about 

STD infections he dismisses lack of discussion about protection by himself 
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or the partner(s) since '... fAey /cneiv fAey were safe. You know so 

/7aye negafed f/?e need fo .. as/c me f/7e ^uesf/on [about condoms]' 

(6878). That the partners have been expected to asl( in respect of 

pmfecf/on rather than conf/iacepf/on is simply not considered. 

The last example also indicates that, whilst more salient than protection, 

contraception was not such a fear" for this interviewee. Other participants 

discussed pregnancy as a calculated risk, as with a woman in her mid forties 

'/'m foo o/d fo gef pregnane now / f/7/n/c? .. / don'f /enow. .. T/iere's a 

/7s/f f/7oug/7. / ce/fa/n/y wou/dn'f wanf a baby" (1757ff). Though she adds '/ 

pm6a6/y wou/d Aa/e /f because / donY ///ce fAe /dea of 86o/#on' (1775) and 

later, a point also made by the man above, '/ fend fo be fbe /ond of person 

wbo .. fa/ces ///e as /f comes' (1794ff) though unlike him she 'wou/dnt be 

/7@ppy abo6/f /f. Another man who had a reversed vasectomy reported that 

'a/fbougb / bave gof a sperm counf was ve/y /ow, so em ... sbe [a recent 

partner] d/dn? fb/n/c... sbe'd gef pregnanf bas/ca//y .. because ... /f was so 

/ow .' (6579). However she had also said that '/f we bave a cb//d we baye a 

cb//d (7948) and he felt 'we'd bave been qf/v/fe bappy fo baye bad a cb//d 

(7972), though his feelings had been quite different with other partners. 

5.4.10 Perception of lisk - summary 

Although selected to illustrate a few key themes, the extracts in this section 

also reveal the complexity of patterns of risk evaluation in this cohort, in 

particular sexual health risk evaluation. There is some knowledge about 

HIV, and, to a much lesser extent about other STDs, despite these being a 

higher probability risk. There is universal /mow/edge of condom use to limit 

risk of infection, and also some reporf of behaviour change in response to 

this knowledge. However there is at least as great a tendency as is found 

amongst young people (Woodcock et al., 1992, Waldby et al., 1993b) to 

discount the risk for 'self. 
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Some of the arguments here are similar to those reported for 'young people', 

such as a safe 'circle of friends', or a partner who is a safe 'type of person', 

though here this extends to evaluation based on a nice house which is kept 

clean. There is still a focus on specific risk groups, but here the groups 

include 'lorry drivers' and 'Stonehenge hippies'. Some new arguments 

emerge including GP assurances, and a sex in the sixties' 'cure for 

everything' optimism. Participants also emphasised that HIV is only one 

amongst many 'life' risks which, for the dating group, included reservations 

about developing intimate relationships with people from work, or people 

known to friends or family. 

Perhaps most importantly, even where use of condoms seemed to be 

attributed to need for profecf/on it often emerged they were not used when 

other methods of confracepf/on were present. Possibility of pregnancy 

emerges as the salient concern, and although fear of pregnancy' is not 

universal, it /s the risk that is usually addressed. 

5.5 'ResponsibilMv' - wAo bwns' #?e nsAf? 

Adopting a 'strategy' to reduce risk implies that someone has perceived a 

risk and has decided to do something about it, taken some kind of 

'responsibility'. For example a man in his mid forties in response to the 

question about 'negotiating safe sex' replied '... cou/d poss/b/y 

mean .. d/scuss/ng f/7e /Tespons/W/f/es?' (6692). Before moving on to 

explore 'strategies' in more detail, it is useful to consider how participants 

discussed this concept of 'responsibility', either in response to the specific 

question in the interview schedule or when they volunteered the concept 

unprompted^". The man above went on to say '/'d /ynd f/?af eas/er kwfA 

somebody.. / was seffmg up a re/af/ons/)/p vwfA .. rafber f/?an somebody /'of 

yusf mef and was go/ng fo bed w/fb' (6705). Though later he remarked that 

"'NB Data in this section are drawn exclusively from the main study, since no comparable question was 
raised in the pilot study, where discussion about 'responsibility' tended to focus on delivery of sex education. 
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'A/nn/Zy enoug/?... a woman'// as/c.. you /(now "O/?, Aaye you gof f/ie 

conc/oms?" (6803) whereas 'a woman' would not initiate a more general 

conversation on the topic of 'safe sex'. The comments here could relate to 

protection or contraception, but this is the man who, in an example reported 

above, said that since new partners '/cnew f/)ey were sa/e', they did not need 

to ask about condoms, in which context 'safe' must mean 'safe from 

pregnancy'. 

A woman in her early forties thought '/f fo 6e pa/Yners 

fiespons/M/fy. /n /lea/ffy... /f /s fAe woman wAo conce/yes f/?ere's 

somef/7/ngf goes wmng.f^^ (4104, see also Chapman and Hodgson, 1988). 

After expanding on this a little she suddenly interjected 'IM?af am / say/ng? 

[pause] Cerfa/n/y /n a mafure re/af/ons/)/p .. mafure peop/e - w/7afever f/)af 

means/.. s/70u/c/ be s/iarecf (4110). By contrast an older woman, past 

childbearing, acknowledged that 'rea//y .. /'m femb/e w/f/? f/7/ngs ///(e f/?af 

because .. you /enow /yusf.. /eave /f fo .. fo fbem' (2790ff). Later, discussing 

a recent new partner, she commented '/ s/iou/d /?ave thought f/7af men wou/d 

bave been a b/f more respons/b/e fbese days' (2862) but this was in the 

course of offering a number of reasons why she and the new partner did nof 

use any protection, though perhaps 'we oug/?f fo' (2848). 

We already have the case of the man who thought it irresponsible not to 

carry condoms, but did not use them (see "Protection' or 'contraception" 

above). Later in the interview, in response to a more general question, he 

added '/ /mag/ne fbe m^onfy of women a' are s(///.. on f/ie p///.. so fbaf.. 

mm' you /enow f/?' fbe /n/f/af/ve /n a way /s w/f/? fbem' (4732). The first man 

above made a very similar point (see Chapter 7, 'Sex /n f/)e s/xf/es'). 

l\^ost of these examples suggest that where 'responsibility' is taken at all 

seriously the focus is on risk of pregnancy. Once that is taken care of 

'®ln this case the question specifically referred to contraception. 
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initiative for any furttier protection is devolved to the other partner (see also 

Chapter 6, 'H/V/fesf) 

Otherwise 'responsibility' is somewhat dependent on choice of contraceptive, 

women and the pill, as above, and, as one of the younger men suggested, 

'l/Ws// /f's both of us. /f mvanab/y, because /f's condoms /f dmps onfo my 

sAou/ders fo - fo Auy f/?e co/yofoms... so m a/?5wer fo f/7af quesf/o/?, probab/y 

me - nof fAaf / fAm/c should 6e ///ce f/?af.' (2920). But again the primary 

concern was contraception, and this man's present situation was a stable 

relationship, where, as suggested by the first man, responsibility is perhaps 

more easily discussed, and might be shared. 
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5.6 Chapter summary 

Overall the evidence from the two studies suggests some, albeit low, 

presence of sexual health risk amongst this age group, despite the presence 

of a substantial proportion of faithful monogamous relationships. 

Unfortunately, even on the self report of this small sample, partners are not 

always faithful, and worse (from a risk management perspective), each 

individual case seems somewhat unpredictable, often even for the 

participant. 

At the same time participants perceive sexual health risk, if they think about 

it at all, as very low, for the most part drawing on remarkably similar 

arguments to those offered in interviews with 'young people' to explain (or 

justify?) this position. Concern about pregnancy was more in evidence, 

though responsibility for this was perceived as primarily, though not 

necessarily 'ideally', the woman's. Any other responsibility for sexual health 

seemed strangely devolved to the partner, irrespective of the gender of the 

speaker. 

Although some participants reported lifestyles that appear 'safe' in terms of 

sexual health, it did not seem that sexual health had guided the choice of 

lifestyle. Perhaps what emerges most clearly is the great diversity of 

patterns of relationship, and that there is little straightforward mapping 

between lifestyle and potential risk. 

However the interviews did include some accounts of strategies which might 

limit sexual health risk, either intentionally or by default, and these are 

explored in the next chapter. 
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In Chapter 4 I introduced the studies from which the following data are 

drawn, and in Chapter 5 something of the lives, at least in respect of sexual 

health risk, of the participants and something of their perceptions of sexual 

health risk. 

In this chapter I will move on to explore some of the key issues relating to 

strategies for safe(r) sex, and the lack of such strategies, which emerge from 

the (age, approximately, forty something') participants' accounts. 

The interpretations presented here, as in Chapter 5, are drawn from how 

people recount and account for their sexual relationships and (insofar as is 

possible to ascertain from these data) how they conduct their sexual 

behaviour. The topics are organised primarily on the basis of themes 

relating to safer sex which emerged from the content analysis of the 

interviews. Sometimes this content speaks for itself, but where appropriate it 

is related, for example, to a more interpretative analysis of participants' 

experiences, or is linked to wider discourses. These broader, more 

interpretative topics are introduced 'as required' in this chapter to illustrate 

the various 'strategy' topics. Some of the experiential material links back to 

the previous chapter, but other key themes and discourses are drawn 

together and discussed further in Chapter 7, 

We saw in Chapter 5 that any concept of 'safe sex" has been dominated by 

concerns about pregnancy for most of the participants, despite knowledge of 

HIV and, though to a lesser extent, knowledge of other STDs. Given also 

the evidence there of confusion regarding talk of sexual risk, alongside the 

critique of rational behaviour models in earlier chapters, it would be 

surprising to find much evidence of neat, coherent 'strategising' here - even 

though most of us 'talk' about our behaviour in such terms from time to time. 

Hence a caveat: the findings do not fit as neatly into the topic headings as 

one might otherwise anticipate. 
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Only a few coherent strategies emerged which focused 'unambiguously' on 

sexual health risk. They are included in the relevant sections. However, 

strategies focusing on contraception, or managing relationships more 

generally, can also have a bearing on sexual health, as can 'lifestyle' 

options, which may not be experienced as 'strategy' in any sense. Since 

these lifestyle options contribute to sexual health at the population, as well 

as the individual, level, and since in many ways they inter-relate with 

strategies that might also be used to manage sexual risk (for example 

'saying no' in different contexts), they are included here. 

Other information related to 'potentially' safer sex has been grouped first into 

'ways of talking', or at least thinking, about sex (for example saying 'no', or 

sharing sexual histories, or even 'planning' intercourse) and, second, into 

various aspects of using, or not using, condoms. So the first focuses 

primarily on the 'discourse' and the second on the 'material' of any 'material 

discourse' about safe(r) sex (see Yardley (1997), Ingham and Kirkland 

(1997a, 1997b)). But inevitably these two groupings are to some extent 

arbitrary and in many respects inter-related. 

However 'lifestyle' options are considered first, since they provide the 

'background' to the more specific behaviour choices and strategies 

introduced in subsequent sections. 
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6.1 Life style 

Data from participants' accounts relating to 'lifestyle' were introduced in 

Chapter 5 regarding the extent to which they indicate of more or 

less sexual health risk. Here these same accounts are explored, but the 

focus is shifted to aspects of lifestyle which might be expected to contribute 

to 'safer sex' and how, or whether, they were perceived and experienced in 

this light by participants. 

6.1.1 Virginity 

Virgins^ are clearly free of risk from any strictly defined^ sexually transmitted 

disease. If followed rigorously, a lifestyle which pursues virginity for both 

partners until they contract into a strictly monogamous lifetime relationship 

(usually marriage, as, for example, in the ethics of most Christian sects) 

would clearly remove any concerns regarding sexual disease or risk of 

infection. If adopted sufficiently broadly it would also introduce a measure of 

protection for the community as a whole, by limiting potential pathways of 

infection. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, two participants in the parent study fit these 

criteria, one male, one female. For the man the outcome seems to have 

been entirely satisfactory. As he had explained to his daughter, before 

marriage he and his wife had not had penetrative sex 'but we used to .. used 

to have non penetrative sex before we - we got married .. mainly because 

M/e were concer' - er we// / f/?/n/c were hvo f/7/ngs, one was .. w-was 

concern abouf geff/ng .. pregnanf.. a-and .. and f/7e of/?er was f/7af - f/7af er 

[pause] /w7/e's name/ /lacf, / f/?/n/(, / f/)/n/c /?ad mora/.. concerns abouf /f as 

^N.B. Lifetime virginity / abstinence was not relevant to participants in the present study so is not 
considered here. 

^Of course this does not precisely address infections such as HIV where there are alternative 
transmission routes, as via blood and blood products. 
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we//.. more f/?an / wou/d Aave done . (3805ff). He thought she felt that 

'penefraf/ye sex Ae/bre mamag^e was somef/7/ngr fAaf - f/?af em .. f/7af was 

wrong .. /n //se//" (3882ff) whereas his concern 'wou/d be nof fo do somef/?/ng 

.. f/?af s/7e /e/f was - was wrong' (3874). His concerns about pregnancy had 

also figured in not having penetrative intercourse with his only previous 

girlfriend, though there it was also because 'we d/dny wanf.. /o comm/f 

ourse//es fo f/?af.. ' (3911) emphasizing that '/f was a d//yerenf f/me /ron? 

now [laughing] and / fA/n/c.. f/f/n/c aff/fudes be d/Z/erenf nowf (3916)^. 

'In the early days' of the relationship with his wife-to-be he felt he 'certainly 

wou/dn'f /7aye wanfed fo, e/f/?e/ (4065ff) and it was never a cause of 

problems between them '/ mean /f wasnY somef/?/ng f/?af / /e/f fernb/y.. 

sfrong/y abou f (4075) . However it was something they talked about 

'/requenfy (4015) usually when it 'came up /n f/)e beaf of fbe momenf 

(4029). Then it would be 'a quesf/on of er.. "A/o / donY wanf fo" "/^/ngbf" 

(4041) though he supposed 'we musf bave fa/Zced abouf fbe er.. fbe mora/ 

/ssues oufs/de as we// somef/mes' (4036). 

This man's view of penetrative intercourse as a sign of commitment, but as 

a step one might consider ahead of the formal commitment of marriage, 

resonates with the woman mentioned (Chapter 5, escapes') who, 

whilst not a virgin at marriage, only made love with her partner when, after 

five months, she had decided she wanted to marry him. 

Despite previous abstinence penetrative intercourse seems to have 

presented no obstacles for either of these participants. However the 

situation was a little different for another woman who married as a virgin. 

Having 'wa/fed /or fb/s b/g momenf (3961) she '/bund /f a// a b/f of a /ef down 

reaZ/y (3965) 'you fb/n/c fbaf you're go/ng /o be abso/ufe/y.. wonderfu/... we 

werenY rea/// (3975ff). She feels part of the reason was 'because .. my 

•'NB this is a further example of contradictions in discourses about comparative sexual trends, compare 
sex in the sixties' (discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.1.1). 
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/af/)er was yery ye/y sfncf em .. and .. /f foo/c me a /ong f/me fo re/ax abouf 

sex' (257Iff) but gives an alternative account that'/ we were bof/) yusf 

ve/y na/ye acfua/// (2731ff, she believes her husband was also a virgin, 

2741). It is perhaps this latter consideration that leads her to hope that her 

children 'c/o acf(/a//y Aai/e sex ... w/?en f/?eyye ready /br /f (2549) as she 

would not wish her experiences on them (2525, 2577, 2593). Indeed she 

still wonders "... /f musf be d/Z/enenf w/fb ofberpeop/e (laughing) and /Ve 

m/ssed ouf (laughing)' (2566ff) though she eventually came to enjoy sex 

within her marriage. 

A lifetime monogamous relationship can clearly be a delight (the first 

account here, and see previous chapter 'Parents') as well as limiting sexual 

health risks for self and the community. However the later account here 

highlights how a less enjoyable experience^ can lead to a re-evaluation of 

priorities, such that wider sexual experience can become valued in itself. 

This woman still considers it important for her children 'not to have sex with 

.. anybody and eve/ybocfy (pause) fo ma/ce sure /f's somebody ve/y spec/a/ 

(pause) and fo use ve/y sa/e confracepf/on (laughing)' (2494ff). The 

laughter seemed to acknowledge the 'idealism' of this list, and possibly that 

the inclusion of 'very safe contraception' was for the benefit of the interview 

context. Once again, sexual health is not the first concern in intimate 

relationships, and more specifically 'virginity' seems never to be discussed in 

terms of sexual health. 

This latter point is underscored by a woman in the main study who seems to 

discount lack of previous sexual experience of two of her partners insofar as 

sexual health risk is concerned (see '/\vo/d/ng /nfra-vag/na/ ^acu/af/on' 

below). 

clinical caseload indicates that this woman is not alone in experiencing difficulties in Virgin 
marriage'. However there are many other scenarios where first experiences of intercourse are far from 
satisfactory. 
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There was no specific discussion of virginity in the main study, primarily 

perhaps due to the focus on 'most recent' relationships. 

6.1.2 Celibacy 

Celibacy is another lifestyle free from any (new) sexual health risk. Although 

it was the acfua/ lifestyle of several people interviewed, as discussed in the 

previous chapter (Vs anyone sa/e?' and 'Pa/ienfs') it was only mfenf/ona/ for 

three of the parents (two of whom were currently married), and then for 

relationship reasons, rather than for sexual health reasons. Hence it 

appears as a 'lifestyle' which incidentally reduces risk, rather than as a 

'strategy' for risk reduction. 

Nonetheless it might be anticipated that participants who reported a longer 

time since last intercourse would tend to approach sexual intimacy with a 

little more caution than others. Certainly the man from the main study who 

reported himself as 'celibate' also commented that in his last relationship 

(with a woman he subsequently married) the move to intercourse after only 

two or three weeks 'was ye/y qu/c/f ancf /f, /br somebOGfy ///ce me 

acfua//y been .. /a/rfy ce//bafe /br... a cons/cferab/e f/me be/bre fbaf... 

came as cyu/fe a sAoc/r... ' (2194ff). This is quite a contrast to the man who 

recounted '/f was a New Year's pa/fy... Sbe ... yl/sf sa/d lA/ie you com/ng 

borne w/fb me [name]? and so ... we yusf wenf bac/c fogefber.. and fbaf was 

/f.. fbaf was yusf casual .. ' (4673ff). 

However in both the above cases no condom was used because the partner 

was using the contraceptive pill. Whilst the latter case initially suggests a 

more overtly 'risky' lifestyle, the man has some reservations about the sexual 

history of this partner, and has used a condom with her on subsequent 

occasions. The 'celibate' man still took a sexual health risk, but dismissed it 

since his partner was 'nof fbe so/f of person fbaf... gefs vA/OS" (4943ff, see 

Chapter 5, 'Type of person'). Here adopting a generally less risky lifestyle 
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seems to lead to 'discounting' a specific rislc, an approach reinforced since 

there was no 'unhealthy' outcome. However the 'casual sex' man also 

assesses some partners as 'not risky' and then uses no protection. 

Just these two examples, selected from several in the data, demonstrate 

how little straightforward mapping there is between lifestyle, behaviour and 

acfua/ risk taking. 

6.1.3 Monogamy 

Given the recruiting criteria for the main study, participants in this group 

could not be regarded as in 'monogamous' relationships, since the few 

current relationships they described were relatively 'new'. Sadly it was also 

the case that these participants tended to contribute accounts where 

breaches of 'monogamy' contributed to the break up of (often quite long 

term) previous relationships (see Chapter 5, 'Exframanfa/ a/ifa/rs & of/7er 

'parallel' relationships'). However, besides the two celibate marriages 

mentioned above, at least five (and probably seven or more) of the parent 

group participants seemed to be in unequivocally monogamous relationships 

(Chapter 5, 'Pa/enfs'). 

As discussed in the previous chapter {'Lucky escapes?') successful 

monogamous relationships were more often described in terms of 'luck' than 

'strategy' - and certainly not in terms of sexual health. However the 

accounts of two people who reported 'nearly' having an affair, and how they 

avoided it, do provide some indication of how monogamy can be maintained, 

whether in the interest of safe(r) sex or, as was more usual here, in the 

interest of maintaining sound relationships. 

One woman described how a neighbour 'sfarfed com/ng on sfrong' (3695) to 

her at another neighbour's New Year's Eve party. She described being 'so 

^affered, 'cos wAen youVe been Aome fwo c/r/Wren - em - /f's rafAer 
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n/ce ..." (3742ff), though dancing later she was less taken with 'a// fh/s Aeavy 

AnsafA/ng of A/s' (3760). She feels she was still rather naive about his 

intentions until the following day after a visit from his wife, who was asking 

questions about 'open marriage' and the like. Talking about it later her 

husband 'adm/ffed /7e was geff/ng a M Aof unc/er fAe co/Za/' (3809) at the 

dancing but Ae w/as aAo^f "OA Ae's go^ gooof fasfe" (3816). 

She described this as her husband having 'a/ways been bn/Z/anf - /br my ego 

- mora/e' (3818). Still she discussed with him that she might have been 

much more vulnerable had the episode occurred during one of the occasions 

when he was working away for a few weeks. He had said "'/'m ve/y aware 

of ec /eavmg you, my /ove/y young m/e af Aome" (3862) and she adds 'and 

all this'. This husband's success (which may or may not be counted a 

'strategy') seems to lie, at least in part, in that 'Ae's a/ways made me /ee/ 

good abouf myse/f (3864). However there is also evidence of a comfortable 

'openness' in the way this couple communicate, as well as a liberal dose of 

humour in a situation that might have proved very difficult - especially if 

either partner had felt less confident in their relationship. 

Another woman described a rather different development of a relationship 

with a man she would still count 'as a pa/Y/cu/afYy c/ose AfencT (2872). Her 

husband knew about it at the time as they 'wenf ouf a /of w/fA f/)/s coup/e -

and - / mean /?e a/ways gof on we// w/f/) f/?e w//e - we d/dnY ever gef fo f/7e -

wife swapping stage [laughter]' (284Iff). She thinks she might have 

considered an affair 'purely out of a sense of experimentation to see - what it 

was ///ce w/f/? somebody e/se' (2983). Her husband '/?as //7/s ve/y so/f of -

ca/m exfenor" (3015) so initially she 'yusf f/?oug/)f /f was 0/< and /7e d/dnY 

rea//y m/nd' (3020) until, very unusually, 'be yusf /osf b/s femper one even/ng' 

(2995). She feels that as the relationship changed 'be began fo /ee/ fbaf /f 

was a fbreaf rafber fban - yusf a - an affracf/on - and fben - be d/d become 

yea/ous' (2908ff). His reaction made her '/oo/( af /n a d//ye/ienf way - and 

fben / drew back myse/f - because - / d/dnY wanf fo fbreafen my manfage' 

(2923ff). 
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Again the husband's response is crucial, even if superficially somewhat 

different from the man above (perhaps due to the rather different 

circumstances). Again the married couple were able to communicate, even 

if the wife had initially mis-read her husband's outer calm. In reference to a 

quite different situation she commented '/ mean ... ive fa/Ac abouf now and 

Ae says you /cnoiv - Aow/ aw/A// was af fAe f/me and / say Aow aw/A/Z was 

af fAe f/me [laughter] af /easf we can - fa//c abouf /f (3049). 

The other feature these two accounts hold in common, in the words of the 

first woman, is that'... you m/gAf ^nd someone aff/iacf/i/e, buf you'd never 

ns/c w/?af youVe gof. M^// / wou/dn'f... / /enow peop/e do 6uf ..' (3869). The 

second woman suggests this is down to '/70wyou Aand/e /f (3103). She 

describes a friend who is 'a/ways geWng /?erse/ves (sic) /nfo ... s/fuaf/ons 

f/)af - s/7e manu/acfunes" (3079). 'SAe w/// puf /lerse/f m a pos/f/on where sAe 

/s a/one w/f/7 f/7/s person where she pushes /f fo fhe po/nf where - /f 

becomes a proh/em - and fhen she furns /f 6ac/c amund and says - oh you 

/enow - he /s pursu/ng me' (3085ff). Whereas, personally, if she becomes 

'aware of fhe /acf /ha/ somebody /s (yu/fe affracfed fo me / w/// - be /nend/y 

buf...' (3082). If 'you yusf - nsma/n on a hfend/y - open bas/s buf you donY -

go o/er fhe fop and donY a/fracf foo much a/fenf/on ... fh/ngs wV/ be a// nghf 

(3108ff). 

This is similar to the comment of one of the men:'/ fh/n/c /f's eas/er fo avo/d 

fhose d/^cuWes af an ea/Yy sfage rafher fhan af a /afer sfage' (4435) so he 

would hope not to get '/nfo fhaf /eve/ of d/Zifzcu/fy' (4443). However he has 

seen it happen to others and thinks '/f wou/d be femb/y Aaffenng /f 

somebody acfua//y - foo/r fhaf sorf of/nferesf /n you' (4399), reflecting the 

feelings of the first woman above. A further man described the 'avoid 

problems early' strategy^. He occasionally found himself in a potentially 

difficult situation in his business environment, but if the conversation strayed 

"These points are drawn from interview notes, since this section of the interview was not recorded 
correctly. 
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then he would quickly return it to the business issue. Also he does not go 

out in the evening drinking and so avoids getting into any situations when 

his 'resistance is lowered'. 

Also relevant here are the feelings of 'discomfort' or even 'guilt' which some 

participants reported when in any way involved in a non-monogamous 

relationship, as discussed in 'Eyframanfa/ a^ / r s & ofAer jparaW 

m/af/onsA/ps' (Chapter 5). Another man explained that'... one of f/?e 

/leasons stopped me /rom - gomg iv/?o/e (5141ff) in a 

consensual move towards intercourse with his brother's (nearly) ex-girlfriend 

'was f/7e rea/zsaf/on f/?af you /fnow a/ngAf, o/cay fAe ne/af/ons/i/p mfA -

/7/m M/as ending W /f AacfnY ended and /f was wrong - /br me fo cfo 

somefWg - w/?/c/7 m a way was acfu/'you /enow - /7/7? was adW/e - con' was 

- complicit with adultety. He had earlier commented that if he found 

someone attractive he would check her ring finger and 'wou/dnlf go a^er f/iaf 

- woman' (5094) if she was married or engaged. These examples illustrate 

some of the ways that sexual relationships are limited by the 'moral codes' 

inherent in various discourses of monogamy, though it is perhaps unclear to 

what extent this contributes to reducing sexual health 'risk'. 

Although monogamy, or at least serial monogamy, seemed generally to be 

perceived as desirable it did not appear with a very 'sexy' image. The man 

above had commented that he does '6e//eve qu/fe sfmng/y /n f/?e sancf/fy of 

mamage' (5071) yet preceded his account of avoidance of (attractive) 

married women with 'maybe /f's yi/sf f/m/d/fy" (5093). Another man, in 

response to the question about dealing with unwanted advances, 

commented '/ - /'m ma//y qu/fe monogamous - /'m qu/fe bonng fo be Aonesf 

w/f/? you' (1281fQ. He continues directly 'so wAen /'m /n a ne/af/ons/i/p / don't 

nof/ce ... / don'f look af women wa/f/ng /or a /leacf/on, / don'f do any of f/?af 

sfu/f... /f /'m /n a re/af/onsA/p ...'. This introduces the rather different concept 

that not everyone finds monogamy, or at least their part in it, difficult. One 

of the men describing the 'early avoidance' strategy (above) had added that 
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there are only 'a sma// - mmo/ffy of women fAaf / myse/f ye/y aAracfed 

fo' (4417), at least 'nof m sue/? a way fAaf one ivou/d /raye a - any so/Y of 

sexua/ response' (4489). One of the women explained that 'dunng f/?e -

penod / was mamed / cf/c/nY /?aye any - exf/a manfa/ m/af/onsA/ps at all -

[DK 'No'] /And / - ma//y - wou/dnY Aave wanW any / c/onY fA/n/c... /Y wasnY 

an /ssue ...' (3024ff), even though she suspects her husband 'of/cf p/ay /asf 

and /oose once or Wee' (3015). Another 'early avoider" emphasised that 

women were not exactly 'throwing themselves at his feet' all the time. Again 

'lack of difficulty' seems not to be unitary, but to arise differently for each 

person from a range of considerations. 

A contrasting view of monogamy was introduced by the woman involved in 

the no commitments dating agency. She suggested that for some men 

'per/?aps fAey're Aop/ng .. fAaf - f/ie/r mamage w/// be saved - /n /acf by - en? 

/?awng a of oufs/de - /nferesf (1382ff) Though she went on to qualify 

this: '14/̂ //, pe/y?aps nof saved... - n?a/ce /Y fo/em6/e' and 'as /ong as Aof/? 

parf/es are /?appy w/f/? f/?af. Of course, as discussed in the last chapter, it 

may not be quite so 'tolerable' for the f/?/rd party if they found out. One of 

the women mentioned there stressed that 'now... /f / /bund ouf anybody was 

c/?ea//ng on me / wou/d not be ab/e fo go on. ... // wou/d be //?e end of / f 

(2136ff). Yet she continues immediately 'W?ereas / rea//y - used fo /ook af 

my W s ..' suggesting she too, at least for a while, placed concerns for her 

family, and therefore her marriage, above her preference for a monogamous 

partner. By contrast one of the men reported being 'rea//y shocked' (1796) 

when he was propositioned by a (married) close family friend. 

Again we have accounts showing interplay of strands from competing 

discourses. One might be flattered, or shocked, to be propositioned. It 

might be easy to avoid an advance from someone, especially if you avoid it 

early enough, or one might consider seeking out a further relationship - with 

or without commitment. It might be natural to see other people as potential 

partners whether one pursues them or not, or one might simply not notice 
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them. 

Although 'safe sex' was never mentioned as part of the 'rationale' of 

maintaining a monogamous relationship, it did get mentioned as a potential 

and desirable 'by product'. For example for one woman the 'safety aspect 

(2080) had 'nof been a pmb/em' (2092) because '/Ve a/ways been, up 

unW now, /n /ong fern? re/af/onsb/ps' (2090). Interestingly she seemed not to 

take into account that one of her long term partners was not faithful. 

Another woman commented that 'wbaf / bayenY done / fb/n/c, wb/cb bas 

been fb' - a //^ saver's, / baven'f rea/^ - aparf /mm fbaf f/me - / - / donlf 

bave fM/o pa/fne/3 a/ once' (5404). Again she seems to discount the 

'exception'. One of the men said that he would always use condoms, but 

'nof /n a /ong ferm re/af/onsb/p fbougb' (3245). However he continues '/ fb/nk 

fb/s /s M/bere /f /s so many peop/e gef caugbf ouf... l4/bere fbe/r pa/fne/^s 

acfua//y - bav/ng sex w/Yb somebody e/se wbo's /n/ecfecT (3250ff), showing 

some awareness that he is disregarding a potential risk. 

The accounts above indicate that lifetime monogamy /s achievable, 

especially by adopting a strategy of avoiding any tendency towards sexua/ 

intimacy, or in some cases any intimacy, from the outset of new 

relationships or friendships. For several people interviewed this seemed to 

present no difficulty since they felt little or no amorous interest in other 

people whilst in a committed relationship - even where this was not their 

'only ever' relationship. Rather more participants mentioned at least some 

sense of 'discomfort' at any involvement in 'parallel' relationships. It is not 

possible to disentangle from the data here the extent to which this has a 

biological or social aetiology, though in the accounts it is often associated 

with some moral ethic. In any event it was usual for participants to express 

some distress, or even dismay, if they discovered their partner was not 

faithful'. These later considerations all seemed to contribute towards a 

tendency towards 'serial monogamy' which has some advantages in terms of 

sexual health - though, as emphasised by the last extract above, it may lead 
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to a false sense of security. 

6.1.4 Other lifestyle considerations 

Here and in Chapter 5 the primary focus has been aspects of people's lives 

which relate of/recf/y to more or less sexual risk. In the course of the 

interviews many other lifestyle issues arose which appear to have some 

bearing on sexual risk. 

One consideration, mentioned in the discussion of 'Parenfs' in the previous 

chapter, was the extent to which life seemed to revolve around home and 

family. A somewhat contrasting pattern was the extent to which, for a few 

participants, social life involved a larger circle of friends, in some cases 

centering around a 'pub' culture, with the associated concern to maintain a 

positive personal identity in that wider circle. 

A rather disturbing feature of the accounts in the main study was the extent 

to which they focused on the end/ng of relationships (see 'Re/af/onsh/p -

progress/on' in Appendix M), especially since the focus of the elicitation 

questions was the beg/nn/ng of relationships. Up to a point this also relates 

to the underlying account of /one/mess from several participants, particularly 

in reference to living without a partner, even where the participant was 

engaged in an otherwise active social life. Both these issues entwine in 

complex and diverse ways with accounts of engagement in, or avoidance of, 

new sexual encounters. 

Unfortunately space precludes any more detailed exploration of these 

various aspects of lifestyle, though they are evident from time to time in 

interview extracts illustrating other themes. 
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6.1.5 Lifestyle - summary 

Virginity^, celibacy, monogamy and serial monogamy are all sexual lifestyle 

options with potentially beneficial implications for sexual health. Whilst sex 

was relevant to these choices in terms of avoiding pregnancy, or of providing 

a stable environment for raising children, they were primarily discussed in 

respect to relationships. 

Whilst virginity has ideal advantages in avoiding risk of sexual infection, 

reports were mixed in regard to any fuller sense of 'sexual health' since 

prolonged sexual inhibition can someAmes lead to later sexual difficulties, 

which in turn can lead to the view that broader sexual experience may be 

desirable. 

Celibacy was the adopted lifestyle for some of the parents interviewed while 

they raised their children, but otherwise where it occurred it seemed 

'unintended'. Whilst it sometimes indicated lack of engagement in 'casual' 

sex it was not necessarily an indicator that sex would be safe(r) (ie 

'protected') when it happened. 

Though not applicable to participants in the main study, lifetime monogamy 

is also a very safe option, though perhaps difficult to achieve, as marked by 

references to 'luck' by the few parents who were in that situation. However 

it is in this context that the first 'strategies' begin to emerge. Well timed and 

appropriate responses from their respective husbands contributed to 

deterring two women interviewees from sexual experimentation with a 

different partner. More generally monogamous interviewees reported 

avoiding potentially risky relationships, preferably earlier rather than later. 

For some this entailed avoiding certain social situations. This approach of 

'avoidance' also appeared in the context of maintaining 'serial monogamy'. 

®See footnote 1 above. 
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Some participants reported finding this avoidance relatively easy as they are 

not interested in other potential partners when already in a relationship. 

Though there was one counter-example, participants generally seemed to 

draw on a shared discourse about partner fidelity. However the focus of this 

discourse was relationship rather than safe sex. And for monogamy to entail 

safe sex the fidelity must be mutual. 

Of course, at a minimum, serial monogamy is required for strategies like HIV 

testing prior to giving up condom use (discussed below) to be effective. 
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6.2 TalMna' - more or /ess 

This section is intentionally loosely inclusive. It is used to group together a 

number of topics which are, in the colloquial sense, 'more or less' about 

talking. However, although 'talking', especially in the sense of 

communicating, was often suggested as desirable, so 'more' would be good, 

much of what is covered here suggests an absence of 'talk'. 

As indicated in the chapter introduction, one premise of a 'material 

discourse' analysis is that 'talk' and the 'materiality' of life ('doing', ways of 

'being', and the artifacts we make and use) are inseparably enmeshed. 

Hence it is inevitably an 'artifact' to separate out specific bits of 'talk', such 

as 'saying no' to intercourse (or to anything else), from 'beings' and 'doings', 

such as presence or absence of coitus, or from material 'things', such as 

condoms. However exploring the data from a variety of perspectives 

indicates something of the range of issues relating to each, and occasionally 

uncovers some commonality in the experiences of the participants. 

Perhaps the most discursive (in the conversational sense) of possible 

strategies for sexual health is the appropriate use of 'saying no' and that is 

where this section about 'talking' begins. Perhaps the most material 

intervention is use of a condom, which is the major concern of the next 

section. Between these emerged a range of other (variably successful) 

activities requiring more or less talk or action, which is to some extent 

reflected in their positioning in the following sections. However one can 'say 

no' to sex without speaking, or 'say no' to using a condom, and it emerged 

that one of the concerns about acquiring condoms was the extent to which it 

involved speaking to anyone, so there is inevitable overlap between these 

sections. To limit repetition sections are cross referenced where a topic 

potentially relevant to one heading has been, or will be, discussed in detail 

elsewhere. 
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6.2.1 Saying No 

We have already seen that a degree of 'saying no' is required to maintain 

lifestyle options such as virginity before marriage and monogamy, though, 

particularly with monogamy, the preferred, and perhaps most successful, 

strategy seemed to be to avoid getting into a position where one might need 

to 'say no'. 

Participants also recounted many approaches taken, when not currently in a 

relationship, to averting unwanted advances or to 'turning down' a date more 

overtly. These ranged from the direct 'go away /'m nof mferesfecT (923) to 

an expectation that 'body language' cues would be observed and honoured 

(1736, 1878ff). 

'Body language' was not always entirely successful, perhaps because, in 

some cases described, the cues seemed so subtle as almost to require 

'mind reading'. However, as with avoiding other relationships from within 

'monogamy', such an indirect approach was usually preferred, and a direct 

response would only be adopted as a last resort. One of the men explained 

that it would have to be a very serious situation for him to say something like 

'/oo/c, /'m Sony /'m yusf nof affracfed fo you, /eave me a/one' (1186ff). He 

would initially '/gnore [any unwanted advance]' (1156) (an approach similar 

to 'read my bocf/ /anguage'?) or he would possibly 'ma/ce a yoke o f ( 1 1 6 0 ) , 

either way being careful never to 'puf somebody down' (1164). 

Another woman sent a message to a 'would be' suitor via a friend, saying 

she 'cou/dnY poss/b/y be mferesfed' (367) because she was too involved with 

somebody else. However this message seems somewhat equivocal, 

perhaps intentionally so since she eventually became involved with this new 

suitor. 

The strategies of 'avoiding situations' or of 'gentle distancing' are all very 
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well if you are already in a sound 'couple' relationship, or are not at all 

interested in the person who is approaching you. It is perhaps more difficult 

when meeting someone at least partly in the hope of developing a closer 

relationship. In the words of one of the men 'one of fAe ivas f/ed 

up in this sort of mish mash of emotions was just basically the fact that I 

was /one/y - and / was /oo/c/ng /or company" (1117). This was a common 

theme. One of the women talked of 'an emof/ona/ need fo s/7a/ie my ///e' 

(972). Another man let slip that he was 'desperafe fo ^nd somebody" (1957) 

and although he quickly retracted 'desperate' the tone of much of the 

interview conveyed a certain 'urgency'. However, like all the interviewees, 

there was no sense he would settle for 'just anybody". For one woman part 

of the rationale of using a dating agency was to meet 'somebody fbaf's -

youVe /bundyounseA'fxpe of fA/ng' (393) rather than 'fAe spans /eZ/aX (411) 

'/nv/fed ... fo ma/ce numbers up /or d/nneX (409). 

These extracts convey something of the difficulties, experienced by many in 

this older age group, in meeting a potential new partner, and which led some 

participants to use heartlines or dating agencies. However further concerns 

emerged about 'saying no' when meeting specifically to consider establishing 

a more permanent relationship. One of the women commented (in contrast 

to Morton, 1998) that you can't easily say '/ donf f/7/n/( we're su/fed, fban/cs 

ye/y muc/7 /or spend/ng a hundred pounds on fbe meay (475ff). She found 

that 'qu/fe a good p/oy /s fo say 'we// /oo/r, /'d ///ce f/me fo /b/n/f abouf //' 

(465ff) especially since she could not always make a decision when it came 

to the question about meeting again. 

However she experienced some difficulties on an occasion when curiosity 

drew her into asking questions about propositions which sounded somewhat 

'naug/?^/ (423Iff) so that when she said 'Loo/c - /, / donY /A/n/c we s/70u/d 

meet again' this was met with 'Why ever not?' (4259ff). The man concerned 

was 'qu/fe upsef abouf /f and / / sa/d buf - / yusf donY //?/n/c we're su/fed - and 

be was ye/y surpnsed and as /f /VO-one bad eyer fumed b/m down beA)re 
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[laughing]' (4266). For her this scenario seems to have caused no major 

difficulty, though she feels she has been Ve/y AM/VE somef/mes' (4325) she 

has '/earned /asf and 'you Aave fo - be aware of /)ow you /ee/ abouf f/7/ngs' 

(4340ff) and 'be a b/f more up Aionf abouf er - saymg you donY ivanf fo /rnoiv 

or - or ivbafeye/' (4346ff). 

A separate concern was that she finds agency dating an interesting way to 

meet people and 'somef/mes fbeyYie /usf i/e/y good company a/7d you fo 

bave fbem as /nends' (906ff) but 'fbey don'f a/ways yusf wanf fbaf obwous/y 

... so you yusf so/f of agree fo ... ca// /f a day" (912). 

This last approach seems relevant where intentions become explicit quite 

quickly. However the situation can be different when a relationship is 

developing but the participants are uncertain, or they have mixed, or 

discordant, intentions. 

The woman whose body language was not understood found it difficult to be 

'up front' though she explains she eventually 'bad fo be mucb more d/recf 

w/fb b/m. M/?7/cb foo/r a b/f of bu//d/ng up courage' (1745). She describes 

how she 'more or /ess sa/d fo b/m loo/c, fb/s - fb/s /snY wbaf / wanf em - / - / 

a' / donY we/come fb/s affenf/on' (1757ff). She explains that she 'd/dnY say 

w' - W// you bac/r o/i?' - Tbose were/?? fbe wo/ds / used buf fbaf n/as fbe 

message / was puff/ng across' (1761). These extracts are from a longer 

account, but the hesitations, as well as some of the concerns raised, 

indicate something of the difficulty and affect generated in what might be 

expected to be a fairly straightforward situation. This woman feels she 

would handle such a situation better now, but again it indicates that 'saying 

no' is often not experienced as 'straightforward'. 

Another woman described how, now single again, she has 'spent more time 

puWng peop/e o/î  (4276) because she 'cou/d s/eep w/fb a d//yerenf man 

every night if I wanted to' (4281). However this has rather backfired since 
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she has 'been ouf mf/? some rea/Zy n/ce men' (4296) and 'Aad on// n/ce 

n/g/7fs ouf w/fA fAem' (4307) but she has 'been so negaf/ye f/7em - f/7af / 

yusf donY see //)em aga/n' (4301). She puts this down to being 'i^e/y 

appre/?ens/ye' (4253) because she 'a/ways p/cA/^ f/?e wmng men' (4242). It 

seems though that with potentially 'right' men her proactive attempts at 

'putting off sleeping with them are mis-read as a more general lack of 

interest - not perhaps surprising since she tells them 'a// f/?e reasons w/iy / 

donY M/anna be /n a re/af/onsb/p' (4312). 

In these last two accounts it is interesting that the affect generated through 

personal difficulty in 'saying no' seems to lead to ignoring the 'feelings' of the 

other person. A different woman suggested that there is usually no problem 

putting people off because 'men ... espec/a//y o/der men, donY ///ce re/ecf/on' 

(970) so 'fbey # e fo so/f em - /ee/ fAe/r way" (975). She thinks that 

'eve/yone sfeps ve/y wan// (1021). But this may reflect a difference 

between 'casual' dating and a slightly more formal 'agency dating' approach, 

as well as a difference in the initial un/certainty about whether to pursue a 

relationship. 

The examples up to this point explore general complexities surrounding 

'saying no' but are not self-evidently relevant to 'safe(r) sex'. However it is 

already apparent that to 'say no' can be a complex and affect laden, if not 

hazardous (in relationship terms) undertaking. Further, 'saying no' is often 

dealt with through avoidance or innuendo, suggesting that, even in general 

terms, for many people 'saying no' overtly, or to an overt request, is neither 

a practiced nor a skilled behaviour. 

More directly relevant here is the case of developing a closer relationship 

but still wanting to 'say no' to intercourse. We already have the account of 

the woman who found some men not at all interested in pursuing 'just' 

friendship. She described an example of a 'gentleman' she had met on 

'severe/ occas/ons' (787ff) who in the car on the way back from dinner 
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'sfarfecf abouf f/?e em - /?e f/70ug/?f by now f/?af f/?mgs wou/d 

Aave progressed a M A/rf/rer - efcefera efcefera' (827ff). However she yusf 

d/dnf /ee/ fAe u/ge' (845). They discussed it and she 'sa/d ive// / d/dn? /ee/ 

f/7af /f was appropnafe, one and anof/?eX (850ff). He was staying in 

town so, a little to her surprise, they still met the next day, but she did not 

hear from him again (867). 

Some participants experienced no problems 'saying no' to intercourse. 

Aside from laughing that she [/usf /(epf p/cfunng my /afAer's /ace' (2621) the 

woman who married as a virgin thought she 'was perfraps yusf very good af 

/end/ng peop/e o/y (2628). However she also said she was not aware of 

previous boyfriends being interested in sex. 

One of the men in the main study described being interested in sex, but not 

within a short term relationship: '/Ve Aad / don'f /enow many s/fuaf/ons 

f/?af sAou/d Aave fumed sexsAua' s/?e' sext/a/ (breathes in) - and - / dec/ded 

fAey sAou/dnY. ... /'m nof mora/ abou/ //, /Ve go/ no//7/ng aga/ns/ peop/e 

/?av/ng one n/g/?/ s/ands //'s /usf //?ey're no/ /or me' (1629ff). 

When I put it to the man who married as a virgin that this outcome was 

perhaps primarily because his "wife to be', who was generally the one to 'say 

no' (405Iff), was assertive (see 'Virginity above) he emphasised that It was 

also that he 'wasn"/ /ernp/y em demand/ng rea/// (4089ff). 

These examples all run counter the 'male sex drive' discourse (Hollway, 

1984, Wight, 1996), though in slightly different ways ('not interested', 'not 

casual' or 'not demanding') and without quite positioning the men In a 

permissive discourse or in Wight's (1996) 'romantic' discourse. The virgin 

bridegroom seems more consonant with a 'have/hold' discourse, though still 

with a rather different subjective positioning than allowed for men in 

Hollway's account. 
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Another example of a man 'saying no' again challenges those earlier 

analyses, and on its own reads more as an account of resisting 'female sex 

drive':'... sAe was /oo/ong ve/y affracf/Ve, and sAe made a big p/ay /or me ... 

eve/ybody e/se /7ad /e/f... and even fAougA ive'd been Aoss/ng - sbe w/anfed 

me to come back with her - and what was interesting my body was just 

say/ngf '/ES/ YES.f Yes' and my bead yusf wenf '/Vo, /'m nof com/ng bac/c 

w//fb you' (3865ff). However since this was only 'abouf fwo ivee/fs aAer we'd 

shopped see/ng eacb ofbe/ (3848) the woman here might alternatively be 

understood as enacting the 'hold' in 'have/hold'. Women initiating first 

intercourse with a new partner is discussed further below (see 'Planning 

/nfercourse'). More centrally to the current discussion there is no element of 

'strategising' or 'saying' in this man's account of 'no'. It appears that once he 

had made the decision he simply did not 'go back' with this previous partner. 

He 'explained' that he knew 'fbaf /f was wrong' (3894) but unfortunately his 

understanding of 'why' It was wrong is not clear from the account. 

Except for the couples who were engaged, the examples above led to the 

end of the relationship, or marked a relationship as 'not sexual', ^/lore 

challenging is how to 'say no' without discounting intercourse as a future 

possibility, that is, how to say 'no, for now' (outside the case of engagement 

to marriage). One of the women succeeded with a relatively light hearted '/ 

bope you bavent boo/ced a room ... 'cos /f you bave you7/ /ose your money/" 

(2123) at a first 'formal' date where 'the alarm bells rang when it was in a 

hoter (2111) and though 'he was as good as gold' (2129) she felt that 

'obv/ous/y /Y [intercourse] was expecfed (2131). But this was with a man 

she had known for some time. 

One of the men was less successful when he declined an implicit invitation 

to move upstairs with '/oo/c fbere's no rusb' (3852). When the suggestion 

was repeated ten minutes later he capitulated to his partner's persuasions 

with 'Ob, a/ngbf fben' (4002) and in his words 'so we wenf fo bed and bad 

sex ... 8uf wasnY wbaf / wanfed (4006). 
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Another man described a more complex situation. When he was already in 

bed with a woman: YAe /Frsf f/me / fumed /?er down, was sexua/ buf /f 

wasnY penefraf/ye sex. /And wA/Ze /f w/as gomg fo become penefraf/i/e / 

acfua/Zy fumed /f down s' - ye/y ve/y - s/?' - / donY e/en f/?/n/c sAe 

rea/zsed. / made an excuse nof fo Aave sex w/fA Aer - penetrative sex mf/? 

/̂ er" (4016ff). However it is unclear whether this can be counted as a 

successful strategy for 'saying no'. He explained that the relationship had 

happened 'wAen my /one/zness f/)/ng came bac/c... and / was affracfed fo Aer 

- iAnd / fo/d Aer - and - /or abouf a wee/c a/ferwa/ids we s/epf fogefAer -

w/fAouf /f be/ngf sexuaf (3962). However 'fbe pAys/ca/ neamess of -

somebody of fbe oppos/fe sex /n a bed nexf fo you wbo /s - a/so affracf/ve -

/s go/np fo /ead fo a sexua/ re/af/onsb/p' (3984) which it did, and with some 

temporarily unhappy consequences. 

This last example seems to illustrate something of the confusion between 

'intimacy and intercourse' discussed by Gavey et al. (1999, see especially 

pages 52-3), though here both are confounded with an avoidance of 

'loneliness' (see also Fromm, 1997/1942). However where Gavey et al. 

attribute the confusion as a primarily male trait the penultimate account 

above perhaps provides a counter-example. Together these accounts also 

suggest the difficulty of 'saying no' to intercourse in the absence of other 

sources of physical intimacy or affection. 

All the above accounts of 'no for now' eventually led to intercourse, though 

in the first example above this was some months later. However it is 

possible that this is a co-incidental artifact of the interview schedule (there 

may have been no reason, in this context, to mention relationships that 

never included intercourse). 

A range of reasons were offered for not wanting intercourse in a relationship, 

whether 'not at all', or 'not for now'. These ranged from not wanting a one 

night stand, as mentioned above, through not wanting the relationship to be 
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'a pure/y sexua/ (2299), to one woman who 'd/dn'f rea//y want fo Aaye 

sex mf/? A/m, / cf/dnY rea/// wanf fo, you /cnoiv, ... /f wasnY so muc/7 him 

W anyone - you /enow / was comp/efe/y 'o/iF men' (1285ff). One or two 

other reasons are reported elsewhere, but what all these accounts have in 

common is that 'saying no' to intercourse was about relating and 

relationships, and was not about 'health' considerations. 

However health considerations emerged occasionally, if not primarily, when 

it came to 'say/ng no' to intercourse without a condom. 'Saying no', 

'negotiating' and other strategies related to condom use are explored in 

'Us/ng condoms' below (see for example '/ns/sf and 'Jusf puf /f on'). 

Meanwhile the main theme that emerges here is the preferred discursive 

strategy of an indirect approach to 'saying no', often justified in terms of 

protecting the feelings of the other person, but also protecting the speaker 

from any 'confrontation'. Whatever the motives an effect of this preference 

seems to be lack of practice, and therefore skill, in more direct ('up front') 

approaches to 'saying no'. Consequently, when required, more direct 

approaches seem often to be associated with considerable affect on the part 

of the speaker - paradoxically to the detriment of concern for the feelings of 

the other person. 

Humour appeared in accounts of one or two more successful strategies, but 

humour can be difficult to find when 'under pressure'. It often seemed that 

difficulties were greatest in the face of uncertainty and participants 

mentioned the importance of knowing what they wanted. There was less 

evidence that what men wanted was 'intercourse' than has been argued 

elsewhere. However there was considerable evidence of participants being 

uncertain about their 'wants', and several indications that 'loneliness', in 

terms of lack of partner rather than general lack of friends, contributed to this 

confusion and the already present confounding of intimacy with intercourse. 
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Having proceeded through dating to increased intimacy if neither party has 

'said no', implicitly or explicitly, then the subsequent move might be to 

intercourse. Having discovered that 'saying no' is rarely explicit it is less 

surprising that there is little explicit 'saying yes' to intercourse, despite the 

'oh, alright then' above. The next section is an exploration of the extent to 

which first intercourse with a new partner was planned, explicitly or implicitly, 

and the implications for safe(r) sex. 

6.2.2 Planning intercourse 

First intercourse has traditionally, in almost all cultures, been associated with 

the complex planning of 'wedding', and has been expected to take place on 

the night of the ceremony or soon afterwards. Since both parties have been 

expected, formally at least, to be virgins no sexual health risk has been 

anticipated. In practice this assumption may have been misplaced, for 

example in Victorian England, where syphilis was prevalent and the 

interdiction on sex before marriage was not applied as stringently to males 

as to females. Nonetheless, as discussed earlier, lifelong marriage has 

some advantages for limiting STD prevalence within a population. 

The occurrence of 'affairs', 'mistresses' and other such parallel relationships 

has always provided a route for limited transmission of STDs through the 

'general' population. However in the late twentieth century more routes to 

such infection are opened by the increase in pre-marital intercourse, and 

more especially the shift to some expectation of 'serial monogamy' rather 

than life-long fidelity, at the same time as an increased acceptance of 

parallel relationships through such routes as 'casual sex' and 'open marriage' 

(as for some participants in the 'no commitment' dating agency). For all 

these reasons although the rationale for special ceremonies of 'wedding' to 

mark a 'social' commitment are reduced, it might be anticipated that some of 

the effort would be transferred to 'planning' first intercourse with a new 

partner for 'health' reasons. 
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However there was little evidence of such a move in the present accounts. 

For at least one of the women first ever" intercourse, when she was twenty, 

seems to have been quite unplanned, at least on her part. Visiting friends 

together she and her partner had been invited to 'stay over" but the friends 

assumed the couple were sleeping together (3416ff) 'so the offer was there -

and - M/e'd foo/r - we foo/c /f up - M/le - ive spenf n/pAf fogef/?er f/)ere' 

(3432ff). However her memory of the occasion is hazy (cf Thompson, 

1990), except for, firstly, the pleasure of her partner's skin on hers (3498) 

and, secondly, joining everyone at breakfast the next morning when she "... 

/e/f uncom/brfab/e abouf be/ng /n fbaf s/fuaf;on' (3455) but was 'nof nea//y 

sure wby 

For one of the men first ever intercourse, at age eighteen, was a surprise 

when, going back to his room at college with a girl he liked, '/ was ma/cmg 

fbe co/yee, / fumed mund, s/?e Aad no c/of/?es on/ - //fera////... / fb/n/c / gof 

fbe message fben/" (3205ff). 

Neither of these accounts include any mention of contraception or protection, 

and neither participant had time to 'plan', though in each case the partner 

may have 'planned'. Although neither was particularly young at the time 

both incidents were many years ago, and well before concerns about HIV 

emerged. However there were several more recent accounts of first 

intercourse with a new partner where '// yusf /happened' (various participants: 

4012, 2066, and see Chapter 4, '/nfemew as process', ). 

One of the men explained that, apart from his first love' (1825), his 

relationships 'werenY em - owbes/rafed, f/?ey u/e/ienY fAoupAf fAwugr/?, f/?ey 

yusf happened ...' (1819). Two of the men were keen to emphasise that they 

never planned intercourse; 'No there was no sort of em - like you see in the 

/7/ms ... p/an of seducf/on' (2192ff) and '/ OOA/Tp/an' (2065) 'subdue f/7e 

//gbf/ng, puf on fbe mus/c, gof ber a b/f sgu/Zi'y - NO l/VWy (2111). These 
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responses were a little unexpected, since, some way into the interview, they 

were in response to a question intended to elicit whether they had 

considered contraception or protection. They are a useful example of how a 

theme from an earlier prevalent discourse (about the evil of seduction?) 

could unexpectedly confound an intended health message about potential 

benefits of planning intercourse. 

These contrasted with other accounts. One woman's partner suggested they 

should 'go and //e on bed /f's muc/? more com/brfab/e' (2508) "cos was 

so long since he'd had a cuddle' (2517) which she thought was 'very well 

p/annecf (2524). Another woman's boyfriend 'my/fed me over R)r a mea/. ... 

/f M/as parf/y fAe - fbe warnifb of fhe s/fuaf/on and p- and pa/Y/y fAe iv/ne 

- fbaf [slight laugh] /(noc/ced down my de/ences' (2261), (though perhaps not 

difficult since she had packed a toothbrush). The first, 'very well planned', 

boyfriend had not however planned any protection, though the second had 

condoms available (2408). 

Two of the men mentioned women inviting them over for a meal, or to stay 

over after a concert, as a prelude to first intercourse (eg 3839, 4894, 2251, 

discussed elsewhere) and interestingly one commented that 'it wasn't very 

we// p/anned on Aer parf - er - fbe - f/7e p/7ys/ca/ arrangements werenY 

fernb/y good. T77e bed was foo sma//...' (225Iff). 

One woman discussed wanting to make the first time 'special (2338), though 

a surprise for her partner, whilst another made detailed plans with her 

partner to go 'somewhere really nice' (1194). This explicit discussion and 

shared planning was unusual in these accounts. More often there was 

uncertainty about the other person's intentions. Wearing 'clean knickers' 

(2369) or not:'/ d/dnY eyen /laye my besf /cn/c/fers on' (2386), were markers 

of presence or absence, respectively, of anticipation of intercourse, as was, 

more frequently, packing a toothbrush. 
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Although participants often mentioned some detail of the occasion of first 

intercourse with a new partner, there was always initial reticence about 

mentioning planning for safe sex (condoms, contraception etc), even well 

into the interviews. Information was never volunteered and often could not 

be recalled, or only with difficulty. 

One man initially described first intercourse with a particular partner as 

unplanned (5051, 6170), yet later remembered they had discussed it in 

advance, and both had 'a/7 vA/OS fesf (6226). The later version might 

appear a fabrication in response to 'demand characteristics' of the interview, 

however other clues suggest the later account was probably the more 

accurate. It was also the only account of careful mutual planning regarding 

sexual health before first intercourse with a new partner. 

Considering a newly developing relationship another man mused '/ 

/ and fAe ... ofAer person mvo/ved wou/d have any pmb/em w/f/? f/?af 

[planning safe sex]... / don? fA/n/c we're gonna yusf - fo jump /nfo bed, 

f/?/n/f/ng aAo:/f f/?e con- fAe poss/6/e conse(yf/e/?ces' (4750ff). 

However his focus shifted back to contraception, and despite carrying 

condoms on a previous occasion with a new partner he had not used them 

(see Chapter 5, 'Percepf/on of ns/r... V^mfecf/on' or 'confracepf/on'?'). 

Despite the general lack of evidence for 'planned' first intercourse, and in 

particular planning regarding sexual health risks, there was usually some 

consideration of possible pregnancy, albeit often quite late in the process. 

Explaining not using the condoms the same man said 'We must have 

d/scussed /f - 6e/b/e le 6e/bre [slight laugh] /f as n/ere ...' (2905) when 

'/ f/7/n/f s/?e musf Aave sa/d 'YeaA f/7ars a/ng/7f /'m on f/7e p///' so - o/f we 

wenf (2928). 

Another man thought that discussing contraception would be easier once 

intimacy had been established, with 'somebody / was seff/ng up a 
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re/aAonsA/p WA, rafAer fAan somebody /lof /usf mef and was gomg fo bed 

mf/7' (6706) because later you 'do d/scuss /f you /enow. 'OA we//, /f f/)/s /s 

go/ng fo carry on w/7af are we go/ng /o do abouf T/?/s'?' you /mow and lare 

you gonna do f/)/s or an? / gonna do f/7af?' (6713ff). One hopes that once 

intimacy is established 'this' and 'that' can be replaced by more concrete 

options. Meantime the use of vague referents again perhaps reflects a 

general paucity of terminology and discursive strategies for tackling 'intimate' 

topics. 

A further man initially suggested condoms were 'taken for granted' with one 

partner, but then recalled that 'Yes, we d/d acfua//y. M/le d/d /)aye a c/7af 

abouf /f, we were bof/7 dec/ded f/?af s/?e s/?ou/dnY go on f/7e p///" (2537). 

However since he later recalled that intercourse was unplanned and 

unprotected the first time, this 'chat' may again have been after the event. 

So not only does it seem that first intercourse with a new partner is not 

overtly planned, it also seems for many people particularly difficult to discuss 

contraception and protection before the event. (This is discussed further 

with regard to condoms later in the chapter.) Unfortunately these factors 

can combine to leave any protective action very late. Aside from post hoc 

emergency contraception, the latest point at which any action can be taken 

to avoid pregnancy is 'withdrawal'. It seemed from many accounts (drawn on 

elsewhere, and see 'Avoiding intra-vaginal ejaculation' below) that this was 

often the 'limit' of 'planning' first intercourse. 

Although 'unplanned', it seems that first intercourse with a new partner is 

often not entirely 'unanticipated', as discussed above. However there seems 

some inherent uncertainty, with an associated poor prognosis for safer sex. 

One of the men drew on 'an old adage' (2068) to explain that 'you go out 

w/f/7 a woman - and... f/?ey acfua//y /)aye a - one b/g p/us on - TTiey /enow /f 

they're 'going to' [agree to intercourse] - You're always there wondering' 

(2078). Another man disclosed that '/n a way / pre/er - /f f/)ere /s any 
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W/af/ye / a/mosf pre/ier fo /ef fAe woman fake f/)e W/aAVe ..." (1465). Again 

these claims run counter to any 'male sex drive' discourse, or the 'male 

dominance' attributed to patriarchal hegemony. However themes from these 

discourses can be traced in the fuller version of the second account: 

'/ musf adm/f - you /enow / - you ca// f/7/s em? - be/ng a b/Y 

of a cowarc/ - or you m/gAf fAm/c /rs qu/fe a reasonab/e way fo 

do buf /, //) a way / p/e/er - fbe/ie /s a:7y m/f/af/ye / a/mos/ 

pre/ier fo /ef f/ie woman fake fbe m/f/af/ye - fo a ce/Yam exfenf, 

rather than forcing myself - and that maybe goes back to -

ado/escenf years wben /f was exacf/y fbe oppos/fe way rouncf, 

wben / fbmk / was /ar foo /brce/iv/ - and - Yes, you do /earn 

/mm your m/sfakes (1461ff). 

Hegemonic 'male dominance' is acknowledged and hedged with 'must admit' 

'a bit of a coward' 'to a certain extent' and perhaps resisted with 'rather than 

forcing myself and far too forceful'. There is a suggestion of 'adolescent' 

male sex drive. All this is shifting with time and experience (and possibly 

age?) leading to 'mone respecf now /or fbe oppos/fe sex' (1489). However, 

whether or not this new approach is preferable, from the extended account it 

seems apparent this man is reticent about it, so perhaps unlikely to 

acknowledge it readily in a more public forum. Even if gaining ground it may 

still be a view which would be difficult to promote. This may be why many 

women seem unaware of it (though some are, see eg. Holland et al., 1992a, 

and Chapman and Hodgson, 1998). 

This is reminiscent of the woman who only realised through the course of 

the interview that she sometimes initiated first intercourse (see Chapter 4 

'Interview as process'). There was further evidence from the interviews that 

women often do take control of first intercourse, including the account above 

of a girlfriend presenting herself naked (a more frequent occurrence than 

one might anticipate judging from my clinical work). Examples discussed 
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elsewhere include the woman at a New Year party who said 'ane you commg 

/7ome mfA me?' (4667ff) and a woman who said 'Do you wanf me fo wdeo 

f/7/s?' (3845) followed up with Voo/c we're nof sc/7oo/cWc//'en' (3979). 

These examples were reported by men but one of the women participants 

commented similarly that 'w/7en you gef fo ... our age /f's nof # e feas/ng, 

sorf of///ce you'ne s/xfeen and - woncfenng wAaf's - wAaf /f's a// abouf (1304). 

In response to 'Who made the first move?' another woman replied 'Me 

probab/y/" (474), with a slight laugh. And a further woman had 'draggeof a 

coup/e of men up fo beef (675) hastily adding, laughing, 'nof af f/)e same 

A'me./" (676). One of the men commented that 'a /of of women - Aai/e - Aai/e 

sa/d f/)af - you /enow YAiere's no po/nf /n mess/ng abouf (5566) sounding a 

note of disapproval with 'you /enow 'r-np em o/f...' (5568). 

In all 'women initiating intercourse' was commented on by four of the five 

women and three of the four men in the 'dating' group. It was by no means 

always the woman who initiated intercourse, and more pertinently here, as 

discussed above, it was often presented as not quite 'normal'. In the words 

of one of the men '/f was /n/f/afed by ber and nof by me - wb/cb was a 

sfrange fb/ng - we// nof sfrange ... pedecf/y nafura/... /f /usf seemed fo me 

fbaf /f happened rafber more gu/c/c/y fban / expected /f Co happen ...' (2294ff). 

There were no similar comments about men initiating first intercourse, 

though in many cases it was implied that they did, adding further to the 

argument that 'men initiating' was the 'taken for granted' discourse. However 

it may then be that the woman discussed in Chapter 4 is not alone in 

thinking she does not initiate intercourse with a new partner but on 

examination discovering that she does. This seems to be another case 

where there is some muddle between expectation and practice. And if 

women are more in control of initiating first intercourse than is generally 

acknowledged, by women or men, it is perhaps not surprising that 'planning' 

is either absent or haphazard (see also Chapter 7, 'Gender"). 
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In summary, overall there was little evidence of planning first intercourse 

with a new partner, especially in terms of sexual health. Indeed for many 

men 'planning' seemed consonant only with 'seduction', which was generally 

seen as 'to be avoided'. Even concerns regarding pregnancy were often left 

to the last 'moment'. Intercourse was often anticipated but uncertain, which 

may in part explain why it seemed difficult to talk about intercourse or 

protection before intercourse happened. Confused expectations regarding 

gender roles may also contribute to these difficulties. It was less clear why 

any planning of protection that did occur was difficult to recall, or at least to 

're-teir. 

There was one account of 'planning' here which included HIV tests, and, as 

will be discussed below, there was some carrying of condoms (along with 

the toothbrushes and clean knickers) though the condoms were not always 

used. However any further planning or pondering seemed directed primarily 

to concerns regarding the relationship, and sometimes to making the 

occasion in some way 'special'. 

6.2.3 Sexual history, or 'knowing your parHne/ 

'Knowing your partner' has been promoted as an alternative or, preferably, 

complementary safe(r) sex strategy to using condoms (see Ingham at al., 

1991). Since it is not customary for anyone's detailed sexual history to be 

'public' it is a strategy which is particularly dependent on 'talking' skills. 

Given the limited planning and discussion of new sexual intimacy outlined 

above, it would perhaps be surprising to find too much knowledge of sexua/ 

history of a partner in the accounts here. 

Ingham and his group (see Ingham et al., 1991, 1992, Woodcock et al., 

1992) have discussed the limitations of this strategy amongst younger 

people because of irrelevant interpretations of 'know' your partner. As 

discussed in Chapter 5 {'Perceptions of risk: Promiscuity) one man felt that 
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because he tends Yo s/eep mfA peop/e /Ve /cnown /or a yery /ong penod of 

Ame ... Probab// qu/Ce s/up/d// - / fA/n/c /Y musf be sa^' (3138). The 

distinction from the situation reported by the Ingham group is his 

acknowledgement (with the phrase 'probably quite stupidly') that a general 

kind of 'knowing' is not very relevant. 

Generally participants in the present interviews seemed aware of this issue 

but rarely acted on the knowledge. One of the women was quite firm about 

using condoms in what started as a holiday romance where she did not 

know her partner's sexual history very well because she 'd/dnY rea/Zy /enow -

d/dnlf /(now Ym f/7af we//..." (3085). However she goes on to acknowledge 

some inconsistency in comparison with her evaluation of an earlier 

relationship '/Vof / rea//y /cnew /iea/Y/er parfne/y, buf / /fnew /?/m a /of - / 

/fnoiA/ /f sounds da/f - Yieab, /, / s]pose / /cnew as muc/? abouf his /ho//day 

partner] sexual history as I did about [earlier partrier] initially I suppose - but 

emm - it seems odd - on a holiday' (3088ff). The implication here seems to 

be that she knew little of the sexual history of either partner before 

intercourse, but this seemed more relevant to her in the 'holiday' situation 

where she had less knowledge of any kind of the new partner (though this 

new relationship lasted some time, until eventually undermined by 

geographic and cultural distance). 

In contrast to insisting on using condoms in the absence of sexual history (or 

perhaps just general 'history'), one of the men discussed impotence as a 

reason for not using condoms and therefore needing to know the sexual 

history of a partner (see Chapter 7, 'Impotence'). However he did not 

always succeed in meeting this need. 

Another of the men apparently knew something of the sexual history of a 

'casual' partner since he explained that she 'en/oys sex and sAe p/cfcs up 

sex when [recording unclear]' (4406). However, as discussed below (see 

'l/s/ng condoms. Depends on f/?e parfner"), this knowledge of sexual history, 
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though partly taken into account, did not lead to cons/sfenf use of condoms. 

A further man conceded he might have put himself at risk of 'SrO - probab// 

f/?e /asf coup/e of m/af/ons/?/ps af fAe sfa/f... because / don If /enow -

abouf fbe/r sexua/ /?/sfo/y (4626). He knows one partner 'bad re/af/onsb/ps 

wA//e s/?e was ab/oacf' (4716) but explains that he's 'mof mfe/esfed //? f/7a/... / 

neyer as/c peop/e wbere fbeyVe been' (4721ff). As with younger people 

(Ingham et al., 1991, Woodcock et al. 1992 and including young adults 

Chapman and Hodgson, 1988) it seems any discussion of previous 

relationships would be perceived as an unwarranted intrusion, making 

discussion of sexual history from a health perspective 'inappropriate'. And in 

this man's words '/f's amaz/ng bow bonesf peop/e are wben you donY as/f 

fbem/' (4728). 

Paradoxically one woman, even though she believed her partner to be a 

virgin (see 'V/rgWy" above), did not take this into account in regard to 

safe(r) sex. One might consider this positively, as a safer strategy, were it 

not that intercourse was anyway unprotected. Her account suggests that 

sexual health, in contrast to pregnancy, was simply disregarded. For this 

woman 'he'd never had another partner" (3394) signified as an explanation of 

her partner's tendency to be 'obsessed, and possess/ye' (3422) rather than 

as an indicator of risk or any other sexual connotation. 

More promisingly one man explained that he and a partner had 'discussed 

previous partners and this sort of thing we'd a' all that had been discussed -

em - nof m greaf defa// buf em - fb' fbmgs y' you /enow fb' fbe sort of 

//Assfy/es we'd /ed efcefe/ia efcefera ...' (6644). However this was not 

explained in his original account of the relationship but was mentioned later, 

apparently to set another situation in unfavourable comparison: 'None of 

wb/cb bad been d/scussed w/fb fbe ofber one and - wb/cb /s wbaf / wanfed 

fo d/scuss w/fb fbe ofber one over a penod of f/me - wb/cb /s wby / /e/f 

things ... had moved far too quickly ..." (6665ff). However his 'resistance 
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M/as /OM/" (6679) so he 'yusf wenf a/ong vwfA /f [intercourse with the 'other 

one']' (6688). This kind of inconsistency in behaviour is not unusual in these 

accounts. (This case is discussed further under fesf below.) 

Another man who had described unprotected first intercourse with a new 

partner also recalled, again later in the interview, 

'... f/78f acfua/// bnngs Aac/f... anof/?er memory, yes, we 

fa/Zrecf o/? ei/enmg - a/?(/ s/7e sa/d 

somefA/ng //ke ... we// /f we're fmsf/ng eac/) of/7er f/7/s muc/? 

we c@/7 fwsf 06//3e/yes fo f be /?o/7es/ so Vies, / was fa/(y/?g 

a M of a ns/c - em - buf we /lacf fa//ced abouf /?' my pmwous 

zie/af/onsA^s, a/icf sbet/ fa/Zced abouf her prewous re/a/yons/7/ps 

- and - s/7e cf/dnY seem f/7e so/t of person f/?af wou/d yump /nfo 

bed af a - drop of a /?af..." (2979). 

Again, using a longer extract indicates how talk of one strategy, in this case 

'knowing your partner's sexual history', was often embedded in an account 

along with other arguments the participant felt relevant to the situation: here 

for example 'trust' and 'sort of person' (see also Chapter 5 "Protection' or 

'confracepf/on'?'). It also indicates that, although discussed, this was not an 

aspect of the occasion that was to the forefront of this man's memory, 

indeed he only recalls it in the context of explaining ('justifying'?) not using a 

condom (not too dissimilar from the situational recall and use of information 

above). It is unclear whether the information was never a high priority for 

him or whether, because the discussion provided 'satisfactory' information, it 

ceased to be of any particular note. However later in the interview he 

recalled he had 'womed ... a/ferwarcfs' (4870). 

In this account the man also, drawing on the argument presented by his 

partner, identifies that 'knowing your partner' is not a satisfactory strategy on 

its own - it is only useful if the partner can be 'trusted'. He acknowledges 
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'taking a bit of a risk'. As the examples of 'pam/Ze/ re/af/ons/i/ps' in Chapter 

5 suggest 'knowing your partner" is a somewhat hazardous strategy. Talking 

about new partners one of the women observed 'you /usf cfonY /mow - wAaf 

partners people have hacf (2837ff). Another commented that 'even if I 

/fneiv a /of abouf /tf sM/ (A/n/c we// f/7ey nof menf/on f/iaf.. 

n/pp/ng o^. . you fo a p/osAMe //? vAmsfercfam, or somef/?mg ...' 

(1334). She later said of a specific partner'/ mea/? /Yn su/ie /?e's no/ o/?e /br 

a /of of casua/ //a/sons - bu/ f/7e/7.. /yye, seven years ago, / mean /leaven 

/cnows Lv/7a/ /7e was cfo/ng .. /Aen' (1380). 

Another of the women seemed more sanguine, commenting of a partner 

who did not use condoms that 'maybe /?e /e/f //le same as / d/d, /Aa/ /)e 

AadnY /̂ acf - e 'm' many partners maybe oc /?e /e/f, /?e - /7e was /ow ns/(..." 

(2868). Having decided there was little risk this woman was evidently happy 

to 'trust' this man's judgement of his risk status and consequently she saw 

no need even to attempt discussion of sexual histories. 

As with other strategies for safe(r) sex although there was discursive 

knowledge of a strategy of 'knowing your partner", and perhaps a more 

appropriate understanding of it than shown by some younger groups, there 

was only minimal evidence of any practical engagement with this strategy. 

Even the woman who insisted on condom use with a 'holiday' partner she 

perhaps initially 'knew' less well than others may ultimately have been more 

concerned about pregnancy than sexual health (see below 'Us/ng condoms. 

Insist). Like planning first intercourse it seems a topic which is difficult to 

engage with. And, unlike subsequent planning of contraception (if not of 

protection), 'previous partners' perhaps rema/ns an 'inappropriate' topic of 

discussion. 

Nonetheless there is some evidence of such talk, though any fuller accounts 

seemed only to occur in a 'justificatory' role. Unlike planning intercourse, 

there was some reluctance by participants to acknowledge the utility of 
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'knowing your partner's sexual history' as a strategy, not least perhaps 

because it is so vulnerable to 'trust'. 

A practical, and more 'material', alternative to knowledge of a partner's 

sexual history would be evidence of their present sexual health status. This 

is where a strategy such as using an 'H/l/ fesf, discussed next, may become 

relevant. 

6.2.4 HIV test 

Though this is a strategy which may seem more 'material' than 'discursive' it 

is included in the present 'Talking' section because the few points raised in 

the interviews focused on discussing, or more generally d/^cu/f/es in 

discussing, an HIV test, rather than any practical difficulties in being tested 

(though there are some^). 

The few participants who mentioned HIV testing referred to it as either an 

AIDS test, or a 'blood test'. In response to a question about 'safe sex' a 

woman in her early forties replied '/ wou/of assume you a/ways Aa^e fo Aave 

condoms (VA7/ess you bof/? wenf fo gef an fesf yusf fo ma/ce a Aunc/red 

and fen per cenf sure' (2809ff). But she went on '/'m ye/y wa/y of f/iaf. ... 

f/iene's f/?e sf/gma affac/ied fo ,4/08 fesf as ive// and / dont / f/7/n/f fAaf's a 

sense of ("pause) youVe /7ad mo/ie f/?an one sexua/ pa/Yner you /enow/. 

This argument is reminiscent of Holland et al's (1991) finding that '//i/ay/ng a 

People are sometimes put off because a GP will generally refer them to GU medicine for an HIV test 
rather than carry it out in the surgery. This is in part because of the requirement that people be 'counselled' 
before taking the test. This 'counselling' in practice may not cover very much more than a reminder of 
possible implications of stating on an insurance policy application that you have been tested, which in itself 
can be a deterrent. However the idea of 'being counselled" can also be a deterrent, as voiced by a young 
man at a Southampton youth group where I attended an HIV awareness drama session. The actors 
commented that this was not an unusual concern, and I have heard a similar objection raised by a man in 
his forties, who turned down an HIV test on this basis though acceding to a range of other STD tests. 
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condom on one's person /nc/fcafes a /acfc of sexua/ mnocence' (p143). 

However whilst it seems an 'understandable' concern for the young women 

Holland et al. interviewed it is unclear why it should be an issue for the 

cohort in the present study. The older woman here is perhaps 

acknowledging this when she later adds 'and / donY see why f/?ere sAou/d 

be a sf/gma affacAed fo or anyfA/ng' (2849). However the stigma is 

apparently still felt, and still acts as an inhibitor. 

A man in his mid forties made a similar point ... / /usf donf /enow w/7af 

you do abouf /f / mean .. YeaA, you can use a condom .. buf do you go on 

us/ng a condom /or eve/y' or you say fo your.. your prospec^/ye parfner 

"we// /oo/c, go and /?ave a b/ood /esf /Frsf and.. s/)ow me /be resu//s be/bre 

we (/aug/7/ng; / consen/ /o bave re/a//onsb/ps w//b you"... ' (4793ff). He 

goes on to talk about trust, and judging character, finally adding 'but I'm 

cerfa/n/y no/ go/ng /o as/f /or pbys/ca/ cer/Z/yed proof of. . (̂ slight laugh^ a 

c/ean b/// of bea//b ' (4902). Another man in the same age group 

commented that '//'s d//i9cu// /o as/c somebody /or a c/ean b/// of bea//b ... a 

cerf//7ca/e /rom /be doc/or/ba/you'ne sa/e /mm v4/0S ..." (1722ff). 

However that is exactly what a partner did ask of a man in his late forties 7 

bave /o say m/b /be ^rs/ one sbe ac/ua//y as/ced me /o go /or an v4/0S /es/ 

which I did (6223ff). This seems to have raised his awareness of risk 

somewhat, since he comments about a subsequent relationship 'there was 

a/ways /be poss/b///// of/\/DS .. /bere, / mean / /(new /'d bad an v4/0S /es/.. 

no/.. /ong beibne ... and /be on// o/ber pa/Yner /'d bad was /be one .. wbo 

bad a/so bad an /\/0S /es/ so ... em .. Ys .. so /'d no doub/s abou/ mese/f... 

bu/ /'d no /dea a/wu/ beryou see .. ' (6981). However this seems not 

initially to have deterred him from being led to bed (see 'Sexual history' 

above, though it is not clear whether there was penetrative intercourse on 

this occasion). There is an interesting twist in this last example, since it is 

presented in the context of criticisms of the second woman, and her 

reputation is effectively challenged because she does not insist on a health 
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test (yet without the interviewee apparently experiencing any reflected 

culpability, perhaps a further example of devolving responsibility to the 

partner, see Chapter 5). 

Earlier studies have reported young people believing that any blood test 

would automatically include testing for HIV, so if they had had a recent blood 

test they must be clear of the virus (eg Ingham et al., 1992, page 166). This 

was not suggested by participants here, though one woman (who thought 

she might consider 'an /1/OS fesf for her and her partner in a long term 

relationship (1644, 1811)) commented on giving blood as an indirect 

approach to HIV testing", but with an emphasis on how VAaf's ma/Zy sfops 

me fa/f/ng fAe Because .. / can? A/c/e my /lead /n fAe sand. Because 

go/ng b/oocf donmg f/)ey fesf you. So / /enow /'m go/ng fo gef fo Acnow... and 

... / cant nof go because f/7en / y . . Ae adm#ng fAaf / m/gAf be af ns/r.. 

[laughs].. and so fAaf rea', f W rea//y sfops me ..." (1652ff). She goes on to 

describe 'a ^end .. s/epf WA somebody ivbo'd .. come /mm /\/nca' 

(1663ff) some five or six years ago, and will no longer give blood because of 

a V/We n/gg/e of a worry about HIV and 'sbe'd rafber nof /enow'. 

So, not only did the participants here suggest it would be difficult to discuss 

sexual histories (see above) but, with one exception where the account is 

anyway somewhat confused, it seems that requesting a sexual health check 

would be equally, or perhaps more, difficult to negotiate. 

6.2.5 Negotiating 

The overlaps of content mentioned in the introduction to 'Ta/Aong' are 

perhaps nowhere so prevalent as in this discussion of Wegof/af/ng'. 

®ln the course of general discussion about this research, a number of my 'contemporaries' suggested 
to me informally that this was their approach to knowing they and their partner were 'safe'. (NB I would then 
try to alert them to the disadvantages of such an approach - for themselves as well as for any potential 
recipient of the blood.) 
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Partners must 'talk' to achieve many of the objectives outlined in other 

sections of this chapter, and that talk is often some kind of 'negotiation'. 

In the longer extract in '/cnoiv/ng yourpa/tne/ above it is not clear whether 

the man 'negotiated' or "failed to negotiate' intercourse in terms he was 

comfortable with. His partner's arguments prevailed at the time, so he did 

not use a condom. However since he reported being 'worried afterwards' his 

'trust' in his partner's sexual history seems limited. It is unclear whether he 

regarded the information adequate at the time it was given. 

A consistent feature of the sections so far is the difficulty people often 

experienced in talking at all about such topics as when, where and how they 

might first have intercourse, or about previous sexual relationships. 

However some successful negotiating was achieved. The use of 'body 

language' rather than words might be considered a successful negotiation of 

'Say/ng no' where it worked, as might deterring an unwanted advance by 

ignoring it, or with gentle humour. 'I'd like time to think about it' seemed an 

effective way of avoiding an unwanted second date, and 'I just don't think 

we're suited' seemed a useful backstop argument when the negotiation 

became more difficult. Sensitivity to the other person's point of view was 

also helpful, being prepared to 'agree to call it a day'. Negotiating 'no' broke 

down when affect was heightened, but was easier when no-one was too 

demanding. 

First intercourse with a new partner also seemed more often to be 

negotiated through subtle innuendo and body language, or even a very 

unsubtle removal of clothes, than through any verbal discussion. There 

were mixed accounts of the presence or absence of 'seduction', which 

sometimes, but not always, included provision of condoms. It is perhaps 

significant that one of the men thought he and his new partner would 'think 

about', rather than 'talk about' possible consequences of intercourse. Yet he 
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and other participants reported some discussion, at least of contraception. 

This apparently involved some negotiation of who "was doing' or "would do' 

what - but again was often presented in vague or euphemistic terms. 

Waiting for some 'initiating' sign from the other partner cou/d be presented 

as a kind of 'negotiation', as, in extremis, might coitus interruptus. 

Overall however there is rather more evidence of not negotiating, and 

certainly of 'not talking'. One of the men who had described unprotected 

first intercourse with a partner felt there was no associated STD risk, despite 

no certain knowledge of her sexual history. Additionally she was not using 

any other contraception, yet he was '/?o/ sure - e r - s/?e /e/f er abouf 

pregnancy s/cfe o f ( 6 8 9 2 ) , indicating just how limited knowledge of a 

partner's concerns and the discussion of any implications of intimacy may be 

before sexual intimacy occurs. 

Generally with regard to sexual histories the tacit negotiation seems to be to 

nof ask too much about past relationships, which participants seemed not to 

regard as much of an issue since it was often assumed partners would not 

remember, or anyway would not tell, salient detail. Similar concerns seem 

to preclude negotiating an HIV test before intercourse, and, though not 

mentioned by any of the participants, (lack of) trust may be a relevant 

concern here as well (see Chapter 5 '/s fAens a ns/f?'). 

In response to whether he had ever talked about contraception or protection 

one of the men (who had explained he now 'might not say anything') replied: 

'yea/7 / - yies, / Aave done, (pause) 6uf em - TAose were m f/7e 

- earfy days and er you a/ways gof f/?e same answer so 

(breathing in) /-/nsfead of fa/Zong abouf /f was, you /enow, em 

'0/7, eryusf //70ug/7f /'d as/c 'are you on f/7e p///?" - v4nd //7a/ was 

//7e sum - ec sum, er /op/c of - of //. ^nd /f // was 'Yies'.-

a/ng/7/. /f// was '/Vo'.- condom.' (6778ff). 
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This illustrates something of the genesis of the sex in the sixties' 

assumption that a partner will generally be using the contraceptive pill. But 

there is perhaps some associated shared understanding (unspoken 

discourse?) that once you are 'knowledgable' about intercourse it does not 

require much talking about'. There is an implication that to enquire too 

deeply would be passe, or unsophisticated. Something similar occurred in 

an exchange with one of the women. When I asked 'O/d you abouf af 

a//?', she replied '14773̂ ? Confracepf/on?' (2905) sounding somewhat 

surprised. To my 'YeaA' she replied firmly 'No' and as I added - /Vof 

be/b/ie, du/Yng or she repeated, laughing, '/Vof. She appeared not to 

consider this a serious question, perhaps because she was past menopause 

(2900), but it is not clear how her partner would have known this. 

However there were just a few accounts of negotiating safe(r) sex with 

regard to HIV. 

I mentioned above (see 'Sexual history" and 'HIV test) the man who had 

discussed previous partners and had agreed to his partner's request that he 

have an HIV test. Unfortunately his embarrassment at the contradictory way 

this information was revealed precluded any further exploration of the nature 

of these discussions. However since both activities seemed to be in 

response to his partner's requests it is perhaps only she who could have 

explained her successful 'strategy'. 

One of the men had not so far broached the topic of HIV with a partner, but 

felt that in future he might 'say fo somebody 'Loo/c - ive bof/? - are mafure 

enoupb fo reaZ/se fbe pmb/ems assoc/afed ^A/OS - em - and a#er a//, /'m 

yusf as ///ce/y fo g/ve fo you as you, as you a/ie fo me, so - wbere are we af 

there?" (4828). His strategy was so far untested, but is in some ways 

similar in tone to the successful 'these days' argument of a younger partner 

reported by one of the women: '/ know that you're not.. well, sleeping 

amund, buf / guess we /?aye fo do fAese fb/ngs fbese days' (1499ff, and see 
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'Condoms, /ns/sf below). However the fundamental difference between 

these is perhaps the 'Aave fo cfo' leading to condom use, compared to 

'where are we at?' leading who knows where. 

One of the women described how she had 'broached the subject' 'af fAe 

second or fA/rc/ /unc/7' (2725) when she had 'gof s/pna/s and /cnew /f 

[intercourse] was on fAe carcfs' (2732). She had begun (2739ff) with a story 

of someone taking an overdose after 'bad sex' or 'unprotected sex' 'And 

bas/ca//y - gof a/ong fo pregnancy and H/y v4/0S and fA/ngs ///ce fAaf (2747). 

This sounds quite promising 'At/f Ae /?ad Aad a yasecfomy - and - /?e yus/ d/d 

ora/ sex w/f/? partners be/bre me - and so, you /cnoiv we d/dnY fa/(e any 

precauf/ons ...' (2749). Recalling this prompted her to muse about the 

veracity of his account, and whilst she said '/ f/?/n/c /?e!s Aas/ca/// /7e!s fe///ng 

us f/?e - fe/Z/ng e' - was fe///ng me fAe fruf/7...' (2761), it perhaps had 

occurred to her that, being married and a father, there must be a little more 

to his sexual history. 

This woman has negotiated condom use successfully with a more recent 

partner, as described along with other examples in 'Using condoms: insist' 

below. However, as the title suggests successful 'negotiation' of condom 

use seemed to depend more on insistence than discussion. Another man 

was clear that 'It's never been a negotiation' (4570). This and similar 

comments from other people are discussed in 'Using condoms: Just put it 

on' below. All of which suggests that 'negotiation' of condom use can be 

just as dependent on innuendo and body language (or here just specific use 

of the body) as any other 'negotiation'. 

A theme amongst the specific arguments which were used was a focus on 

'caring'. One woman had argued 'we'd fa/ce ca/e of ourse/ves" (1466) though 

her partner seemed less convinced (see 'L/s/ng condoms, /ns/sf), and 

another woman had argued, more successfully, 7 just feel it's safer for you, 
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/f's sa/er /or me' (3058). Superficially in contrast, the man who had had an 

HIV test said 'f/?e seconcf one, sAe cf/dnY d/scuss 8/?yf/?mg af a//... and qru/fe 

/ran/c/y - /' / /enow /Y's a c/nead/u/ fo say buf / - / yusf cou/dnlf care /ess ...' 

(6620). Chapman and Hodgson (1988, page 102) reported a range of 

similar 'uncaring' comments. However the man here cared enough to note 

that 's/?e'(/ /lacf a /7ys/erec/omy so - sAe wasnY gonna gef pnegnanf (6632), 

and (see '/^/V/esf above) he had 'no (/ou6/s abou/ mese/f... W . . . no /cfea 

abou/ /)e/ (7001) regarding HIV status, so it seemed he had 'cared for" /ler 

interests though not his own. 

One of the women who was not entirely happy with her previous approaches 

to the topic thought 'you cou/d sorf of say - son?e//?/ng ///ce em, Y'm a/ra/d 

//7a/ /'m /ceen on sa^ sex' or some/A/ng' (1555ff). The somewhat 'apologetic' 

tone here is not promising and she went on to explore "... you cou/d a/ivays -

g/ve //)e /nd/ca/Zon //?a/ you w/an/ /o pro/ec/ yourse/f aga/ns/ pregnancy" 

(1573). Having been 's/en/zsed' (1567) it seems unlikely that she w/ou/d give 

such an indication (and see Chapter 7), though it is a strategy that was 

reported by some of the young women in the WRAP study (see Holland et 

al. 1991). 

This section provides only a summary of some of the background to 

'negotiating' safer sex, and a few of the arguments and themes which 

emerged in the negotiation of condom use. More specific accounts are 

explored below (see 'L/s;ng condoms') with a little more detail of context, 

arguments and, importantly, counter arguments. 

The Collins Dictionary (1979) gives the first meaning of 'negotiate' as 'to 

M/orff or /a//c (m//? o//)ers^ /o ac/)/eve (a //ansac/zon, an agreemen/, e/c./ 

which fits the approach perhaps anticipated in the present research. 

However the second meaning given is '/o succeed /n pass/ng //iroug/), 

around, or oyer, /as /ny /o nego//a/e a moun/a/n pass' which is perhaps 

closer to many participants' experiences of 'negotiating' safe(r) sex. 
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Unfortunately since this form of negotiation seems to be dependent upon 

innuendo and body language it is less amenable to the present research 

method. 

6.2.6 Talking' - review 

A number of potential 'strategies' for safe(r) sex have been considered 

together in the preceding sections because, to be successful, they are all to 

some extent dependent on 'talking'. 

Paradoxically one of the most successful strategies to emerge, in the context 

of maintaining monogamy or serial monogamy, was avoiding potentially risky 

'new' relationships before there was ever any need to talk about them. 

Unfortunately this avoidance of talk seemed to permeate many of the other 

scenarios, where it was typically less useful, at least with regard to achieving 

'safer' sex. 

In particular 'saying no', to anything, was generally presented as better 

avoided, partly in terms of consideration of the other person's feelings. But, 

since being 'up front' seemed often to engage considerable emotional 

energy, this 'avoidance' may also be a 'self protecting' strategy. 'Avoidance' 

was often presented as less desirable when someone else was not being 

'direct'. 

Avoiding being direct extended beyond sex specifically, since it was 

considered preferable to avoid having to 'say no' even to an invitation to a 

further 'date'. An unfortunate consequence of such avoidances may be 

failure to develop any skill in 'saying no' more directly, so that it becomes 

difficult or impossible even when it would be appropriate. 

At the same time talking about any aspect of 'sex' seemed particularly 
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difficult, even where there was evidence that a couple found 'talking in 

general' easy enough. For example one of the men described how 'we were 

wa/A/np bac/f c/7a#//7p as ma/es... yacAmp as //.. /f /e/f nafu/a/.. you /mow 

we were yusf good /nends w/f/? an arm round eacA of/?er yac/ong' (2251 ff)), 

but soon afterwards they had intercourse for the first time together - without 

any discussion, and without protection. 

Overall this difficulty people experience 'talking', and perhaps 'thinking', 

about sex was the most persistent theme to emerge. 

Some aspects are nicely illustrated in a few brief extracts from the account 

of one of the women. First, sex is a feeling: '... /f'syusf a /ee/zng you gef /snif 

/f?' (568), primarily physical or affective rather than something 'cognitive' that 

can be put into words. It is something you do not think about 'cognitively': 

'cos you donY rea/Zy ana/yse w/)af you do, do you rea//y, w/7en you're do/ng ff 

...' (589). And 'it' is something that goes 'un-named': 

"cos /yrsf of a//, f/?e /Frsf f/me we d/dnY do /f and fAen .. / wenf 

over fo see /7/m .. and we d/dn? do /f.. and we d/dnY - we d;d 

/dss and cudd/e buf we d/dnY do /Y .. /^nd f/?e f/?/rd f/me / wenf 

over f/?ene .. we A/ssed and cudd/ed and we did do /f. (pause) 

/Ind f/7en weVe been do/ng /f eyer s/nce.' (625) 

Discussion of sex was described as especially difficult be/bre becoming 

physically intimate. Intercourse might be anticipated, but was rarely 

discussed beforehand undermining any possible 'planning' of protection, 

even for contraception. Several interviewees thought it would be 

inappropriate ever to inquire about a partner's sexual history. And these 

concerns seemed to converge so that asking a partner to have an HIV test 

(which anyway carried some kind of 'stigma') seemed almost 'unthinkable', to 

all but one of the few participants who considered HIV testing in any way. 
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Taken together these prevailing themes of 'avoidance' and the difficulties 

associated with discussing sex perhaps make more intelligible the woman's 

bemusement and laughter in response to my question 'Did you talk about it?' 

(see 'A/egof/af/ng' above). 

'Negotiating' was often recounted in terms of innuendo and body language, 

rather than 'talk', and this applied as much to negotiating an agreement to, 

or rejection of, a date as to more intimate sexual behaviours. 

Sexual intercourse is a physical act, and evolved long before language, so 

perhaps one should not be surprised that people find it easier to negotiate 

intercourse physically, whereas verbal negotiation and planning seem less 

appropriate. One is reminded, disturbingly, of Freud's observation that sex 

represents a victory of the species over the individual (see Rose, 1982, page 

35). 

I do not intend to argue here, after the manner of some evolutionary 

psychologists, an 'ought' from an 'is'. We have more recently evolved sexual 

technologies which may protect us from overpopulating the planet and so 

engendering our own extinction in the manner of many previous species. 

Such technologies also free human energy and resources to explore pursuits 

and developments other than reproduction, as well as providing the 

techniques to avoid, or at least limit the effects of, any infections potentially 

associated with intercourse. Thus we are free not only to exploit the 

associated pleasures of intercourse without consideration of any biologically 

determined outcome, but even to treat intercourse as a leisure pursuit. 

However these 'freedoms' are only available if the associated technologies 

are adopted adequately. The purpose of the present chapter is to explore 

what inhibits this, and to some extent it seems to be the difficulty of 

engaging more cognitive faculties necessary to promulgate and practice 

these technologies when engaged in what is perhaps a more 'primitive' and 
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certainly primarily a physical activity. Success in this integration seems 

variable. Some people just get 'carried away', and whilst coitus interruptus 

can perhaps be 'negotiated' through body language, mutual agreement to 

HIV testing ahead of time cannot. Use of condoms is perhaps intermediate 

here, some people seem able to 'just put one on' or 'insist' on use of 

condoms, but not everyone. 

For most people, despite recent developments in the media, sex is still 

something you 'do' rather than something you 'talk about'. After the 

interview was completed one of the men in the 'parents' study stayed a full 

further hour to discuss (in contrast to just reporting his views on) some of 

the topics we had covered. He commented that this was the first time in his 

life he recalled having a 'conversation' about sex. He was comfortable 

enough talking to his wife as a lover, but other 'talk' was limited to 

exchanging dubious stories with male friends 'in the bar' and the like. He 

had expressed some regret at finding '/f a //We W (///yycu/f fo fa/Zc' to his 

daughters (104) and was 'a M er.. embarrassecT (283) and 'a b/f gu//(y' 

(290) at his lack of involvement in their sex education, but felt it was partly 

because 'my mum never spo/ce fo me abouf /f (2711). So lack of talk about 

sex extends well beyond any immediate, or precursory, negotiation of 

specific sexual encounters^. 

It has long been argued that 'thinking' is in many ways dependent upon 

language (see eg Rorty, 1980, for discussion and further references). Since 

our initial access to any language is through 'talking' this lack of 'talk' might 

be argued to explain in part some of the mismatches already introduced 

between what people (said they) 'thought' they did, and what they 'reported' 

they did. For example the women who thought they did not initiate 

intercourse, yet realised through the course of the interview that they did; 

®Lack of experience talking about sex is also frequently encountered amongst clients in the psycho-
sexual clinic, and these are the people 'brave' enough to seek help for their problems. In a different 
environment, a substantial proportion of my ex-colleagues in industry display some embarrassment when 
I disclose my current occupation. 
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people who thought they always used condoms, yet realised through the 

course of the interview that they often did not; and people who thought they 

would discuss and plan intercourse, but did not report ever having done so. 

The main focus of this review section has been the 'lack' of talk 

encountered. However this is not the whole picture. A few more 

constructive 'talking' strategies emerged, as summarised in each section 

above and in the introduction to 'Negotiating'. These strategies drew on 

some potentially useful arguments in support of safe(r) sexual behaviours, 

though many, perhaps more, counter-arguments were reported. However 

before summarising strategies overall, at the end of chapter, it will be helpful 

to explore how participants talked about condoms. 
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6.3 Condoms 

Next to 'no sex' using condoms is the safest protection against sexual health 

risk at an /ncf/wdua/ level, since strategies such as monogamy combined with 

previous HIV tests depend on partner fidelity. Using femidoms would be 

equally safe, but these were not mentioned by anyone in the main study, 

even though participants between them mentioned every other approach to 

confracepf/on that I am aware of, or reported by Wellings et al. (1994) with 

the exception of the, very unreliable, douche^". 

Condoms are therefore the most 'material' intervention considered, though 

the present research is dependent upon what people sa/cf about them. The 

first major subsection covers what people said about t/smg condoms. Since 

much of this discussion is about nof using condoms some of the 

explanations of dislike of condoms are explored in the second subsection, 

followed by a review of prevalent concerns about buying and carrying 

condoms. 

G.3.1 Using condoms 

We have seen in the previous chapter that whilst some interviewees felt that 

concerns about sexual health 'should be for everybody most in practice 

focused only on contraception, and most reports of condom use related to 

contraception. Use of condoms for contraception was most often associated 

with some dissatisfaction with 'the pill' or other forms of female 

contraception. As one man in the main study reported 'the downside ...of 

fAe ofAer so/fs of conf/iacepf/on are sue/) fAaf we yusf ivou/dnY even - fo/erafe 

us/ng f/iem rea/// (2956ff). Other participants talked more specifically of 

needing to 'take a holiday' from the pill, and/or of having difficulties with 

lUDs etc., much the same reasons that led those who felt their family now 

°̂See Appendix M, 'Of/ier mefAods. safe sex". 'Pessaries' and 'sponge' do not appear there but were 
mentioned in the parent study. 
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complete to seek sterilisation (see also Chapter 7, 'Age and It 

might seem a positive advantage, in terms of reducing infectious sexual 

health risks, that disquiet with other forms of contraception leads to 

increased use of condoms. Unfortunately the case is more complex since 

condoms are not as effective a contraceptive as, for example, the 

contraceptive pill or lUDs. 

Given that background, there is still a wide range in both intention and 

practice regarding condom use, both between participants, and in the range 

of practice reported by any one interviewee. There are many ways one 

could organise the various strands and fragments of participants' accounts of 

this topic, but since the focus here is strategies for safe(r) sex this 

discussion is organised around intent regarding condom use, focusing on 

'success' (or otherwise) in achieving that intent, and implications of intentions 

and strategy for safe sex in terms of effective 'protection'. 

6.3. j . f M/bnY use / OonY use condoms 

It is apparent from the discussion of 'responsibility' (Chapter 5) that many 

participants had little 'intent' regarding p/iofecf/on (versus contraception) in 

sexual intercourse. Some were clear that they not only cf/d not, but probably 

M/0(v/d not use condoms. The woman who would '/eave fo' the men who 

she thought 'wou/d /lave been a M more respons/b/e' (in the light of HIV) 

was quite clear that, given '/Ve gof no prob/ems abouf conception or 

anyf/7mg //Are f/)af (2810),'/ cerfam/y [pause] wou/dnY Aave suggested 

[pause] a/f/?ougA /'m a/ways W/ng my c/?//dren f/?ey sAou/d use condoms ... ' 

(2815ff). 

Another woman went further 'er / musf - can honestly say /Ve never ever 

confemp/afed.. us/ng Dure/ (4390). This very clear affirmation came quite 

late in the interview. Earlier she had commented 'I've never even tliought 

abouf /f fo be /?onesf - /f's nof somef/?/ng / /ee/ comfortable / donY even 
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//Tee af a// fo be f?onesf w/fA you' (2027ff). At that stage I had intended 

to explore what she d/d nof ///ce about them, and missed the point when in 

answer to the question whether she had ever used one she replied '/ / 

Aa/e done w/?en / was mamecT (2035). It was only later, in relation to 

the 'negotiating safe sex' question, that she said 'i/W7af usmg a Ourex? ... /f 

Lvou/dnf bofAer me, buf / ofonY fbm/c / M////" (4351) expanding '/Y's nof pa/f of 

my ///e s(//e you see? / wasnt.. /f's nof somef/?mg f/?ars been cfmmmed mfo 

me [pause] / suppose as we// f/7af be/ng a Caf/70//oyou /enow you're brougbf 

up like [pause] "make babies'" (4359). This had not prevented her using the 

pill (1979), and eventually having a hysterectomy (1119), but it was in the 

context of exploring whether her religious belief affected her approach to sex 

that the strong statement (first above) was made. Talking about Catholicism 

seemed to renew a sense of justification for a position with which she 

earlier seemed less comfortable, perhaps in the light of a riskier life style in 

the preceding twelve months. Just preceding the earlier comment she had 

said '/ suppose /Im pnom/scuous af f/7e momenf (2018). This is perhaps a 

particularly telling example of how discursive context can elicit a qualitatively, 

and here perhaps even quantitatively (had/not used a condom), different 

response within a single interview. 

A woman mentioned earlier, who felt she would now risk pregnancy because 

it was improbable, had not used condoms in some earlier relationships 

because, in her words regarding one of these relationships, she was 'in love 

with hinf (3324ff) and 'would have been happy to have his child. She said 

of using condoms for safe sex 'Yes, / fb/n/f /f's ver/ good, /f's a ve/y good 

idea' (1805) but in her current relationship they are not used: 'Well just 'cos 

we donf (1815) though she added '/f does bo(/)er me acfua/Zy" (1819). This 

relationship had not been entered into idly, and intimacy had been carefully 

planned: '/ was defemimed fbaf be was .. you /enow fo wear a condom and 

a// fbaf so/t of fb/ng .. 8uf er.. AYe d/dn'f (1517). I will include her account of 

how this came about in full, since it illustrates many of the factors which can 

come into play, and the complexity of how they may interact. 
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/?e d/c/n'f acfua/Zy.. sorf of.. ejacu/afe or anyfA/ng # e fAaf, 

so .. you /mow.. TAaf w/as a/ngAf. .. / mean / suppose. / mean 

you /(now.. /f was a M d/cey buf / mean youVe pof fo 

remember / was dmn/c af f/)e f/me/ [laughing].. 8uf / mean / 

was - / was yery deferm/necf buf /f fumed /nfo a game, / mean 

/f was - /f was good sex you /enow, buf / mean /f was ///ce a 

'em, you /enow.. / mean .. we// fo be qru/fe bonesf w/f/7 you /7e 

broke f/7e condom. / mean /f wa' - you /enow [DK - slight laugh] 

we// /?e d/d. /-/e d/d - /f d/' /f d/dnY wor/c - so / mean /f's .. you 

/enow so [DK: So it just split or?] Yeab, ye/7 . So we cou/dnY 

use /f anyway and / mean /?e - you /mow / mean [DK, laughing 

'you hadn't taken spares?'] i/VIe// yea/7 be d/d/ buf /f was ///ce, 

you /rnow, we we/e sorf of.. /n/o // by f/7en so // wasnY /iea//y.. 

you /(now [pause] /Ind be was ve/y careful you /enow? / mean 

/. . /-/e was more /nferesfed /n sorf of.. b/s endurance you 

/enow fban .. fban anyfb/ng e/se you /enow and en/oyyng fbe 

night. M/7fbou/ acfua//y so/f of.. em, orgasm/ng and .. you 

/enow be/ng w/ped ouf. You /enow wb/cb was .. Greaf A)r mef 

(1531-1596). 

So this woman who was 'determined', and has most other aspects of this 

relationship under her control, was thwarted in her intentions regarding 

condom use by a combination of alcohol, the first condom 'breaking', the 

process being turned into a game, her partner's care in not ejaculating, and 

'good sex'. 

A realist analysis at this point might attempt to determine 'which of these 

factors is most significant' and 'which, if not present, might have changed the 

outcome'. However a more discursive reading suggests that different 

aspects probably came to the fore at different stages of the encounter, and 

some perhaps only in retrospect. It is only 'after the act' that 'he didn't 

ejaculate' becomes a relevant 'fact', and, as is acknowledged here, one of 
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dubious merit regarding either contraception or protection. Once that has 

been acl^nowledged ('/( was a M d/cey") a series of different arguments are 

drawn on in an attempt to do something here, perhaps explain or justify the 

risky behaviour to me, or to herself. We cannot know, nor can we know 

which of these discursive fragments the speaker has associated with this 

episode in the past, and which she has drawn on on/y in the context of the 

present interview. However we do know that they are all drawn from 

discourses or "ways of speaking' which she is sufficiently familiar with to use 

here, and which she deems approp/rafe to this context. 

Whatever the approach to analysis, sexual arousal seems to have played 

some part in that encounter. From this it seems it is not only because V'm a 

man enough' (6755ff) that for a mid forties male 'the hormones are such that 

.. / ^nd /f very d#cu/f (6756) to 'Sfop eve/yf/i/ng and say "M^o's gof 

f/?e condoms fAe/??" (6743ff). It seems women too might be swayed by their 

hormones, even when it is not the (apparently) pressing situation this man 

described of 'somebody you've just met and it - the situation has just moved 

you fotvards .. you /enow.. s/eep/ng WA f/7em' (6732ff). 

Here then we have a range of accounts from participants who seem not very 

motivated, and sometimes quite antagonistic, towards condom use, at least 

in the context of the situations related in these extracts. 

6.3 ).2 

On a more optimistic note some people interviewed had strong intentions 

regarding condom use (though often primarily for contraceptive purposes) 

and negotiated successfully, at least on some occasions. One woman 

emphasised of condom use that Vn ferms of.. of sexua/ /lea/fA ff's an 

/mporfanf /ssue fo me' (2372) though if they were not available it was '/rom 

f/?e po/nf of v/ew of em .. ns/ong an unwanted pregnancy" that Vt/ Aave been 

.. quite strong in that situation' (2388). She insisted on their use until one 
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partner had a vasectomy. Unfortunately, as discussed below (see 

'Vasectomy') this ultimately led to some health risk (though fortunately no 

infection). 

Another woman, who went along with unprotected intercourse with a 

vasectomised partner she had known for some time, was much more 

assertive with a partner she met in a Spanish holiday resort. She has a 

personal rule of 'never eyer on //rsf mgAf (2918) and rather surprised 

herself when '/ fA/n/c was fAe - / s/epf A/m / 

couldn't believe it!' (2928). It was the start of an eighteen month 

relationship, but 'yusf # e on and o/T /?o/f(yay (ype fAmgs' (2941) which she 

described as '/a/7-/a/7 /and /sn'f /f, /f's nof rea/ ///e' (2956). But real enough 

that when VAe ardour was ns/ng .. / sa/d em, you /(now / w/// nof - /ndu/ge /n 

- any ri/deness w/f/70uf em .. a condom' (3051) and (more persuasively?), '/ 

yusf /ee/ /f's sa/er /or you, //'s sa/er /or me' (3058). Asked about his 

response she said 'He was a/ng/?/ abouf // / mean // - /le's a M macho .. 

/ype //7/ng / suppose, //'s e///7er //?a/ or noug/7f. .. 'Cos / mean fAere was yusf 

no way, you know' (3069). There are many aspects of this account which 

suggest that sexual health risk was a primary concern here, but it may be 

that contraception was still the significant issue, since at one point this 

woman also commented 'buf /?e was, you /fnow /n /u' /n /u// wor/ong order so 

to speakl' (2932), in contrast to a more recent 'impotent' partner. 

The 'safer for you, safer for me' argument resonates with the 'take care of 

ourse/ /es' (1467) argument of another woman, which s h e maintained against 

a raft of counter-arguments from her prospective partner since: 'his attitude 

was .. //)a/ you s/70u/d yusf go w///7 //7e //ow, a n d f/)a/ /f w a s a// med/a /?ype 

a n d //)e c/)ances were rea//y remo/e a n d . . you /(now f/7/ngs /vappen /f //)ey're 

go/ng /o /happen, a n d .. you /(now "/?ornb/e f/i/ngs, f/7ey7/ spo// f/)e w/)o/e 

f/i/ng'" (1414ff) leading to a debate about "w/fef/^eryou cou/d acfua//y profecf 

yourself from life' (1452). This is in marked contrast to a study reported by 

Coleman and Ingham (1999) who found 'only positive reactions to verbal 
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commun/caf/ons abouf condoms' (page 478) reported by younger people. 

This woman won the day w/7en / ivenf fo sfay A/m .. af^er f/7af.. 

f/7en / /7/s fme /ee//ngs came ouf' (1471) and in the end '/f Aas spo//f.. 

f/7e M/We f/7/ng' (1437), the relationship ended. 

Although successfully assertive about condom use this woman felt she might 

have been more successful overall by raising the topic earlier, but found this 

difficult. 'Log/ca//y /'d you /enow, say /f rea//y eady ... fo gef /f over 

mf/), buf, / /bund myse/f we//.. nof yef, and ///re /f was .. and be/ore 

/ /mow /f was .. af f/7e /̂me. /f seems foo /afe neaZ/y and f/?en you f/?/n/f "0/7 / 

w/s/7 /'d sa/d f/)/s ead/er because /f em spo//f f/ie momenf..." (1536ff). She 

compared this with another partner 'w/7o's a /of younger... /7e bmug/7f f/?e 

/ssue up, be/b/19. / guess f/?af was gu/fe good you /enow.' (1489ff). She also 

liked the way this younger partner approached the topic: 'He was nice, he 

sorf of sa/d T/7eyye /fornb/e f/7/ngs and /Yn sure you /enow, you're nof - and / 

/enow f/?af you're nof.. we//, s/eep/ng around, buf / guess we /rave fo do 

f/7ese f/)/ngs f/7ese days"... /?e obwous/y was .. bad a/ready made up /?/s 

m/nd fo, fo bnng up f/7e /ssue . (1499ff). 

The accounts here are all of strategies which imply some degree of 

'assertiveness', but also indicate the role of arguments brought into a 

'/Vegof/af/on' of condom use as discussed above. 

6.3. f .3 Jwsf puf A on 7 

Other strategies recounted suggested a more 'material' less 'discursive' 

assertiveness. It is interesting that the younger man mentioned above did 

introduce some 'discussion' about using condoms, even if he had 'a/ready 

made up /)/s m/nd". However the (older) men who were interviewed 

suggested that, when they did use a condom,'/ m/g/7f nof say anyf/7/ng and 

yusf ma/ee sure / gof a condom w/f/7 me and yusf puf /f on' (6761) or, in the 

words of another '/f's never been a negof/af/on /f's yusf been .. "/Y/ gef fbe 
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conofoms'" (4570, though elsewhere this second man reported discussing 

contraceptive alternatives with longer term partners). 

These data, compared with the women's accounts above, suggest that it 

may be more straightforward for men than women to introduce condom use 

into a sexual encounter (see also, eg Holland et al., 1992b, Terry et al., 

1993a, though Coleman and Ingham, 1999, found some young women 

equally competent in this regard). However, in practice it may not be as 

simple as these men's statements suggest. Even discounting the examples 

described above where men (in these cases partners of participants) were 

not keen to use condoms in any event, there were a number of accounts 

(see, for example. Chapter 5 'Expenence of STDs') where men were keen, 

or at least intended, to use condoms but were easily dissuaded by 

apparently minimal resistance from a partner. 

Moreover one of the two men above realised in the course of the interview 

that, although he generally used condoms, first intercourse with a new 

partner had always been unprotected (for more detail see Chapter 4 

'Interview as process'). This may again reflect the apparent difficulty of 

discussing condom use with a 'new' partner, even where the relationship has 

developed over time. As one of the women who had used condoms for 'a 

pe/Yod w/)en / was mamecT (3198ff, during 'f/me ouf from YAe /oop') said 

'un/ess you /enow your parfner very we//.. /f can .. be /n/7/W/ng, /' /f can 

make it very .. em unromantic' (3326). She thought that 'when you're in a 

/ong fern? re/af/ons/7/p w/f/7 somebody wou/d be somef/)/ng .. em, / 

wou/d cons/der" (3207ff) but continued immediately 'now f/iaf / canY conce/ve 

it doesn't arise' (3211). (Her reasons for discounting risk 'from the health 

point of view (3286) were included above.) It would seem then that both 

discussing and using condoms might be easier once some 'barrier of 

intimacy' has been breached. 

Conversely a woman who had been married about ten years, but whose 
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husband worked away for four month stretches, found it difficult to 'negotiate' 

condom use when AIDS 'became em newswo/f/?/and .. wo/7y/ng and em, 

/ mean .. fo sfa/Y / made /f A/n, iv/f/7 /?/m com/ng bac/f... geWng 

favoured ones and Avnny ones, so be wou/dnY fb/nk "Ob/ /'m wony/ng abouf 

you" (3528). Again instead of 'negotiation' we have a practical strategy for 

'putting it on'. She did this for 'a /ong f/me' (3332) and emphasised that'/ 

ivas fbe one fbaf pmwded fbe condoms' (3337). However she explained: 

'my husband's exfreme/y mora/ [pause] be gefs annoyed w/fb me, /f be 

fb/n/fs / d/sfrusf b/m, and mosf of our a/gumenfs are over d/sfrusf (3328) and 

in the end she yusf ga/e up do//?g /f... because ... upsef b/n? so mucb' 

(3392ff) even though she 'sf/// wou/dn'f frusf b/m as /ar as / cou/d see b/m ... 

' (3540). The difficulty here relates explicitly to the partner's sense of being 

mistrusted, consonant with Willig's (1995) finding of trust as a key 

component of 'marnage as a cond/f/on /ncompaf/b/e w/fb condom use' (see 

also Holland et al. 1991, Willig, 1997). This theme seems an extension of 

the more general account that requesting condom use would imply 'an insult' 

to a partner (eg Chapman & Hodgson, 1988, Holland et al., 1992a). So 

again it may not be the 'long term partner" / 'new partner" distinction that 

makes negotiating condom use easier or more difficult, but rather the 

contraception / protection distinction. 

Finally this more 'material" strategy seems a little more straightforward for 

men than for women. 

6.3.f .4 Depends on Ae paf#*er 

The last example above also illustrates how determination to use condoms 

may vary over time and with a changing situation. It may also vary 

depending on the partner, as with the "holiday' relationship discussed earlier. 

In that case the woman explained 7 mean I didn't really ... know 'im that welP 

(3085ff) and '/f seems odd, on a bo//day... and de^n/fe/y on a bo//day, so / 

fbougbf ngbf, de/yn/fe/y use fbe o/d condoms" (3093ff). 
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Difference of practice with different partners might also depend on the 

partner's point of view, especially if strongly held. The case of a younger 

man negotiating condom use (albeit with a partner who shared his objective) 

has been discussed above where, contrary to most examples here, the 

foremost concern of both partners was pmfecf/on. An older man recalled a 

rather different concern of a partner in an earlier relationship 'A/o, sAe 

cerfa/n/y wasnY on p/// because .. / sAe W fAaf was demean/ng fo 

women so .. e/; we used a condom .. and / we .. pmbab/y a/ways d/d 

in our relationship ... ' (3971ff). So here we have safe(r) sex as a fortuitous 

side effect of a (particular) feminist stance. However condom use may not 

always be associated with such strong feelings. One of the women 

interviewed was not keen to use condoms, but '/f one or of/?er pa/tner Aee/s 

f/7af /f's des/rab/e, you /mow /. . go a/ong w/f/7 fbaf (3364). 

One of the men interviewed was quite explicit about making a distinction 

between partners. He had had several 'offers' of intimacy a few days before 

the interview, '/f/ 'd fa/cen up ... any of fbe o/%rs fbaf were made on 

Safu/iday'^... Two of fAem / d/dnY know .. and one of fbem / knew / wou/d 

Aave probab/y worn a condom ... / /enow ... s/?e ... en/oys sex and sbe p/c/fs 

up sex wben [unclear]' (438Iff). These women were contrasted with 'f/)e 

one / # 6 .. Sbe's .. doesnY.. sAag around... you /enow [pause] so fAaf... /f 

we Ye fa/A/ng abouf er sexua//y fransm/Aed d/seases fbere wasnY a pmb/em 

.. w/fb ber, or / d/dnlf /ise/ fbaf fbere was. Wbereas w/fb fbe ofber one .. /'d 

say fbere may be .. s//gbf/y.. /ncmased ^'e af /easf.. more e/emenf of ns/c.. 

and .. fben / wou/d bave earned a condom ...' (4411). This latter woman 

may be the one where he describes that the first time '/f yusf happened 

[without a condom], buf sbe was on fbe p/// so' (4878). He went on to 

acknowledge 'buf fbaf's er bes/de (be po/nf (4882) and, being aware of 

some element of risk associated with her, 'a/î er fbe ^rsf f/me / fbougbf "no /'d 

"There followed some disclaimers, but the 'offers' had been described earlier in the interview. 
Unfortunately the present exchange was on a poor quality section of the recording, but the text above has 
been selected to reflect the tone of the interview as far as possible. 
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raf/7er wear a condom" (4915) which he did on the 'coup/e of f/mes smce'. 

What goes unremarked in this account is the transmission of the 'element of 

risK from the latter partner to 'the one he liked', since first intercourse was 

unprotected with both these women. In this more recent relationship he 

again plans to use condoms in future, but in this case to allay any fears 

about potential pregnancy. So it seems condom use may not only depend 

on the partner, but may also be adopted for different reasons with each 

partner. 

These few examples illustrate in a different way from the 'long extract' (see 

'do/?Y use/wo/7Y use' above) that intent and strategy are fluid and 

continuously contested, rather than sitting in any predefined category of 

'intent', as is perhaps superficially suggested by the organisation of the 

discussion here, it might be argued from a more 'realist' stance that some 

'decision' is weighed by the number of risk factors pertaining in each case 

(or at least by the factors 'noticed' by the actor(s)). However, such an 

analysis is again undermined by the apparent failure of any practical grasp 

or risk assessment of the implications of 'own' behaviour, as in the last case 

above. 

6.3.f .6 WouW use / CouW use 

The notion of 'would use' 'could use' permeates the last account, as it does 

the discussions of using condoms prior to a hypothetical '/-//y fesf (see 

above). 

One of the women talked about a relationship where they didn't use 

protection, then said '/f [laughing] / ever Aave sex aga/n [laughing] / sAou/d 

be .. /'d Aave a use /f (2764). When I referred back to the case of not 

using any protection she responded '/Vo. /Vo, no no. Says s/7e. ra//c/ng a 

/oad of crap yea/). / would /' /-/n /n /ufure you /(now / mean / c/onY /enow why 

/ d/dnY f/7en rea//y, / mean / remember sorf of say/ng "oA no/ w///70u/ a 
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condom" (2854ff) but her partner's arguments (vasectomy and oral sex, see 

'/Vegof/afmg' above) had prevailed 'an' /'m Aere' (2869) as she observed. 

Of course this practical outcome may well modify her assessment of the risk 

disproportionately, and further undermine her resolve regarding condom use 

on future occasions. 

One of the men had a more pragmatic assessment of his probable 

behaviour regarding using, or at least discussing using, condoms '/ would do 

it.. if I thought it wasn't gonna stop things' (6753). 

6.3.).6 (/sing condbms - swmmafy 

Despite a liberal sprinkling of 'would' 'could' and 'should' regarding condom 

use for sexual health protection reasons there were few accounts of condom 

use except for contraceptive purposes. Since condoms were viewed 

primarily as contraceptives there is some logic to the argument 'I can't 

conceive so I wouldn't suggest using a condom', and a vasectomy then 

seems a powerful argument against needing one. This dominant theme is 

discussed further in Chapter 7 (see 'Age and fertility). 

There were some accounts of insisting on condom use (from women) and of 

yusf puff/np one on' (from men), but although these strategies were 

sometimes associated with concerns for sexual health protection closer 

examination often suggested the primary concern was contraception. Such 

strategies were often undermined by fertility' arguments, as were the few 

cases recounted of strategies involving more 'discussion'. 

There were relatively few accounts of discussing condom use. Participants 

suggested it could be difficult to discuss condoms with a new partner (see 

also 'Talking - revie\fi/ above), but it was often no easier in an established 

relationship since then suggesting condom use raised concerns about trust 

(see also Willig, 1995, 1997). 
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Both men and women were reported as having argued agamsf condom use, 

and although participants here did not report f/?emse/yes having a/puecf 

against condom use both men and women interviewed offered arguments as 

to why they might not, or would not, use, or had not used, condoms. 

Beyond the fertility' issues these arguments ranged from religious conviction 

(despite reported use of other contraceptives), through trust, debates about 

'care and safety' versus the (im)possibility of 'protecting' from the hazards of 

life, to an unwillingness to 'stop things'. In the latter case 'good sex' could 

be just as persuasive for a woman as (and as more typically presented in 

the literature) for men. 

Introducing condom use seemed easier with some partners, but was 

considered more important with others, though for a variety of reasons, for 

example the partner was not known, or was known to have casual partners, 

or was 'cared for" regarding pregnancy. 

A diverse range of risk assessments, strategies and arguments are 

rehearsed above but it must be emphasised they are drawn from just the 

few interviewees who considered condom use at all relevant to them. Each 

person drew on a range of 'arguments' to 'account'" their behaviour and 

typically condom use was nof consistent. Sadly the one person who 

negotiated consistently and effectively for condom use had some regrets 

about the outcome since it had 'spoilt' one of her relationships. More 

worrying in terms of sexual health promotion people seemed not to notice 

the risk implications of inconsistent condom use (see eg 'Depends on fAe 

pa/fne/ above). 

The woman who used 'novelty' as a (very 'material') strategy for establishing 

condom use within marriage provides a very positive rationale for the variety 

of condoms now available. However interviewees were not generally 

^̂1 choose this expression carefully to suggest something more than a simple 'recounting', but less than 
a formal 'accounting for' or 'justification'. 
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positive about condoms - 'horrible things' was not an isolated epithet. Just 

what contributes to such responses is explored next. 

6.3.2 About" condoms 

Even though risk of sexually transmitted infection was perceived as relatively 

low, most participants seemed to recognise condoms to be a generally 

effective prophylactic measure, so, all else being equal, one might have 

expected condoms to be used. (Much as, although it is a dull occupation, 

most people clean their teeth regularly.) 

Some people like condoms and one interviewee, although he did not a/ways 

use them, was very positive '... / cfonY Aave a pmb/em mf/? co' - / acfua//y 

like condoms. / - m /acf / fW/c f/?ey enhance sex. [laughing] / /mow fAe 

song, buf / f/?ey cfo' (4583ff). When I asked if his partners had ever 

had a problem with them he seemed surprised 'kVb// w/ry sAou/d fAey? 

(4598). 

However if such feelings were universal one would not expect participants to 

encounter the difficulties negotiating condom use discussed in the previous 

section, and indeed most, even amongst those who used condoms, 

indicated some dislike of condoms, or preference against them. This is 

consonant with a// the expressed views of participants in Chapman and 

Hodgson's (1988) 'Showers in raincoats' study in Australia (see ibid, page 

100). 

Although perceptions of condoms had not been an intended focus of the 

studies here a considerable amount of relevant information emerged in 

interviews where condoms were in some way relevant to the interviewee's 

approach to sexual intimacy. Since use of condoms is key to sexual health 

protection these generally negative perceptions of condoms become 

particularly significant. Although a general dislike of condoms is often 
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reported, or implicit, in sexual health research (eg Holland et. al, 1991, 

1992a, Ingham et al., 1992, IVIoore et al., 1993, Nucifora et al., 1993, Willig, 

1995) exploration of the 'dislike' is rarely detailed. Paul Flowers account of 

meanings of intercourse for gay men provides a notable exception (see 

Flowers et al. 1996) but his findings are not readily generalisable to a 

heterosexual population. 

Chapman and Hodgson (1988) provide one of the most detailed accounts of 

this topic, based on twelve single sex focus group discussions with young 

(age fifteen to eighteen) and adult (age eighteen to thirty-five) antipodean 

men and women. There is considerable overlap between their findings and 

comments from the somewhat older interviewees, ten years later, of the 

present study. Although the present data are from a very small number of 

participants, an in-depth private interview enables some, albeit limited, 

contextualisation of the comments and has on occasion yielded more 

personal detail, thereby warranting further exploration of these accounts. 

Initially here too the comments were of a quite 'general' nature. One of the 

women commented '0/? / pre/ernof fo /use condoms/... / mean fAaf's 

presumab/y one of advantages of/7av/ng .. gone fAmugA f/?e menopause 

[laughing]' (3256ff). She had used a 'cap' early in her marriage, because her 

husband 'd/dnY ///ce condoms and .. nor d/d / rea/Zy" (3396ff). The woman 

who insisted on condom use despite her partner's resistance added that 7 

don't ///ce f/)em e/f/?ec spo//s /or me as tve// acfua/Zy" (1457). Later she 

expanded '/f rea//y annoys me acfua//y .. f/7/s w/7o/e y4/OS f/)/ng came up 

yusf rea//y - you /enow /'d been sfen/zsed so / f/)oug/)f.. You /enow /Id yusf 

been /ef o/ff/?e boo/c... of pregnancy. ... v4nd fben today ... /t's yust tbe 

horrible condom lark (1771ff). This is a marked contrast to the man 

above:'/ tb/n/c they're nea//y good tun - tbey come /n d/t/erent /favours, 

different shapes, [laughing] Different senses! [laughing] ... / personally don't 

bave a prob/em mtb tbem' (2599). 
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More detailed explanation of liking or disliking condoms was rarely 

'volunteered'. This topic is perhaps not usually discussed, or not beyond the 

level of 'd/s/z/fe ... /?omb/e fA/ngs' above. However a request or, if necessary 

(and it seemed appropriate), an appeal such as 'a /of of peop/e vague/y say 

fAey '^re/er nof fo", buf / was f/ymg fo gef af any.. pa/f/cu/ar reasons iv/iy 

you /ynd a concfom a pnob/em', usually elicited some attempt at more detail. 

Explanations most often related to 'spontaneity' and 'sensation', with some 

mentions of the 'mechanics' of condom use. But again experience varied, 

and a problem for some people might seem an advantage to others. 

6.3.2.f Spontanea 

Several objections to condom use related to (lack of) spontaneity and 

overlapped with remarks reported by Chapman and Hodgson (1988), 

however here it was possible to explore the underlying issues in a little more 

detail. One woman finds them 'inhibiting' or 'unromantic' (see 'Jusf puf /f o/i 

... ' above). She was not persuaded differently by publicity campaigns when 

'f/7ey f/y fo mco/porafe mfo /ove ma/ong ... a// /essons you gef and a// 

fAaf f/?ey'/ie .. do/ng a// f/7e puMc/fy f/re scare /yrsf sfarfed .. 

buf /yusf /ee/ fbaf /f m' mfe/rupfs f/)' f/?e process ...' (3336) '/f's a gues^on of 

f/7e sponfane/Yy" (3370). 

That it 'fa/ces fAe sponfane/fy awa/ (8021) can become a more serious 

interruption, as for one man 'because of my problems' (8026) since these 

related to impotence (see Chapter 7). 

Another man described how he and his most recent partner used no 

protection or contraception the first time: '/f w/as ///ce we cf/dnY wanf fo Prea/c 

f/?e /7oM/ (3800). This is reminiscent of the woman whose partner argued to 

'go with the flow" against her insistence on condom use (see 'Insist above). 

She prevailed, but having to 'stop, and like do this negotiation' (1447) 'spoilt 
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f/7e w/70/e f/7/ng' (1438). /Vof stopping seemed no better a strategy, since in 

the first case above '/f was fAougAf of sfra/gAf a^e/wards' (3809) but Too 

/afe fAen.' (3814). There was subsequent concern about pregnancy, 

particularly from his partner (though we do not hear whether it 'spoiled' it for 

her). 

Later, in a more general discussion about condoms, this man drew on some 

assumed shared discourse of 'sex as natural' to support the case that ' . . 

be/ng w/Aaf f/7ey are /f you were /n f/re m/dcf/e of . . geffmg somew/7ere 

ancf.. Mosf peop/e won? /ef condoms sfop f/7e/77, f/?e /ac/c of condoms sfop 

fAem .. f/)ars c/oesn'f su/f /Vafu/ie does /f.. em .. fAe power of sex .. can 

o»/er-nde a /of of common sense, canY /f?' (4634). Again, discussing a 

different episode he began with 'w/7en you're a s/ng/e ma/e ... /f somef/?/ng 

happens ... you're nof go/ng fo say "Oh, you /mow.. /'ye .." we//, you 

shouldn't / suppose /f/f's [unclear] "/ Aayen'f gof condoms so weY/ Aaye fo do 

something else'" (4801). Here the fragmented middle section of the account 

suggests some 're-thinking'. However, when 'somef/7/ng e/se' was explored 

his only suggestion was to 'gef some bas/ca//y buf er f/7en w/)ere do you gef 

f/?em af f/7ree o'c/oc/c /n f/7e morn/ng?' (4836ff) apparently resisting the earlier 

fleeting re-evaluation of priorities. 

In this case 'lack of spontaneity' seemed to divert to lack of condoms 

(though this man described other 'problems' with condoms). This led into 

some discussion about carrying condoms 'a Aab/f f/iaf / / / Aave fo gef /n -

/n/o .. nowadays'^^ (4941) unlike when 'women were on f/ie pZ/f (4955) 

(topics explored further in '8uy/ng and ca/ry/ng condoms' below and 'Sex /n 

f/?e s/xf/es'. Chapter 7). Again the emphasis had returned to contraception, 

even though this man also discussed using condoms for protection with 

specific partners. 

reason, if any, for the unusual hesitation (for this speaker) in this section is unclear. However it 
may relate to his voiced dislike of buying and carrying condoms, common amongst this group (as discussed 
in the next section), or may indicate some 'thinking through' of a new approach in the course of the 
interview. 
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All these examples fit loosely under the heading 'sponfane/f/, but the detail 

reveals a range of underlying experiences and concerns. Interrupting 'the 

flow' might disrupt the relationship, the 'romance' of the event, or the 

consummation of the event, either by allowing time for reconsideration, or by 

disrupting a fragile physical response. Even when condoms are not 

considered a problem, and are theoretically available, there is the '/nws/b/e 

purp/e gon//8' (2665) described by another man: 'wAen you're Aawng sex 

fa/re your condom /mm w/?ere you /cnew you /e/f .. and f/?rew 

f/?e/77 fo f/?e of/7er s/de of f/?e room so mvanab/y you're a/ways f/ymg fo ^nd 

f/?e damn fA/ngs .. sorf of m/d mfemourse' (267Iff). 

6.3.2.2 Seos@#on 

A conventional criticism of condoms is loss of sensation, usually discussed 

with reference to material and thickness of the condom. This aspect was 

mentioned by several interviewees, and again views varied. One woman 

mentioned advertisements refenring back to 're-usable' condoms from the 

war. '/ cou/d understand you /moiv f/?e c/7aps used fo say w/)en ... fAey 

were a /of //7/c/fer... //)e /ee//ng /snY //7e same ... 8u/ / mean now //ley're so 

s/)eer and //?a/, you /(now /yus/ f/7/n/c /f!s nd/cu/ous .. / f/7/n/( /f's sorf of a .. 

overhang of mac/?o/sm' (3162ff). One of the men expressed a similar view 

'a// f/7ese men w/?o w/' mdgenng abouf.. condoms remove /e' - / //7/n/( /f's 

yusf crap .. / mean /f's /usf.. Men fa/Zong Po//oc/cs bas/ca/// (2590). 

However another man does not like condoms. Without them '// /ee/s beffer.. 

You know em .. you can feel more for one thing I mean er it - You put er 

anything over your d/c/f and you er, you're bound /o /ose sensa//on' (4978). 

That this is a material (tangible?) shift in sensation seems reinforced when 

he adds that 'Somef/mes /baf's a good //)/ng ... Because // ma/ces /f /asf 

/onger" (4986). Interestingly Chapman and Hodgson reported, apparently 

sceptically, 'one man M//?o claimed condoms pm/onged /nfercourse' 
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(Chapman and Hodgson, 1988, page 98, my emphasis)^"*. However loss of 

sensation can go too far. Another man described how 'my wife presented 

me iv/f/7 f/7/s A/deous once and em, /f was rafter ///ce f/y/ng fo p/ay fAe 

p/ano /n box/ng g/oves you /enow [laughing] 7ofa//y use/ess ... /f was black 

em .. ancf /Y was thick .. and /f was - obwous/y nbbed or somef/?;ng ///ce 

supposed fo exc/fe .. your partner buf em ... you /enow you need a M of 

sens/Wfy fAere ofAerw/se .. w/)af's f/)e po/nf?' (4117fF). The variation in 

accounts here suggests that as well as the variation in 'sensitivity' afforded 

by different condoms there may also be some variability in this dimension 

amongst the men who use them (whether at a physical or emotional level). 

Another of the women was more cautious 'M^// / f/i/n/r f/?e sensaf/on can be 

a/Tecfed a/fboug/? w/fb f/?' fbe modern em .. mafena/s and eve/yf/?/ng / fb/n/c /f 

/' /f's probab^ a /of beffer" (3385). However she added 'somebody once sa/d 

fo me /f's ///(e was/?/ng your /eef w/fb your soc/fs on/ [laughing] / mean fbaf's 

rea//y fbe .. f/)e fop and boffom o f ( 3 4 1 3 ) . This last metaphor seems to 

shift the focus from touch as a 'physical' sensation to more 'chemical'^^ skin 

on skin sensations, an interpretation consonant with an earlier comment 

from the same woman that using condoms 'ma/ces /f a// a b;f sorf of .. 

san/f/zed and / mean sex /snY [slight laugh] san/fa/y /ef's /ace /f.. /ar /mm // 

and ... // de/rac/s rea//y /mm ... /be wbo/e procedure (3351). 

This links to the point made by another participant that using a condom 

'reduces wba/ you can do w//b sex a/?erwards as we//. . . . // pu/s sperm/c/de 

bo/b on you and ber and // - /f you wan/ /o do any/b/ng e/se /n /be sexua/ 

sorf of//ne .. you rea//y need /o wasb' (5010) again, not from any wish to 

^"Again clinical evidence provides support for this claim for some men. 

®̂The physical / chemical distinction used here is in the sense of the, now academically somewhat 
dated, natural science divide which is still present in everyday usage, as reported below. 
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'sanitise' sex, but 'because /f fasfes (5019). The taste 'sfays m 

your mouf/7 /or /lours - eye/? 6/ius/?mg your feef/7 /f c/oesnY come ouf. /n/ 

sfay f/7ere /or abouf hvenfy /bur Aours' (5069). This man could not say 

whether flavoured condoms were any better, as he had never used them. 

Conversely for another man '/f rea//y doesnY maffer w/7ef/)er/f's .. //quonce 

/7ayoured or.. yusf a sfra/gAf conc/om rea/// (2643) and regarding flavour his 

partner 'cfoesnY g/ve a damn ... we yusf donY see /f as an /ssue' (2654) but it 

was not clear whether sexual scripts here included oral sex. 

The first of these men also discounted considering a 'dental dam': '/ /mow 

f/7ere are fA/ngs you can use on ora/ sex W ... f/?af wou/d make /f seriously 

c/Wca/. ... / donY f/)/n/c... of protecting /mm ora/ sex .. because //?a/ wou/d 

de/rac/ /rom //)e ac/ //se//" (5100). 

Although only two participants here raised these objections to 'sanitising' sex 

or making it 'clinical' Chapman and Hodgson (1988) report a similar 

comment from a woman who argued that 'sex is to be enjoyed and all the 

messy b/fs fAaf come w///? // sAou/d be en/oyed /oo / rec/con. r/?e condom 

ca/c/7/ng a// fbe dnppages spo//s /f (page 100). These various comments 

perhaps link to some more widespread (if fragmentary) discourse about the 

'chemistry' of sex, which was mentioned by six of the remaining seven 

participants in the main study. This is an area where 'scientific discourse' is 

also fragmentary. Research into human pheromones is inconclusive, and 

much remains unclear about the function of the many components of 

secretory fluids (even perceptibly 'obvious' processes like the coagulation of 

semen, see Tortora and Grabowski, 1996, page 921). 

Whilst the design of condoms has undoubtedly improved considerably, 

particularly in recent decades, many issues relating to 'sensation' appear 

other participants raised this particular objection, but sex workers have joked with a local outreach 
team that they need toffees along with condoms 'to take the taste away' (E Jaramazovic, September 1999, 
personal communication). 
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unresolved, at least for some users, and potential users. 

6.3.2.3 MecAanAcs? 

Condom design is perhaps also implicated in the final few 'difficulties' 

participants had experienced with condoms: breakage, not staying in place, 

and a certain finality' about using one. 

Although not an infrequent occurrence (it is one amongst many reasons why 

people seek emergency contraception) only one participant in these studies 

reported experience of a condom splitting, and her words were a rather 

ambiguous 'he broke the condom'. This account has already been 

discussed in some detail (see 'Don't use / Won't use' above) and does not 

seem to have been a cause of particular concern on this occasion. 

Another participant reported that condoms had never split nof /'m 

aw/a/B (2718) though 'acfua//y one d/d come o/f some f/me ago. .. / 

am .. we are qru/fe .. em, acf/ve sexua//y so .. /f's nof a bad average 

[laughing]' (2696). They realised what had happened and '/f wasnY a 

pmb/em' (2712). 

The lack of any more anxious accounts regarding these two kinds of failure 

in condom use, which are the two most usually cited in potential failure for 

both contraceptive and protective purposes, suggests that for this sample 

group, where condoms were used, they were at least effective for the 

intended purpose (contra the perception of condoms as 'unreliable' from 

participants in Chapman and Hodgson's (1988) study). 

However the last problem in this set, the perceived finality', was again 

"Anecdotally, when discussing this research with another (similar age) friend he said that when 
occasionally condoms had split he did not tell his partner, to avoid her worrying. He seemed unaware of 
the advent of emergency contraception, which I suggested might be a preferable option. 
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raised as contributory to reluctance to use condoms in the first place. 

'Rea//y .. yea/).. you puf a condom on and.. "Aave /f" .. and.. and .. r/?af's 

/f. You /enow." (5028). Interestingly this point was raised by one of the men 

interviewed, again confounding some gendered discourse expectations, in 

this case male orgasm and ejaculation as the focus of intercourse (see eg 

Holland et a!., 1992a, 1994). The data here seem more consistent with an 

alternative focus on intercourse as 'connectedness and closeness' as 

discussed by Gavey et al. (1999, see also Waldby et al. 1993a) though of 

course this does not necessarily disrupt the notion of the coital imperative^'. 

6.3.2.4 Knowkdlge 

As with earlier topics^' the interviews revealed a few limitations in knowledge 

about condoms. 

One man who used condoms from time to time was not aware they had a 

'shelf life', though two women mentioned shelf life in relation to having 

condoms but no opportunity to use them. 

There was also some uncertainty (which I was unable to resolve 

Immediately) as to whether flavoured condoms included a spermicide. 

Finally a man reported using a condom 'f/?e nexf day" (4081), even though 

his partner used emergency contraception that morning because they had 

failed to use a condom the previous night. Here the confusion may relate 

rather to limited understanding of emergency contraception, or perhaps it 

was an intentional strategy to develop the 'habit' of safe(r) sex in this 

relationship as soon as possible (the concern here, again, was 

contraception). 

•®Segal (1994) provides a useful review and discussion of some of the many issues raised in the 
plethora of literature on this topic. 

'®eg STD terminology, side effects of STDs, and awareness of emergency contraception. 
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6.3.2.5 Abouf condoms - summafy 

With minor exceptions (the man who was positive, the occasional possibility 

of a condom prolonging intercourse) where participants expressed a view 

about condoms it was negative, and when pressed for more detail they 

indicated aspects of condom use which seem to illuminate the general 

reluctance to use them. The detail elicited could simply be justification for 

behaviour choices which had some other genesis, especially since one 

participant was enthusiastic about condoms. However he was also the 

youngest of the interviewees and perhaps therefore influenced more by HIV 

awareness campaigns, and less by 'sixties' discourses about sex and 

sexuality. 

Conversely discourse about condoms is particularly limited and fragmentary, 

and objections to condoms are more often 'countered' ('so sheer now' etc.) 

than explored. Yet they involve fitting a covering to perhaps the most 

dynamically configured organ of the body when it is required to engage with 

a dynamic organ of another body while both are involved in particularly 

vigorous activity, so the objections may deserve further consideration, as 

discussed in Chapter 8. 

Even if the views noted here are 'only' justificatory they may be used to 

counter a request for condom use by a partner and therefore still have 

implications for sexual health intervention (again see Chapter 8). 

As well as being key to strategies for protection from sexual health risk 

(beyond 'no sex' or strict 'bi-party' monogamy), the limited, fragmentary, but 

also changing, nature of discourses regarding condoms are also peculiarly 

relevant to the exploration of 'material discourse' and may mark relevant 

sites for 'material' research (see Chapter 8). 

However there is a further barrier to using condoms beyond any of their 
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inherent characteristics, as discussed in the next section. 

6.3.3 Buying and canying condoms 

^/lany previous researchers have noted that the intent to use condoms is 

meaningless unless condoms are available when the time comes to use 

them (eg Nucifora et al., 1993, ^^oore et al., 1993). In depth interviews with 

young people have uncovered some difficulties and embarrassment about 

buying and carrying condoms (Holland et al., 1992b). It seems this is an 

area where age and experience do not greatly increase confidence. All five 

participants in the main study who expressed any intent to use condoms 

also indicated some kind of difficulty with obtaining or carrying them. One 

woman in her early forties is most direct about this We nof been a brave 

enoug/) person fo go mfo a s/?op and buy a pac/cef of Ourex - so / wou/d 

fend fo /eave f/?af fo f/?e ofber person' (2363ff) though she would insist on 

using a condom. Another woman of similar age reports how she 'w/enf fo 

fbe cbem/sf, ve/y b/deous/y embarrassed, / don'f /enow wby / sbou/d, / mean 

my God /f's on/y sens/b/e, and bougbf a pac/c of fbree con-doms ..." (2773). 

She later added '/ a/ways bave fbem /n me bandbag /f /'m go/ng ouf on a 

dafe 'cos you never /enow?' (3022). It is not clear whether the 

embarrassment persisted with repeat purchases, though the style of the 

disclosure above seems to suggest present, rather than past, affect. 

Despite the purchases she only used condoms consistently with one of her 

(very few) partners, though in that case eventually 'be norma//y bad some 

buf / a/ways a/ways a/ways a/ways bad some /n my bag' (3122ff). 

One of the men (mid forties) was more specific about where he found 

difficulties '/ sf/// bave a cerfa/n avers/on fo go/ng fo a' /nfo a cbem/sf sbop 

and asking a young lady behind the counter for er a packet of condoms ... 

you /enow /f'syusf fbe way / am and / don'f parf/cu/arfy ///ee .. say/ng .. / wanf 

somefb/ng .. fbaf /'m go/ng fo use fo bave sex and you /enow / . . fbaf's wbaf 

/'m go/ng fo do and use /f /or because /yusf fb/n/e /f!s a M .. fac/cy..' (4026ff). 
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There seem to be several interwoven strands here: some sense of privacy 

about sex, but the emphasis on the 'young /ac/y" suggests this may be an 

'audience specific' concern, interlaced with something 'facAy", which might 

relate to condoms themselves, or having sex, or using something to have 

sex, or revealing to a young lady that you are going to '/7ave sex' (very 

similar concerns are reported in Chapman & Hodgson, 1988). He continued 

his account 'you /enow / can /'// go mfo a pub and use a mac/?me .. Or /7/ 

gef /n fAe superma/Vcef (4048ff). Earlier he had described that in the past 

he would buy in 'supermar/cefs / fW/c because fAaf's mosf /mpersona/ 

place to get them (laughing slightly) just bung them in with the rest of your 

sAoppmg and nobody?/ nof/ce .. (another slight laugh)' (4012ff). At another 

point he comments 'in the past, if I happened to be in a pub and I saw a 

n?ac/7/ne /'d fb/n/c.. '0/? gneaf/'.. /'n? go/ng fo fa/re f/?e oppo/fun/fy fo gef 

some qfu/c/c/y wb//e nobody's /oo/c/ng (4086). This limited his choice of 

purchase, and was offered in contrast to now when "... fbese days / say.. fo 

a ce/fa/n exfenf Ybe be// mfb .. (slight laugh) gef /f /n fbe 'mean / gof.. 

pbbew// /ea//y exc/f/ng and gef fbem /n a .. supern?a/*ef (4065) where he 

would tend to select 'ive// /mown brand names, as s/mp/e as f/raf (4081). It 

is the 'fo a ce/fa/n exfenf that acknowledges the continuing affect, detectable 

even in these brief extracts. 

Another of the men seemed quite relaxed about using condoms until I asked 

about 'f/y/ng d//ferenf ones?', which he does 'pure/y by de/au/f, because / 

fend fo buy fbem /n a pub w//)en /'m p/ssed and / yusf fend fo pusb any 

buffon, so / can end up w/fb any sorf...' (2615ff). This could simply be a 

'last minute' shopping tendency, or even a strategy for an interesting and 

varied sex life, but it seems to reflect something other than considering 

condoms a mundane regular purchase, though he did add 'I'm always in 

pubs - so /f's nof an /ssue' (2732ff). 

The last person in this group does not currently need to buy condoms, as he 

has excess supplies passed on by a woman friend (non-amorous) who 
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receives boxes of them free as part of a 'Persona™trial. However, in the 

course of discussing that he would use condoms with some partners he 

added that V'm a/so emba/Tassed abouf ca/Tymg because f/7ere's no .. 

f/7af S/70WS noM/adays f/7af you'/ie presuppos/ng fAaf you're gomg fo gef 

sAaggecf doesnY /f?/" (4437ff). Because of this he says he does not 

generally carry condoms, though it 'just so happens' that he had some with 

him on the day of the interview, because of a possible meeting later in the 

day. It is again difficult to interpret the nature of the embarrassment. 

Chapman and Hodgson (1988) report women discussing the trade off 

between seeing a man carrying condoms as either 'presumptuous' or 

'careful' and 'responsible' (page 102). In the case here there seems some 

kind of implicit 'optimism', but perhaps linked to the uncertainty and 

'anticipation' associated with (not) 'Planning intercourse' discussed above. 

Something similar seems present in the account (above) of carrying 

condoms in a handbag. 

Whatever the nature of the embanrassments^\ whilst they did not a/ways 

preclude the purchase, carrying, and appropriate availability of condoms, 

they did sometimes. As a result at least two of the participants had 

experienced some anxiety, discomfort and distress for themselves or a 

partner seeking the 'morning after pill' (post-coital contraception) as a result 

of unplanned, unprotected, intercourse. Again though, the major concerns 

were recounted in terms of contraception rather than other aspects of sexual 

health. In this context coitus interruptus might seem preferable to no 

attempt at contraception. 

^°This is the trademark of a relatively new contraceptive aid product which helps indicate 'safe periods' 
in the menstrual cycle. 

^'in some respects it would seem desirable to have pursued these topics in greater depth. However at 
the time of the interview the accounts seemed 'sufficient' to the context. As indicated, some of the more 
interesting aspects emerged during exploration of more detailed questions, for example about choice of 
condom. Further direct probing about 'why were you embarrassed?' or the less aggressive 'can you tell me 
some more about that?' might have been useful, but since there seems some consensus that it just 'is 
embarrassing' further discussion might once again merely generate novel constructions to meet the 
demands of the interview, rather than reflect discursive turns in more general use. 
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6.3.4 Avoiding intra-vaglnal ejaculation 

In the terms of the present study intercourse is only 'protected' in sexual 

health terms if the couple are effectively monogamous or are using 

condoms. However, as discussed throughout this and the previous chapter, 

for the participants the primary concern of protection was contraception and 

this was usually a very serious concern even where it was not addressed 

very effectively. 

If condoms were not available or not used, whether because of difficulties 

buying or carrying them or for any other reason, then "withdrawal' was 

always available as a 'last moment' option. Examples of such 'incautious' 

resort to withdrawal include the case of first intercourse with a new partner 

never being protected (see Chapter 4, '/nferv/ew as pmcess"). Such 

accounts often included recognition of the associated risk, as with the parent 

who recalled early sexual experiences with the acknowledgement 'Lady 

Luc/c's been on my s/cfe' (see Chapter 5, 'Lucky escapes'). Knowledge of 

risk cou/d be sufficient to preclude this option, as with the woman who 

replied, when asked if she had ever relied on withdrawal, '/ cfonY fAm/c so 

because / /(now Aow nsAy /s' (3968). Yet again, given the context, 'risk' 

here seemed to be conception rather than STD protection. 

It may be that most participants perceived STD risk as established through 

unprotected penetration so there was no consideration of increased risk 

through unprotected ejaculation. However a related, though distinct, 

approach of avoiding ejaculation altogether was presented more 

ambiguously. This scenario was introduced in the long extract in 'OonY use / 

l/VbnY use condoms' above. The same woman described another partner 

where 'we weren'f acfua/Zy Aav/ng .. penefraf/ve sex ve/y muc/? was more .. 

other f/7/ngs ... YeaA, oral sex and sfu/y (3225) which she 'd/dnY rea//y ///ce' 

(3234) and still does not. Although neither was young, neither of these men 

had previous partners. The woman is slightly sceptical of these claims, 
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saying of one partner 'Wg// Ae said [that]' (3398), but continuing '.. / 

be//eyed /)/m acfua///. So with these two partners STD risk, and any 

associated need for condoms, seems minimal. She commented:'/ mean / 

/cnoM/ you can sf/// gef.. c/zseases /f acfua//y be/ng .. you /enow .. 

/f - /f you ^acu/afe /f /^appen/ng, buf.. / sM fW/c fbere's less of a 

r/s/f" (3365ff). If the men are believed then, except for pregnancy, these 

were very 'risk free' encounters for her (though not necessarily for the men), 

but because of their virginity, not, as she attributed, because of lack of 

ejaculate - which would only ever have minimal impact on risk of STD 

infection. 

For another man who mentioned 'withdrawal', pregnancy again seemed the 

primary consideration. But this was in a longer relationship, and depended 

on 'w/?ere sAe /s /n Aer cyc/e - buf obv/ous/y a/ways Wbcfrawa/' /f - /f's nof 

p/TofecfecT (2513). 

This is yet another area where there seems a diversity of perceptions of risk 

among participants but also illustrates apparent considerable divergence in 

physical control ranging from coitus interruptus as a 'last resort' after 

unplanned intercourse, to avoiding ejaculation at all as a means of 

prolonging intercourse. However, although participants acknowledged some 

potential health risk associated with coitus intenruptus, the risk they reported 

being concemec/ about was conception. 

6.3.5 Condoms - summary 

Ingham et al. (1991) noted that in their study 'ivomen o/der af /yrsf 

/nfercourse ... ane mo/ie #e/y fo de/ay mfercourse ... and fo use condoms (af 

/easf af /nfercourse/ which they suggest 'cou/d be exp/a/ned by greater 

/(now/edge an7ongsf o/der women ... or/ncreased asse/t/veness" and '/f fbe 

pa/fners of o/der ivomen are fbemse/ves o/dec fbey may adopf a more 

responsible approach' (page 129). Unfortunately there is little in the present 
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study to bear out this optimistic premise that maturity in years might lead to 

improved efficacy in the context of safe(r) sex. 

As with younger people (see eg Coleman and Ingham, 1999) some 

interviewees would 'just put one on' (men) or insist on their use (women) at 

least with some partners. However, as discussed in earlier sections, many 

did not consider condom use very important, at least for them (as opposed 

to for young people' etc.). As Chapman and Hodgson (1988) commented 

'Complacency and even antipathy toward condom use seemed often to be 

quite independent of any conviction that AIDS is a serious disease' (ibid, 

page 104). 

Many views expressed here about condoms and their use seemed little 

different from those found by Chapman and Hodgson a decade earlier. 

There is some age cohort overlap between their participants and 

interviewees here, yet geographically (though not necessarily culturally) they 

are as distant as is possible. 

However 'in depth' interviews and analysis here revealed more detail as to 

what it is 'about' condoms that, for example, disrupts spontaneity and inhibits 

sensation (see above). Some key emerging themes again play a part: lack 

of talk about sex, contraception as the primary concern, and, for this cohort, 

some age related issues. 

Reluctance to talk about sex in any detail, as much on the part of health 

professionals as the general populace, may contribute to our limited 

understanding of, for example, objections to condoms, as well as 

contributing to difficulties negotiating their use. Nonetheless the primacy of 

concern about pregnancy seems often to confound any other consideration 

of their use. This seems particularly salient to the present cohort, many of 

whom have by now addressed contraception by other means, and therefore 

incline towards celebrating 'risk free' sex, and do /7of want to consider 
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relatively 'novel' sexual risks such as HIV infection. 

Implications of and are discussed further in Chapter 7, as is 

another, superficially age related, concern - sexual performance (see 

'/mpofence'). 

But perhaps the most disturbing age related finding is that, despite being 

'over forty', the few participants who were disposed to use condoms still 

experienced embarrassment buying them (linking back to the 'difficult to talk' 

theme) and were easily dissuaded by partners from using them. 
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6.4 Safer sex: strategies - summary 

At this point it is appropriate to draw together what has emerged by way of 

'strategies for safe(r) sex'. There seem two difficulties with this task. The 

first is that disappointingly little that can be identified as a 'strategy' has 

emerged, which perhaps should not be a surprise, since it is consonant with 

Wellings et al. (1994) who found little report of risk reduction strategies in 

this age group (ibid, table 8.11). The second difficulty is that, in the light of 

the data, it becomes increasingly difficult to identify what should be 

considered 'a strategy'. 

IVIuch of the intervention literature would identify some of the topic headings 

above: 'saying no' to unprotected intercourse, 'knowing' your partner, using a 

condom, and appropriate use of services such as 'HIV testing' (see again 

Wellings et al. 1994). But from the accounts above it emerges that it is not 

just a question of 'saying no', but of finding ways to resist persuasive 

counter-arguments from a partner, or perhaps just of finding ways to raise 

the topic with a partner in the first place - and preferably earlier than when 

intercourse is just about to occur. To 'know' your partner, or at least their 

sexual history, presupposes that you can discuss sexual histories with 

someone before they are firmly established as your partner, or at least as an 

intimate sexual partner. All of these 'strategies' for safer sex require some 

form of 'negotiating'. 

'What is a strategy?' will be explored further in Chapter 8 but, with the 

'terminological inexactitude' noted, a range of 'contributors' to safe(r) sex 

discovered in the interview accounts, and discussed above, are summarised 

here. First is safer sex as a fortuitous, but usually unplanned and 

unconsidered, by product of some lifestyles. 

Celibacy and virginity are perhaps special cases, not pertinent to 'safer sex' 

though they may involve 'saying no' to intercourse. Participants who 
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recalled pre-marital virginity reported being unaware of a sexual interest from 

earlier suitors, or alternatively Tended them off. However once engaged 

they relied on mutual agreement, and occasional insistence, to abstain from 

intercourse, but this was many years ago. 'Saying no' was in practice not 

generally relevant to 'celibate' participants in these studies, since usually 

they had not 'chosen' this lifestyle. The exceptions were two parents (one 

single, one still married), who had adopted celibacy for relationship and 

parenting reasons. 

Lifelong mufua/ monogamy is free of sexual risk but, like (more risky) serial 

monogamy, it is dependent upon fidelity. A strategy often adopted here (one 

of the few which was intentional, as well as successful) involved avoiding 

from the outset (rather than ever having to 'say no' to) any relationship which 

was perceived as potentially unfaithful. Similar strategies were reported by 

the 'celibate' parents and are perhaps not remote from the fending off 

reported by pre-marital virgins. In Chapter 8 (see 'Pa/fner c/70/ce') I will 

argue, perhaps controversially, that this 'relationship avoidance' is not 

dissimilar from the approach of avoiding potential partners who are deemed 

at all 'risky', which could itself be considered a strategy. 

These strategies of 'avoidance' might be described as 'avoid the gap' (to 

paraphrase Gold, 1993). That is, avoid getting anywhere near a 'heat of the 

moment' situation, which Gold identifies as the place that 'cooler', more 

considered, more rational and 'safer" intentions are forgotten. However 

these 'early avoidance' strategies also tended to rely on innuendo and body 

language (doing rather than saying), with little, if any, deployment of 'rational' 

argument though pursuing rational intent. 

Where a potentially unfaithful relationship was not avoided from the onset, 

and subsequently required some disentanglement, fidelity was sometimes 

bolstered by partner (in the cases reported: husband) intervention and 

support, which might be considered a further 'strategy'. 
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Several participants reported no inclination towards infidelity, whilst others 

reported being deterred by feelings of discomfort or guilt. Though not 

exactly 'strategies' these latter cases may illustrate a beneficial 'safe sex' 

effect of discourse(s) which privilege fidelity. 

The second set of 'contributors' are closer to conventional safer sex 

strategies. Condom use was not difficult where bof/7 parties were in 

agreement, as long as one partner raised the subject or produced a 

condom, and there was one account of intercourse p/anned by a partner, 

though not mutually, with the advanced provision of condoms. Other 

accounts of condom use were less clear, or were successful but not 

mutually negotiated (see below). There were some accounts of sharing 

sexual histories, including one where both partners had an HIV test before 

intercourse. 

Thirdly, there was one report of '(usually) no penetration' presented as 

contributing to 'safer sex' (beyond contraception), though the woman 

concerned reported that she was 'not keen' on oral sex. Other participants 

mentioned pleasure in oral sex but as part of their overall approach which 

included intercourse. One other person mentioned it as a possible (but 

improbable?) strategy for safer sex. 

Fourthly, 'personal rules' played some part in interviewees' approaches to 

sexual intimacy and these contributed to reducing, though usually not 

eliminating, risk. They included 'never on the first night', 'not on holiday (at 

least without a condom)' and 'I always use a condom'. 

There were, fifthly, some more general aspects of communication and 

interaction which contributed to successful negotiations: good partner 

communication (as with the husbands mentioned above); some reciprocal 

awareness and acceptance of the wishes of the other person (including 

accepting 'no'); and appropriate use of humour. 
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Although the 'innuendo and body language' present in the 'avoidance' 

strategies tended to generalise to most negotiation of intimacy there were, 

sixthly, some more specific 'arguments' reported. To turn down a date, or a 

move to more intimacy, these included: 'I don't feel it's appropriate', 'I'd like 

time to think' and 'I just don't think we're suited'. To elicit sexual history or 

negotiate condom use they included 'broaching the topic early', sometimes 

by indirect means such as reference to a relevant news, or other, story. In 

support of condom use arguments included appeals to 'caring for you / us', 

'it will be safer for you and safer for me' and 'it's as likely to be me as you' 

so we 'have to do these things these days'. 

Seventhly, there were rather more accounts of successful condom use 

where any discussion was avoided, and a more 'physical' approach was 

adopted: men 'just put one on' and women 'insisted'. However these cases 

were often in the interests of contraception. One woman suggested one 

pretend to need contraception as a strategy to negotiate condom use 

for sexual health protection. 

Some perceptions of condoms were very positive, which might obviate any 

need for deception to negotiate their use. One or two people reported liking 

them, the variety, and / or their potential to prolong intercourse. Sometimes, 

and always for one participant, they were considered preferable to other 

forms of contraception. Minor accounts of 'breakage' and 'slipping ofF 

seemed to have caused no serious concerns for participants here, unlike 

some occasions of 'unprotected' intercourse. Those who used condoms 

reported a preference to buying from vending machines and some people 

carried condoms, if not regularly then certainly on any kind of 'date'. 

Finally, if no condom was available coitus interruptus was always a last 

moment option, to address (though not very effectively) contraception. This 

was not, with one exception, seen as providing any 'protection' in the sense 

of the present study, perhaps because contraception was the usual concern 
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in 'protecting' intercourse for ttiese participants, if there was any concern. 

A few 'supplementary' issues emerged. One unanticipated finding was an 

account of blood donation acting as an incentive to safe sex, though 

conversely slight risk of identifying HIV infection was a disincentive to 

donating for someone else (see 'H/l/ fesf above). 

More disturbing, but perhaps more readily amenable to intervention, were a 

range of lacunae in participants' knowledge: from STD terminology, through 

to ignorance of possible side effects of 'curable' STDs, of emergency 

contraception and of condom shelf life. And I was unable to confirm whether 

flavoured condoms include a spermicide - as far as I can ascertain they do 

not, but, like the other items on this list, it is not easy to find out and, unlike 

the participants here, I have some idea where to start looking. 

Another disturbing finding is that many participants thought they were doing 

something that would contribute to safe(r) sex, for example 'always using 

condoms', but were not. 

Moreover the careful reader will have noticed that earlier in this chapter 

many limitations were identified to the seemingly 'uncomplicated' strategies 

summarised here. 

These limitations are discussed in the body of the chapter in the context of 

the strategies and are emphasised in each section summary or review. 

Some key recurring 'material discursive themes and fragments' relating to 

these strategies and limitations are discussed further in Chapter 7. Where 

limitations have implications for 'Sa/ersex - mfe/venf/on' they are discussed 

in that section of Chapter 8. Implications for method and theory are 

discussed in other sections of that chapter. 
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In the preceding three chapters various issues relating to sexual health 

which emerge from the interviews have been explored: in Chapter 4 some 

considerations about the nature of the data, in Chapter 5 information about 

the lives and perceptions of the participants relevant to sexual health ns/c, 

and in Chapter 6 some topics which emerged relevant to safe(r) sex. 

Where relevant these topics have been linked to some wider, sometimes 

recurring, themes. Mostly these have been discursive in nature, whether 

related to broad discourse topics such as patriarchal hegemony, already 

much discussed elsewhere, or fragments of "ways of talking' such as 'being 

lucky'. However sometimes they have been rather more physical or 

experiential in nature. 

The purpose of the present chapter is to draw together some of the more 

pervasive or otherwise noteworthy of these themes. Those covered have 

been selected primarily because of their impact on sexual health or risk in 

the lives of (one or more of) the participants. Secondary criteria for selection 

are themes that are particularly pervasive, or novel, or introduce new 

aspects to an already documented discourse. Unfortunately there is not 

space to explore all the relevant themes and fragments introduced in the 

preceding chapters. 

Particular attention is paid to physical and age related factors which 

emerged such as menopause, hysterectomy, vasectomy and impotence. 

These are highlighted since they were not anticipated, yet seem especially 

pertinent to the age cohort of the participants in the present studies. 

7.1 Ace and fertilMv 

We saw in the previous chapter that any concept of 'safe sex' has been 

dominated by concerns about pregnancy for most of the participants, despite 

knowledge of HIV and, though to a lesser extent, knowledge of other STDs. 
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This seems particularly salient to the present cohort, many of whom have by 

now addressed this problem by other means, and therefore incline towards 

celebrating 'risl( free' sex, and do nof want to consider relatively 'novel' 

sexual risks such as HIV infection. 

7.1.1 Hysterectomy/Menopause/Female sterilisation 

In Chapters 5 and 6 we have seen several accounts of women being 

resistant to the notion that now fertility is no longer an issue they should 

have to think about protected intercourse. It is as though that might be 

perceived as a particular attraction of menopause, and they are somehow 

cheated if that expectation is not realised. 

7.1.2 Vasectomy 

Before discussing how vasectomy may interact with safe(r) sex behaviours I 

will draw on a range of accounts, mostly but not entirely from the parent 

study, to present this procedure in a wider context. 

Eleven of the total twenty one participants discussed, or referred to, 

vasectomy. This included seven people from the parent study and four from 

the main study. In the parent study vasectomy was chosen or considered 

because of dissatisfaction with other forms of contraception, and a sense 

that the family was complete. 

Four people reported that when they approached their GP about sterilisation 

they were advised that it would be better or easier for the male partner. 

One woman also reported the consultant, after the birth of her last child, 

saying are you go/np fo do abouf confracepf/on?' 'You ougAf fo Aave 

fAe o/d man fom caffeoT (3256ff). Two of the men in these cases rejected or 

have so far resisted the proposal. In one case when the topic was raised by 

his wife he 'sa/d A/s grand/af/ier /rad Aad a c/7//d. Yes. H/s g/iand/af/7er Aad 
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/?a(/ a cMcf af sevenfy /yye' (3754). She took this as outright refusal, and 

was very distressed by it, given the implications of divorce or dying and her 

husband remarrying and starting a new family 'so wAen you're mamed 

and you've .. a baby and your Ausband fe//s you that you're very excffed 

arent you/... / sa/d "8u//y /or you" and / wenf fo fbe /ad/es and cned a// day 

/ fA/n/f bu/?' (3761ff). The other man said '/ d/dnY wanf fo fa/ce sucA an 

/rrevers/b/e - / /cnoiv /Y's nof /rrevers/b/e, buf sucb an /rrevers/b/e sfep you 

/mow/ (4327). 

One woman who subsequently separated from her husband seemed quite 

surprised when he agreed to the procedure 'He was ve/y good. / bave fo 

say fbaf. Yeab be .. /uc/o/y be accepted /f (4386). She went on to comment 

that '/f was ve/y pa/n/u/ /or b/m' (4410). This last point resonates a little with 

the man, already mentioned, who attributes his loss of libido to the 

vasectomy 'M/ig d/dn'/ wan/ /o ns/( bav/ng any more cb//dren. .. /\nd so .. // 

was /ar eas/er /or n7e /o bave .. /be opera//on /ban A)r em - /ban /or (w//e^ 

name/ /(nd /ess s/ress/u/. (DK: yeah) 8u/ // wasn'/ a/ /be //me/ (laughing) 

^s a - as a /ong /em? /b/ng .. // was easy wasn'/ //?' (DK: And that's worked 

out alright has it?) Yes.' (2115ff). This last was spoken very definitely, but 

as discussed in Chapter 5 (section 5.2.1), it was gradually revealed, through 

the course of the interview, to be less than the full story. 

These accounts are important not least because news of such experiences 

might discourage others from the approach. However the picture is not 

always so bleak. The only other case where a vasectomy proved 

problematic in itself was for a man who underwent the procedure because 

his wife, who already had a child at the time of their marriage, experienced a 

series of difficult miscarriages, and it seemed the best option in the interest 

of her health. At the time he had no concept of the possibility of the 

marriage failing, but it did. However he had the vasectomy reversed shortly 

before settling down in a new relationship with a much younger partner. 
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At least four couples had discussed the decision quite carefully, taking into 

account the possibility of their marriage failing (though, as in the case above, 

this usually seemed improbable at the time), but also fears such as "what if 

one of them died, and equally or more significantly what if one of their 

existing children died. These considerations were offset against feelings that 

'/f.. anyf/7/ng were fo /happen fo f/7e c/i/Zdren /f - we wou/dnY dec/de fo f/y 

ancf rep/ace anyway" (male, mid forties 2056), not least because '/f's a 

M .. /Y's /mmora/ fo Aave more f/?an fwo W s af fAe momenf. l/VbVe gof foo 

many peop/e m f/?e worfcT (2066). For another man it was an 'easy dec/sfon' 

(1992) and though he and his wife did discuss most of the topics already 

mentioned, for them choice of contraceptive was about 'wAafs "user 

/nend/y"?' (1937). f/ie end - fAe d/scuss/on was abouf Aawng /nee sex 

wAen, wAere and wAeneyer.. and ... w/7af /n/7Wed and w W d/dnf 

(1996). He and the remaining people who reported they or their current 

partner had a vasectomy gave a fairly convincing impression that they 

continued to have an active sex life which they very much enjoyed. As one 

of the women commented We nof /?ad fo wor/y w # condoms and a// fAe 

of/)er f/?/ng5 fAere are ..." (552ff). 

Yet the last two extracts point to the down side of vasectomy regarding 

safe(r) sex. As one woman in the main study commented 'Ae Aad /)ad a 

yasecfomy ... and Ae yusf d/d ora/ sex w/f/? partners be/bre me .. and so, you 

/mow we d/dnY fa/ce any pnecauf/ons .. as sue/?. So fAaf was f/?af. .. 

f/?ere aga/n you donf /enow 'cos peop/e lie donY fAey/" (2742ff). And she 

knew that her partner was a married man with children, so there was always 

some potential risk even if he had no current physical relationship with his 

wife. 

For those reporting vasectomy in the parent study the consideration was 

avoiding pregnancy, and vasectomy undoubtedly has one of the lowest 

contraceptive failure rates. One of the women in the main study did not 

want children. She recalled that 'w7f/7/n a s/)orf f/me Ae decided fo Aaye a 
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yasecfomy - so foo/c away - m' 'e f/?' - f/)e practical pmb/em of unwanted 

preg/7a/ic/es' (2414). She continued T/7e /ssue of vA/OS - sorf of d'yusf, 

c//dnY come up af f/7e We ' and later says she '/e/f con^denf enoug/) - abouf 

him f/7af / . . / d/dnf Zee/ fAere was a .. a Aea/fA ns/f /rom f/ie po/nf of wew of 

/̂ /OS" (2440). Although not married this seems to reflect a similar 

unconsidered confidence to that implicit in the accounts above from married 

women and is resonant with Willig's (1995) finding of 'an assoc/af/on 

befween mamage and sa/efy wAemby bemg mamed came fo s/gn/^ a sfafe 

of sa/efy w/f/7 rega/icf fo /-//y (page 79). 

Unfortunately for this woman that confidence was misplaced, and she 

eventually discovered 'Ae Aad been Aawng .. af/easf one of/?ersexua/ 

re/af/ons/7/p .. fon/arcfs fbe end of our/'e/af/ons/7/p ... /nMa//y / wasnY 

aware of.. ' (2468). Later she commented '/f was a concern fo me. ... He 

d/dnY cons/der f/?e ns/cs .. nsAy enoug/? fo be rega/ded as - as ns/fs / fb/n/c 

rea//y. em l/Vh/cb / fbougbf was qu/fe a poor aWWe. ...' (2586ff). As 

discussed in Chapter 6, it is not easy to introduce the notion of using sexual 

Aea/fb protection in the context of a supposedly faithful' relationship. 

On a more positive note, one of the older women commented '... /f's 

amaz/ng bow many men bave bad */asecfom/es buf still .. w///.. use confr" -

em condom .. wb/cb /s .. wb' wb/cb /s Good/" (3234). However this comment 

was in the context of discussion of sex outside any pretence of a committed 

monogamous relationship. 

7.2 Impotence 

Interviews for the main study were completed by June 1998, just a little 

while before news of 'Viagra' reached the mainstream media channels, with 

the pursuant alerting of the nation to the prevalence of difficulties with 

erectile performance. I will use the term 'impotence' here as it is the 

language of the interviewees, however medical and psycho-sexual literatures 
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describe a range of erectile dysfunctions, with varied aetiologies, very often 

compounded with psychological difficulties^ (see eg Kaplan, 1974, Bancroft, 

1989). 

Four of the participants (two male, two female) reported some experience of 

impotence, either for themselves or for one (or two) partner(s). Two further 

participants (one male, one female) mentioned some related experience. 

Impotence is not a straightforward condition. Many men over forty will have 

at least some transitory experience, in the words of one male in his mid 

forties '/ mean f/)e/ieVe been obwous/y er.. occas/ons - w/7en .. "Oops/ /f's 

nof M/or/ong yery we//" buf (slight laugh) very /isM/ anof /ar between' (3397ff). 

For this man the experience was clearly just a part of life. For others such 

an experience can undermine self confidence and can lead to a seemingly 

(to the person(s) concerned) intractable condition. Others throughout their 

lives will experience 'situational impotence' which seems to be the difficulty 

for the interviewee discussed in "Layers' of analysis' in Chapter 7. 

Describing one particular situation he says '14^// /... was ab/e fo have sex 

puf /f fbaf way buf /f wasnf a W erecf/on ... / mean ... M/hen / say f/?e 

/mpofence ... /f's ... on occas/ons /f cfoesnY worfc af a//, buf somef/mes /f does 

... buf somef/mes /f's on/y... sorf of ba/f fbere ... af /)a/f cock so fo speak ...'̂  

(7515ff). 

A crude analysis might conclude that impotence removes sexual health risk 

since if you 'can't do it' you can neither impregnate a partner, nor pass on an 

undesirable microbe through penetration. However, as indicated above, the 

condition is rather more labile than that. From this study, and my clinical 

Had I known more about the condition when conducting the pilot study, I could have reassured the 
parent who thought otherwise that it is not 'how vasectomy works', and should he wish to resume his sex 
life' there may be some remedy. 

'This account was given rather hesitantly and the omission marks here (eg represent only the 
deletion of such hesitation from the extract (eg '/, / em er i /'). 
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experience, it seems that impotence (or its possibility) might increase risl( in 

several quite distinct ways. 

The first is that if an erection is a somewhat fragile' experience there may 

be considerable reluctance to risk 'losing it' during the delay, and for some 

the embarrassment, of putting on a condom. As one of the men in the study 

reported '/ donY m/nof us/ng confracepf/ves .. persona/// / preAsr f/ie woman 

fo use ... because of my pmb/ems .. /f does fake .. cerfa/n fA;' - you /enow /f 

fa/ces f/?e sponfane/fy away... so / pre/er nof fo use /f (8020). 

The second and third arise from the discourse about vasectomy reported 

under 'Parents' above. This man had '/7ea/icy f/?af /f acfua//y.. reduces your.. 

sex dnve a (2152ff). This discourse might contribute to mens' reluctance 

to elect vasectomy as a contraceptive option (see 'Vasectomy' above -

though none of the 'reluctant' males here vo/ced this particular concern). 

Given vasectomy is such an effective contraceptive measure this would be 

unfortunate. Conversely any reduction in vasectomies be considered 

desirable since, as described above, vasectomy can contribute to unsafe 

sex, both because pregnancy is considered carefully but STDs are not, and 

because of the complications arising from supposedly (versus actually) 

monogamous relationships. There is some clinical support that a small 

proportion of men do experience some reduction in erectile performance 

which they affrfbufe to vasectomy - though this seems most often^ due to the 

misattribution of a temporary reduction in function, as discussed above. This 

is generally amenable to therapeutic intervention (cf Kaplan, 1974) however, 

since most erectile dysfunction remains untreated, any difficulties 

experienced in this regard may lead to increased risk in the same way as 

impotence generally. 

The example from Chapter 7 shows how life can be dominated by any 

®lt may also occasionally be due to coincidence with some less tractable age related reduction in 
function, as, say, with late onset diabetes. 
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medium or long term experience of impotence, to the extent that we cannot 

but re-interpret many aspects of that account given the 'revelation' of the 

man's difficulty"*. Nor are men necessarily mistaken in believing their 

partner's perception of them altered by knowledge of their impotence, though 

not necessarily in negative terms. The two women who discussed new 

partners who were impotent (as opposed to more permanent partners who 

experienced a more transitory problem) tended to emphasize quite positive 

things about these men 'Ae was very caning and qu/fe cons/denafe' (3417ff) 

of one, in the context of alternative sexual pleasures, elsewhere described 

as 'ora/ sex and f/?/s fAaf and ofAeX (1371). The other example was of a 

man relatively recently impotent, a symptom of diabetes, though interestingly 

the woman who recounted^ this attributed the impotence to his freafmenf for 

diabetes. She added 'we did s/eep fogef/rer.. and e' he was very 

a/yecAonafe and /?e was a /ove/y man' (3537ff) and 'Ae was ve/y facWe and 

em very cons/derafe' (3603). However in both cases there were difficulties, 

partly due to the mens' own responses to the problem. In the first example 

difficulties began when by the seventh or eighth date the man had made no 

physical approach '/f was sorf of a M damn/ng fo yot/r ego ... nof even a 

snog /n f/7e bac/c row of fAe p/cfures or anyf/)/ng ... ' (1574). The 

interviewee acknowledges, if somewhat 'patronisingly', that this partner made 

some effort to address the problem 'bless him he even sort of went to .. the 

docfors, and /?e wenf fo a uro/og/sf or wAafever...' (1373) but to no avail 

and, perhaps more of a problem 'Ae was geff/ng more and more /msfrafed 

w/f/7 /f (1383). Similarly the woman in the second example recounts '/f was 

^One can even, perhaps, begin to understand how he comes to say at one point'/ - you /mow / paid A)r 
f/7/s woman f' /f you //' you /mow e' f/ie woman w/70 mns fAe agency /s 'p/n?fi/ngr' /br me /fyou ///fe' (1828). 

Ît is of interest that this account was given during discussion alter the interview had completed, luckily 
before the tape recorder had been switched off (which the woman did know). In answer to the question 
about general sexual health (which comes quite late in the interview) she had only mentioned that her ex-
husband had a temporary problem at one time, linked to some medication. She had mentioned the 
relationship referred to above earlier in the interview. This case again exemplifies how interviewees will only 
have reported a sample of the relevant data, for whatever reason. In this case it seems this particular 
scenario had simply not occurred to the woman at the time of the earlier question, despite she clearly linked 
that question to impotence. She appeared to have no difficulty or hesitation in recounting this episode of 
her life once it had occurred to her. 
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ye/y /rusfraf/ng /or A/m .. because /le .. /lad obwous/y .. e' up unW Ae gof 

f/7/s .. cond/f/on been, probab/y been ve/y.. acf/ye sexua///.. and em .. be 

was qu/fe angry and upsef abouf /f a / / ( 3569 ) . She feels this contributed 

to their relationship ending 'because be probab/y /e/f fbaf /newfab/y / w/ou/d.. 

/oo/f e/sewbens' (3583). She is unsure whether this would be the case, 

given he was attractive in so many other ways. However there are clearly 

fears of re/af/onsb/p risk here, which might imply sexual health risk (if the 

woman should seek another partner), especially since no-one seems to 

consider the health risks. 

The account of the other relationship ending is somewhat different since the 

interviewee thinks she 'sfayed mfb b/m /onger fban - //" /f bad been a norma/ 

.. re/af/onsb/p / fb/n/c we wou/d bave .. bro/ren up a/ifer fbree or /bur mon/bs 

..." (1390). This was primarily accounted because 'be wou/dnY open up /o 

me? .. and as you pmbab/y ga/bened / ///ce a cba/f (1406). Later she 

commented '/ d/d /ee/ so/f of.. sorry /or b/m wb/cb /snY .. p/y/b .. Not /be 

ngb/.. reason /o s/ay m/b anyone (1455) hastily adding '/ mean n/ce guy 

... be was /oye/y bu/ be wasn'/ /or me'.^ More relevant to safe(r) sex is the 

variety of strategies they tried for coping with the impotence, including when 

she 'gaye b/m /be /wo /o//y s/Zc/cs' (3395) but these strategies did no/ include 

the use of condoms. With reference to contraception she said '.. /bere was 

/us/ no ques//on of// a/ a/// (laughing) /-/e d/dn'/ bave one /ba/ wor/ced/" 

(2887). Aside from this being a rather harsher comment on the condition 

than seen elsewhere, there is also the concern that lack of erection does not 

necessan/y preclude ejaculation (see eg Bancroft, 1989) nor the presence of 

semen. Whilst the risk may not exist in the case described, and is always 

relatively low, I have seen men in the clinical setting who are unable to gain 

an erection with a partner, but have no difficulty gaining an erection and 

ejaculating when alone. There is always the possibility that something may 

®Much later in the interview (3835ff) she commented that he was 'a giver' and that seemed to bring out 
a spiteful side in /ler'/ was /*@ a spo/Zf cWd, / cou/d fee/ myse/f do/ng /f (3886). A feeling she disliked as 
she usually feels herself to be 'a giver'. 
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happen, increasing the general risks around impotence to include the 

possibility of unintended pregnancy. 

Data from this study illustrate only fleetingly that general psychosexual 

health may interact in many complex ways with sexual health prophylactic 

measures. Clinical experience indicates these could be far more extensive 

than represented here. For example the female condition of vaginismus 

(where the vaginal sphincter contracts so tightly that it is not possible for the 

partner to penetrate, see eg Kaplan, 1974) can also be somewhat variable 

(though to a lesser extent than male impotence) and again tends to mitigate 

against the use of condoms. 
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7.3 Gender 

In marked contrast to other texts I have analysed (Kirkland, 1995) gendered 

power relations did not initially stand out as a significant contributor to 

presence or absence of safe(r) sex in the data here. However, since this 

has been a recurrent theme in much of the previous (text analytic and/or 

discourse based) literature in this area it seems appropriate to explore 

related themes which emerged here as a possible source of contrast -

especially since, as most of the earlier work is based on the accounts of 

'young people', this may be a cohort related difference or, as emerges, 

perhaps even an age related change. Whatever the genealogy the presence 

of more equitable male female power relationships must initially be 

presumed to derive from some alternative discourse from the patriarchal 

hegemony typically invoked in the context of sex and gender. 

On the whole, previous literature in this area, as emphasised by Stewart 

(1999) has emphasised 'conventional femininity' as 'passivity, helplessness, 

and victimisation' (Vance, 1984, cited by Stewart, 1999). However this is not 

the whole story. Holland et al (1992a) have discussed, albeit few, examples 

of 'more empowered' women, and Stewart (1999) develops this theme with 

examples from a large scale study of Australian teenage women. 

But examples from Chapter 6 often run counter to the 'male sex drive' 

discourse (Hollway, 1984, Wight, 1996), though in slightly different ways ('not 

interested', 'not casual' or 'not demanding'). 

There were examples of men refusing sex and of men preferring to /ef the 

woman take the initiative, though hegemonic 'male dominance' is often 

acknowledged and hedged in these accounts. However the strenuous 

denial of any planning of sex since this might be read as 'seduction', 

suggests some complex discursive tensions in this area. 
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Nonetheless there was considerable evidence from the interviews that 

women often do take control of first intercourse, and this was commented on 

by four of the five women and three of the four men in the 'dating' group, 

although it was often presented as not quite 'normal', whereas men taking 

the initiative went unmarked and apparently 'taken for granted'. 

I have suggested that therefore the woman discussed in Chapter 4 who was 

surprised to discover how often she is the 'initiator" may not be alone. Whilst 

her accounts suggested some 'actual' control of those situations, women's 

perceptions in this regard may be further confounded by just what the scope 

of the 'let' is when she is /ef take the initiative. 

There seems to be considerable muddle between expectation and practice 

in this area, but if women are more in control of initiating first intercourse 

than is generally acknowledged, by women or men, it is perhaps not 

surprising that 'planning' is either absent or haphazard, everyone believes 

someone else has responsibility for risk management (see Chapter 5), and 

no-one is keen to be seen buying or canning condoms, in case they may 

seem to be 'expecting something' that it is not in their remit to expect. 

However if men are seen to 'take control' to some extent of when 

intercourse should happen, one might also link this to the discussion of 

situational impotence above. 

In general discourse about sex there is an assumption that men can get an 

erection whenever they want, that the only problem is avoiding this. But 

whilst this is true for some men it is certainly not so for all, and is probably 

not even the norm. There seems little reliable data about this beyond 

clinical case load, but the introduction of Viagra to the medical pillbox 

surfaced a considerable 'latent demand' in this respect. 

Zilbergeld (1980) has commented on the prevalence of myth about male 
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potential, but if men are required to appear able to perform at will in order to 

protect their male identity, and if women are not aware that men may be 

insecure in this regard, then perhaps taking control of timing and situation at 

least enables men to 'present' as fulfilling this subjective positioning -

perhaps we should not be surprised at their need to be in control. If a 

woman is not aroused, intercourse may be uncomfortable, or even painful, 

but her identity is not (instantly) threatened. This is not to argue to retain 

these male dominant discourses, but to deconstruct them to everyone's 

advantage. 

7.4 Sex in the sixties 

Having discussed some possible age related differences emerging in the 

data there are also traces of some specific cohort effects, or at least an 

indication that people think of their situation in these terms. These might 

usefully be situated against the wider literature, using a more genealogical 

discursive analysis - I sniffed the occasional shade of flower power" - but 

regret there is not space to pursue this topic. 

7.5 Monogamy / Serial monogamy 

These were pervasive themes, though the 'safest', and apparently happiest, 

relationships seemed grounded in an acknowledgement of 'luck' - perhaps a 

separate discourse enabling some more positive validation of life? - but yet 

to be explored. 

7.6 Condoms and material discourse: 

Several discursive themes might be pursued regarding condoms, but these 

are treated under a more pragmatic discussion in the context of intervention, 

in Chapter 8. 
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7.7 Trust 

There were several discursive strands in the accounts relating to 'trust', but 

again no space to pursue them in any detail. 

7.8 Confusion: Intimacy. Intercourse and loneliness 

Strands from this topic seemed most deserving of attention on an initial 

reading of the data, however this was abandoned since a more 

psychoanalytic approach seemed to be required, especially since the data 

here, though 'insistent' was very fragmentary. A limited discursive treatment 

of these fragments might be more viable in the context of Gavey et al.'s 

(1999) recent discussions of 'meanings' of intercourse (grounded in more 

focused discussion of this topic), percolated as it was through nearly all 

aspects of the lives of many, though not all, s/ng/e participants. 

7.9 Discourse as process - vehba/ negotiation as ' the exceptkMi' 

A lack of 'talk' about sex emerged only cumulatively as a pervasive theme 

through the analyses in Chapter 6. This 'process' theme is explored in more 

detail in Chapter 8. 
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I have sought in this thesis to explore something of the way that accounts of 

sexual behaviour can both inform and be informed by the theoretical 

assumptions we bring to bear on that research. 

Chapters 5 and 6 illustrate something of how an inclusive, eclectic approach 

to text analysis, informed by some principles of discourse theory, can 

produce a clearer, perhaps richer, account of concerns relevant to safe(r) 

sex intervention. 

In Chapter 4 extracts from interviews were used to illustrate discursive 

processes which occurred 'naturally' in the interview context, but which 

would be masked by social cognition model research (see Chapter 1), and 

which, whilst illuminating how some of the missing variance of SCfi/l based 

studies might be accounted, must also undermine the relevance of their 

findings in this kind of applied research. 

In Chapter 7 I have summarised some of the discursive 'themes and 

fragments' which, along with such discursive processes, underlie the 

contradictory but rich variance in the lived experience recounted by the 

participants in the present research. 

In this final chapter I will summarise what seem to be some of the key 

themes arising from this research which may be relevant to sexual health 

intervention, before moving on to discuss in slightly more detail how the 

research method contributed to these findings, and then some possible 

implications of the implicit-explicit distinction developed in Chapter 1. 
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8.1 Safefr) sex - intervention 

Since most of the topics below were discussed in some detail they are 

summarised only briefly here. On the whole the range of concerns and 

difficulties were not qualitatively different from those of young people. 

However two particular themes emerged, perhaps because of the age range 

of the participants. Firstly some disturbing effects of increased risk arising 

from 'post fertility' and secondly some counter-intuitive effects arising from 

sexual difficulties. Both are discussed in Chapter 7 above. 

8.1.1 Strategies for negotiating safB(r) sex 

A disappointing aspect of the present research was that very few strategies 

for negotiating condom use were identified, and typically they were not used 

consistently, or were associated with other unhappy outcomes (see Chapter 

6, 'Condom use - summar/) 

More interesting were a number of themes about avoiding relationships (see 

Chapter 6, Ta/Zong - rev/en/). There were diverse inter-relationships of 

themes such as the nature of monogamous relationships, avoiding other 

possibilities of relationships, and 'luck', though there is not space to explore 

them here. 

8 .1.2 Age 

Perhaps one of the most important messages from the present research is 

that sexual health risk is not only a risk for the young. Somehow busy GPs, 

amongst others, need to be made aware that, though their own sexual 

lifestyle may not entail risk, if a patient asks for advice about HIV it may be 

because his or her lifestyle does. 

Although a few people interviewed perhaps evinced some aura of 'maturity 
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with age', most seemed to have as many difficulties, and use as wide a 

range of accounting strategies as 'young people'. Although based on a 

small sample the data tend to warn against any age related assumptions. 

8.1.3 Post feitilily 

There has also been a tendency within the medical profession, though this is 

beginning to change slowly, to consider that sexual activity ceases post 

fertility. The evidence here suggests that, although this may be the case for 

some, for others it may signal freedom from need of contraception and 

consequently lead to increase in risk. 

Moreover sexual difficulties, for example erectile difficulties, may, at any age, 

potentially signal increased sexual risk (see Chapter 7). 

8.1.4 Knowledge 

There were a number of important lacunae in the basic knowledge of 

participants here. Advertising might be used to raise awareness of the 'best 

before' date on a condom packet, which condoms contain a spermicide and 

to increase awareness of emergency contraception. However, the STD 

terminology problem is a little different. There is a considerable literature on 

'labelling' effects, for example the seemingly eternal search for labels in 

mental health which will not have negative connotations. 

Since the interviews here, where many people did not recognise 'STD', there 

has been a further shift within sexual health promotion circles to prefer 'STI' 

or 'Sexually Transmitted Infection' (it is apparently less daunting to discover 

oneself 'infected' than 'diseased'). Aside from finding this particular 

distinction eludes me (whereas I can see some merit in the shift from the 

latinate 'Venereal Disease'), there is clearly a downside to any of these 

moves, since relevant literature, news items and so on may simply be 
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overlooked, or just not understood, because of them. 

Moreover if, as is perhaps quite possible from the connectionist model (and 

consonant with research data in this area), the effect of the new label is 

simply to attach to a pre-existing constellation of meanings, then the process 

may anyway be somewhat futile. 

8.1.5 Parenting 

In Chapter 5 there was some evidence that parents were concerned to 

protect their own health for the sake of their children. This is a theme that 

might be explored further to see whether it might be usefully integrated into 

sexual health promotion literature. 

8.1.6 Avoiding saying no' 

There was cumulative evidence from the transcripts that people experienced 

difficulties 'saying no' which may or may not be linked to some more general 

discourse about co-operation. It may be over-represented in the present 

sample who, after all, agreed to take part in the interviews. However it 

seems a potentially useful theme to explore in the context of sexual health. 

This point goes beyond any more general consideration about assertiveness 

(see Chapter 6 'Ta/Zcmg - nev/eiV, section 6.2.6). 

8.1.7 Avoiding talking about sex 

This distinct topic is also explored in Chapter 6 Ta/Zcmg - mweiV, but some 

further considerations are explored in the context of the 'explicit-implicit" 

distinction, below. 
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8.1.8 Condoms 

The mechanics of condom use generally worked satisfactorily for participants 

here in respect of contraception, with only one breakage and one that 'came 

off. However despite the somewhat fragmentary nature of the accounts a 

wide range of further issues emerged. These are discussed in some detail 

in Chapter 6, but two points are worth further consideration here. 

In their 1988 report Chapman and Hodgson noted that condom can be 

sfrefc/red fo propo/Y/ons /a/ger any pen/s be p/acecf /ns/de /f 

(Chapman and Hodgson, 1988, page 101) implying, consonant with 

'received wisdom' of the day, that when it comes to condoms 'size doesn't 

matter". However size can matter with respect to comfort (mentioned by 

participants here). From this data and the knowledge that GUM clinics have, 

at least since I began clinical training in 1997, offered the choice of extra 

large condoms, I initially intended only to comment that this topic might 

deserve more discussion in the context of intervention. 

I have since discovered that, as well as their web marketing site, Durex have 

a 'science' site (http://www.durex.com/scientific), containing data from 

several studies. In response to research indicating considerable variation in 

erect penis size, and shape, and also suggesting some correlation between 

larger size and frequency of breakage, they launched 'Durex Comfort' in 

September, 1998, a few months after the last interviews were conducted. 

The participants in studies then could not be expected to know of that 

development, though I understand Virgin Mates introduced such 

developments somewhat earlier. (They have since sold out to Ansell who 

do not address this topic on their web site, though they do report ongoing 

research to address the small but increasing problem of latex intolerance.) 

It is unclear yet whether such developments will have a significant effect on 

uptake of condom use. What is perhaps disappointing is that enquiring 
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informally amongst friends and colleagues, some acknowledged condom 

users, no-one knew about these developments, in August 2000, nearly two 

years after their introduction. Nor is it clear how participants from this study 

would get to know, or to make informed purchasing choices, given the rather 

ad hoc 'purchase whatever is in a discreet machine' approach identified 

above (see Chapter 6). However there is a further web site run by 

Interhealth, who not only offer condoms from a range of suppliers but do 

include a page of advice as to which might suit. Since they also provide 

postal delivery in unmarked packaging it would seem to address a number 

of the concerns raised by participants here - once they find and can access 

the appropriate web site. 

However developments in this field do not address another concern 

emerging from the interviews, that condoms 'sanitise' sex or make it 

inappropriately clinical, which may be linked to the wider, though still 

fragmentary, discourse about the 'chemistry' of sex. Unfortunately this is 

less than encouraging for Willig's (1995) suggestion that condoms might be 

positively marketed as a 'hygiene' item. 
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8.2 Methodoloav 

The few main points discussed here and in Chapter 7 are somewhat diverse 

in their nature, and I want briefly to consider how they relate to the various 

approaches to text analysis introduced in Chapter 2. 

Conversation analysis afforded the detailed analysis techniques exploited to 

identify hesitations and so on, for example in interpreting some of the 

confusion over misunderstanding of STD terminology. 

A very straightforward content analysis was sufficient to identify some of the 

issues about condoms, though others were more fragmentary and 

submerged. 

Some key themes to emerge quite early in the ana/ys/s were some of the 

'post fertility' topics like hysterectomy, vasectomy and impotence, though 

their emergence in the course of the interview (especially the latter two) had 

sometimes been somewhat tortuous. 

Grounded theory techniques contributed to developing a 'thicker" description 

of participants lives, and with I PA warranted perhaps more focus on 

experiential aspects of the data. Here, for example, 'loneliness' is perhaps 

an experience rather than a discourse? and the role of 'affect' as it 

compromises 'saying no' is somewhat outside a strictly discourse theoretical 

account. 

There was no direct use of social representations theory techniques, though 

one might posit that the interpretation of a condom as signifier of 'intercourse 

this weekend' might lend itself to such an analysis. 

But the main focus of the analysis was discursive, both discourse as 

process: focusing on contradictions and omissions; discourse as subjectivity 
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- meanings of who initiates first intercourse and the way disruption of gender 

expectations might generate confusion; and an indication of the potential 

exploration of genealogy of discourses such as 'sex in the sixties'. 

Above all perhaps an attempt to be reflexive about the analysis - to the 

extent of provoking one or two readers of some early draft sections to 

comment that I am 'too apologetic', but that may arise from their unfamiliarity 

with this research paradigm. 

8.2.1 Interviewer sMUs 

Without any doubt psycho-sexual counselling training and experience 

contributed significantly to the more direct and detailed material from the 

second study. It is interesting that the majority of interviews for the Gavey et 

al. (1999) paper, which explores more intimate aspects of intercourse, were 

conducted by Kathryn McPhillips a practising clinical psychologist working in 

a sex related area. 

Not least such experience leaves one perhaps more prepared to accept 

interviewees' reports, unlike Chapman and Hodgson (1988) who report 'one 

man iv/)o claimed conofoms pro/onged mfe/rourse' (ibid, page 98, my 

emphasis). Clinical evidence provides support for this claim for some men, 

and overall perhaps increases one's sensitivity to the very diverse range of 

lived sexual experience. 

Nonetheless one might still hope to be more sensitive to what an interviewee 

might be trying to say. 

There is also a potential drawback. For example the interviewer is often 

expected to be knowledgeable, and it is difficult always to convey to 

participants that it is fAe/r view one is concerned with. So in the first 

interview when the man asked whether his associated experience of 
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impotence was 'how vasectomy works?' It is perhaps better nof to know, in 

order to surface the interviewee's understanding and perspective. 

8.3 Eclecdcism 

It is unquestionably the case that the present report demonstrates 

considerable eclecticism of methodology, though contained within a 

discursive framework. 

This can be justified up to a point by the parallel research focus of exploring 

research theory and method. 

More pertinent to the 'safe(r) sex' focus, whilst a stricter discourse theoretic 

would have some advantages it would seem wasteful to pass over more 

mundane, but perhaps more easily addressable, concerns like the STD 

terminology problem, or the range of dislikes of condoms, which are 

particularly pertinent to possible intervention. Equally useful, I would argue, 

is an integrated account of the issues, as presented here, in order to 

mitigate somewhat the possibility of drawing inappropriate 'de-contextualised' 

generalisations from a relatively small sample. 

Recently Yardley (2000), discussing dilemmas in evaluating qualitative 

research, has discussed the importance of fit' between the research 

question, the philosophical perspective adopted, and the method of 

investigation and analysis undertaken (ibid, page 222). There is evident 

overlap with the concerns of the present thesis. However, in a conference 

presentation of this material (BPS, Winchester, 2000), she argued more 

strongly than in the paper that, in the interests of theoretical rigour, if a piece 

of research was situated within a particular theoretical paradigm then it 

should stay coherently within that paradigm throughout. 

In principle, and in consideration of the examples Yardley cites in her paper, 
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I find myself fully in agreement. Yet in practice I find I have not adopted this 

criterion in its entirety, though this perhaps depends on how inclusively one 

reads 'discourse' - which in itself illustrates a further difficulty for this rubric. 

Certainly it might be argued that, whilst an ethnomethodological account of 

the data may be a necessary step on route to a more discursive analysis 

(see Chapter 2 above), the final report should content itself with focusing on 

the more strictly discursive findings. Yet in this context I would not even 

claim that the primarily descriptive account in Chapter 5 of the 'manifest' 

aspects of sexual relationships which emerged from participants' accounts is 

in any sense strictly ethnographic. 

To some extent one might fall back on the very 'inclusive' nature of 

Foucault's writings to warrant the present approach - however one of the few 

respects in which Foucault's writings are perhaps not 'exemplary' is in 

respect of presenting information in an easily accessible and readily 

digestible form, even for other theorists, let alone 'applied' practitioners - so 

it is appropriate to place somewhat different demands on applied 

psychological research. 

Yet the inclusion and organisation of the material in Chapters 5 and 6 above 

perhaps best serves the interests of anyone who might be concerned to 

situate the present research into their own practice. 

Against this background I would perhaps seek to reformulate Yardley's call 

for rigour and suggest that researchers should at least attempt to articulate 

how their research findings are situated with respect to any informing theory 

and methodology - as well as how and why they deviate. Which is perhaps 

the best I can claim for what I have attempted here. 
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Vnfu/f/on /s nof some sfu/f... mfu/f/on w#ouf reasonmg /s Mod, buf 

/cfeas mMf/on are empfy' (Varela, 1996). 

8.4 Implicit-expllcH: Knowledge 

In his development of discourse theory Foucault focused almost exclusively 

on an analysis of 'explicit' knowledge - the talk and, more especially, the 

writing (a kind of documented talk) of society: exploring how pervasive 

themes in that explicit knowledge serve to construct us all. Yet interestingly 

Foucault's theorising was grounded in observations of the effects of talk on 

people incarcerated in 'total institutions' such as asylums and prisons -

arguably those people in society with /easf access, or least effective access, 

to exp//c/f knowledge. 

Psychologists have drawn on the concepts Foucault developed in this 

theorising of social processes, exploring particularly the notion of the 

interplay between social discourse and personal subjectivity. However 

psychologists such as Potter and Wetherell (1987) drew on developments in 

psychology in the theory of discursive processes, such as Austin's (1962) 

notion of speech acts and theoretical developments in the analysis of the 

process of conversation, to explore the process (rather than structure) of 

social discourses in action in this process of construction at a personal level. 

They exploited these research techniques to 'discover' themes and 

fragments of broader 'social' discourse in 'everyday talk'. Brought together 

with Foucault's insights psychologists illustrated, beyond Foucault's 

observation 'that' people are constrained by discourse, something of the 

process by which 'everyday talk' is permeated by social discourses which 

construct personal subjectivities, and is used by people to construct others 

(Wight's, 1996, 'slag' 'nice girl'). 

It is clear that these techniques are effective when working with explicit. 
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articulated, material. 

However the techniques of discursive conversation analysis, though perhaps 

necessary, are not always sufficient to surface enough of what is implicit to 

explain this 'working through' of social discourse at the juncture of multiple 

subjectivities in a person, and from the start theorists such as Hollway 

(1984) drew on psychoanalytic techniques to encompass more of the 

underlying process at this 'juncture'. 

Returning to the account of distinctions between what is implicit and what is 

explicit developed from a connectionist analysis (see Chapter 1) we might 

summarise these to consider: what is explicit, or partly explicit, and what is 

implicit, but more importantly, what distinctions are there amongst all that is 

implicit, and then consider how these distinctions might relate both to the 

processes of making the implicit explicit, and to the effects of broader social 

discourses. Finally how might they illuminate any of the observations from 

the data presented in the preceding chapters. 

8.4.1 What Is explicit 

I have argued that primarily explicit knowledge is that which can be spoken 

or written, and which, somewhat less carefully ordered, is perhaps dominant 

in our more 'aware' thought processes, our 'stream of consciousness' (eg, as 

illustrated in James Joyce's Ulysses). 

However, because they are less 'well ordered' and not necessarily fully 

articulated these 'partly articulated' thoughts may have effects on our 

behaviour of which we are only somewhat vaguely aware. IVIore 

constructively it is perhaps the extent to which we have some capacity to 

articulate, or to develop such articulatable, or at least semi articulated, 

concepts that we can become at all 'aware' of what we do and might do (cf 

k^ead, 1934/1967) and gain some confm/ over this - what we glibly talk of as 
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'cognitive control', what the sexual health literature discusses as 'volitional 

control', acknowledging thereby that there is perhaps something 'outwith' this 

which is 'controlling' us. We might consider that something 'not volitional' is 

perhaps not 'explicated' (not 'cognised'). 

Our connectionist account of implicit processes may then help 'unpick' some 

of the different ways our mind may, or not, develop more 'grasp', which is of 

interest here since it may have implications for what is, or is not, possible by 

way of sexual health intervention. 

8.4.2 What Is Implicit 

First, developing the account of explicit and semi articulated knowledge, this 

explicit knowledge may have contributed to 'shaping' our implicit knowledge, 

through processes such as associative reinforcements. These may be 

likened to the ways society constructs our subjectivities without our being 

'aware' of the process^ 

It is this aspect of what is 'implicit' which is perhaps next most amenable 

(compared with what is articulated and explicit) to the 'explicatory' processes 

of discourse theoretic analysis of conversational turns (cf Potter and 

Wetherell, 1987, Edwards and Potter, 1992) and even to the 'talking cure' of 

the analyst's couch. Freud's 'cure' was arguably most straightforward when 

the obstructive or disruptive influence could be traced to the semi-conscious, 

and sometimes 'unconscious', effects of what Freud called the superego -

our intemalisation of the socialising influences of parents or carers (Freud, 

1923/1981) and perhaps we might add the wider community (the more or 

Wetherell and Maybin (1996) provide a particularly useful example of the effects of such processes 
becoming suddenly explicit through a 'disjuncture', in their deconstruction of the account of a Japanese 
American anthropologist (Kondo), who, in the course of participant observation in a city in Japan caught 
sight one day of the reflection of a young Japanese woman shopping in the local market. The dis location 
was her shock at the sudden realisation that it was her reflection. Her immersion in Japanese society and 
culture had become so complete that she 'no longer recognised herself, she had become reconstructed as 
'Japanese'. 
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less subtle effects of processes such as 'slag' 'drag' labelling in the 

playground, Lees, 1993). 

However I have suggested that connectionism enables us to identify other, 

perhaps less tractable, influences in these implicit processes. 

8.4.2. f Sense pefcepAon, pm-conscAows 

Firstly, and still somewhat tractable, is our internal and unguided patterning 

and organisation of the data we access through our sense perception 

(perhaps akin to Freud's notion of the 'pre-conscious'). The connectionist 

analysis helps to illuminate how these perceptions will be ever present, but 

somewhat fuzzy', contributing a different influence for each of us in the 

patterning underlying what can only be constructed in the sense of being 

shaped by society's discourses, rather than constructed anew in any purely 

abstract sense. (We teach children, and even adults, new colour names by 

showing them examples; we introduce each other to new words by way of 

examples - evidenced in the underlying structure of the Oxford English 

Dictionary; or via other words already grounded in such examples). 

However our ability (not explained by the connectionist model) to struggle, 

and sometimes succeed, in 'explicating' these differences, might be argued 

to contribute not only (perhaps never) to the articulation (or manifestation) of 

entirely new discourses, but at least to our ability to resist and reshape those 

that already exist (a gradual cumulative effect built on Mead's notion of the 

first internalisation of a gesture from the 'other"). 

IVIoreover the psychological processes which enable articulation of 

submerged effects of social discourse may to some extent assist this 

process of explicating this 'pre-conscious' implicit 'knowledge' of which we 

are often only vaguely aware - perhaps when someone's argument does not 

quite 'ring true' in the light of our own experience, but we are, at least 
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initially, at a loss as to be able to explain "why". 

IVIany researchers concerned with discursive processes (Billig, 1996, 

Edwards and Potter, 1992, Antaki, 1994, etc) offer insights into these 

processes, but so perhaps does Freud's approach of taking seriously the 

implications of patterning as it develops in the more pictorial symbolic 

interplay of our dreams - and his method for assisting anyone 'explicate' this 

(in the sense of helping someone articulate the pattern and hence make it 

explicit and external). 

This further highlights that whilst such implicit processes may be ever active, 

by explicating them, and especially by making the explication exfema/, that 

is, by explicating them to another, we can gain some control over them -

though necessarily never being able to 'capture' all the detail (so losing 

some of the subtlety of the implicit process, as well as perhaps never being 

able to bring their effects under complete control). 

It begins to be apparent why this analysis may be relevant to what is 

poss/b/e in terms of sexual health intervention, however this becomes 

clearest in the light of the final conceptualisation of these implicit processes 

which I have positioned, tentatively, on the premises of connectionism. 

8.4.2.2 AwasA /Mwmones 

A connectionist analysis already surfaces that what we are 'paying attention 

to' at any one time is whatever is emerging most forcibly from whatever the 

complex array of interconnected networks is currently 'attuned' to^. However 

if this is analogous to processes in the 'brain', then, as I argued in Chapter 

'in the same way that the insurance data 'network' (see Chapter 1) is shaped by the history of the 
experience of all the records of the database, but when activated by the input of the parameters of any 
specific record focuses on the category that record most closely responds to. The patterns associated with 
that particular set of inputs become activated - which might be considered analogous to how our attention 
is prompted to attend to 'dog' rather than 'lion' depending on what we find standing in front of us. 
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1, these networks are 'awash' in cerebrospinal fluid and it seems that quite 

'primitive' processes in the brain come into play when our embodied 

existence is challenged in any way - our more 'cognitive' musings may be 

flooded with hormones in such a way as to force us to attend to some 

behaviour necessary to our body's persistence. But these hormonal 

processes seem also to come into play in the service of species persistence. 

I may truly 'not know what came over me' if the homional hit was sufficient 

to wipe out any possible organised functioning of either the explicit, or even 

implicit, processes of my mind. 

IVIoreover, one can draw on this connectionist account to question whether it 

will ever be possible to gain access or control at this stage of the 

proceedings. It may present an unbridgeable boundary to any 'cognitive' 

control. It is unclear how insights about discursive processes or dream 

analysis would help make explicit anything beyond the vague terminology we 

already possess of the 'mood' which then controls us. 

This enables some reinterpretation of the strategy of those in monogamous 

relationships who avoid venturing anywhere near another relationship where 

this boundary might be threatened. The variation between participants in 

"where this boundary is set' may indicate an important intuitive sense of 

where this boundary exists for them - and it may be very variable between 

different people - some seem never to 'lose control'^. 

Nonetheless it may also be variable within each of us. Some indefinable 

characteristic of a potential partner may perhaps trigger the hormonal rush 

much earlier in any social interaction than we have experienced previously -

and so we may be 'caught out'. Or one might venture that some cumulative 

effect of prolonged 'loneliness' may lower the threshold of our potential 

response? 

"Indeed the outcome of clinical treatment of female anorgasmia often turns on success or failure of 
techniques introduced to encourage 'letting go'. 
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This has brought us back to how the analysis of some finer distinctions 

about what is implicit or explicit might help us further interpret the data from 

the research reported in preceding chapters. 

I would now like to try it out on the recurring theme of 'not talking about sex'. 

8.5 Not talkina about sex 

In the introduction I suggested that perhaps the social taboos related to 

sexual intercourse, and in particular the consequent lack of opportunity for 

our more usual 'learning through observation' may contribute to some of our 

difficulties with this topic. This can now be linked to the notion of the usual 

'richness' of our 'perceptual' 'preconscious' knowledge base about a topic -

we simply do not know as much about sex (actual intercourse in contrast to 

'idealised' 'melted into his arms' versions) as we do about most other things 

in life, and we have no 'implicit knowledge base' against which to test the 

stories we are told (in contrast to our more usual situation). 

The 'stories we are told' are then often not very helpful, especially the stories 

we are told when we are young, and the bases of our future understanding 

are being laid down. 

From these two considerations it is perhaps not surprising that we lack 

confidence talking about sex - it is like trying to talk confidently about an 

unknown country of which we only have fantastical hearsay. 

If, on top of all this, we are so awash with hormones by the time intercourse 

occurs that our usual 'critical faculties' simply cease to operate we may not 

be terribly well placed even to accumulate a better understanding through 

repeated experience of intercourse (especially if it is usually brief and 

unsatisfactory, which seems too often, though by no means always, the 

case, especially for casual intercourse, amongst the young). 
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These considerations are only a part of the story, most of the participants in 

the present study appeared to have only good experience of intercourse 

and, in their middle years, to be quite articulate about it. Yet they still 

reported discomfort shopping for condoms, or negotiating a new relationship, 

or, in many cases, talking to their children about sex. Here I would only like 

to suggest that these persistent insecurities may in part be the outcome of 

developing our understandings of sexual intimacy on very insecure 

foundations. 

In turn this may leave us with far fewer resources than we could muster for 

most aspects of our lives, when we come to try to balance the competing 

claims and meanings attaching to discourses relevant to intercourse; 

whether those arising from male hegemonic discourses which Crawford et 

al. (1994) have suggested, consonant with accounts from one or two of the 

men here, are perhaps more dominant when younger; or the subtler issues 

attaching to trust (Willig, 1995, 1997) and intimacy (Gavey et al., 1999). Or 

even the concern to avoid any suggestion that 'you're presuppos/ng 

you're gomg fo gef sAagged' (4437ff), perhaps implicit in a number of the 

accounts of first intercourse here, though rarely expressed so directly 

(though cf Coleman and Ingham, 1999). 

The implicit/explicit model also suggests that to some extent these problems 

may be because intercourse is inherently difficult to talk about. This may be 

so, but Thompson's (1990) account suggests that some families manage it 

quite successfully nonetheless. 

A discursive analysis here helped identify some of the circumstances of lack 

of talk (see Chapter 6, section 6.2.6) and revealed it in many different ways. 

This was a useful 'cumulative effect' in the data here, since the extent to 

which this theme permeated the accounts was not apparent from any initial 

pass through the data (unlike, for example, comments about dislike of 

condoms). 
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However comments about 'just do it' or 'just put one on' do re-surface the 

problem mentioned in Chapter 3 for social psychology research in this area. 

Far more might be understood of just how negotiation is achieved or avoided 

from an observation study. Especially there may be some kind of 

'negotiation' through physical gesture if no other. This inevitably remains an 

important constraint on what can be achieved in research about this topic. 

These problems might be mitigated a little through closer, more direct 

questioning (perhaps a possibility given my two further years clinical 

experience), but this is a difficult topic for which to recruit participants, 

perhaps symptomatic of it being one of the most difficult topics to talk 

about? 

Nonetheless comments such as 'just do it' 'can't do it' perhaps identify 

boundaries of discourse, which to return to Foucault's insight, can of 

themselves be interesting and revealing. 

8.6 An aMemative explication' of the chapters of this thesis 

The present attempt at 'explicating' and 'externalising' these ideas has come 

late in this research program, and does not claim to be worked out in all its 

potential ramification and detail. But it is perhaps sufficiently ordered and 

organised to support a post hoc re-conceptualisation of the contribution of 

the various chapters here. 

In Chapter 1 I sought to establish some of the ground for the overall thesis. 

Using an analysis first from within the conceptual framework of the TRA I 

identified it as a sfaf/c model, in comparison with Discourse theory which 

affords some possibility of identifying strands and their effects in a more 

dynamic process. I also developed some ideas from within Connectionism 

to propose that we could theorise some useful distinctions between what is 

explicit and what is implicit within this dynamic whole (both at the personal 
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level and at the social level, where I have argued that 'discourse' is pnman/y 

'explicit'). I also suggested that what is implicit might be explicated, but this 

has implications relating to loss of detail, as well as being subject to certain 

limitations. 

In Chapter 2 I then explored different approaches to text analysis, all of 

which enable us to explore what is exp//c/Y, and some implications of what is 

explicit, and to some extent may assist us in explicating what is implicit. 

However that chapter was not developed in these present terms. 

In Chapter 3 I explored some of the potential relevance of a discourse 

theoretical approach in respect of cumulative knowledge and intervention in 

an applied research area. Some of the discussion there needs to be 

extended in the light of the earlier section of this chapter, where I explore 

further what some limitations of discourse theoretic research might be (in 

respect of what is 'implicit' and therefore less tractable to a discursive 

analysis). However I attempt to clarify how some of the approaches to the 

analysis contribute towards 'explicating' what is implicit, and such techniques 

(already in use to some extent in clinical 'talking' therapies) might be 

developed for use, for example, in classroom discussion concerned with 

sexual health intervention. 

In Chapter 3 I also introduced some specific concerns of the interview based 

research here. A key source was Gold's (1993) insight into some 

distinctions between off-line (cold light of day reasoning) cognitions and 

online (heat of the moment) cognitions. His research technique of asking 

about thoughts, feelings and intentions at different stages leading up to a 

specific instance of sexual behaviour, and of exploring a contrasting specific 

instance, has yielded a rich set of data, and in particular helped identify 

some 'dis-locations' in participants experiences of sexual encounters. It 

perhaps also contributed to the extent the data here provided evidence of 

the boundaries of talk, the lack of talk. However the present analysis also 
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suggests that 'on-line' cognition may be most clearly identified by its 

absence. 

In Chapter 4 I first introduced the studies, but then drew out some data from 

them which particularly illustrates the fluid and dynamic nature of discourse 

in an interview context, or perhaps in any context. I discussed this in part to 

Illustrate that a discursive analysis can reveal these more dynamic 

processes; in part to argue that one might generalise from them that 

someone's 'thinking' at the end of an interview will nearly always be at least 

a little different from at the beginning (and that is certainly the case for the 

researcher); but that although one is 'recording' a process in change, so it 

will not be 'robust' in the experimentalist sense of 'replicable', one may still 

discover useful and relevant information through this process. 

In Chapters 5 and 6 I used a variety of text analysis techniques, simply 

representing some of the manifest or 'explicated' content (the taste of 

condoms); but also exploring effects of the more 'explicit' content as well as 

making some implicit content explicit, and identifying some boundaries to 

what can be achieved by a discursive analysis. 

In Chapter 7 I have identified some specific 'age related' and 'post fertility' 

themes emerging from these interviews with older participants, and their 

implications for sexual health intervention. This is also the space reserved 

for exploring how a discursive analysis affords further exploration of 

emerging themes in the context of previously documented discourses. Time 

and space have precluded any serious development of this process, 

however it is perhaps the aspect most successfully developed elsewhere in 

the discourse theoretic literature (for example Crawford et al's, 1994, rather 

different analysis of the difficulties couples experience in attempting to talk 

about sex). So, although the data here affords, even begs, such a 

treatment, and it is an essential component of the overall argument in favour 

of the relevance of discourse theory as a preferred approach to sexual 
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health research, that argument may still stand without a demonstration of 

that specific feature here. 

8.7 Social Coanidon Modeb 

I have already likened the TRA to a 'snapshot' of thought processes, fixed 

from a certain viewpoint at a certain time. l\^ore sympathetically to the social 

cognitivists' concerns to be scientific, it might better be likened to a 'section' 

through the mind - perhaps identifying some of the /c/nc/s of organisation that 

will inevitably arise amongst the patterning; beliefs, evaluations, attitudes 

and so on. Eiser (1994) likens these to the 'attractors' which account for 

some apparent recurring structure in a deterministic chaos fractal model. 

Other cognition models perhaps serve to identify other of these 'attractors' 

(perceived vulnerability and so on). 

However if, as in the deterministic chaos model, the actual scale and density 

of the pattern at any one point is always 'an empirical question' (Fishbein, 

1993, Eiser, 1994) and, moreover, for applied research the very 'content' 

within the pattern at a particular point is similarly an empirical question (see 

Chapters 1 and 3) then I have argued they are not particularly helpful guides 

to applied research, especially in their 'survey' form - which is where they 

c/a/m superiority over more qualitative research methods. 

Unlike the pilot studies for such research, which is also qualitative but barely 

theorised, 1 have argued, and sought to illustrate in the preceding chapters, 

that a discourse theoretic analysis of texts provides a richer, and more 

appropriate (see Chapter 3) theoretical base for exploring human 'lived' 

experience. 

After all, the disadvantage of a biological 'section' is that it tends to destroy 

most of what was interesting in a living 'specimen'. 
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In Chapter 5 I used the 'richer description' afforded by the grounded theory 

technique of seeking as wide a range as possible of examples and counter 

examples relating to any topic with which one is concerned, to describe 

some aspects of participants lives relevant to the present research. (This 

included relatively little 'discursive' analysis). I then explored participants' 

perceptions of sexual health risk, which exploited more discursive 

techniques, to describe more explicit processes, but also to explore some 

disjunctures, which revealed more of the role of particular discursive turns 

(for example the discursive fragment 'canying condoms because of HIV 

being used as 'explanation' or 'justification' but not operating to motivate 

condom use). This also provides an example of how a carefully structured 

interview schedule can mitigate some of the disadvantages of not being able 

to analyse 'discourse in action' in this topic area (see Chapter 3). 
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Appendix A: Limitations of Computational Models 

Fishbein and Ajzen explore quite complex mathematical and graphical 
demonstrations of the effects of interactions between various factors, using 
them to demonstrate the impossibility of pred/cf/ng the impact of any 
particular intervention or manipulation (cf Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, pages 
439-444, 461-474, 484-488) on any one individual. Indeed what they 
present provides an interesting early demonstration in the social science 
literature of a 'deterministic chaos' effect: even if one has a detailed 
understanding and model of 'micro' functional relationships it may still not be 
possible to know enough about the complex state space being entered to 
predict the 'macro' effect of that change (for an introduction to Chaos Theory 
see Gleick, 1987 or Hall, 1992). So, for example, knowing at the micro level 
what could lead to a change in belief x, even given pre-knowledge of details 
such as how much 'room for change' there is in belief x (ie how much this 
individual already believes x to be the case) does not mean that one can 
predict what other beliefs will be modified as a consequence, and what 
impact this may, or may not, have at a 'macro' level, on behaviour intentions 
and future behaviour (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, pages 484-488). 

Interestingly they often model micro change using probabilities, for example 
'cons/der a person u/Aose sub/ecf/ve pmbaM/fy /s . 70 f/7af "Aeai/y dnn/cers 
/?ave se/Yous manfa/ prob/ems. "(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, page 462). 
Besides the problem of identifying whether a person's 'subjective probability' 
is .70 or some other number (let alone what that means), these probabilities 
also often get used multiplicatively which quickly leads to no better than 
'chance' predictive capability. [Since most of the probabilities are < 1 (and 
1, representing certainty, is the maximum probability) then multiplying them 
together leads quickly to vanishingly small overall effects. For example, 
even if each parameter is loaded with a relatively high probability, say .9 (or 
90%), you only need six of them interacting as multipliers to lead to an 
overall probability of < 5, that is a bit less than 50%, which number is of 
course often colloquially presented as 'chance', since for any instance the 
likelihood that the effect will be in one direction is about equal the probability 
it will be in the other]. Fishbein and Ajzen offer many more sophisticated 
examples of complex interactions where they argue the functions are non-
linear and therefore the empirical effect might be 'explicable' but not 
'predictable'. 

In many ways the kinds of models proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen in 1975 
are now superseded by neural network or 'connectionist' models. (Indeed 
some of the diagrams in Fishbein's paper on the relationship between beliefs 
and attitudes could be mistaken for connectionist models (Fishbein and 
Ajzen, 1975, figures 2, 3A, 4A, pages 391-393)). With neural network 
technology (which was barely in its embryonic stage in 1975) we can now 
model how effects could be more subtle than those proposed by Fishbein 
and Ajzen, and yet exhibit many well documented 'learning paradigms' from 
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the psychology literature (see for example, Laland and Bateson, in press). 

Such models have some advantages in any attempt to 'understand' learning 
processes (though these mcremenfa/ models may not apply if more super-
ordinate reasoning is brought to bear on a problem). For example one of 
the easiest things to demonstrate with a neural network set up with a 
learning algorithm, is that the effect of presenting a new exemplar will 
depend on the state of the net at the time (analogous with 'what it already 
knows'^), which will in turn depend on what previous exemplars it has been 
exposed to (analogous to 'past experience'). A 'well trained' net (that is, one 
which has some 'experience' of a particular knowledge domain, which has 
been exposed to many varied examples of a particular kind of data) will be 
relatively little affected by one new 'unusual' case, it will simply be registered 
as not quite fitting any recognisable pattern - whereas such a case might 
have a dramatic impact on the loadings of a relatively 'naive' net, being 
immediately registered as a potential independent category. In some ways 
this development of 'conservatism' seems intuitively what we would expect of 
'learning', and is an example of the kind of non-linear effect for which 
Fishbein and Ajzen were at pains to account. 

It is also important to remember that Fishbein and Ajzen were proposing 
'computational' interactions at a semanf/c level. A neural net provides a 
more parsimonious model since such effects can be demonstrated at a 
semantically or subsemantically coded level. 

Of course, it is not always appropriate to be conservative, to ignore (or 
dismiss) a novel case which is 'unusual' - this may be 'the important one'. It 
is also the reason why neither neural nets, nor Fishbein and Ajzen's models, 
provide an entirely adequate model of 'learning' or 'responding to information' 
(since both would lead to conservatism after experience of a wide range of 
data). In practice people somef/mes are able to respond in 'non-
conservative' ways, even to only slightly unusual experiences - but perhaps 
this discussion should lead us to be less surprised that this is nof the 
general case! 

Fishbein and Ajzen offer no evidence to support their speculated 
'mathematical model' interactions of 'multiplying probabilities': either evidence 
of any substrate (such as a neural network) that would support the 
interaction (ie conduct multiplication of probabilities) or evidence that if a 
substrate did exist the resulting effects would in any way reflect observed 
patterns of learning. Indeed, Fishbein is clear that the TRA is nof an 
algorithmic model of process: 

1, use the analogy with some trepidation. My intent is to danly how a 'neural network' can be helptui 
in trying to understand something of the possible processes of memory and learning by modelling an 
'enabling layer' (rather than an 'underpinning') for beliefs, attitudes, behavioural intentions and the like, as 
required by Fishbein and Ajzen. But without imputing any 'consciousness' to the network (which terms such 
as 'knows' and 'past experience' are wont to suggest). 
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Y/)e mafAemaf/ca/ mocfe/ of f/?e m/af/onsAfp between be/Ze/s and 
aWfucfe M/as neyer mfendec/ fo be weivec/ as a mode/ of process, buf 
on/y as a compufaf/ona/ mode/ fo capfure f/7e oufpuf of a process f/7af 
occurred aufomaf/ca/// as a /uncf/on of/earn/ng ... f/7e maf/iemaf/ca/ 
expness/on of fbe mode/ /s only a compufaf/ona/ /lepresenfaf/on and 
nof an a/gonf/rm/cdescnpf/on' (Fishbein, 1993, pagexw//). 

Conversely a neural network models, at least in a simplistic way, a similar 
/ond of interaction to that observable between neurones (albeit they are also 
in many ways very different -1 would not like to argue for any /denMy of 
process here, rather that at a minimum this is a A/nd of process that could 
be supported by a human brain). There is therefore both a possible 
physiological substrate to support a neural network type process, and some 
evidence that neural network models designed with very simple learning 
assumptions (for example the strengthening and weakening of associations 
based on case exposure proposed by Thomdike, 1913) exhibit many of the 
effects observed in 'simple' learning experiments (Laland and Bateson, in 
preparation, see also Harr6 and Gillett, 1994, Chapter 5). 

However I do not want to propose that a connectionist model would solve 
the problem of predicting and modelling change which Fishbein and Ajzen 
were trying to address. I introduce the neural network model because it 
parallels, but more effectively, what they attempted with mathematical 
models: both approaches focus on the effects of 'incremental' 'absorbing of 
experiences'. At the same time, the computing power of neural network 
technology has made it possible to demonstrate that, whilst the shape of a 
pattern of learning might be demonstrated consistently, neither the timing of 
specific change nor the response to a novel stimulus^ is predictable. The 
neural net model therefore illustrates the in'elevance of seeking any 
pred/cf/ye computational formula of human behaviour. 

The neural network model perhaps illuminates something of why past 
behaviour is the best indicator of future behaviour (eg Bentler and Speckart, 
1979). But none of these approaches address the 'social dynamics' of 
change, such as the aetiology of the new experience (for example, whether 
it was sought out, or a surprise, or imposed, and who else was involved in 
the making of the experience, and why?), or take adequate account of any 
effect of a person 'thinking over" a problem, or consciously puzzling about a 

^Of course a trained' neural network w/// respond predictably to pre-leamed stimuli. So, for example, 
a suitably configured network, or series of networks, can identify handwritten characters of the alphabet after 
sufficient training stimuli. In social interaction such 'overlearned' processing is possibly relevant to some 
'habitual' responses (for example the fairly automatic response set involved in shaking hands if someone 
puts their hand forward in greeting). Indeed a neural network will respond to a novel stimulus if it is 
recognised as belonging to a 'learned' class - this kind of 'generalisation' is one of the strengths of neural 
networks in many applications. What cannot be predicted is how the network will respond if the novel 
stimulus is not easily 'classified'. Nor the timing or direction of change in behaviour (though it might, in a 
simple case, help us anticipate possible patterns of change). 
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contradiction or conflict. 

Theories such as deterministic chaos theory and neural networks, providing 
analogues which are demonstrably closer to human learning (as well as 
feeling' more analogous when seen in action), serve only to lend further 
support to the argument that change is both complex and unpredictable, as 
reported by Fishbein and Ajzen. Just as in fluid dynamics it is not possible 
to predict whether a slight increase in pressure will lead to turbulence (even 
given all the cunrently available information such as dimension of the pipe 
etc) without much more antecedent information (and maybe not even then. 
Hall, 1992), so it is not possible in psychology to predict the effect of a 
particular message, or even a particular kind of 'experiential interaction' on a 
person's subsequent beliefs and behaviour, even with such detailed 
antecedent information as the individual's life history. 

Kippax and Crawford reached a similar conclusion from a review of the TRA 
literature without resorting to a neural network analysis: 

'/f Auman acf/on /s conce/ved of as md/v/c/ua/ and exp//cab/e m fe/ms 
of cogn/f/Ve sfnvcfunes and processes m order fo pred/cf /f, a 
defa//ed/?/sfo/y/sreqfu/red. ... For examp/e, an exp/anaf/on off/ ie 
acf/on 'condom use'm// requ/re a descnpf/on of a// f/)e 
(cogn/f/on^ denV/ng /mm pasf be/?8wouc /nfe/iacf/ons, fa//f and so on, 
w/)/c/7 /ed fo /fs use on eacA occas/on.' (Kippax and Crawford, 1993, 
page 268.) 

The neural network analysis suggests that the kind of cognitive structure 
envisaged here (record of specific thoughts etc) may not be necessary but 
also, contrary to Kippax and Crawford's conclusion, chaos theory suggests 
that even were 'sucA a defa/Zed account gaf/ienng' possible, the outcome 
would not be predictable. 

Of course this is not a welcome message and perhaps sheds some light on 
why, although Fishbein and Ajzen's 1975 book is often cited, the section 
dealing with change seems to be 'overlooked'? 
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Appendix B: A case studv: attitude and race in Fishbein (1967) 

Whilst it is possible to demonstrate some correlation between beliefs, 
attitudes, intentions immediately prior to acting, and behaviour, thus 
confirming some validity for the TRA model at an individual level, the 
evidence from larger scale surveys shows that the larger the sample, the 
/ess 'prediction' is achieved. I will discuss below that this is of itself a 
potentially useful finding, however it is a serious problem for most 
researchers in the TRA paradigm, since it undermines the potential of the 
model as a tool for 'prediction' and discrimination, which is amongst their key 
objectives (eg Fishbein, 1993, page xv//; Abraham and Sheeran, 1993, page 
22). 

Some relevant issues in this area are illuminated, with hindsight, in earlier 
research into attitudes about race. Fishbein (1967b, pages 396-397) reports 
a detailed study into 'attitudes to negroes'. He uses this as an illustration of 
the validity of a 'behaviour theory approach to the relations between beliefs 
about an object and the attitude toward the object'. This is the nub of the 
'attitude' component of the TRA: that 'attitude' equates to the sum of 'belief x 
'evaluation' of salient beliefs. In the reported study 

')25 Ss //sfed ivAaf fAey be//eved fo be fAe ^ve characfensf/cs besf 
descnbeof /Vegmes. 77)6 fen cAaracfe/fsf/cs of /Vegmes fAaf w/ere mosf 
sa/zenf /or popu/af/on, fAaf /s fAe fen mosf Aieqruenf responses g/ven by 
f/?e sub/ecfs, were fAen se/ecfed /br /u/f/7er cons/c/e/af/on (eg., da/iff s/on, 
cu/Yy/?a/c af/7/ef/c, mus/ca/, fa//, efc) [sic]' (Fishbein, 1967b, page 996). 

Fifty of the subjects were retested two weeks later, using 

'eva/uaf/ve and pro6aP///fy sca/es fo measure aWfude and be//ef respecf/ve/y 
... us/ng fhe a/gebra/c /bmiu/a pnesenfed above'. He reports that 'Spearman 
ran/c-order corre/af/on behveen esf/mafed and obfa/ned aff/fudes (7.e., fbe 
d/recf eva/uaf/on of fbe concepf "/Vegro" on fbe A[ttitude] Sca/ej egua//ed 

r/\/=50, p<.00y;.' (ibid, page 997.) 

This is quite a high correlation, and appears to confirm the presence of 
some sort of 'constellation' of beliefs and attitudes that are in some way 
commensurate. However, in the nineteen nineties the idea that someone 
would hold a 'generalised' 'attitude to negroes' seems more questionable 
(and certainly not 'politically correct'). Imagine if we were to ask people to fill 
in a questionnaire about their general 'attitude to university professors'. 
Apart from a generalisation that academics tend to be introverts (and I can 
think of several professorial counter examples), and the occasional moan 
that perhaps professors are overpaid (which of course I wouldn't encourage 
any reader of this chapter to believe!) it is difficult to imagine how one might 
respond. Even the "white, male and middle-class' epithet is somewhat 
eroded. 
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Yet university professors are only a tiny subset of any population, so how 
are we able to elicit generalisations about whole races? Of course a part of 
the answer is that this study was conducted in the USA in the early nineteen 
sixties, when de-segregation was far from complete. The respondents were 
presumably all-white, and had relatively little experience of anyone 'non-
white' as an 'individual'. In a later chapter Fishbein conjectures that despite 
behaviour change towards non-whites by 'Southerners' after the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 '/ ofoubf ve/y mucA ... /f any of us wou/d rea//y ivanf fo say f/?af 
f/?ese md/wdua/s fAe/eby c/?a/?ge<:/ fAe/r a#udes fo A/egmes" (Fishbein, 
1967c, page 482). 

Yet despite such negative attitudes from whites towards non-whites in many 
areas of activity as measured by aff/We su/veys, behaviour towards non-
white individuals was not always as adverse as this might have been taken 
to predict. One of the most illuminating reports of this phenomenon is the 
study by LaPiere (1967/1934). The first stage of this study was participant 
observation, as he travelled throughout the USA with a young Chinese 
couple. Although strong anti-oriental attitudes were often expressed in the 
USA at that time (more so in some regions than others), they in fact 
encountered relatively little outright hostility during these travels, and were 
refused admittance to a hotel or restaurant in only one case out of 251. Yet 
over 90% of the 128 establishments which responded to a follow up 
questionnaire some six months after each visit, said they would nof admit 
orientals^ LaPiere concludes that whilst 'fbe convenf/ona/ (yuesf/on/7a//ie 
undoubfed/y bas s/gnz/Ycanf va/ue /br fbe measuremenf of "po#ca/ aK/fudes" 
that is, as 'a venba/ /response fo a symbo/zc s/fuaf/on' nonetheless '/f /s 
/mposs/b/e fo ma/ce d/necf companson behveen fbe reacf/ons secured 
fbrougb quesf/onna//ies and /mm acfua/ expe/fence' (LaPiere, 1934/1967, 
pages 29-30). 

It is clear from LaPiere's account that, if racial prejudices were set aside, the 
couple in question were ideal potential clients for any of the establishments 
visited, as they were polite, pleasant, well-spoken etc. TRA theorists m/gbf 
argue that a more appropriate questionnaire study would be to focus on the 
question of what kind of person would be admitted to any of the 
establishments, with race as only one amongst many other beliefs and 
evaluations of a potential client to be considered, and so contributing only a 
small proportion of behavioural intent. Fishbein has argued that 

'gene/ia//y spea/ong, fbe aff/fudes measured on aff/fude sca/es, af /easf w/ben 
dea/mg mfb aWfudes foward spec/#c naf/ona/ and efbn/c gmups, are 
aWfudes based on sfereof/pes ... wben a person /s con/ronfed w/fb a 
specf/yc A/egro, bowevec b/s be//e/s are #e/y fo be qru/fe d//yi9renf fban fbose 
fbaf serve fo descnbe "A/egroes /n genera/"... c/earfy / f a zie/af/onsb/p 

See the original paper for LaPiere's discussion of controls for the possible impact of the original visit 
etc. 
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behveen aff/We and beAawour does ex/sf... /f cannof be Aiund unW, af a 
mm/mum, aff/fi/des foM/ard f/?e appmpnafe sf/mu/us ob/ecf are measu/iecr 
(Fishbein 1967b, pages 398-9). 

However in many ways these considerations simply further highlight the 
difficulty of gathering any data from which 'predictions' about social 
behaviour might be made. The focus is again shifted to a more narrowly 
defined attitude or behaviour, and a wider range of beliefs, evaluations, etc 
is required to be sampled. This fails to help the social researcher who starts 
out trying to understand genera/ and pred/cfab/e implications of widespread 
'political attitudes'. 

If Abraham and Sheeran are conrect when they say that 

Tbe of soc/a/ cogn/f/on mode/s depends cnAca//y upon fbe/r ab#y fo 
d//yerenf/afe behveen fbose wbo do and do nof unde/fa/ce spec/#ed 
bebav/ours' (Abraham and Sheeran, 1993, page 22) 

then the utility of the TRA (and similar models) must be questioned, since it 
seems that whilst they may be useful in guiding us to ask relevant questions 
when trying to understand someone's behaviour, there is little evidence that 
they help us predict which individuals, let alone (as these theorists would 
prefer) which groups of people, will undertake a particular behaviour. 

On the other hand, there must be some question whether the form of 
'prediction' demanded by Abraham and Sheeran is what we really need or, 
even if desirable, whether it is possible. 

The TRA seems rather to provide a model which illuminates some of the 
complexity of factors which might contribute to someone undertaking any 
particular behaviour (or not), and evidence from survey research based on 
the TRA indicates that the larger the sample size, the greater the apparent 
variability between beliefs attitudes and behaviours. 

A final comment on the research cited in this section is the apparent 
'datedness' of the research into racial attitudes, or at least of the format of 
writing about this research. It is as non 'politically correct' that Fishbein 
assumes that a person who has beliefs is necessarily male, as is his use of 
the outdated term 'negro'. Yet the discomfiture in reading these reports, 
whilst triggered by such outdated terminology, arises far more strongly from 
a recognition of the imbedded and unreported assumptions they display; for 
example the way the questions are written with the expectation that the 
'subjects' of the survey will inevitably be non-negro, or non-oriental. 

Of course I do not wish to suggest that Fishbein, or any other of the authors 
writing in this mode, is either particularly racist, or could have written or 
researched with any other set of assumptions at the time of the study -
indeed much of the research was undertaken in a spirit of strong support for 
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the de-segregation of the 'Civil Rights' movement. However, these reports 
provide a particularly striking example of how both attitudes, and related 
behaviours (including for example, writing style, as well as 'who gets to 
university to fill in questionnaire surveys') have changed over a few decades. 

I have already discussed how the TRA and similar models are limited in their 
ability to address the topic of change. This research also demonstrates how 
the implicit assumptions of the researcher can lead to an inappropriate 
narrowing of the scope of the research. There are no easy answers to this 
particular problem, but a discourse theory approach suggests that analysis 
of these very same implicit assumptions and 'taken for granteds' of our view 
of some topic might reveal more about the psychology of social behaviour 
than is achieved by gathering responses to attitude surveys, even when 
devised around as sophisticated a model as the TRA. 
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Appendix C: Coming to tenns wMh relativism 

consents 

Appendix C: Coming to temis with relativism 349 

C.I Objectivism 350 

C.2 'Objectivity' or 'Critical Subjectivity' 351 

C.3 Reality and Relativism 352 
C.3.1 Ethics 355 
C.3.2 Rapprochement and 'straw men' 357 

C.4 'Understanding and empathy', 'prediction and control', neither or 
both? 359 

In the following sections I discuss some of the issues which seem 
continually to re-emerge in 'discussions' between psychologists operating 
from within more traditional paradigms in psychology and those adopting a 
discursive approach. 

Much of this debate typically falls' between the cracks of tricky concepts 
such as objectivity, relativism and prediction. An adequate treatment of 
these issues would require a volume of its own and most 'glossaries' serve 
more to hide than reveal the complexities. For example Burr's (1995) 
glossary entry on 'relativism' gives no indication of the richer and more 
sensitive treatment of the topic in the body of her book. On this point I am 
inclined to 'side' with earlier discourse theorists who eschew 'definitions' on 
principal. 

What follows is little more than a "working draft' which I developed in an 
attempt to 'come to terms' with these concepts, but it also includes a 
tentative exploration of considerations such as the ethical implications of 
such research. So I include it here partly as a marker of my struggle with 
the concepts and partly because it serves in the stead of a glossary - as 
some explanation of the usage of such terminology here. 
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C.I Oblecdvism 

One difficulty in attempting to discuss issues of critical difference between 
'discursive' psychology and 'what has gone before' is to find a suitable 
'snappy' label for the "what has gone before'. Traditional psychologists 
generally justify their stance on the basis of 'being scientific', which is taken 
to include much of the modernist principles of logical positivism, empiricism, 
and objectivity, leading to a concentration on the 'subject' of psychology as 
the individual (see eg Henriques et al, 1984, Hollway, 1989). 

It is tempting to use the label 'scientific' paradigm psychology for this 
traditional approach, but I am loath to cede to these earlier procedures a// 
the kudos attaching that label. (Indeed I would venture to question whether 
proclaiming 'objective!' and 'statistical!' loudly is quite sufficient to warrant the 
label scientific.) In some instances 'modernist' is appropriate, but this tends 
to carry perhaps more of the weight of logical positivist philosophy than is 
entirely appropriate. Hollway (1989) uses 'individualist', which certainly 
highlights the distinctions that she, along with Henriques et al (1984), wants 
to emphasise for the subject/subjectivity debate. However I have a slight 
problem with it in that it seems to carry some implication that any alternative 
might be 'collectivist', that is it sounds as if one wished to abandon the 
'individual' and shift camps back to on/y the 'social' - which is precisely what 
I would argue discursive psyc/7o/ogy is attempting to avoid (and is what 
Hollway suggests should be avoided, see Hollway, 1989, Chapter 2). 

Probably the most frequent criticism of a discursive approach is that 'it is not 
objective', as though that were the major criterion for being 'scientific'. And 
certainly discursive psychologists would reject any suggestion that they are 
objective (see below for further discussion of this particular issue). Another 
banner of the various traditional schools is that their work is empirical. 
However, in this case there is not such a distinction between them and 
discursive psychologists, who, although they are prepared to deal with topics 
such as 'expressed ideas' which tend to be anathema to the 'objectivists', 
nonetheless are concerned to theorise from a base of observed and 
carefully recorded data. 

In sum I can find no simple solution to this problem. I will use labels such 
as 'modernist' and 'individualist' wherever it seems appropriate, since these 
terms are to some extent already established in the literature. I might try 
'objectivist' from time to time, since (like 'Christian', which was originally 
coined as a term of abuse) it is a label which the adherents might be 
pleased to acknowledge. 
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C.2 'Obiecdvitv' or "Critical SubiecUvKv' 

The 'objectivist' claim then, is that discursive psychology is of no lasting 
value since if one abandons the neutral ground of 'objective' observation one 
is left without any firm foundation on which to build a sound, non-
contentious, edifice of knowledge. The initial discursive response tends to 
be that one cannot be completely objective, so 'objectivists' are claiming a 
'mythical' position. A fairly simple 'next step' for the objectivists is to argue 
that, yes, of course they recognise it is difficult to put one's own prejudices 
and preconceptions to one side, but at least they f/y, and that means they 
can progress the development of knowledge. 

Of course if one is attempting the impossible then any energy expended in 
that direction is ultimately pofenW/y wasted^ However, this response does 
not adequately address the criticism which is implicit in the 'objectivity' claim. 
The implication is rather that if you abandon objectivity then 'anything goes'. 
One can assert any arbitrary standpoint, and from there make any arbitrary 
interpretation of the data. There will be no position from which this 
interpretation can be challenged, but it "won't mean anything' for the world at 
large. Now I am not entirely unsympathetic to this criticism, since I have sat 
in on one or two second rate conference papers where this seems to be just 
the position being claimed. However, 'I'm taking a standpoint, so what I say 
is valid' is as dubious an argument as 'The statistical test is significant, so 
my theory is true'. The appeal to a single element of any theoretical or 
methodological approach is clearly inadequate validation for any piece of 
research. 

It is nof the case that because 'objectivity' is abandoned as an attainable 
goal then 'anything goes'. The discursive theorist is as much at pains to 
understand all the potential subjective compromises in their research as an 
'objectivist', perhaps even more so. However unlike the 'objectivist', the 
discursive theorist makes no claim that all subjectivities have been taken into 
account and set aside. Rather s/he is concerned to identify all the 
subjectivities that are apparent, consider Aow they should be treated in the 
present research, especially those which it is not possible to set aside 
(usually most of them if the research is to retain any ecological validity), and 
then review them again to consider their discursive implications, all the 
issues of power of the interviewer, etc. 

Notice that the discursive response to the initial objectivist objection might 
have been that the notion of 'neutral ground' was only ever mythical, and 
any knowledge founded upon it was therefore undermined at first base. 
However, since many of us 'grew up' with the modernist belief in 'objectivity' 
as the secure base of all knowledge, I suspect that simply denying it as a 

Though perhaps not abso/ufe/y wasted, since many "hopeless' enterprises turn out to have useful by-
products. 
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valid concept is too big a rhetorical leap in the argument. It is only through 
questioning our personal ability to find a truly 'objective' position on any 
topic, that the full 'horror" of its non-existence can eventually dawn on us. 

C.3 Reality and Relativism 

The extreme difficulty theorists can experience in coming to terms with the 
relativist implications of social constructionism is nicely illustrated by 
O'Connell Davidson and Layder (1994) in their book /Vfef/?ods, Sex and 
Madness. It succeeds admirably in achieving their stated aim of providing a 
stimulating focus for introducing students to the discussion of the many 
problems inherent in carrying out social psychology research, and in 
particular in introducing some of the difficult issues which arise once one 
recognises the socially constructed nature of much (perhaps all) of human 
experience. However, at the same time as making many observations about 
the contingent state of knowledge they retain a kind of phobia about the 
overall notion of 'relativism', and call upon techniques such as triangulation 
as a basis for discovering 'social reality'. 

They present a clear account of the constructed nature of social statistics, 
starting with a review of the many critiques of Durkheim's use of official 
social statistics of suicide. They move on to a consideration that the 
problems of definition, and variability in reporting, imply that for phenomena 
such as suicide, and more pertinently here, rape, one cou/d nof expecf to 
produce statistics that are 'valid' and 'reliable' in the conventional sense and 
then warn that of course in practice similar problems apply to almost any 
statistic one could think of compiling. 

They add, quite reasonably, that this does not mean there is no point in 
attempting to gather such information, but rather that one must use it with 
caution, and careful consideration of the probable limitations of what it might 
convey. They earlier develop similar discussions to illustrate the need for 
researcher reflexivity. All good stuff, but it is in the course of this discussion 
that their 'problem' emerges, best illustrated with a few quotations: 

'/f may seem /s a danger of /ie/7ex/w(y /eadmg fo a 
/bm? of re/af/wsm, fAaf we are as/f/ng researc/iers fo be so 
Aypersens/AVe fo f/?e/r own ro/e //? consfrucf/ng fAe dafa f/?af 
f/?ey M/ou/d /ac/c a// confidence /n f/7e/r #nd/ngs. How can even 
f/?e mosf fe/7ex/ve wA/fe ma/e fesearc/?er; /or examp/e, ever be 
sure fbaf fbe p/cfure of social reality produced by b/s research 
/s generally va//d and nof a b/ased or parf/a/ porfra/f? 
(O'Connell Davidson and Layder, 1994, page 53, my 
emphasis.) 

Interestingly this paragraph follows a discussion of the inherent bias in much 
research, supported with a quote of a tag from a different piece of research 
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'a/fAoug/? f/?/s was nof a de/fberafe samp/mg sfrafegy, a// rsspondenfs were 
Caifcas/an' (ibid, p 53). As a discursive social constructionist I cannot but 
respond that of course research can only produce a 'partial portrait', but if it 
makes this 'part of the portrait' more generally available to people it is none 
the worse for that - there is only a difficulty if one cannot 'let go' of the notion 
of some 'general' 'social reality' which somehow exists 'outside' the 
experience of eve/y one of the participants, or their accounts - that is, if one 
perceives relativism as a 'danger'. 

O'Connell Davidson and Layder, drawing on early work of Denzin (1970), 
turn to triangulation for a solution to this problem, and caution researchers to 

'/oo/c /mm a number of vanfape pomfs /n o/rfer fo 
c/7ec/c wAef/ier sW/ar p/c^unes are produced, /f nof, fAe vaM/fy 
of ^ndmgs and f/?e/r mfe/pnefaf/on are quesf/onab/e.' 
(O'Connell Davidson and Layder, 1994, page 53.) 

They go on to comment that 'odd/y e/ioug/7' by 1990 Denzin has shifted to a 
post modern position arguing for the priority of 'local knowledge' (Ibid., page 
54). For O'Connell Davidson and Layder the futility of this solution is self 
evident 

'one Aas on/y fo /magme conducf/ng /leseamA) baffered 
women wbo b/ame fbemse/ves /br fbe/r husband's brufaZ/Yy fo 
see fbaf a mefbod wb/cb prec/udes qruesf/on/ng fbe sub/ecf's 
[sic] yers/on of reaZ/fy /s exfreme/y //m/fed.' (Ibid, page 55.) 

Precluding qfuesf/on/ng any version is of course extremely limiting - but so is 
deny/ng the va//d/Yy of any version. If a woman is expenenc/ng some kind of 
culpability in being battered it is surely more helpful to know that, than to try 
to communicate with her on the basis of some different (and therefore 
/ncorrecf) assumption of ber interpretation of her situation? Moreover it is 
unclear what 'social reality' O'Connell Davidson and Layder would offer the 
woman as an alternative: 'victim'? 'stupid (for staying around)'? Certainly 
one has seen and heard women in such a situation characterised in these 
ways - but perhaps maintaining some sense of responsibility within the 
interaction helps maintain a perception of potential control, with an 
associated enhanced sense of self? 

That there are alternative accounts of the situation is uncontested and is the 
basis for challenging 'mine is fbe valid standpoint' accounts. That one of 
these accounts is any more nsa/ than any other is where I part company with 
O'Connell Davidson and Layder. They do not suggest how any method of 
triangulation would resolve for them the 'valid' 'version of reality' in the 'brutal 
husband' case. 

However, in arguing that such a resolution is not possible I am not arguing 
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that gathering alternative accounts does not present a ncAer 'portrait'. And 
(as I argue in 'intervention' below) these alternative accounts might provide a 
useful basis for 'questioning', or I would even go so far as to say 
'challenging', someone's initial account of a situation, a procedure to be 
encouraged, particularly if their initial account seems unhelpful (particularly if 
it seems destructive) to them or to anyone else. Of course, on this basis, 
challenging the account of the 'husband' might seem particularly appropriate. 

Perhaps one of the difficulties for O'Connell Davidson and Layder is this 
question of what social research can produce. One might say that they 
forget that, rich or partial, we can only produce 'a picture' - but of course this 
analogy is of very limited utility from a discursive perspective since it implies 
'picture of something - precisely the problem for O'Connell Davidson and 
Layder who seem to be seeking some 'essence'. This is further illustrated 
with another quotation, this time on the topic of 'sampling': 

sfucfy of /?omosexua/ mascu/m/fy, A)/" examp/e, musf 
recogn/se fAere /s subcu/fura/ cf/yers/fy among gay men 

c/)oosmg pa/Y/c/panfs /or a sfudy... Some men ivAo 
Aaye sex men enfer, and de/yne fAemse/yes as parf a 
gay commun/fy. OfAers do nof. r/?e (///Terences between 

gays, '/eafAermen' and 'drag gueens' w/ou/d //kemse 
be /mporfanf /acfors fo be fa/cen /nfo account ivben se/ecf/ng 
peop/e /or /n/erv/ews. /f /be research repo/t /a//ed /o descnbe 
/be parf/cu/ar subcu//ure or subcuZ/ures /mm wb/cb /be samp/e 
ivas drawn, o/ber scbo/ars and researcbers wou/d be unab/e /o 
assess wbe/ber or no/ //s ^nd/ngs and conc/us/ons were 
genera/zsab/e /o /be gay popu/a/zon as a wbo/e, or va//d on/y /n 
re/a//on /o a ve/y sma// subse/ of/ba/ popu/a//on.' (O'Connell 
Davidson and Layder, 1994, page 38.) 

Now whilst researchers such as Weeks and Connell (referenced by the 
authors in this context) might discuss 'subcultures' this would probably be to 
imply 'subcultures' within the overall population (of a town, city, country, ...) 
rather than, as here, to imply some 'gay population as a whole' with a variety 
of 'subsets'. One of the aims of at least some of the literature highlighting 
'differences' has been to undermine this notion of 'homogeneous' 
homosexuality. The point is not that married men 'cottaging' and 'drag 
queens' are 'small subsets' of some otherwise homogeneous population, but 
rather that there is no 'inevitable' point of contact between them. They are 
discrete and different populations (and discrete and different people within 
those populations). So, yes, it is important that a research report is as clear 
as possible (or as necessary for the claims the authors wish to make) about 
the participants - but the point arising from the socially constructed nature of 
experience is that there is no necessary 'generalisability' of research findings 
- particularly on the kind of basis suggested here. Of course one might 
discover some discourses common to many groups. It is not unlikely that 
homosexual men are as familiar with 'have^old' and 'permissive' discourses 
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of sexuality as most other people in British communities. However, they 
may /nd/wGfu8//y position themselves, or feel positioned, within these 
discourses in many and varied ways. For discourse theorists any research 
in this area could only provide 'local' findings - what would be of interest is if 
these illustrated novel discourses, or novel variants of already known 
discourses, the implications of these for the potential 'subjectivities' of the 
participants, and, for social policy based research, the possibilities they 
afford for potential 'resistance' to unhelpful, or destructive, discourses 
(recognising of course that it is a 'relative' judgement as to which these are). 

C.3.f Efhfcs 

It is perhaps this lack of an incontestable basis for judging right from wrong 
which is the most difficult barrier to 'learning to live with' relativity. After 
quoting Weeks on the controlling subjective implications of the 'normalising' 
accounts of the 'sexologists' O'Connell Davidson and Layder comment: 

'Progress/ve fA/n/cers foday fo re/ecf f/7/s sexua/ frad/f/on -
fo abandoA? f/?e cod/^ed system wA/c/? arranges sexi/a/ acfs on 
a conf/nuum /rom joe/verse' fo 'norma/' and fa//( msfead of 
'd/vers/fy'. Sexua/ acfs Aave no /nfnns/c qua#es and cannof 
be cafegonsed as igfood' or 'bad' /n f/)en?se/ves. /nsfead acfs 
/?ave on/y fAose quaZ/f/es fAaf are affnbufed fo f/7en? by f/?e 
/nd/v/dua/s concerned.' (O'Connell Davidson and Layder, 1994, 
page 17.) 

They subsequently (page 20) consider how such an approach can make 
more accessible the complexity of power relations in sado-masochistic 
relationships, and how this might alert us to the complexities of power in any 
relationship, opening up a more complex debate about the power 
implications of 'patriarchy' in heterosexual relationships. 

However, despite such advantages, this relativist analysis of sexual acts is 
'too much' for O'Connell Davidson and Layder, and certainly could not 
accommodate O'Connell Davidson's discomfort with the accounts of some of 
her interviewees in her research on prostitution (reported in their last 
chapter). Perhaps to preclude any charge of 'immorality', the paragraph 
cited above immediately continues: 

'77?e on/y rema/n/ng d/v/de /s behveen consensus/ and non-
consensua/ sex acfs. Sue/? a pos/f/on /s, of course, /7/gb/y 
prob/emaf/c /n re/af/on fo paedop/7///a (a/ ivbaf age /s a person 
ab/e /o genu/ne/y consen/?^, pornography and prosWu//on /̂f 
peop/e are depnved of o//7er opporfun///es /or ma/ong a //wng, 
can we say //7a/ //)ey am /ree/y and genu/ne/y consen//ng /o 
se///ng /Ae/r bod/es?^, a/so /o ex/reme /brms of sadomasocb/sn? 
...' (Ibid., page 19). 
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But there seems a confusion here between privileging the account as a valid 
account, and making a moral judgement abouf the account. This seems a 
remnant of the Enlightenment trap of believing that not only can the 'truth' of 
any situation be known, but that knowing that 'truth' will immediately reveal 
the rights and wrongs of a situation. This has always seemed to me a 
dubious proposition (I think I have been a relativist from at least the age of 
six - it was therefore a great relief at the age of forty six or so at last to 
stumble on some philosophical terminology for my 'condition'!). It is all very 
well for the psalmist to yearn for 'the lion to sit with the lamb', and well and 
good for sheep and lamb, but the lion being a carnivore, in need of a 
reasonable supply of sound fresh meat for its sustenance, the prospect for 
the lioness and her cubs is not so bright. Good and evil musf be relative in 
a world where life forms feed off each other? 

This is not to say that as responsible members of human society we can 
'duck' moral responsibility. To say that we privilege an account as valid is 
not to necessitate that we condone it. In many ways O'Connell Davidson 
acknowledges this in the final chapter, where she discusses that to gam 
access to the account of a man who travels abroad for sex (including 
'buying' young virgins) she must listen to his account without divulging too 
much of her personal 'prejudice'. She spends considerable time justifying 
this process, and clearly does (with appropriate cautions) privilege this man's 
account as 'valid' in the sense of being a fairly accurate account of his 
understanding of what he did. 

Any 'moral evaluation' of the account (or the behaviour, or the man - moral 
evaluation could operate at least at these three levels, and probably more) 
must be on some other basis than this 'internal' validity of the account (in the 
sense of it being the actor's expressed understanding, with some intelligible 
(if not agreed by other onlookers) relationship to any 'material' effects). 
Undoubtedly the content (and some sense of 'validity') of the account are 
essential prerequisites to a moral evaluation within most moral codes. I 
would hazard (though an adequate working of this proposition probably 
requires a separate thesis) that any moral evaluation would require some re-
analysis of the account to discover how it aligns with the relevant moral 
discourse. However re-reading an account from within a particular moral 
discourse will inevitably have some impact on 'meanings' and 'subjectivities'. 
What does not seem tenable is to deny the account as valid to this speaker. 
From a social psychological perspective what might be most appropriate 
here is to attempt to understand what moral construction (discourse) is 
implicit within the account - partly in the academic pursuit of knowledge, but 
also since this might provide an initial basis for any effective 'challenge' to 
the behaviour. 

What also seems untenable is to suggest that there is some 'underlying 
truth' which if we could find it would enable us to resolve the rights and 
wrongs of any situation. This seems further evidenced by O'Connell 
Davidson's own irresolution about the moral status of prostitution 'per se'. 
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Indeed what she seems implicitly to acknowledge is that there is no single 
concept of prostitution. For her the situation is clearly different between an 
unwilling Thai girl, and the self-employed English sex worker 'Desiree' who is 
pivotal to her research^. What is interesting here is that whilst O'Connell 
Davidson clearly manages the relativity of complex and challenging 
situations on a day to day basis in her research practice, she and Layder 
still feel it necessary to 'deny' relativism so explicitly elsewhere, yet at the 
same time acknowledge most of the adjuncts to a relativist epistemology 
(such as the 'socially constructed' nature of experience). 

C.3.2 RappfocAemenf and men' 

O'Connell Davidson and LaydeMs avowed objective is to attempt some 
rapprochement between the positivist science of rationalism and empiricism, 
and some 'real world' 'common sense'. They develop these ideas in some 
depth in an early chapter, but the premises of their case are spelt out in a 
convenient summary: 

'CAapfer ) a/gued f/iaf soc/a/ researc/? sAou/of begm /mm fAe 
prem/se fAere /s a wo/Yd separate /mm our concep/s and 
be/ze/s, desp/Ye /Ae /acf f/?a/ reseamAe/s /?ave p/ieconce/ved 
/deas, va/ues and be/Ze/s yy/?/c/7 a/^ec/ /Ae/r v/ew of //?e ivodd. // 
sugges/ed //)a/ // /s poss/6/e fo nego//a/e a course behveen //7e 
pos/Ws/ wei/v of soc/a/ sc/ence as pmduc/ng pure, ob/ecf/ve 
/cnow/edge unsu/Z/ed by common sense and //?e re/af/v/s/ v/ew 
of soc/a/ sc/en//s/s as permanenf/y /oc/ced /n/o a na/row v/s/on 
of //?e wodd, de/erm/ned comp/e/e/y by fbe/r p/for common-
sense or //?eore//ca/ assump//ons.' (O'Connell Davidson and 
Layder, 1994, page 33.) 

I do not entirely dispute their first proposition - if I bump into the edge of a 
table I may hurt myself, and so might anyone else, however they construe 
the object I perceive as a table. However, unlike O'Connell Davidson and 
Layder, I do not believe there is one 'objective' 'version' of this object, there 
for everyone to see' which is per se more valid than any other version of it. 
For me it may be a table of more or less functional use and more or less 
aesthetically pleasing. For a joiner there may be further perceptions relating 
to how well it is crafted, for a conservationist a teak table might represent 

'On the whole O'Connell Davidson seems to rest relatively easily with 'Desiree's' business on the basis 
that it provides her with an independent income. Yet the financial 'need' of the Thai girls (and their families) 
is certainly greater than Desiree's (at the very worst she could fall back on state support). Of course there 
is the concern that the income of the Thai girls is mostly 'raked off by 'middle men' (of whatever gender) 
and in their case there is clearly the further issue of consent touched on above. However sex work is not 
the only hazardous occupation people are recruited into - and even with the contemporary risk of HIV it is 
possibly not the most hazardous. Classical ballet, formula 1 motor racing, and mining all involve 
jeopardising the body (along with other deprivations), yet even in the affluent West all are occupaGons into 
which some parents actively encourage their children. I have mentioned in the introduction some reasons 
why 'sex' might be evaluated differently from other behaviours. 
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primarily a further 'rape' of the rainforests. Someone malnourished may not 
'see' the table at all, only the food laid out on it. Whilst any of these 
perceptions might, with more or less time and patience, be shared with 
others through techniques of language and gesture, no two people are likely 
to share precisely the same constellation of responses to this object. Nor is 
there any neutral stand point for judging one version over another, though of 
course it may be pertinent to privilege a particular version for a particular 
purpose - the aesthetics for interior design, that of the joiner for an 
evaluation of durability. 

What I can do as a psychologist is to be aware of this diversity and make 
others aware of the diversity - especially perhaps where social policy issues 
are at stake. This becomes more relevant when one acknowledges that, 
unfortunately, there is no inherent difference in the case of the Thai girl, or 
of Desiree. There are many 'versions' of their situations, and which of us 
can claim neyer to have compromised our principles in a work situation even 
from positions of comparative affluence? 

Arising from this multiplicity of views leads inevitably to a reconsideration of 
'common' sense - clearly there are a multiplicity of 'common senses', and it 
is not clear to whom they are 'common'. This is far from a trivial point, since 
it is probably central to the otherwise perplexing nature of most disputes. 

Finally O'Connell Davidson and Layder characterise a 'm/af/wsf v/eiV of 
'soc/a/ sc/enWs as penmanenf/y /oc/recf mfo a narrow ws/on ..." Whilst 
inevitably social scientists' vision (as everyone else's) will be constrained by 
their previous experience, it seems odd to suppose that a relativist view will 
render them '/ocked m' to anything. On the contrary it might be argued that 
an awareness of the constructed nature of experience might open them up 
to a wider view of the world and perhaps 'alert' them to 'versions' more 
relevant than their own to any current purpose, via precisely the techniques 
of reflexivity advocated by O'Connell Davidson and Layder. 

Rather than 'negof/afmg a course between' the two extremes outlined by 
O'Connell Davidson and Layder I would argue that it is more a question of 
challenging their premises and discovering a quite different resolution. They 
are not the first to notice the mismatch between experience based, 
'constructed', diversity and the goal of 'pure ob/ecf/ve /cnoiv/ec/ge', yet, 
despite a reference list which certainly encompasses work by those familiar 
with such research they seem to have overlooked the work of social 
representation theorists on the relationship between scientific knowledge and 
common sense(s), or discursive analyses which provide a further basis for 
grappling with diversity and complexity. They seem instead 'stuck' at a state 
somewhat akin to the grounded theorists (whom they do discuss) of 
recognising the symptoms of the socially constructed nature of experience, 
but being unwilling, or unable, to accept the 'relativist' implications (see 
Chapter 2). 
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C.4 Understandhig and emDathv". "oredicdon and contror. neither or both? 

Harre and Gillett (1994) suggest that in social psychology, rather than 
'prediction and control' (the long standing goal of 'science'?) we should seek 
'understanding and empathy' (Harre and Gillett, 1994, page 21). 

In a postgraduate research seminar during 1994, when this topic was 
touched on, one research student gasped, and exclaimed 'I'm insulted that 
you suggest I would have anything to do with prediction and control!' 

When challenged that most research in the social sciences was concerned 
at least with enabling the possibility of change (her own research is 
concerned with issues of schooling) she replied that she was concerned with 
offering better choices. Challenged that 'better choice' implied someone's 
personal preference as to what is 'better" she added that conditions should 
be set up so that students couldnt fail to make the most appropriate choice. 
... Now was the time for others in the group to gasp, and suggest that this 
insidious version might be the worst of all possible forms of coercion. 

At this point the topic was dropped - a breathing space for reflection and 
reflexion seemed appropriate. 

This researcher's response is of course not isolated. I use this illustration 
since it was an occasion on which the points were particularly clearly 
articulated. However it is a topic that often triggers concern if it arises in 
undergraduate seminars. It is perhaps surprising that Harre and Gillett leave 
this rather simplified analysis with relatively little comment. 

In the application of social psychology the drive for discovering possible 
mechanisms of change, if not going quite so far as 'prediction and control', is 
irresistibly insistent, if only in the sources of funding. Stated at its baldest: 
funding has become available for social psychology research into sexual 
behaviour to support a perceived need to modify (ie exert social control 
over) sexual behaviour In the light of HIV infection, and the discovery that 
the UK has amongst the highest teenage pregnancy rates in Europe. 

Nor is the intent of the funding bodies to improve their 'understanding of and 
empathy with' the subjects of these statistics, but rather to reduce HIV 
transmission, the numbers of infants dependant on teenage mothers, and 
the (state defined) negative health and welfare impact on these young 
women. And again, the arguments supporting these initiatives seemed not 
to be advanced in any sense of 'reducing suffering' (though at least in the 
AIDS case, even as the most non-interventionist minded researchers, we 
would surely also seek an 'outcome' at this level?) but rather the arguments 
are advanced in terns of reducing costs to the state exchequer (of health 
care for those with HIV, as well as the loss of contributory income, given that 
AIDS so often afflicts relatively young adults, of prime earning, and therefore 
taxpaying, capacity; and of a perceived prevalence of state dependency 
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amongst teenage mothers). 

Indeed whilst sexologists might always have been accused of an excess of 
pursuit of pleasure (according to some, including feminists such as Haste, 
1992, at the expense of some sectors of the community) they too are clearly 
motivated by a desire for change, at the least contentious perhaps an 
increase in the domestic harmony of their clients. 

Where does this lead us in the methodology of research? 

Attempts at adopting 'scientific' methodologies seem ever more insistently to 
produce results which point up the complexities of social behaviour, through 
the gamut of individual, group, societal and national differences - such that it 
seems there are no 'truths' of sufficiently generalisable weight that they can 
be offered as any kind of 'universal' guideline to the people who might effect 
change in social behaviour (teachers, health workers, parents) beyond a 
weak universalising cry of 'Cave!' or 'Vive /es differences!' (That is 'Beware! 
a multiplicity of differences are alive and well, and ready to subvert your 
efforts at every turn!') 

Discursive analyses, such as those offered by Potter and Wetherell (1987), 
Wetherell and Potter (1992), Harre and Gillett (1994), etc offer some 
illumination of why this is so. If our 'possibilities' are not only biologically 
and socially constructed, but also individually discursively construed, then 
necessary assumptions for the application of many 'scientific' methods to 
social psychology (such as the 'stasis' assumed in calls for test re-test 
reliability) simply are not met. Such methods are undermined at their 
inception, though to some extent it is attempts to apply such methodology 
that have provided the evidence of the very dynamism and diversity which 
discounts their relevance. 

Does this leave us with no more than techniques to analyse idiographic 
accounts to gain 'understanding and empathy'? Though this would be no 
trivial achievement it seems an insufficient goal. We may not be particularly 
empathic towards assisting government reduce spending targets (though, 
since even beggars and students pay VAT, as taxpayers we are surely all 
interested in how public funds are allocated?) but social psychologists are 
usually driven in part by a desire to alleviate the sum of human misery. 

I would rather propose that interpreting and persuading are as possible as 
they ever were, and any increase in understanding the embedded 
discourses in the 'common (non)sense' of negotiating safer sex will afford 
further possible sites of intervention. In this sense I follow Harre and Gillett, 
in that the options are grounded in increased understanding and empathy, 
there is little expectation of 'broad brush' social psychology based 
interventions with numerically predictable outcomes (unlike the expectations 
one might have of a new vaccine). However one might hope to increase the 
resources of 'argumentation' of the educators. 
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Appendix D: Parent study. Invitation to pardcipate letter 

In this time of HIV/AIDS Britain also has a high incidence of other Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases (STDs) and teenage pregnancy. (In many cases, 
such as teenage pregnancy, the incidence here is higher than in other EC 
countries.) We are carrying out research which we hope may lead to 
improvements in sex education, through schools and any other appropriate 
channels. 

In this context I would like to interview parents or guardians of 14/15 year 
olds, to discuss how you feel your personal experience of developing 
relationships and negotiating sexual behaviour may have helped (or 
hindered) you when discussing sex with your son(s) / daughter(s). 

Please do feel that this invitation applies to you, as we are interested in the 
whole range of parents' experience with this topic. Whether you are very 
comfortable with your approach, and feel it is working will (in which case 
perhaps it can be shared with others) or you find it difficult, or perhaps prefer 
such topics left to the schools, whatever your experience we would like to 
hear from you. 

As some of the topics of the interview will be of a personal, and possibly 
sensitive, nature please rest assured that the interview material will be kept 
in strictest confidence. And if at any stage in the interview you felt 
uncomfortable with any question you would of course be free to skip that 
question, or, if you wished, to end the interview. 

I'm sure that each of you has some experience that may add to our 
collective wisdom in improving sex education and sexual development for 
the next generation. I hope you will volunteer to share it with me. 
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Appendix E: Parent study. Interview Questions 

Questions to be addressed 

1. Some infomiation about the children in the interviewee's immediate care. 
Additional information may also be sought about any other children of the 
interviewee (grown up and left home, part of another family now, etc.) 

2. The interviewee's relationship with the child(ren) in his/her immediate 
care. 

3. The interviewee's perception of issues relating to sex education: 

Whose responsibility it should be. 

What topics should be covered, by whom (eg self, partner, school, other) 
and how (teach, discuss, other). 

What he/she knows about the school's sex education program, and whether 
he/she takes an 'active' interest in it (eg discuss at home topics raised at 
school). 

Whether there would be any circumstance under which he/she would 
withdraw his/her child from all/part of a school sex education program. 

4. The interviewee's knowledge of, and views about the play. 

5. The interviewee's knowledge of, and views about, his/her child's sexual 
activity. 

6. The interviewee's views about what constitutes 'safe' sexual behaviour 
and how to negotiate / maintain it. 

7. Whether/how he/she would discuss 'safer sex' and/or negotiating 
relationships with his/her child, whether/how it should be covered in the 
school curriculum or by some third party. 

8. The interviewee's personal experience of negotiating or maintaining 'safe' 
sexual behaviour. (This may of course be by maintaining a single partner 
monogamous relationship, as in marriage.) 

8a. Whether they perceive this experience as relevant/useful/of interest to a 
teenager. 

9. The interviewee's most recent experience of negotiating, or maintaining 
'safe' sexual behaviour. (This may of course be some time ago, say on 
entering into marriage.) 
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9a. Whether they perceive this experience as relevant/useful/of interest to a 
teenager. 

10. Any incident the interviewee recalls as being actually or potentially 
'unsafe'. 

10a. Whether they perceive this experience as relevant/useful/of interest to a 
teenager. 

11. (Only to be asked if Q10 elicited a positive response). The most recent 
incident the interviewee recalls being actually/potentially 'unsafe'. 

11a. Whether they perceive this experience as relevant/useful/of interest to a 
teenager. 

12. Whether the interviewee has any strong or mild religious or other beliefs 
regarding sexual behaviour. (Clarification of such beliefs if they have 
emerged in response to earlier questions.) 
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OuesUon Schedule 

[supplementary questions in ( ) brackets. Notes in [ ] brackets ] 

(Short introduction, explaining the reasons for the interview) 

Is it a boy or girl you have in xxx' class? 
and how old is he/she? 
and can you tell me how you are related to him/her please? 

Thankyou, and do you have any other children, living with you now, or have 
lived with you in the past? 
(same question set as above for each child.) 

Today I'm particularly interested in discussing how you approach questions 
about sex education with your children. I'd like to focus the questions 
around how you are approaching this topic with nnn (the pupil in xxx class), 
but I'd be interested if this is in any way different from how you've talked to 
any other of your children, as we go along. Do you have any questions 
before we begin? 

First I'd like to ask who you think has, or should have, most responsibility for 
nnn's sex education? 

(If necessary prompt: eg You? Your partner? The school? Anyone else? - If 
the latter ask for more details.) 

What sort of things do you think are particularly important that nnn should 
know about sex? 

For each topic mentioned ask additional questions: 
and who do you think should cover that? 
and what do you think is the best way of introducing that / discussing that ? 

[prompt with checklist (see Appendix F) and prompt with anyone mentioned 
in "who's responsible' if answers get 'stuck' - but preference is to conduct 
interview then try out the checklist only at the end, to see parent's response 
to anything he/she had not volunteered] 

I'd like to ask you some questions about school sex education now. 
[assuming the whole previous discussion wasn't about school sex ed, in 
which case skip this line!] 

Can you tell me what you know about what is covered in the school sex 
education cunriculum? 

Do you ever talk to nnn about sex education topics that have been covered 
at school? (For example might he/she mention in the evening 'Oh, we had a 
lesson on ... today' and you would discuss it?) 
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Did you hear about the play 'Just be good to me' that nnn's class saw in 
March? 

Do you know what topics were covered in the play? 

What do you think of the idea of them using that kind of play for the class? 
what aspects do you think were especially good (bad)? 
what do you think the play achieved? 

Did you discuss the play with nnn after he/she saw it? 
what topics in particular did you discuss? 

We've talked about what is covered by school sex education. Can you tell 
me what, if any, other topics you think should be covered? 

and what do you think would be a good way for that to be covered in the 
syllabus? (eg taught, discussion, ... ) 

Have you ever withdrawn nnn from any sex education class? Are there any 
parts of the sex education program you would consider withdrawing nnn 
from? Can you think of any circumstances that might lead you to consider 
it? 

We've talked quite a lot now about education. I'd like now to move on to 
talk a bit about behaviour. 

Does nnn go out on 'dates' at all? 

and, as far as you are aware, is nnn sexually active? 

Does (would) nnn know enough about using contraceptives do you think? 
[NB Need questions to explore this a bit further, but depending on what the 
answers have been in the earlier section on sex education, discussion at 
home, etc, and format depending on whether interviewee believes nnn to be 
sexually active or not.] 

And if I asked you about 'negotiating safe sex', what would you understand 
by that question? 
[NB Again, follow on questions will depend on the answer to this one.] 

Can I ask you, if you were a teenager now, how you would set about putting 
that idea into practice? 

Have you discussed this with nnn at all? [Assuming the answer to this 
question hasn't come out earlier in the interview ] 
(Do you think nnn is aware of your view on this anyway?) 

Do you think nnn is influenced by your views about sexual behaviour? 
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Do you think nnn may have been influenced by anything he/she has 
observed of your behaviour? (or any significant other?) 
[NB Question unlikely to be asked in quite this form, more likely framed as 
follow on from previous discussion eg. If interviewee emphasises need for 
contraception, then ask if nnn knows what interviewee uses, and would be 
influenced by that - similarly if interviewee expresses 'safe equals 
monogamous' then ask if nnn influenced by interviewee's 
partnership/marriage etc as appropriate ] 

One of the areas we are interested in is finding 'models' of 'safe' sexual 
behaviour to draw on, with the possibility of learning something from them 
which we may eventually be able to feed back into sex education at some 
level. Can you tell me [assuming he/she hasn't already] how you managed 
the last potential sexual encounter you had which might have been unsafe? 
[NB if necessary prompt based on previous answers - for example, if 
interviewee is monogamous, can he/she remember anyone 'making a pass' 
and how he/she dealt with it? or, if interviewee has disclosed multiple 
partners in any way (eg this is second husband/wife/partner) then was the 
topic of 'safe sex' discussed with new partner, if so how? etc] 

Can you tell me have you always found this approach successful? Has 
there been any time when it didnt work, or wasn't appropriate for any 
reason? (What I'm interested in is that people have say 'good intentions' 
about what to do, but it doesn't always seem easy to apply them - what sort 
of circumstances might prevent you using your 'safe' model?) 
can you tell me about the last sexual encounter you had that in retrospect 

you think might have been unsafe? 

[At this point, if the interview has been 'thin' then consider going to checklist 
and ask about each topic in turn, should it be covered, who by, how etc] 

Before we finish the interview can you tell me if you have any religious 
beliefs which relate to sexual behaviour? (or any other beliefs or views that 
are relevant?) 
and is that important to you? (can you give me an example of how that 

might affect your behaviour / what you would do?) 

Thankyou very much for your time and your input to the study. Are there 
any questions you would like to ask me before you go? 
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Appendix F: Parent study. Checklist 

The following checklist, drawn from a contemporary questionnaire based 
study, was used to prompt discussion about further topics if parents had not 
already raised them. 

Sex Education - possible tpoics 

How we grow - from conception to adult 

Changes during puberty - physical 

Changes during puberty - emotional 

How a baby is made (conceived) 

Contraception 

Prevention of infection from HIV 

Prevention of infection from other STDs 

The role of pressures from others (eg friends) to experiment and take risks 

Legal restrictions on sexual behaviour 

IVIoral/religious restrictions on sexual behaviour 

The influence of the media (eg the behaviour of 'soap' stars, pop stars, etc) 

Role playing different or difficult situations (eg saying no to tobacco, drugs, 
alcohol, or negotiating condom use) 

Obtaining sexual pleasure without intercourse 
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Appendix G: Main study - telephone contact 

The phoneline costs 50p per minute, and it tal(es about 20 seconds 
minimum to get through to leave a message, so to keep costs down (both 
for making the call, and for the potential interviewee) it is necessary to keep 
the message as short as possible, whilst including sufficient information to 
persuade someone to call back. Given the nature of this contact the 
message needs to be fairly informal: 

7-//./ My name /s Oen/se' and you can neacA me on ... / 'ma 
posfg/aduafe sfudenf af SoufAampfon Un/yers/fy. /'m so/ry 
/snY a socya/ daf/ng ca//, W / w/ou/d ///ce fo meef you. /'m 
car/y/ng ouf some nesea/ic/) abouf Aow peop/e approac/7 f/7/s 
k/nd of vo/ce daf/ng se/v/ce and /W # e fo /nc/ude your v/ews. 
/f you ivou/d ///re /o Aear mo/e, g/ve me a ca//. /'m nof f/iere 
/eaye a message and /'// ca// you bac/c. / musf sfress //?/s /s 
con^denf/a/ /brma/ researc/) ^no youma/Zsm), and peop/e Aave 
gu/fe enyoyed f/ie /nfe/v/ew /n f/?e pasf/ Many f/ian/cs /or your 
f/me.' 

When anyone makes contact the discussion may be reasonably free format, 
but the following main points must be covered: 

r/?an/f you /or refurn/ng fAe ca//. 

r/7e msearc/) /s abouf manag/ng ns/( M//7en daf/ng, /nc/ud/ng f/?ose 
ns/cs re/a//ng fo f/?e /nf/mafe aspects of any pofenf/a/ re/af/ons/7/p. 
Do you //7/n/( you m/g/)/ be /nferesfed /n fa/ong pa/f /n an /nferv/ew? 
/f w/// be /7e/d /n an o^ce /n K/ng /V/h9d's Co//ege l^nc/7esfer 
/Arrange a f/me. 
Do you /mow/ /70M/ fo ge/ f/iene? 

... directions ... 
Meef you /n recepf/on. 

/ wou/d ///ce fo record /be /nfe/v/ei/K (/o ma/ce sure / don'/ oye/Voo/( any 
of /be po/n/s you ma/re^ w/// /ba/ be a/ngb/ w/Zb you? 
Do you bave any o/ber gues//ons? 

^Surname will not be given, as a security precaution (In line with 'Heartlines' guidance). Although 
this message seems a little 'informal' it is felt this is appropriate in the context. 
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Appendix H: telephone contacts via HearOines'. fnot^ recruitinq 
men 

I began the main study concerned that it might be difficult to recmit women 
via the Heartlines telephone route, but fairly optimistic that it would not be 
too difficult to recruit men since they might be a little 'curious' about a 
woman carrying out this kind of research. This proved a misplaced 
optimism, and I must acknowledge that my supervisor Dr Roger Ingham was 
appropriately sceptical from the outset. 

Of the thirty one men for whom I left an 'ambiguous' message via Heartlines 
(see Chapter 7, Main study - recruiting difficulties) about half returned my 
call, a few ringing off fairly abruptly, and not unreasonably, when I explained 
about the interview. However ten expressed more interest, some saying 
they were prepared to answer questions over the telephone but not to meet, 
others making some (in the event abortive) arrangement for an interview. 
These calls proved interesting, if, for the most part, somewhat frustrating 
from a recruitment perspective not least because a number of appointments 
were made but not kept. The following is a brief summary of these ten. 

One was entirely 'up front' saying '/'m on/y mfenesfed //? my own pmb/ems, 
nof a// f/?e worfd's pmb/ems' and wishing me 'a// besf. He did add that 
when I was hesitant at the start of the call'/ you were gomg fo say 
you were a b/o/ce acfua/Zy - fbaf's happened fo me once'. He also added 
that he was not interested in marriage and family 'qu/fe AonesWy /'m pasf me 
se// by cfafe /br fbaf. He was just interested in someone to meet maybe 
once or twice a week, to go for a drink and a chat. 

On this last point he was a little unusual since most of these men expressed 
an interest in finding a permanent relationship, two or three lamenting the 
fairly casual attitude of some of the women they had called and/or met. 
Interestingly this sense of focused intent seemed to coincide with a 
somewhat 'disillusioned' view of relationships, if not the world in general. 
One commented 'OonY fbe wo/YcT and another talked about 'wben 
you're geff/ng over a cfreacf/u/ mamage ///ce m/ne'. A third, talked about 
'//c/ong b/s wounds'. When I explained the topic of the interview would be 
about sexual risk taking he commented 'nof me fben' since he had not had a 
sexual relationship in the eight years since his wife died. He emphasised 
that he believed in marriage, and in answer to the question about what he 
would do if someone 'came on' to him, commented that women only did this 
if they were looking for an 'emof/ona/ crufcb' they were some of 
casua/f/es' and should get themselves together before using this dating 
service. He then contradicted his earlier position by saying he was only 
interested in meeting for a drink and conversation. He commented that 
some of the women he had met had been treated badly, but this was 
followed by what seemed a further contradiction that 'women and men can? 
be /nends'. It would have been interesting, but unethical, to record these 
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conversations to explore whether there were some more coherent underlying 
themes. 

Three of the men said they could not arrange an interview right now, but 
might in the future, two giving me a telephone number. The third declined to 
do this (and whilst he had not used 141 to with-hold his number via British 
Telecom it seemed unreasonable to use it). He did not call back, perhaps 
not surprisingly since he had been 'overwhelmed' by the twenty four 
messages that had been left for him (these all on the first day). One of the 
remaining two also reported 'lots of replies' and declined when I called back 
to arrange the interview. The third had expected to be in the local area at 
some time, but unfortunately was not. 

Four other men attempted some arrangement to meet. Two did not turn up 
at the agreed time for the interview, one of these even at a second attempt 
with a re-an-anged time at A/s instigation. A third 'stood me up', despite 
being at the station where I had arranged to meet him, wearing, as he had 
promised, 'a ye/Zow/ fop, b/ue yac/fef, b/ioM/n frousers, and red sAoes'. When I 
approached and said his name he looked flustered and said 'no, no' - not a 
great boost to my ego! I had been very clear that I was somewhat older 
than him, and only interested in an interview - but had suspected that he 
was more interested in dating than the research, even before the (none) 
meeting. 

At least three of these men seemed not fully to grasp that I was serious 
about the interview. One only visits this area from time to time, and despite 
my turning down all proposed meetings (since he has expressed no interest 
in the research) he nonetheless phoned again in August 1999, fifteen 
months after the initial contact. 

Quite late in the interview period there was a further reply to one of the 
messages left via Heartlines, and this last male was recruited and kept the 
appointment so contributing the final interview. 
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Are You 
Age 35 - 50 ? 

Started a new relationship within the last 18 

months? 

Prepared to talk about it? 

Would like to take part in University based 
research? 

To find out more: 
phone Denise on 01962-851187 

(all information fully confidential) 
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Appendix J: Main study, adveitisement 

The following text was placed as a small 'box' advertisement in the 
Winchester Extra in IVIarch 1998: 

Can you help? 

As part of a university based research project I 
would like to interview people in their late thirties 
and forties about meeting new possible partners. 
If you have used Heartlines, or a similar dating 
agency, in the last 18 months and would like to 
take part in this project, please give me a call. 

To find out more: 
phone Denise on 01962-851187 

(all information fully confidential) 
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OuesHons to be addressed 

1. Some demographic data: age, marital status, occupation (and see post-

interview questionnaire). 

2. Reasons for seeking to meet someone tlirough 'Heartline'. 

3. Kind of person/relationship sought. 
4. Whether that relationship might become more intimate, even sexual, and 
how that would be negotiated (including how any 'unwanted' advances would 
be managed). 

Subseqruenf fop/cs m// on/y be addressed /f f/?ey a/B re/eyanf fo f/)/s 
mfe/v/ewee /f no sexua/ expenence, or unW/mg fo d/scuss f/7/s, f/7en 
re/afed qruesf/ons w/// nof be as/ced .̂ 

5. If the interviewee has ever had a sexual relationship then how, in the 
most recent case, that came about. (Who instigated the change in 
relationship, feelings associated with this, etc.) 

6. What preparation/planning there was for first time sex in the most recent 
sexual relationship. (Open at this stage, to discover whether contraception, 
'safe sex', etc. are volunteered as salient.) 

7. Perceived 'meaning' and 'success' of this encounter. (Research interest 
here is what kind of meanings people attach to a sexual relationship (we 
know this is very varied) and what people consider 'success' in such 
relationships, as well as any effect of planning on 'successful' outcome.) 

8. The interviewee's views, practice and experience relating to 
contraception. 

9. The interviewee's experience of any health related problems associated 
with sex (general health problems such as cystitis etc. excluding sexually 
transmitted diseases, (STDs)). 

10. The interviewee's views, practice and experience relating to STDs 
(including the interviewee's views about what constitutes 'safe' sexual 
behaviour and how to negotiate / maintain it. This may of course be by 
maintaining a single partner monogamous relationship, as in marriage.) 

11. The interviewee's most recent experience of negotiating, or maintaining 
'safe' sexual behaviour. (This may of course be some time ago, say on 
entering into marriage.) 
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12. Any incident the interviewee recalls as being actually or potentially 
'unsafe'. 

13. (Only to be asked if Q12 elicited a positive response). The most recent 
incident the interviewee recalls being actually/potentially 'unsafe'. 

14. Any aspects of using 'Heartline' the interviewee considers particularly 
risky or worrying (location of first meeting, etc.) and any strategies adopted 
to minimise this risk. 

12. Whether the interviewee has any strong or mild religious or other beliefs 
regarding sexual behaviour. (Clarification of such beliefs if they have 
emerged in response to earlier questions.) 
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Question Schedule 

[Supp/emenfa/y quesf/ons are m ( ) brac/cefs. A/ofes m [ ] brac/refs. 
Se/ecf/o/7 of supp/emenfa/y Qs w/// depend on f/?e /nfe/v/ewee, bow re/axed / 
open /com/brfab/e efc. and w/// a/m fo ne/7ecf f/?e /nfe/v/eivee's /anguage. 

Mosf of f/?e d/mcf guesf/ons abouf sfrafeg/es /or meef/ng e/c. are /e/î  fo /be 
end, /n order /o see wbe/ber peop/e yo/un/eer /ba/ /bey bave /bougb/ abou/ 
's/ra/eg/s/ng' ra/ber /ban /mp/y /bey sbou/d ("w/b/cb cou/d /ead /o /abnca/Zon/ 
7be gues//ons a/ /be end sbou/d p/c/c up on any/b/ng no/ covered earf/er] 

(Short introduction, explaining the reasons for the interview. 
Remind participants that they may decline to answer any question, and may 

withdraw from the interview at any time.) 

F/rs/ /'d ///ce /o as/c you yus/ a /ew genera/ gues//ons abou/ yourse/f 

According to your 'ad' you are 'age'? [guo/e age /mm /-/ear///nes en/fy] 

Ask marital status, (how long single/separated/whatever). 

Do you have any children? (ages etc) 

Ask about living arrangements (accommodation, who with, etc - taking into 
account answers to Qs above). 

A/ow /'d ///ce /o as/c you yus/ a /eiv gues/Zons abou/ us/ng /-/earf/Znes. 

1. What would you say are your main reasons for seeking out a partner 
[/nend/)9/c depend/ng on ad en//y] through heartline? 

2. What sort of person are you looking for? [word this to acknowledge 
any/b/ng /n /be ad] 
(Is there anything you would find particularly attractive/unattractive? 
How would you decide that you might be interested in more than just 
companionship with someone? [If only seeking companionship skip to Q4, 
then use questions selectively depending on responses] 
Is there anything you would find a particular 'turn on' / 'turn off'?) 

For /b/s p/ece of research n/e are par//cu/arfy /n/eres/ed /n wba/ happens /f 
the relationship becomes more intimate, would you mind answering a few 
questions about that? 

/Yf m/erv/ewee wou/d m/nd, or bas /nd/ca/ed 'compan/onsb/p on/y' /ben 
probab/y //m// gues//ons /o 4, and /ben YS/fy 
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3. If you were more interested in the other person, have you any thoughts 
about how you might try to make that clear to them? (Have you any 
thoughts about how you might make a sexual advance towards the other 
person?) 

4. Have you any thoughts about what you would do if the other person made 
a sexual advance towards you? 
(Would you expect the other person to make a sexual advance towards 
you?) 
Is there any particular situation you might expect to lead to a sexual 
advance? 
Is there any particular cue you would read as a sexual advance?) 

5. How would you decide how to respond to a sexual advance? [or 'to 
make'..] 
(What would you be most likely to think about? 
What sorts of things would you be looking for in a sexual partner different 
from just a companion? 
How might you decide 'yes, go for it'?) 

6. When was the last time you started a new relationship which became 
sexual in any way? (Is that relationship still ongoing? Have you been 
involved in any relationships since then? [/e neiv buf non-sexua/, refum fo 
prev/ous /le/af/ons/f/p, efc. 
*A/8. fofa/ number of sexua/ pa/fne/s w/// be as/ced v/a qruesf/onna/m af fbe 
end.]) 

7. What sort of feelings' do you experience when you start a relationship 
with a new partner? (none? expectations? nervous? unsure? over-eager? 
about sex? body changes?) 

8. At what stage in a new relationship are you likely to think about sex? 
(what about with the last person? 
are there any particular 'triggers' that are likely to make you think about sex? 
what would you take into consideration before you decided? 
anything about the partner/situation/you that have made you 'think twice'?) 

9. The last time you had sex with a new partner, how did you approach the 
subject? 
(Did you plan ahead of the 'date' at all? 
Did you plan at all on the day/evening of the date? 
Where did it happen? I mean what kind of location, I'm not asking for an 
address! 
What did you do earlier that day/evening? 
What about immediately beforehand?) 
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10. And just in outline can you tell me a bit about what happened? 
(Any particular thoughts going through your head at the time?) 

[r/?e /b/Zomng quesf/ons are mo/B Yead/ng", fo p/c/c up on any fop/cs nof 
vo/unfeered/n f/7e earf/ec more bpen'quesf/ons.] 

11. Did you enjoy it? (Because people don't always, especially first time 
with a new partner?) 
(Any particular aspects? 
Any particular thoughts about it afterwards? 
Have you had sex with the same partner since? 
Any particular different thoughts and so on since the first time?) 

12. What did it 'mean' to you to have sex with that partner at that time? 
(For the relationship? For yourself? For the partner?) 

13. Did you discuss contraception at any stage? 
(Did you use any contraceptive? 
Did that worry you? 
How would you feel if you(r partner) got pregnant? thoughts on having 
(more) children? 
Would it change the 'meaning' of the relationship? 
Whose responsibility is contraception?) 

14. Have you (or a partner) ever experienced any health problems 
associated with sex? 
(eg many women have problems with thrush/cystitis at some time, men don't 
always get an erection 'to order' especially as they get older. 
Did that affect the relationship at all? Change the meaning of the 
relationship?) 

15. Are you aware of STDs? Have you had any experience of STDs? 
(stories from friends?) 
(Did that affect the relationship at all? Change the meaning of the 
relationship?) Do you use any barrier to STDs? Not using a barrier is 
sometimes refen^ed to as 'unsafe sex', would you consider it 'unsafe'? ([ / f 
nof] Why not?) 

16. Is there anything [else] that has led to a big change in your perception 
of a relationship? (Anything else?) 

17. [Oependmg on wAefAer un/^rofecfecf asfc s/m//ar quesf/ons abot/f f/?e /asf 
occas/on (/f any) of fAe oppos/fe.] 
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All interviewees: 

18. Are there any aspects of meeting people through using Heartline that 
you think are particular risky? [apart from the now obvious one of being 
pestered by research students!] 
(phone number, first meeting, first visiting home, etc, any related to sex) 

19. Is there anything you consciously do with the aim of minimising any of 
those risks? 
(Not meeting in certain places? Not 'going back'? Avoid alcohol? ... 
How do you decide the 'suitability'/'riskiness' of a potential partner? 
How important / useful are 'first impressions'? What would you look out 
for?) 

20. Is there any aspect of dating someone this way that you consider 
particularly 'scary'? 
(Any 'mismatch' between someone being attractive and seeming safe?) 

21. [/f /nfemew/ee Aas expressed any mferesf m sexua/ re/aAons/)/ps] Is 
there anything you consider particularly 'scary' about getting into a new 
sexual relationship? 

[Poss/b/e supp/emenfa/y quesf/ons, dramng on quesf/on /brmaf /mm 'paren/' 
interviews - could be useful if refuse 'personal' questions] 

22. And if I asked you about 'negotiating safe sex', what would you 
understand by that question? 
(How do you set about putting that idea into practice? 
Have you always found this approach successful? 
Has there been any time when it didn't work, or wasn't appropriate for any 
reason? l/l/Tiaf /'m m/e/ies/ecf /n /s peop/e /7ave say igooc/ mfenf/ons' 
abou/ fo do, buf // doesnY a/ways seem easy fo app/y //rem - wbaf sorf 
of c/rcums/ances m/gbf p/ieve/?/ you us/ng your 'sa/e' mode/? 
Can you tell me about the last sexual encounter you had that in retrospect 
you think might have been unsafe?) 

23. Before we finish the interview can you tell me if you have any religious 
beliefs which relate to sexual behaviour? 
(or any other beliefs or views that are relevant? 
and is that important to you? 
can you give me an example of how that might affect what you would do?) 

Thankyou very much for your time and your input to the study. Are there 
any questions you would like to ask me before you go? 
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Questionnaire: Demographic data. Pa/f/c/panfs w/// be as/ced fo # m fb/s 
qruesf/onna/zie af fbe end of fbe mfemew, fo con/zrm some dafa g/Ven af fbe 
sfa/Y of fbe /nfe/v/ew, and fo co//ecf a /ew/ mom defa/Zs, pnman/y so fbaf any 
sfn/f/ng dewaf/ons from fAe range of responses /bund /n fAe genera/ 
popu/a//on can be nofed. (Tbere W/ nof be su//7c/en/ parf/c/pan/s fo sub/ecf 
//7e da/a /o any mean/ng/u/ s/a//s//ca/ ana/ys/sj )4///70ug/? some of /be 
gues//ons may seem a /////e //)rea/en/ng 'co/d' // /s an/zc/pa/ed //?a/ by /be end 
of /be /n/en//eiv sucb (yues//ons sbou/d seem quz/e accep/ab/e. 
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Quesdonnake 

Thankyou for participating in tliis researcli. 
Before you leave I would appreciate you spending just a few minutes filling 
in this questionnaire, which is, of course, both anonymous and confidential. 

Please try to answer every question, as this information will help show the 
range of people who have taken part in this research. If there are any 
questions you are unsure about please ask for an explanation. Of course if 
there is any question you would really rather not answer then do leave it 
blank and move on to the next one. 

Please confirm or answer the following questions (by entering the 
appropriate information, or circling the appropriate choice): 

Age: 

Gender; M F 

Status: Single k/larried Separated Divorced 

Occupation: 

Religious affiliation: 

Do you consider yourself 'sexually active' (eg are you currently in a sexually 
active relationship)? 

Yes No 

How many sexual partners have you had throughout your lifetime? 

How old were you when you first had sexual intercourse? 

Do you have any children? Yes No 

If 'Yes' could you indicate their age? 

Boys: Ages 

Girls: Ages 

Could you 'circle' any who are, as far as you know, sexually 
active? 

IVIany thanks for your help and co-operation with this research! 
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Appendix IVI: "Headings' used for analysis of Main Study 

Transcripts were analysed, and a note made of any section of text relating to 
the headings below. References to these sections (transcript, page and line 
numbers) were recorded on 6x4 cards, in a cardfile, along with as much of 
the text as was felt necessary to indicate the substance and context of the 
text to enable the first pass at selecting and organising topics suitable for 
further analysis and write-up. 

Numbers in brackets indicate the number of (double sided) 6x4 cards used 
for each heading. These provide only a rough indication of the 'quantity' of 
material under a particular heading, due to the variability in the length of 
selected texts, amount of context included, etc. Selected text might be filed 
under one, or many, headings - for example an account of use of a condom 
might include some description of a partner, personal feelings, etc. The 
selections might therefore 'overlap'. 

Headings, and their 'grouping', emerged as analysis progressed. Some 
were merged or split in the process. On some occasions it proved 
appropriate to duplicate sub-headings under more than one major group. 

There is no relationship between headings and 'level of analysis'. Any 
aspects of the texts felt to be of potential interest were selected, and 
referenced, so that as wide as possible a range of aspects of the data are 
available 'at a glance'. Some headings relate to 'content', some to 
apparently 'ascribed meaning', some to linguistic or 'conversational' aspects 
of the texts (particular 'turns of phrase', or notable hesitations, etc), some to 
frequently mentioned 'issues' (such as loneliness, or the 'cost of dating', 
etc.), a few to 'instantly' recognisable references to previously documented 
'discourses', and so on. This provides a basis for discussing the data at a 
number of different levels: specific findings about 'safe sex' practice (or the 
lack of it), precursors, implications, the extent to which participants 
demonstrated awareness of implications, as well as more 'tenuous' aspects 
such as how 'conversational' clues might indicate uncertainty, 
embarrassment, etc. 

A card index file was selected in preference to any computer based 
approach for a number of reasons, including the storage capacity and speed 
of my (now aging) home computer, and a concern to limit the number of 
hours spent in front of a VDU. However the major reason was the 'at a 
glance' nature of this kind of 'hard copy'. The files fit comfortably into two 
10" X 6" filing trays, with major headings clearly visible. Additional 'visual' 
cuing is provided by some 'colour coding' of the entries: pink for headings 
relating to 'sex', blue for 'safe sex', green for 'health/medical' issues, buff for 
general dating/relational topics, white for 'background' topics, and green 
again (the colour range was limited) for language, discourse, etc. Unlike 
selections on a computer screen it is quite easy to access entries from 
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different parts of the database, lift them out, compare them, note cross 
references etc. However, careful recording of source, page and line 
references, means it is also easy to get back to the original text using a 
word processing package. 

The latter can also be used to 'search' texts where necessary to identify 
further references to a topic. However this latter approach is quite limited, 
since the text selections highlight that different participants, or the same 
participant on different occasions, might use very different language to 
discuss, for example, a common 'topic'. 

The cards are organised into five main groups, covering three hundred and 
ninety eight headings In all, organised into thirty nine sub-groups. 

77)6 Asf sefs of/wacBngs refafe A) account of 
AacAgmumt appmacA A) dla@ng, and mAAomsAjlps; 

Background 
Lifestyle [4] 
Being/Living alone [3] 
Someone around (lodgers, etc.) [1] 
Cuddles etc (need) [1] 
(Close) friendship group [3] 
Friends vs Relationship [2] 
'Incestuous' [1] 

Dating 
Why date (or not) [4] 
Why others date [1] 
Need / Pressure / Desperate [1] 
cf re/affo/?s/7/ps. 
desperate/dependence 

Women watching [1] 
How meet [4] 
cf nof /nferesfed 

Using Heartlines or Agency [9] 
Date - approach [2] 
'Chat up' / overtures / first moves 
[3] 
Pursuit I Intent [2] 
Date? - not interested [1] 
Date? - response [2] 
First date [3] 
Dating new dates [1] 
cf 'Eaf your /one/y Aea/f ouf 

Date - not working out / No go [2] 
cf Re/8f/ons/?/p. r^ecf/on 

Date - strategy [1] 

Dating behaviour comments [1] 
Date - 'advances' [1] 
cf Re/af/ons/7/p - deve/opmenf 

DescrlpUon (of date/pahner) 
Partner descriptions (general) [10] 
Critical description [2] 
Partner 'ideal' [6] 
cf sex. approacA, consfdemfe+ 

not interested [1] 
Attraction / fancy [1] 
'caring and considerate' [1] 
Communication [1] 
Compatibility [1] 
Humour [1] 
Location (where live etc) [1] 
'Looks' [1] 
cf attraction 

'Open' [1] 
Possessive [1] 
Sexual organs - explicit comment [1] 
3rd party comments on date/partner 
[1] 
'Wrong person'yRight person' [1] 
Violence [1] 

Relationship - progression 
Approach to relationship [3] 
cf casual sex, fling, etc 

Rebound 
Friendship -> relationship [3] 
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start, no-go [2] 
Reservations (reserve judgement, 
uncertainty, ambiguity [2] 

Start, good [1] 
'Build up' [3] 
cf approach, /nend -> re/af/onsA/p 

Progressions [4] 
IVIarriage (reasons) [1] 
'Future' [1] 
Rejection (Real / Seeming) [1] 
cf 'c/Tucked', dafmg. nof ivor/ong ouf 

Relationship - not working out [1] 
cf re/af/ng. prob/ems 

^/laintaining a 'problem' relationship 
[2] 
Ending a relationship [10] 
Relationship -> friendship [1] 
Relationship <-> friendship [3] 
'Best wishes' [1] 
Moving away / moving on [1] 
Relationship - recovery from [3] 
cf 'Rebound' 

Relationship - thoughts after [1] 
Important dates [1] 

Specific Relationships 
cf C/)//d/e/?. /afbe/yimofber of.. 
'Other" - terminology etc [1] 
Affair [1] 
'Mistress' [1] 
IVIarriage [2] 
'on-ofF relationships [1] 
'Parallel' relationships [5] 
Prostitution / Escort agency [1 ] 
'wife' / 'husband' / 'wifey' [1] 
Other's relationships - family link [1] 

Relationship - attributes, etc. 
'Relationship' - description [1] 
Attraction [3] 
cf sex. affracf/on, dafe. /dea/, 
c/7em/ca//))/?ys/ca/ 

'Care' [1] 
Comfortable [1] 
Commitment [2] 
cf R. Re/afmg. comm/fmenf 

Desperate / Dependence [2] 
cf Gendec need/^aressuns, //wng 

a/one 
Discreet [1] 
be Happy [1] 
Jealousy [1 ] 
cf possess/ye 

Know each other [1] 
'love', 'in love' [3] 
cf Y/7e rea/ fbmg' 

feeling Safe [1] 
Security [1] 
'the Real thing' (or not) [1] 
cf sex. 

Romantic [1] 
Sorry for... [1] 
cf /anguage. poor cow/ poor sod 

Relationships - relating 
Relationship 'is' [1] 
Arguments [1] 
Communication [3] 
Compromise (or not) [1] 
Culture/Race [1] 
Effort [1] 
Emotional [1] 
Force [1] 
Mistakes [1] 
'Needs' [1] 
Physical [1] 
Problems [3] 
cf race, sex:problems 

Sharing [1] 
cf Pay/ng.g//f, GacA^ground. a/one 

Uncertainty [1] 
Use/Give [2] 

Paying' etc 
cfRe/af/ons/)/p. use/g/ve 
Bargain / Exchange [2] 
Business relationship [1] 
Cost [1] 
'Eat your lonely heart out' [1] 
cf Morfon ("^99^ 

Effort / Burden [1 ] 
Fair / not Fair [1] 
Gift [1] 
cf Re/afmg. sbanng, use/g/ve 

Gratitude / obligation [1] 
Money & partner [2] 
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'Not that cheap' [1] 
'Paying for" [3] 
cf 'Eaf your /one/y Aea/f ouf 

Paying for sex [1] 
'Treat' 'spoil' etc [1] 

Tlhe nexf sefs of Aead&xgs mfafe more ^)ec#k@A^ A) Tsex* 

Beds, Uvlng arrangements & 
Staying ovef* 
Space [1] 
Living separately [3] 
Separate rooms [1] 
Sleep together - no sex [1] 
Sleeping arrangements - other [1] 
'Staying over" [1] 
Sex - where [1 ] 

Sex - descriptive 
'Sex is ...' [2] 
'Good sex' (or not) [3] 
cf o/gasm 

Ejaculation [1] 
cf ora/ sex, of/?er f/imgs 

Erection [1] 
Oral sex [1] 
cf sa/e sex; ora/ sex 

Orgasm [1] 
Problems / Frustration [3] 
cf/mpofence, /ear. 

Sexual script [1] 
Sex in the sixties [1] 
cf casual sex, First intercourse: 

ever 
Sex - variants [2] 
S&IVI [1] 
Touch/petting [1] 
Casual sex [3] 
'Fling' [1] 
One night stand [2] 
'Promiscuity' [1] 
Most recent intercourse [1] 

Sex - emotional/relational 
Approach [6] 
cf demand, cons/derafe. Sex -
descnpf/ye. casua/ sex, F/rsf i/k. 
women initiate 

Attraction [1] 
cf fe/af;ons/?/p. affracf/on 

Considerate [1] 
cf approach, re/afmg. /brce 

Demand [1] 
cf approac/?, /mqruency 

'Fancy them' [1] 
cf descnpf/on. affracf/on / /ancy 

Fat [1] 
Frequency [1] 
Interested? [2] 
Intimate [1] 
Jealousy [1] 
Lust p ] 
Physical / affectionate [1] 
cf description: caring / considerate 

Sex - marriage / relationship [4] 

"Chemicals' 
cf re/af/ons/y/p. affracf/on, sex. 
affracf/on 
Alcohol [4] 
The chemistry' [3] 
cf F/rsf /nfercourse. /ee/mgs be/bre, 
nature, natural progression 

'Hormones' [1] 
Physical [1] 
cf sex. aff/iacf/on, re/af/ons/i/p. 
affracf/on, Hea/fA. /mpofence 

First intercourse (with a new 
partner) 
Reasons [2] 
cf need, closeness 

When? [5] 
cf'm a fusA' 

'First moves' [8] 
'No go' [1] 
Women initiating [3] 
Planning [5] 
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cf descnpf/ye. casua/ sex 
'Toothbrush and toothpaste' [1] 
cf Beds, sfaymg over 

Natural progression [3] 
First intercourse ever [2] 
Feelings - physical [1] 
Feelings/thoughts before [4] 
After first intercourse [8] 
cf Yn a rus/?' 

'In a rush' [2] 
cf M/omen m/f/af/ng, /ee/mg 

pressured, 
Re/af/ons/7/p affnbufes; cfesperafe, 
Re/afmg. A/eeds 

Feeling pressured 
cf nafura/ progness/on 

77)6 mexf of /wad&igs mfafe A) aqaecfs of Isa/b sex* 

Safe Sex 
'Safe sex' [1] 
Contraception [1] 
Contraception vs Protection [4] 
Family planning [1] 
First discussed (when/why) [2] 
cf F//3f mfe/rx^urse; p/ann/ng 

GP Comments [1] 
Issues included [1] 
Learned scripts [2] 
cf Sex - descnpf/ons. sex //? f/?e 

s/xf/es 
Negotiating safe sex (or not) [3] 
cf #rsf d/scussed, no sa/ie sex, /yrs/ 
mfencourse. p/ann/ng 

No safe sex [4] 
Responsibility [2] 
(safe sex / contraception) 

Anecdotes, advertisements & 
folklore 
Adages 
Anecdotes, AIDS/HIV 
Anecdotes, condoms 
Advertisements, media 

Saying No' 
cf personal: assertiveness 
Dating - refusals [3] 

cf Oafmg. response 
Never on first night [1] 
Pass - turned down [1] 
cf F/rsf mfe/icou/se. ^rsf moves 

Resisting - reasons [1] 
Saying 'no - for now' [2] 
Saying 'no' - fail p ] 
Saying 'no' - feelings [1] 
Other [2] 

Monogamy (or not) 
cf spec//7c re/af/ons/?/ps 
Long temi relationship [1] 
l\^onogamy - specific comments [1] 
No previous partner [1] 
Number of partners [1] 
Promiscuity [1] 

AIDS test" 
Practicalities [1] 
Reason [1] 
Stigma [1] 
Other [1] 

Condoms 
Available [1] 
Buying [2] 
Carrying [2] 
cf F/rsf /nfe/roufse; foofAbws/) 
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Who gets them [1] 
'Could' use [1] 
'Would' use [1] 
Argument / strategy [1] 
Insistence [1] 
Reasons [2] 
Pros/cons [4] 
Shelf life [1] 
Don't / Didn't / Won't use [2] 
Failure and other problems [1] 

Other methods (safe sex) 
(mosf/y confracepf/on) 
Abortion/Termination [2] 
cf Re//g/on. L//e & deaf/? 

Celibate[1] 
cf sex. ^etyuency 

Contraceptive failure [1] 
Contraceptives [1] 
Contraceptive pill [3] 
Coil (iUD) [2] 
Diaphragm [1] 
Fantasy [1] 
Hysterectomy [1] 
Menstrual cycle [1] 
'Morning after' pill [1] 
too Old / Menopause [1] 
Oral sex [1] 
cf sex. 0/3/ sex 

Persona [1] 
Partner description [1] 
Sexual history, 'know them', [2] 
Sperm count [1] 
Sterilisation [1] 
Touch [1] 
Vasectomy [2] 
cf sperm counf 

Withdrawal ('Hold back' 'careful') [1] 
'Other things' (no penetration) [1] 

Risk 
cf Spec/^c /le/af/onsA/ps. Para/Ze/ 
Babies & risk [1] 
Dating risk (& managing it) [4] 
Instinct / 'know' [1] 
Life is risky [1] 
Risk group [1] 
Risky place [1] 

Self and risk [1] 
Sex [4] 
Other risks [1] 

Luck 
sex 

Trust 
'Trust' [1] 
General [1] 
Safe sex [1] 
'Nothing will hurt me' 

Fear & Hurt 
Doubt [1] 
'Hurt' [1] 
Rejection [1] 
Sex [1] 
'Scary' [2] 
(ne/afes fo /nfe/v/eiv quesf/on) 

Other 

Medkal 
General health [1] 
Psychological health [3] 
Sexual health - general [1] 
'Healthy' [1] 
Sex is healthy [1] 
'III' [1] 
AIDS/HIV [1] 
Cystitis [1] 
Dyspareunia (painful intercourse) [1] 
'Frigid' [1] 
Gonorrhoea [1] 
Genital warts [1] 
Herpes [1] 
Injury [1] 
Impotence [6] 
Kidney infection [1] 
Pubic lice [1] 
NSU [1] 
Thrush [2] 
Seek medical treatment (or not) [2] 
Talking about medical problems [1] 
STDs - accounts of [1] 
STDs - discussion[1] 
'STD' term not understood [1] 
Wonder if sexually transmitted [1] 
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Sex Education 
Hygiene [1] 
Parents [1] 
Peer pressure [1] 
School [1] 
Sources / lack of information [2] 

77)e Wowwig sek of AeacMogs cover ofAer (opAcs, ek reAevanf 
A) appmacAes A) pdmafy/sexua/ reAAoMs/?^ 

Personal 
Age [8] 
Assertiveness [2] 
c fconW, cfommance 

Body [1] 
Career [1] 
Conscience [1] 
'Control' [1] 
'Distancing' [1] 
Dominance [1] 

Don't understand [1] 
Emban^assment - body, health [1] 
Embanrassment - condoms [1] 
Embarrassment - # partners [3] 
cf Monogamy. 

Embarrassment - sexual relationship 
[1] 
Embanrassment - other [1] 
Fantasy - life [1] 
Humour [1] 
Intentions [1] 
cf say/ng no, condoms, ms/sf, beds, 
s/eep/ng separafe/y 

Post relationship 'state' [1] 
Possessiveness [1] 
Potential (for sexual relationship) [1 ] 
Preference [1] 
'Promiscuous' (or not) [1] 
Reputation [1] 
Self deprecating, actual or strategy? 
[1] 
Self description [9] 
cf Oaf/ng. agency, Oescnpf/on. 

pa/fner 
Self description - comments [1] 

Religion / Ethics 
Adultery [1] 
Consenting adults [1] 
Life & Death [1] 
'IVIoral' [3] 
Nature [1] 
Religion [2] 

Baggage 
'Baggage' [1] 
Complexity [1] 

The 'other* partner 
cf Specf^c re/af/ons/?/ps. para/Ze/ 
'Actions' of 'other" [1] 
Effect on self [1] 
Partner leaves "other" [1] 
"Other" as "not real' partner [1] 
Representation of "other" [1] 
Split allegiances [1] 
Wife doesn"t understand [1] 

Step parent & parent ing 
Affect on child (step-parent) [1] 
Family influence (general) [1] 
Father [1] 
Mother [1] 
Identity (as step-parent) [1] 
Step/parenting [1] 

Children 
Adoption [1] 
Babies / broody / conception [2] 
"Having a child" [1] 
Pregnancy [4] 
IVIiscarriage [1] 
'Children' [1] 
Children - safe sex [1] 
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Child care [1] 
Concern / Welfare [1] 
Parent of... [1] 
Visiting / seeing [1] 

TYfe sets of AeacKmgs nefafe to Ivays of taAmg' dUnng Ae 
WefWBws 

Gender & generar groups 
Gender - dating/meeting [1] 
Gender - desperate/pushy [1] 
cf re/af/ons/7/p affnbufes. desperafe 
/dependence 
Gender - generalisation [6] 
cf F/rsf mfercourse. w/omen 

m/f/af/ng 
Gender - labels [1] 
Gender - roles [3] 
Gender - safe sex [1 ] 
cf sa/e sex. negof/afmg, 

respons/M/fy 
Gender - sex [1] 
Homosexual / lesbian [1] 
Intravenous drug users (IDUs) [1] 
'lots of people' / 'most people' etc [1] 
'other people' [1] 
unattached people' [1] 

ContradkUons 
Contradiction in account/opinion etc 
Variation in account 

Reflexive 
Reflexive/reflective [6] 
cf rheWc. d/sc/a/mer/d/sfance 

Comments on others [1] 
cf gender genera/fsaf/on 

'If I'd known then ..." [1] 
Regret [1] 

Language (words, phrases,...) 
Euphemism (+/- hesitation) [2] 
cf 'efc/7/ngs' 

IVIetaphor [1] 
cf 'oddmenfs' 

Sexually explicit language [1] 
Strong language [1] 
'tell straight' [1] 

'Wham bham thankyou ma'am' [1] 
'Oddments' [5] 
(eg 'cAuc/ced' 'd/rfy socAs' efcA/ngs") 

Rhetorical / Discursive 
cf Persona/, se/f depnecaf/ng 
Ambiguity/uncertainty [1] 
Depends on ... [1] 
Disclaimer / Distance [5] 
cf Re/7ex/ye;* 

Discourses [2] 
cf Sex. /n fAe srxf/es, Sa/e sex. 
learned scripts, responsibility 

Embarrassment? (language cues) 
[1] 
False starts / hesitation / etc [1] 
Use of models [1] 
Repetition - reiteration [1] 
Reticence [1] 
Rhetoric [1] 
Specific reference to language [1 ] 
Speed up / gloss over [1] 
Social construct - resist [1 ] 
(Interviewer introduced) terminology 
[2] 

Meta' discourse on interview 
process 
Question (comment/clarification) [3] 
cf Medical: STD term 

Interviewee difficulties [1] 
Interviewer difficulties [1] 
Recall or ? [1] 
cf Rhetoric: use of modals 

Revelation through interview 
Telling me how to ... [1] 
Other [1] 
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Relevant for sex therapy 
Change [1] 
Intercourse & penetration [1] 
Impotence [1] 
Other [1] 
(/ncWes eg Mg/d, ivorfc sfress, .. 

Psychodynamic [1] 
Psychodynamic related [1] 
(nofe of of/)er re/eyanf /lead/ngs) 
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